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FOREWORD

Tint document summarizes the proceedings of the third in a series
of annual reviews of the principal meteorological research results con-
ducted under the Weather s-ld Climate Program of the NASA Office of
Space and Te:_estrial Applications. The p_evtous re_ews were for the
primary pur_oce of evaluating program progress and to provide a basis
for justifying future actJ¢it!es. The third review was expanded in scope
to promote faLformatior exchsnge with the meteorological community.
To aid in thie_ exchen£e, representatives from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric AdminJ _r_tion, National Science Foundation, and Depart-
ment of Defense were invited to attend the science review which was

held at the NA,_A £z)ddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, on
November 29-I_0, 1977.

The NASA Weather and Climate Program has two major thrusts;
the first invoh es the development of experin:ental and prototype opera-
tional satellite systems, sensors, and space facilities for monitoring and
understanding the atmosphere, the seco_l involves basic scientific in-
vestigations aimed at studying the physicat and chemical processes which
control weather and climsts. These major aspects of the program focus
on exploiting the capabilities of space technology for: (1) the detection,
monitoring, and prediction of devere storn_s, (2) the improvement of
global weather forecasting; and (3) the monitoring _mdprediction of
climate change. The third science review concentrated on the scientific
research rather than the hardware development aspect of the program.

Thirty-six scientific papers were presented covering these three
general areas. Session moderators were E. R. Kreins, R. C. Herfurth,
and C. R. Laughlin, NASA Moteorology Program Office, Goddard Space
Flight Center. The papers published in these proceedings are separated
into two sections. The first section contains those papers presented
orally at the science review (papers numbered 1-36). The second section
contains additional research results which were not presented in the re-

view due to time limitations (papers numbered 37-59). To expedite the
publication of these proceedl_s, papers were submitted in camera ready

! format. Each author assumed full responsibility for the content of his
paper.

Earl R. Kreins

Science Review Coordinator

NASA Meteorology Program Office
Goddard Space Flight Center

:. , ul |"&_... I/, .. l_TE:,tTiOlt/tkLY'81_l_i
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PaperNo. 1

DRY AIR ENTRAINMENT INTOCONVECTIVEC,-OUDS

Dr.J. [eliur4 President,EffectiveConceptsInc.

ABSTRACT

A systematic approach to the study of turbulent motion must be
undertaken if we are tc achieve adequate successes in weather
modification. The most urgant problem relates to effects on the
cloud particles of the variable evaporative cycles as dry air is
mixed into clouds. Such studies have a broad applicabl]ity to
_ll atmospheric and climatic studies. A zero-g study is proposed

to enable the basic experimental data to be collected so that
theory may be developed to generalize such results for practical
quantitative applications.

INTRODUCTION

The obviou_ societal need to utilize every possible means
to adjust one's environment for the greatest benefit for every-
one is nowhere better illustrated than in the case of weather
modification. Weather modification has become the first real

confrontation between atmospheric science and the atmosphere it-
self where the need Justifies continued efforts in the face of

formidable problems, and effectiveness can easily be Judged by
the average citizen.

The eclence of atmospheric clouds presently falls far short

of completeness. Hypotheses and theories abound but most are
acceptable contributions only because the variability in the
measurements is taclt!v taken to support a vlewwhlch allows that
actual observed cases should provide no realistic limits on

models, the observations being inherently "inconsistent" or
"unrellable". Thls is the core of the problem. The reallty of
statistical variability, originating in the fundementally
turbulent nature of the atmosphere, is somehow avolded Ideal

tools have not been found for deallngwlth it in theory. The re-
sults of standard statistical data analyses are disappointingly
vague when met In weatber modlflcatJon experiments. We tend to
have the scientific effort divided _n_o two groups; those who

make only vague attempts to understand the phenomena in detall
and rely on the black box type of empirical studies, measuring of
stimulus ann response, and those who attempt to synthesize from

: fundamental principles the more complex behavior met with in the
real world.

4
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There is some Justification for the feelin B that the synthetic
approach has produced solid gains which wil] be part of the
science when all the statistically based experiments which did not
quite succeed are forgotten. However, these s_udies can not much
longer be justified unless a direct attack is made on the way
turbulence is to be included in cloud models. It has been

possible to publish very simplified models ignoring turbulence
(or over simplifying it) because observstions in clcud _-e ex-
tremely expensive and difficult, so permitting inadequate
theories to evade the crunch of meeting inescapable facts; up
until now. The author (Telford, 1975) has dra_m attention to
these conflicts between many models and the most reliable obser-
vations, and none of these conflicts is more relevant than those
arising from the usual model formulation ignoring vertical mixing
of dry overlying air down into the cloud.

Cloud Physics Background

Perhaps the most fundamental problem related directly to the
rain formation process in the mlcrophyslcs of warm clouJs is in
the exact con3equences of the mixing of dry air into the cloud.
Warm rain formation involves a process whereby the cloud drops
collide and coalesce, the bigger drops falling faster and over-
taking and gathering up the smaller ones in their path. There

has always been a well recognised problem as to how drops of
sufficient size difference were formed during the initial con-
densation process. The author (Telford, 1955) showed how, once
a few percent of the drops developed to twice the average size,

the random statistics cf successive drop collisions resulted in a
sufficient proportion growing faster than the rest to account for
the drop numbers found in rain. These grew in perhaps 20% of the
time which would have been needed at the average growth rate.

!

This stochastic theory has been elaborated over the last ten
years, so that every detail has been included. In addition the
dynamics of the celllslons between two drops for each of Lhe
posslble colllsion sizes has been calculated theoretlcally. How-
ever, despite the lack of irrefutable experimental checks the
general conclusion is that it is difficult to form drizzle sized

drops in the cloud lifetime as act_usllyobserved, if _he drops
perform as current theory would predict.

The basic proble_ appears to be that, in order to make the

calculations feasible, the cAoud model is slmrilfled by omitting
the random turbulent motions. However, the most notlceable fea-
ture of cumulus clouds, which are usually selected foz study be-
cause of their slmpliclty relative to other cloud systems, is the

enot_uousvarlabillty in external form. In-cloud measurements
show Chat their internal form is equall_ variable, with, however,

_ some regularities of great significance. (Telford, 1975, Telford
and Wagner, 1976, Wagner & Telford, 1976)
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The problem of cloud formation condensation was studied
from earliest work (Howell, 1949, Squires, 1952A, 1952B) on the

' scientific treatment of clouds. It was clear that the drops in
the cloud depended on the size and number of the particles

capable of sta_ting the condensation proce#s, and that the rate of
adiabatic water release was also important. It was also clear
that the bigger nuclei completely dominated the process. Thus the

source of nuclei found over the oceans usually lead to fewer cloud
drops in maritime clouds than in continental clouds. This dif-

ference leads to the deduction that small, more nmnerous dropo in
continental clouds are less likely to coalesce and so form rain by

this mechanism and thus the freezing rain mechanism must become
more important. Recent work (Hallett and Mossop, 1974) also
shows the importance of the initially available cloud drop sizes
in initiating ice crystal multiplication processes.

The______x_ng"Process

The evidence that mixing is fundamental to cloud dynamics is

now well established. The theories regarding the details of
mixing and turbulence appear to have glossed over what is perhaps
the most fundamental property of real clouds, the variability on
scales of the turbulent eddies. The importance of this role is
now beyond dispute in the study of cloud dynamics.

Mixing is sometimes incorporated into cloud models on the
basis of very simple assumptions which simulate some of the
consequences of mixing. Thus in the single model of cumulus cloud
growth the whole cloud is instantaneously diluted with outside
air at a r,_e desc_tbing the transfer of air through its outside
envelope. Each infinitesimal volume of cloud dilutes the same as
any other volume vlthin the cloud, Instantly, as soon as the out-
side air is entrained into the cloud through its surfa=e. This
has been applied in a model where mixing occurs only across a
constant height layer within the cloud with account betu8 taken
of the condensation nuclei so introduced. The artificiality of
these assumptions is a reflection of the dtfficult_ in achieving
a better description of the turbulent processes actually in aetlcB,

Wnen s_udytng turbulence, the approximation to turbulent
diffusion by postulating an eddy diffuetvity has lead to contra-
dicLlons_rlth observation_. The eddy diffusivity implies that the
rate of transfer o£mo£syure, heat or monentum is proportional to
the gradient in these prokerties. This ie cer_tnly untrue for
atmospheric convective plumes v here extremely sharp transitions
are maintained on the upstrea_ side of the pltmee where diffusion
<onstderations vould ensure a smooth profile.

In cloud dynamics recent work has been done based on the
inertlal platform supported measurement of air motion around

: cumulus clouds. Consideration of the liquld water distribution
' _ ueasured in these clouds, from previous data,, and this new

!

s
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Info_mation has emphasized the c,J_,t_adictorynature of cloud mJx-
ing when viewed as an eddy diffusion phenomenon. Indeed the

horizontal uniformity is shown to be a result of extremely rapld

vertical mixing and insignificant horizontal transfer; contrary
to expect_tlons based on eddy diff-_ion. Typical models of con-
dense=ion and convection in uniform updrafts, Justified by eddy
diffuslvity dynamics, do not warrant our confidence.

TI,_ Next Step

The most urgent problems to be solved, if cloud physics is
to provide a useful model for improving weather modification
attempts, are all related to turbulent entrainment and mixing.
Of particular importance is the effect on the drop size spectrum
of the s_atistlcal variation in the final stages of the turbulent

mixing of dry and cloudy air. It appears likely from recent
simple experiments that this effect is large and _f so, it will
go a long way towards explaining why the current theory is so in-
adequate. A systematic study including theoretical analyses of
the turbulence process and laboratory experiments should be
undertaken.

The experimental examination of this problem is particularly
suited to a zero-g approach because in zero-g we will not have

continual generation of turbulence throughout the measurement.
This arises under gravity because droplet evaporation cools the

air and increases its density differentially as the mixing pto-
ce-ds. The fundamental mlxlng process needs to he verified under
col _itio_s where the key assumptlons can be studied sepa_ately_
The carryover to cloud physics of a well established theoretlczl
and experimentally verified des:riptlon of turbulent mixing could

be convincingly _ccompllshed with a relatlvely simple theoretlcal
extension to allow for the energy reJ.eased into the turbulent
motion from.interactlon with gravity. On the other hand if the
basic m_:i_ theory is at all vague, because of the probl_ of

interpreting ground ba_ed experiments _rlth all the compllcated
swlrllvg that evaporation introduces, acceptance _r!llbe slow
and the traditional vlew_lll prevail that accounting for

:: turbulence is an unnecessary overelaboratlon.

A zero-g experiment in which a systematic study is made of
the morlon and cloud drop slze8 resulting wheu a mnall chamber
half filled with cloud, with the remainder dry air, is aixed by
carefully metered turbulent motion need8 to be accoupl_shed.
This experiment which appears to have insurmoun_ble problems if
atteaptad in the laboratory, vlli shed earth lisht on both the
nature of real cloud processes and turbulence in goneral.

This e_periuent offers a fundanental advance in the oldest
and most studied branch of cloud physics, cloud droplet growth.
It could well revolutionise the subject and has a potentim_

4
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Fay-eff in societal needs greater than the most elaborate and
costly weather modification experiment so far contemplated.
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N79-20577

THREEDIMENSIONALCLOUDTUPCHANGESRELATEDTO
THUNDERSTORMSEVERITY

RobertF.Adler,GoddardSpaceFlightCente',Greenbelt,Maryland

ABSTRACT

Di#tal inf:_red data from a geostationary satellite are used to study
thunderstorm top growth rates and other parameters in relation to
the occur_.enceof se,e,e -_,_,_theron the ground. Both the rate of
upward growth of the thunderstorm top and the maximum height
reached are shown to be useful parameters in the detection of
_vere thunderstorms

1. OBJECTIVE AND APPROACHOF STUDY

The rationale behind this study is simple. The occurrence of thunderstorm-
related severe weather (tornadoe_ hail, high w_ds_ is highly correlated with the
intensity of convection. Using SMS IR data one should be able to observe or
calculate parameters related to convection intensity, such as cloud top _cm,nera-
ture and its rate of change.

Limited-scan (5 minute :nterval) SMS-2 digital IR dat_ from the period
1803-2208GMT on May 6, 1975 are used in this study. The calculations pre-
sented are performed on the Atmospheric and Oceanic Information Processing
System (AOIPS), an interactive image processing system. With this
system, an irregularly-shaped area can be outlined on a color enhanced television
image and a histogram of the digital counts inside the area obtained.

From this histogram a cumulative histogram is compiled starting from the
cold end of the temperature distribution. That is, the number of points, Ni, with
blackbody temperature Tse _- Ti is obtained, with Ti _mging from the coldest
temperature in the area to the warmest valid temperature, To. The technique
was first outlined by Adler and Fenn (1976) and is also described in Adler and
Fenn (1977).

The thunderstorms analyzed in this study lie along a generally north-
._uth oriented cold front running from Nebraska southward throm_hTexa_. T_s
area contains all the reported tornadoes for this day during this time, other severe
thunder_orms, and thunderstorms with no reported severe weather.

2. RESULTS FROM TORNADO-BEARING STORMS

Five clouds or elements in the area examined had tornadoes asso_ated
with them, with the total number of tornadoes being nine. An example of a
growth rate diagram for a tornado cloud is shown in Figure 1 for cloud 4. The
diagram indicates the relation between Ni and time, where Ni is the number of
data points in the element with blackbody temperature, Tee, less than or equal
to TI. For example, the curve in Figure ! for Ti = 218K exhibits an increase
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from N -- 1t at 1808GMT to N = 60 at 1823GMT. The location in time of the
severe weather events is shown across the top of the diagram.

Cloud 4 in Figu:7 1 shows a rapid decrease m minimum blackbody tem-
perature, or Tm_ and a rapid expansion of areas within isotherms. The de_ease
in temperature can be calculated by moving horizontally across the diagram at,
f.,r example, N = 10. The 218K line and the 212K line are separated by 40 min-
utes, indicatin$ a rate of decrease of 0.15 K min-1. The values of 1/N dN/dt are
of order of magnitude 10-3 s-t. The decrease in temperature and expansion of
isotherms, of course, implies ascent.

Three tornadoes are associated with Cloud 4 (Fig. 1). The Pierce,
Nebraska tornado, the strongest cf the three, was Fast reported at 1905 GMT.
At that time and immediately preceding it, during the tornado formation period,
the element exhibits cold area expansion and decreasing temperature, indicating
ascenL The same pattarn _lso is associated with the weaker Knox County tort,ado.

During the time period examined, nine tornadoes were reported, eight of
which could be clearly linked with a small, cold area in the IR data. Of the re--
malning eight cases, all but one occurred during, or just after, a rapid increase in
cold area, indicating cloud top ascent. Therefore, it appears that the formation of
tornadoes in a large majority of cases occurred during an increase in thunderstorm
top height. This vertical velocity applies on a spatial scale of approximately 15kin
and does not indicate growth of individual oversht_ting tops.

3. SUMMARYOF RESULTS FOR ALL STORMS

Thirty-nine elements are identified a_,i monitored. Fifteen of these have
severe weather reports associated with the:,t, with five having tornadoes. All these
elements are active thunderstorms or tV,anderstorm clusters.

Two satellite-based ps.amet_rs are found to be correlsted with the occur-
rence of severe weather. These parametersare the maximum rate of expansion of
blackbody temperature isotherms and the minimum blackbody temperature attained
by the element. The isothecm expansion is, of course, an indicator of the upper
level divergence and thcrefore the rate of vertical growth of the thunderstorm
top. The minimum temperature is an indicator of maximum thunderstorm height.

The scatter diagram cf maximum rate of expansi3n, l/N dN/dt, and min-
imum cloud top temperature is shown in Figure 2. Elements having tornadoes or
haft are noted by T's or H's, respectively. The dots represent non-severe caser.
T_._severe weather elements tend to have minimum cloud top temperatures less
than 213K and rates of cold area expansion greater than 3 x l0 -3 s4 .

A series of discriminant analyses were carried out with the two variables
individually, and with the two combined. The £iagonal line in Figure 2 is the re-
stilt of the two-variable discriminant analysis. The results are summarized in Fig-
ure 3. For cloud top minimum temperature the dividing point is determined to
be 212.8K, for the rate of expansion the value is 3.5 x 10-3 s4 . The combined
or two variable discriminant shows perhaps the best capability. Less than 20%
of the cases betnw the line have severe weather, while two-thirds of elements
above the line have hail or tornadoes. The ratios in parentheses indicate the dis-

= W;:)ution of the 5 elements having tornadoes. It !_obvious that, at least for the
: dependent data sample in this case, the satellite data can be reed to discriminate

severe and non-severe thund6rstorms
The potential for warningin terms of |ead time is also examined. Based

on the criteria shown in Figure 3 the time between whet, the criterion was met
' aad the time of the first severe weather report was calculated. The results
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indicate that a potevti warning time interval of 20 minutes is a reasonable
estimate.

.. SUMM_ARY ANE_ ONCLUSIONS

A tecb,fique ,L,ing digital infrared data from a geostationary satellite (SMS--
2) have been shown to have skill in differentiating between severe and non-severe
thunderstorms. The so,fete thunderstorms tend to have large rates of expansion of
blackbody t¢l,,veratur¢ isotherms, which is indicative of rapid ascent, and low
minimum blackbody tc-nperatures, indicating relatively high thunderstorm tops

An exz.mimitio, of five cloud elements having eight tornadoes shows that
in seven of the eight _ ;es the first report of the tornado took place during, or
just after, a lapid t:_p_ ,sion of cold areas; this indicates rapid ascent of the tbun-
derstorm to,, ,_n the s_, :le observed by the satellite.
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DETECTIONOF SEVERESTORMSTHROUGHA TROPOSPHERIC-IONOSPHERIC
COUPLINGMECHANISM

R.J. Hung,The Universityof Alabamain Huntsville,Alabama
R. E. Smith,MarshaflSpaceFlight Center,Alabama

ABSTRACT

Acoustlc-gravlty waves have been detected by a ground-based

ionospheric sounding array, and the location of the wave gen-
eration source has been determined by a reverse group ray
path computation. Computed sources of tbese waves were
located near locations where tornadoes touched down from 2 to

4 hours later. It Is suggested that the overshooting and
ensuing collapse of convective turrets may be responsible

for generating the acoustlc-gravlty waves observed.

INTRODUCTION

The correlation between acoustlc-gravlty waves and severe

storms ha3 been investigated during the past twenty years. Tepper
(1950), M_ts.umotoan_.Aklyama (1969), and Uccelllnl (1975) all
contend that acoustlc-gravlty waves influence severe convectlvestorms.

Along the same llne, Htwg and Smith (1977), Hung et al. (1978)
and Hung and Smith (1978) have shown that acoustlc-gravlty waves
assoclatedwlth severe storm systems are observed 2 hours ahead of the

tout,down of tornadoes. Acoustic-gravlty waves are detected by a
hlgh frequency radlowave Doppler sounder array located in dle

Tennessee Valley area, and the locatlon of severe storms responslble
for tSe wave generation Is determined b7 group ray path computations.

It is believed that acoustlc-gzavlt_, waves observed at iono-
spheric _ Ights are generated by in_ense co,_,_ctlon associated wlth

severe hunderstormsand tornaaoes when intense updrafts impinge up-
on an sometimes penetrate the tropopause; thereby perturbing the
stable strat,_ohere. Wheu results of Shenk's (1974) analysis of
the overshooting and ensuing collapse of convective turrets are

used in a turbulent flow model of wave excitation proposed by

Ltghthtll (1952), waves wlth the same period _s those apparently
associated with severe thunderstorm activity observed in the
ionosphere can be generated.

IONOSPHERIC OBSEP,VATIONS OF ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVES

_ A detailed description of thp experimental facility used in
extensive studies of thunderstorms, tornadoes and hurricanes has

_ been given by Hung et al. (1978). The propagation characteristics

i of atmospheric acoustic-_gra_ty waves can be determined from
observed electron_ity fluctuations _n the ionosphere.

_ 4

# , ,, .
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Figure i shows the result of the power spectral density ,malysis
of the data observed at 4.0125 MHz between 1800-1900 UT on Ap_'il3,
1974 on the transmission between Ft. McClellan, Alabama and
Huntsville, Alebama. The average period of the observed waves was
13 minutes.

Cross-correlation analysis was used to establ_sh the coherency

of the signals as Jell as the horizontal phase velc,city of the dis-
turbance=. Figure 2 depicts the results o? the cross-c_r_elation

analysis of the data used in the power spectra] _ersity enalysis whose
results are shown in Figure i. The notation F-N denotes the t_me
delay of the arrival of the signal between Ft. McClellan, Alabama and
N1ckaJack Dam, Tennessee; M-N, the time delay betweenMuscle Shoals,
Alabama and N_ckajack Dam, Tennessee; and M-F, the fine delay between
Muscle Shoa]s, Alabama and Ft. McClellan, Alabama. The horizontal
phase velocity of the waves was 217 m/sec.

Theoretical discussions of group rays of atmospheric gravity

waves indicate that the geometrical optics approxima(-ion_svalid.
The wave propagated is assumed to be locally plane so that a local
disper._ion relation of atmospheric gr-Jvitywaves is satisfied. Ray
tracing, thus, can be carried out by following the gro,,pvelo__i_

direction through a wind-stratified model atmosphere.
The propagation of wave energy in a lossless transparent medium

follows the direction of the group velocity which in general, in an
anisotropic medium, is different from that of the wave vector. The

reverse ray tracing computation is the integration of group velocity
with respect to time domain from the ionospheric reflection point

. _CLEU_L JLqA_
MU_TSVIL_,NJ_FA
&'illL 1_q

11m-]_ U

•
LO • MItIL I, lrnl[I

,.a _..F-II

J°",/U

IBmTN _BU
PE|m mI_

Figure i. Power spectral density Figure 2. Cross-co_relograms
of ionospheric disturbances from from NickaJackDam (N), Muscle
Ft. McClellan, Alabanm tc Shoals (M), and Ft. McClellan
Huntsville, Alabama at 180U-1900 (F) at _ime period 1800-.'900

UT, April 3, 1974, at operating UT, April 3, 1974.
frequency 4.0125 MHz.
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back down to the trcpopauset_sJng the rave period, wavelength, and
azimuthal direction of wave propagation obtained f_om the observa-
tional data, the initial vertical wave vector computed from the

dispersion relation, and appropriate atmospheric parameters. The
effect of wind is taken into account _y considering Lhe time space
transformation given by the Galilean transformat_nnn of ti_e
dlspJacement vector, time, Doppler-shift of the wave frequeucy,
and wave vector. (See Hun_ et al., 1978, for details).

In this study, the neutral wind is treated as a constant in
each slab of the atmcspherc considered. The values of atmospheric
parametera for each altitude are calculated from the U.S. Standard

Atmosphere (!962) and profiles of the neutral wind are established
by fairing in winds computed from the Kohl and King (1967) mode]
above i00 Kmaltitude, with meteorological rocketsonde data from

Cape Kennedy, Florida bel:: 90 Km.
An example of thu computed group ray path of waves observed

d_ing the time perCcd 2000-2200 UT, April 3, 197;, and the locations

and times of actual tornado touchdowns is given in Figure 3 where
actual dat2 are prc_ided by the National Severe Storms Forecast
Cen;_'. The waw traveling time from the computed wave source to
receivers at Huntsville, Alabama was ! hour and 52 minutes; _here-

fore, the signalwas excited roughly 2-3 bours ahead of the touch-
down of the tornadoes. Figure 4 is a rsdar summary, proviJed by the
National Weather Service, for the £ime 1935UT, April 3, 1974, which

corresponds to the time when the ionospheric distuzoances observed
during 2000-2200UT, at Huntsville, Alabamawere excited. It clearly
indicates that the tops of thunderatorms are significantly above
the troFopause in the Indiana area.

ANALYSIS OF CCNVECTIVE OVERSHOOTING TI_%RETS BASED ON SATELLITE

PHOTOGRAPHS

It is know_nthat tornadoes are close)7 associated _ith severe
thunderstorms (Davies-Jones and Kessler, 1974).Our observations
f_dicate that _aves are observed 2 hours aheai of the touchdown of
th_ tornadoes. These results are apparently slmilar to the ¢onclu -
szon drawn by Uecellini (1975) that acoustic-gravity waves are a
precursor to thunderstorms.

Rece_Atstudies (Smith and Hung, 1975; Pra_ad et ai.,1975; Jones
and Georges, 1976) reveal that quasislnusoidal osclllations_ with

_wc harmonias of wave periods, 3 to 5 mlnute=_and 6 to 9 mlnJtes,
are obs,_rved when severe thunderstorms with tops (radar h(ights)
in ex:ess of about 12Km occur within a radius of several hu_kdred

kilometers of the observation point. During tornado activity,
another two harmonics of wave periods, 13 to 15minutes and 27 to 30
minutes, are obse.--ved. S_nce these acousclc-gravlty waves are

only present when tops are a0ove about 12 _m, it is possible that
penetration of updrafts through the tropopause could be the
mechanism generating the waves. The relationship between the

dynamics of the penetration of intense convection and waves with
wave period T based on the turbttlentflow model proposed by Light-
hill (1952) is given by

R

v" ._ o
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Figure 3. Geographical m_p of the Figure 4. Radar weather
trajectory of the computed group summary of _he Eastern

ray path of waves during the time United States at 1935 liT, •
period 2000-2200 tiT,April 3, April 3, 1974.
1974, and the locat_ons and times
of the actual tornado touchdown.

h
T = - (i)

where h is the height of the penetration of the turrets above the
tropopause, and u is the growth (or collapse) rate of t_.eturrets.
Recently, Shenk (1974) made extensive observations of strong con-
vective cells from geosynchronous satellite and airplane photo-

graphs. By using the data observed by Shenk (1974) and Equation
(i), wave periods of acoustlc-gravlty waves which could have been
generated by the observed growth and collapse of convective
turrets are.

Height of Vertical i Posslble

Turret (Km) Growth Rate !Wave Period,,, (m/sec) (Min)

0000 UT

_a_ 13_ 1972 2.26 11.4 3.3
&verage (based on
21 cases) 1.4 4 6
Data Based on Freq.

: of Occurrance O. 9 4 3.75
Data Based on Freq.
of Occurrance 0.6 3 3.3

l

+

i
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The computed possible wave periods are _n exact agreement
with the wave periods of _he acoustic-gravity waves observed by
the Doppler sounder array.

DISCUSSION

Results indicate that severe storm systems are responsible
for the excitation of acoustlc-gravity waves with some particular

ranges of wave periods and phase velocities which can be detected
at F-region ionospheric heights. It is suggested in this study that
the overshooting and ensuing collapse of the convective turretc may
be directly responsible for the generation of these acoustic-gravity

waves and, therefore, the analysis of Doppler sounder observations
of acoustic-gravity waves together with the study of the growth and
collapse of convective overshooting turrets from satellite photo-
graphs can contribute greatly to the understanding of the life cycle
of severe storms. The more than 2 hours lead time for the excltation

of acoustic-gravlty waves associated with tornadic storms may be

utilized to develop tornado warning systems.
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Mr.SOANALYSISOFRECORE,CHICAGORAINSTO._.:,IUSINGRADAR,
_A_ELLITE,ANDRAIN-GAGEDATA

T.TheodoreFujita,TheUniversit;;,f Chi;,_go,Chicago,Illinois

ABb £RA CT

Coml_rison of cloud-top topography and rainfall rates at the
surface revealed that the areas of heavy rain are located
where there are depressions at the anvil top. It was also
found that the Z-R relationsl'ips show a large scatter when
vertical and/or horizontal air currents are strong. ResuZt_
of this research led to Project NIMROD preposed to begia in
May 1978.

1. INVRODUCTION

Or. June 13, 1976 the Chicago area was hit by an F4 tornado
followed by an up to 7-inch rainfall which paralyzed the entire city for
hours,

__ Figure Y. Isohyets of pre-
cipite.tionin inrh¢_-during

I the p-nouzperiod between

2030Z and OI30Z, June 13-.I@
1976. Stranded motorists
who escapedfrom flooded
expresswaysmet street gangs
who stoned or stopped their
cars. One driver with his

{ _ _., _,,- familyin the car was shotto death.

Since the Rapid City flood, the Big Thompson flash flood in 1976
killed 139 people and moze recently, a dam burst in Georg/a killed over
40 persons. It is extremely important to develop techniques of pre-
ctpimt/on estimates based on satellite dam as well as radar clam in

order to protect people who live in canyons, below dams, and in
large cities.

$
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2. RAINFALL RATES AND CLOUD-TOP FEATURES

Cloud photography from a Lear Jet conducted durh,g past years

has rev_._aled that the tops of thunderstorms overshooting into the

lowermost stratosphere undergo overshooang-collapsing cycles.
r

" • _ _ ?_lgure 2. Isohye_ super-
' " '. imposed upon three SMS

. '" ' " pictures at 2230, 2330 and
0030 GMT on June 13-14, 1976.

- Isohyets are C, I, 2, ...
...inches per hour. It Is

_ • seen that the _as of .rain

_ +\, are much smaller than *.hose
" "_ of anvil ar_as. Further-

\/ 4

_ ' _ more, he=wy rain is occ-dx-

" ring" often beneath dep_es-
' s!on_ ch;.-_-c+_._ by dark

J_ _ _ sr_m/ow3.
, - -.9

\.

4"t.."="It. "-.

. _u_a_AL PAGE IS
;_ OF POORQUALIFY

3. VERTICAL MOTIONS AND Z-R RELATIONSHIPS

In an attempt to estimate the effects Qf ver_cal motions of air in

which raindrops fall, an analytic function in Figure 3 was used. Then
¢ , , , -

/_. Figure 3. An analytic functlon

_ of termirm_ velocity of various
•.5..,_--jo,'-'j sized rain drops. This functlon

: .._.,e.. was combined wlth Marshall-Palmer
/ type drop size dls%rlbutlon to

- ; ; ; • i _- obtain Figure g.

4

:v
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_rk

z_A ,_.,;..., .//////_ Figure 4. Variation of Z-R
relatior_._ps a_ a functio_ ofv=,,=.,w_,,., _/#/

_/ vertical velocities. No rain-

._//j/ drops reach the ground _henOOWNORAFT_// I/ updraft exceeds 9.45 m/sec, the

, ./_///_/J // largest terminal velocity. Down-

• draft increases rainfall rate,

is relatively small.
F7

,.;:,_'..L_AL PAGT' Lc

• _ . .

the Z-R relationships in Figure 4 were com_uted.

4. LARGE SCATTER OF Z-R

Scatter of Z-R was found to be extremely large. Data points
were divided into those w/th haft and wiuhout haiL But the scatter

remained practically unchanged.

[ . . , ._ l

D_TA ImOINTS ' i -.L!', _-ONYS
' i ALL _A _NTS J _ W,T_ _A,' ;1 i _ WITHOUT HA,L

• .......'!i....._i i:--"-=- . _ ; ..... . , _ :::---

"' " "t _
' .. ..... ' /-i -t " /- '_'i .. • !:-.:.,-i -r ':.:t!

.........:..I _ • =:.:-.. ! " " _

1

..... .'.-:-..-i_.;".::'-_.'-_
1 " --'..."':'" !

.i-._'".."-:":_.._ ._"'_-:-._ .,;_ i
Figure 5. Z-Gain Step relationship with large scatter.

5. EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL MOTION

Data points in 7igure 2 away from the mean curve toward the

left cannot be explained by introducing the downdraft in Figure 4. To

overcome this difficulty, it was assumed that raindrops are carried by

horizontal winds from high m low reflectivity region of echoes.

19
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Figure 6. Vertical[ \, _ 2330 velocities at 2330Z
\" \ I _one 13, 1976 esti-

I maced from Z-R rela-
tionshlps in Fig. 4.
Velocities are in

m/sec. When esti-
mated downdraft

exceeded 10 m/sec,
horizontal motions

I c_:,_O0_ORAr were added.

1 \
@IOmi¢.¢ & _ z_i_mlllWet., / \

\ oo2.,I
\

Figure /. Vcztic_l /'_
velocities at 0025Z "-/ /

June 13, 1976. The COLe

region of large horl- f/

zont_ flow _.."_ende / !

from Midway Airport
•ow&rd Argonne /
National Laboratory. e,___o._=...__]__-

Precipitation maps were analyzed at 5-min intervals between 2100 Z

lhrough 0100 Z, June 13-14, 1976. Examples at 2330 and 0025 Z are

presented in Figures 6 and 7.

$1"RON@ OUTFLOWS _._
,,lun 13,, 11t7@

, . .. o<,._,.._ e. LAKE
i /,i" :" i j i_. k M|CHIGA N Figure 8. Areas of two

strong outflows "A" a_nd,
"B" mmpImct by an aer£al

.......... --.. _ el l"vk
:"........ -7 or___ survey on June ill ..
: A_AOF_ Mv,v l-C-"l_-o-o+'\ "A" occuT_ed at the

-.¢.. _-/. _ . time of Figure 6 and

, _.__ .-. ---]'_.,, I_cooao-_oz, that of Fig_we 7.
, "- _-_A(_-_z'I ;'t Trees were uprooted or

......+."------2....."K,._...,,_ +_,, pushed over by diver-

"'-..--"" 11" - _____ from easterly dizect-",__I " _ w_,,._upto 8o.,ph
io_,

2O
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b. PROJECT N_ROD ORIGINAL P-"'
OF POOR QU;:-,_:

Analysis ofthc Chicago rainstorm led toa conclusion thatan

observationa]network tocombine satellite,radar, adrcraft,balloon,

and surface data are required for furtherunderstanding of rain and
downburst thunderstorms. The NIMROD network shown below is now

being established.
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SEVERE STOR_S AND THEIR INTERACTION WITH THE ENVIRONMENT

James R. Scoggins, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas

[ ABSTRACT

A brief description is given of significant research accom-

plishments and of planned research on atmospheric variability and

the interactioP of severe storms with their environment using AVE

data. Use of the results for the assessment of satellite capa-

bilities are described briefly.

INTRODUCTION: Meteorological systems whose scales are smailel

than synoptic are not well understood, yet they are responsible

for much of the observed weather including thunderstorms, torna-

does, showers, floods, and numerous other weather elements on a

local or regional scale. Before these systems can be predicted

they must not only be understood but their relationship with the

larger scale atmospheric systems must be understood also. With

the usual synoptic-scale data these relationships must be inferred

to a large degree rather than determined from the analysis of

data. Improvements in both the temporal and spatial resolutions

of measurements are required in order to determine the interaction

between severe storms and their environment. The atmospheric

variability experiments conducted by NASA have improved the

temporal resolution and have contributed greatly to the knowledge

of environmental processes in the vicinity of severe storms.

There have been a total of six atmospheric variability experi-

ments (AVE) and two atmospheric variability and severe storm ex-

periments (AVSSE) conducted (Hill and Turner, 1977). All of

these experiments, except the first were conducted since May

1974. These experiments consist of rawinsonde soundings made at

3- and 6-h intervals during periods ranging from one to fouz days.

A wide variety of atmospheric conditions existed during these ex-

periments, although severe storms was the central focus and ex-

tensive convective activity was present in all but one experiment

which was conducted in February for comparison with non-convective

conditions.

DATA PROCESSING: Extreme care was taken in the processing of the

AVE soundings. They were checked for errors at several stages

during the data reduction process by computer programs prepared

for that purpose. Azimuth and elevation angle data were obtained

at 30-sec intervals and ordinate data for every pressure contact.

This gives the maximum resolution possible for the thermodynamic
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data and provides more accurate wind data than provided by sound-

ings processed in the usual manner (Fue]berg, 1974). The data

aze processed for each pressure co;-tact and at 25-mb intervals

from the surface to 25 mb. These data were put on _agnetic tapes

and data reports prepared which contain the 25-mb data (Scougins

and Smith, 1973 a and b; Sooggins and Turner, 1975; Fuelberg and

Turner, 1975; Fucik and Turner, 1976 a, b gr. c; Humuert and

Hill, 1977).

GRADIENTS: Horizontal gradients of geopotentic! height, tempera-

ture, wind speed, and mixing ratio were computed on selected

constant-pressure surfaces ranging from 850 to 206 _ for AVE II

and AVE I" (McCown and Scoggins, 1977). The objective of this

study was to determine the distribution of gradients in convective

and noneonvectiva areas _nd how these gradients differe< between

areas. Gradients w_re determined by computer from gridd_ fields

of the AVE data, convective storm areas determined from m_.cally

digitized radar data provided by the National Weathe_ _ervlce,

and various statistic_ of the gradients computed for convective _

and nonconvective regions. The results show large variability •

in the gradient patterns over periods of three hours; that fre-

quency distributions of the gradients for the two AVEs analyzed,

as well as over convective and nonconvective areas; _:ere similar

in shape but not necessarily in magnitude; that the largest

mixing ratio gradients occur near convective areas although in

general no particular gradient pattern or combination of patterns

appear to be related to air mass severe storms; and that typical

gradient patterns and trends are associated with squall lines.

VORTICITY AND STABILITY IN RELATION TO CONVECTIVE ACTIVITY: This

was a study designed to investigate the synoptic-scale kinematic

and thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere preceding and

accompanying severe thunderstorms (Read and Scoggins, 1977). The

complete vorticity equation was evaluated, convective instability

determlhed_ and time changes in these parameters investigated in

relation to the occurrcLAce of thunderstorms. A_I computations

were performed from AVE IV gridded data. It was found that the

development of circulation systems determined from the vorticity

budget was related to the formation of severe thunderstormsl low

level production of vorticity exists in areas of thunderstorm

development six hours prior to initial formation; low level vor-

ticity production is large prior to and during initial develop-

ment of thunderstorms then decreases as convective systems inter-

act with the low-level synoptic scale wind field; synoptic-scale

production of vorticity was associated with severe storm regions;

convective instability was observed in areas wher( thunderstorms

developed; and, changes in circulation systems and instability

sufficient to produce severe storms occur on a time scale con-

siderably less than 12 h.

ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS: Synoptic-ecale budgets of kinetic and

total potential energy for the AVE IV period were determined

24
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for regions enclosing intense storms (Fuelberg, 1976; Fuelberg

and Scoggins, 1977). All computations were performed objectively

from gridded fiela_ of the AVE data. Volumes enclosing severe

thunderstorms were found to have large values of cross contour

conversion of potential to kinetic eaergy and large horizontal

export of kinetic energy. Transfer of kinetic energy from grid

to subgrid scales of motion occu_re, in the volumes and latent

heat release was large in the middle and upper troposphere. Total

potential energy was found to be imported horizontally in the

lower half of the atmosphere, transported aloft, and then exported

horizontally. Local changes of kinetic and total potential energy

were observed to be small although the intera :tion between the

volumes enclosing severe storms and the surrounding atmosphere
was quite laxge as indicated by boundary fluxes.

MOISTURE BUDGET: The objective of this study (Scott and Scoggins,

1977) was to examine the. moisture budget in areas of severe

i storms to determine the energy source for the storms and how the
ambient moisture conditions related to severe storm areas, the

moisture balance was evaluated objectively from gridded data dur-

ing the AVE IV period. It was found that the net horizontal and

vertical boundary fluxes accour_ted for mo_t _ _ the moisture that

was concentrated in convective regions, anl that the largest

values of moisture accumulations were located slightly downwind

of the Most intense storms. The best relationship between

synoptic-scale moisture processes and severe storms occurred when

the moisture processes preceded the severe storms by a period of

3 h. This suggests that a redistribution of moisture in space

may be required well in advance of severe storms and that it may

be possible to detect these processes. The residual of moisture

which repre£ents all sources and sinks of moisture in the budget

equation was largely accounted for by precipitation.
%

SHORT-PERIOD FORECASTING: A method was developed for forecasting

thunderstorms over periods of 2-6 h (Zak, 1977_. The forecast-

ing method was developed by use of screening regre._sion techniques.

More than 60 variables were considered n the analysis with 17

surviving as significant predictors. Of these ol_ly four were

found to be highly significant in all cases. These variables are

; 3urface mixing ratio), occurrence of precipitation during the

morning, moisture convergence, and a stability measure. When

applied to independent data, the forecasting mode] accounted for

a relatively large fraction of the total variance, the amount

depending upon the number of variables used. _ne study demon-
strated that the method can be used with routinely available

synoptic-scale data.

TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS: This study (Wilson, 1977) considers rela-

tionships between convective storms and their environment in

AVE IV determined from three-dimensional air trajectories. Net

vertical displacements of air parcels and spatial fields of buoy-

ant energy were found to be highly correlated with convectivz
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activity. By combining the net vertical displacements with buoy-

ant energy using multiple linear regression, it was found that

convective activity of various intensities can be spatially
determined. Convective and nonconvective areas can be delineated

with about _0% accuracy which demonstrates a high degree of scale

interaction between synoptic- and convective-scale systems.

INFLJENCE OF CLOUDS ON THE _TRIEVAL OF TEMPERATURE PROFILES FROM

SATET_ITE RADIANCE DATA: A slngle field-of-vie-y method for re-

trieving tropospheric temperature profiles from cloud-contaminated

radiance data was developed (Hodges 1976). The radiative trans-

fer equation was applied to a partl_ c].oudy atmosphere with the
use of observed shelter temperature and estimated cloud top

heights. The results show that the single field-of-view method

improves the accuracy of the guess profiles when the retrieval

process includes cloud information. _"_nemethod shows an improve-

ment in the guess temperature profile under cloud layers. Also,

it potentially can provide useful data for mesometeorological

research in the form of accurate relative temperature profiles

over a xclatively small horizontal area. However, the absolute

accuracy of the retrieved profile is a function of the a priori

knowledge of the state of the atmosphere. The method can be

used to estimate average tops of a thick overcast layer when there

are no thick clouds present above the overcast layer. It was

found that observed cloud parameters do not possess sufficient

precision for use directly in the retrieval process.

FUTURE PLANS: It is not possible to capture all aspects of the

atmosphere and the compl_ca£ed interactions with severe storms

in a few experiments, each of which covers a limited period of

time. Additional experiments are aeeded coverinj a wide range

of synoptic-scale conditions. One additional experiment is

planned for the spring of 1978, and it is hoped that additional

experiments can be conducted in the future so we can better

understand severe storm processes.

Analyses of the types briefly described above will continue

in the immediate future with the analysis being extended to en-

compass an investigation of the information content in 3- versus

12-h rawinsonde data, the development of conditions that lead to

severe storms, and an extension of the trajectory analysis. _hese

research efforts continue to be aimed at a better understanding

of severe convective storms and the applicability of space tech-

nology, especially satellite measurements, to improving this

understanding.

CONCLUDING REMARKSz Results from the analysis of the AVE data

not only continue to provide a better understandxng of the inter-

action between severe storms and their environment, but also a

basis for an assessment of satellite capabilities and potential.

Part of the ongoing research is to determine the characteristics

of such parameters as vorticity, advection of temperature, thick-

ness, and other parameters, and gradients of various parameters.
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The results will also be used as the basis for establishi,Ag the

optimum distance between satellite sounding points and times,

and from these analyses what improvements are needed in satellite

data so that the above parameters may be evaluated with accuracies

now possible with rawinsonde data. Initial results are available

(Arnold, et al., 1976) and additional results, made possible by

the AVE data, are expected to be available in 197g.
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" A REAL-TiMESUBSYNOPTIC,MESO,AND MICROSCALESEVERE

STORMFORECASTSYSTEM

M. L. KepleR,The GeorgeWashingtonUniversiP/,Langky ResearchCenter,
Hampton, Virginia

ABSTRACT

- A system of differential equations is integrated numerically
in space and tlme over seceral different matrices in an effort to
simulate the atmospheric wave structures which organize severe
local storms. Pre_#mlnary results with case studies indicate that
dynamical fields produced by the numerical simulations can be

translated into very fine scale space and time zones where severe
storm forecast indices can be developed. These fine scale indi-
ces are now available in real-tlme when run on Langley's STAR 100

computer system°

INTRODUCTION

Presently, operational severe storm forecastlvg done _y the
Natlonal Weather Service and the US Air For_._, involve explicit

time Inte_ratlon of the equatlon_ o£ atmospheric motion at only
the largest or _ncpt_.c scales. Typlca!ly, these synoptic scale
rr.sultsare _hen refined by using them in sta_istlcal models or
emplrlc_l indices. This further incrpaues their effectiveness for

synoptic scale periods in time and areas in space in the fore-
casting of preferred zones of severe weather development. Thus
",_thonly the expllclt s_mulatlon of large scale motions to guide
them, enhanced refinement of the £hort period motions which or-

ganlze severe local storm systems is only possible by radar, sat-

ellite, and surface reporting stations, i.e., N_OWcasting, ho_-
ever, these sources give forecasters very little local lead time
in disseminating s-_vere storm _rnings. The system to be describ-
ed in _.hts paper differs from the aforementioned one _eca-ee It is
designed to explicitly simulate the short period instabilities at
the 8ubeynoptic, meeo, and microscales which explicitly organize
the severe thunderstorm itself. By so doing, i*. is anticipated
that, the lead t/me given forecasters for the poslClon, time and
intensity of severe convective storm development can be increased
frem alnutes to hours.

Numerical Models - The nu_erical model now utilized for the sinu-

latlon of the subsynoptlc, meso, and submesoscale motions is a
hydrostatic, inco_presslble, adiabatic primitive equation system.
The differential equations which are integrated in space and ti_dS
are conservation equation8 for mixing ratio, potential teu_erature,
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u and v velocity components and low lev=l pressure. Typical dla_

gnostic relationships among pressure, specific volume, potential
temperature and mixing ratio are employed to maintaln hydrostatic

eqJltbrJum. The continuity equation is integr_-ed vertically to
get the vertical veTocity. The numerical space di_ferp:,clng is
foureh-order and _he tlme-marching scheme is the Euler forward-
backboard technique. Spatial diffusion is simulated with a space
smoother-desmoother. There are 12 vertical levels in a z verti-

cal coordinate system. The x and y-space mesh lengths are. for

the subsynoptic, meso, and submesoscales, respectively, 38.1,
19.05 and 9.025 km (I/i0, 1/20 and 1/40 times the National Weather
Service coarse mesh of 381.0 ks) for a 60 x 48 x.y-space matrix of
grid points. A second numerical model was developed for the simu-

lation of explicit convective and subconvective scale motions.
This model is an 18-1evel non_vdrostatlc compressible primitive
equatioL, system. It is presently not utilized in _he real-time

system because of computer tlme limitations. When it is imple-
mented in the future, it will be run wlth an x,y,z-space mesh
length of 1 km and less.

Data AcquisitiopL Nes=in_ Pr0qedures _ and Forecastin_ Procedures -
The fundamental flow of information on any given forecast day
starts wlth the National Weather Servlce's limited fine mesh ana-

lysis data base. This data is regularly sent to the Bureau of Re-
clamation data base in Denver, Colorado and is valid at 1200
Greenwich mean time. A program is executed daily fran Langley
which selects a "window" of this data, based upon its synoptiscale

potential for severe storm generation. _e window is relocatable
to anywhere in the continental US and covers an area of approxl-
mately 2400 x 2000 ks. The data is avalla_le at L440 6reenwich
mean time. Once this select window of information is sent to

Langley it Is zeduced and interpolated and serves as the initial
state for a 16-hour forecast performed ar the 38.1 ks grld mesh

length. During the course of thls forecast, at 30 minute inter-
vals, a sophisticated dynamical index is evaluated which indicates

areas of intensifying subsynoptic scale hydrodynamlcal instabili-
ties. If the index reaches a preset threshold value, the coordi-
nates of thls developing feature will serve as the center po_._tof
a reduced scale -nd reduced time period forecast window. It
should be noted that the _mo,bold can only be achieved If the
coltmm's vertical temperature and moisture variations indicate
conditlonal instability. A maxlmum of two windows with/n the 16-
hour forecast wlndow_ay be selected. Each c _ these windows is
approxlmat_ly 1200 x I000 km In dimension. For each wl,dow. 3-
hour forecasts are made _rcm _ach interpolated dat. base whlcn was
"frozen" at the tlme and space of the aforementioned hydrodynaml-
cal i_=t_htltty amplification. This same downward extrapolation
concept is employed for each 3-hour forecast performed at the
19.05 ks grid mash leuKth. Thus 4 windows are then made available
for the 9.025 km scale by evalu_t/n$ the 19.05 km forecasts at 15
minute intervals and savin8 2 max_am values each from 2 different
forecasts. Each of the _ (9.025) kmmesh length windows of 60 x 48

_0
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x,y-space points is integrated for appzoxlmately 32 minutes of
real-tlme and evaluated for maxlmum index threshold values at 4

mlaat_ Intelvals. Thus we hav_ a sequence of instability setting
up iustability which lead._to the preferred positioning in space

' _f very flnescale severe weather potential zones. It takes ap-
proximately 30 minutes of real-tlme to make all of these forecasts
ma_ ing the final "product" available typically by data time + 4

houzs or approximately 1600 Greenw:ch mean time.

Omaha Tornado Case Study - On May 6, 1975, a major tornado out-
break occurred in eastern Nebraska, southeastern South Dakota and

southwestern Iowa. The most damage occurred Jn Omaha, Nebraska.
This case will be examined in terms of the multiscale forecast in-
,ou._ and the potential guidance it coulo render in the real-time
forecast environment. Figures la-lc are resresentative o_ what
_ay be termed forecaqt clusters. Each triang._e,rectangle, or

square on any one of these 3 figures is representative of a clus-
• ter of maximum values of the forecast index. Each c__uster is also

indicative of a series of maximum values in time. Thus, a cluster
is made up _f more than i maximum value of the forecast index
which are in proximity in space and sequence in time.

On the morn%ng of I_y 6, 1975, a major storm system was cen-
tered over southwestern South Dakota. Pivoting about this synop-
tic-scale vortex were more than i well-organizpo trough systems
extending from the lower through the middle troposphere. As the

synopticscal __ tror_h moved along the southern side of the large
vortex the potential for developing smaller scale hydrodynamlcml
instabilities increased dramatically. Coupled with the emerging
imbalance of foyces, was a well-organlzed zone of significant !c':-
level moisture spreading northwestwards from the Gulf of Mexico to

nozthc_Rtern South Dakota insuring a large region of potential or
conditional Instab-lity.

If one observes figures la-lc, it is evident that as the

scale of each model is reduced there is a refining in 'Jp_ceand
time of the zone of predicted high index totenttsl. Figure la,
for the 1/10 scale index, indicates 2 dominant areas of high poten-
tial, namely east central and northeastern Nebraska as well as
south central and southwestern Hissourt. Since most of t he very
severe activity occurs in the northern region we e_ll concentrate
on it. _:e that the clusters in fi_ .e la numbered 1-3 are num-
bered sequentially in time indicating that during the early to mid-
dle forecast period, i.e. 3-9 hours, the most intense growth of tbe
subsynoptlcscale hydrodynamlcal instability is im eastern Nebraska.
However, this area Is still large when cowpared to the narrow zone
of activity l_dtcated in figure 2. A further refining of the Jn-
dex may be seen, hoeever, in figure lb vhere the first nested win-
dov is automatically initialized from a threshold-exceeding index
value and run betveen 1800 and 2100 Greanwlch mean _ime, or 6-9
hours relative to the iaitia_ _.ime of the 1/10 scale model. This
1/20 scale northern _rlndov for,roast indicates that the mex/mtm

•_ grovth of the hydrodynawical instahillty is clustered el_ng • IJne
: from the Iowa, Nebraska, and South Dakota borders southeast-.rJ:ds
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to ;mar the Nebraska, Missouri, and Iowa border- which is consis-
tent _rlththe bulk of the tornadic activity, as designated in fig-

ure 2. During the period from 2000 to 2100 G.M.W., activity in
the form of tornadlc _rlndstormsdevelop and spread southeastwards
from Yar'_toa,South Dakota to southwest of Omaha, Nebraska. If
one extrapclates this concept co _Igure lc one wlll note 4 windows

hlltlallzed from the two 1/cO mesh forecasts The time periods
between m_xlmum Index value calculatlon have been reduced from 30

mfvutes at 1110 scale to 15 minutes and 4 minutes for "/20 and 1/40

scale reflecting the enhanced sensitivity of the index as space
-! and rims scales are reduced. As far as he northern area ts con-

cerued, the 1/40 scale index reflects a ge._eral concentrated maxi-
mum of clusters between Omaha and Norfolk, Nebra_Ica and Sioux City,
Iova. Nhlle many of the largest and most devastating tornadoes

•#ere in proximity to this region: the 1/40 scale index appea_ed to
be somewhat ton early in timing the outbreak. This may possibly
be due to ths inabillty to simulate with this syztem of equations
expllclt convective scale motions. One will note, however, that
•faen the northern portion of the index clusters at the 1/40 scale

ar_ encircled and compared _-Iththe activity, i.e., tornado, se-
vere tL'understorm,and hail reports, there is good mesoscale ag-
reement l,_th23 of 28 reports between 1706 and 2360 G.H.T. within

the encircled forecast index zone. The timing of the activity
probably could be greatly improved by explicit simulatlons of con-
vective scale motions. It should also be pointed out that activi-

ty does Intenelfy later, as is inferred from figures la-lcs in the
evening most]y after 0000 G._4.T. Nay 7, in southwestern Missouri
and northwestern Arkansas. The tornado and damaging wind reports
_re less numerous in this area.

Summary and Conclusions

A real-time subsynoptic, meso, and submesoscale numerical
modeling "system is now being tested at the Langley Research Cen-
ter. It is anticipated that this system will be improved to the
point _'here significant increases in the forecasting in the ampli-

tude and spatial-temporal evaluation ef severe local storm sys-
tems wi'l be possible over present-day systems. The most signi-
ficant aspect of forecast products available from this system may
be the increased lead-time it will give to the people responsible
for _aking severe local storm forecasts.
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(a) 1/10 scale. (b) 1/20 scale.

Figure i.- Forecast index clusters for v_rious length scales.

! l

i
(c) 1/40 scale. Figure 2.- Observed northern

activity versus 1/40 scale

Figure i.- Concluded. forecast index clusters.
i
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LATENT HEAT CALCULATIONSAND THEIR RELATIONSHIPTO
TROPICALCYCLONEINTENSITY

RobertF. Adler,EdwardB. Rodgers,NASA/GoddardSpaceFlight Cenwr,
Greenbelt,Maryland 20771

ABSTRACT

Data from the Nimbus-5 Electrically Scanning Microwave

Radiometer (ESMR) have been used to calculate total storm
latent heat release (LHR) and other precipitation parameters
for over 100 satellite observations of Pacific Ocean tropical

cyclones. The data have shown to be useful in determining
the rainfall characteristics of these storms and appear to be

potentially useful in the monitoring of them.

1. INTRODUCTION

The estimation of precipitation and latent heat release (LHR) in

tropical cyclones is ir_portant for understanding the dynamics and ener-

getics of such systems, for the development of techniques useful in tropi-
cal analysis and forecasting, and for possible initialization of tropical

cyclone numerical models.
This paper presents results from the calculation of the magnitude

and distribution of rainfall using data from the Nimbus-5 Electrically

Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESHR) for one Western Pacific tropical
cyclone and gives a summery of results for the approximately 100 satel-
lite observations of Eastern and Western Pacific storms in various

stages of development. All observations were for cyclones that reached

hurrica_e or typhoon intensity during their lifetimes.

2. DESCRIPTION OF DATA AND METHOD

The Nimbus-5 ESMR is a passive microwave instrument measur-

ing emi Hed radiation in the 19.35 GHz (1.55 cm) region with a resolution

of 25 km at nadir. The instrument is described by Wiiheit (1972), and

; the physical basis for rain estimations over water is detailed by Wilheit
' (1977). Over water radiation emitted by the earth and atmosphere (ex-
i pressed as brightness temperature Ts) is af!_cted primarily by the state

.: of the sea surface, and by atmospheric water _a_or _nd atmospheric
liquid water. Liquid water, in the form of drops of the size associated

with rain, is the dominating factor i_, the vaxiation of T s over water.

; m
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Aftera srr,alladjustmenttothe ESMR Ts as describedby Adlerand
Rodgers (1977),rainfallrateforeachdatapointcan be determined

througha rainfallrate-TBrelationderivedempiricallyfrom calibrated

radardataand adjustedtheoreticallyto5 km t_'opicalcyclonefreezing

levelheight(Wilheitetal.1977).

3. CASE STUDY RESULTS

The one Western Pacifictropicalcyclonethatwillbe presented
inthispaperisIrma (November,1974).Figure1 displaysthestorms
LHIRas a functionoftimeforcircularareaswhose radiusis2°and 4°

latitudefrom thestorm center.Also displayedisthefractionofprecipi-

tationcontributedby rainfallratesgreaterthan5 mmh-I, hereafter
calledthe precipitationintensityparameter(PIP)(thenumber inpal3n-
theses).The maximum surfacewind and estimatedcentralsurface

pressureisalsodisplayedinthefigure.

From November 17to November 21,beforethe system intensi-
fied,thestorm LHR (<2 x 1014W) and PIP are small. The observation

on November 21 shows what can be interpretedas evidenceofintensifi-
cation.The storm'sLHR onthe 21sthas more thandoubledfrom the

two previoussatel__itepasses.Inaddition,the PIP magnitudeis0.27,

much largerthantheearliervalues.
The nextavailableESMR observationofIrma ison the23 Novem-

ber,when the_torm isaboutto reachtyphoonintensity.The LHR within
4°latitudeofthecenterincreasesto6.5x 1014W whilethePIP rises

onlyslightly.Over thenexttwo daysthe storm intensitycontinuesto
increaseas doesthe LHR (maximum of7.9× 1014W) and the PIP (maxi-

mum .55).The LHR fortheareawhose radiusis2"latitudefrom the

centerincreasesmore rapidlyindicatinga concentrationofrainfall
towardsthecenter.

BeforeIrma hitland(27November) thesatellitederivedprecipi-

tationparameters indicate little further intensification. This is con-
sistent with the independent in situ measurements.

4. RESULTS FOR WESTERN PACIFIC STORMS

In order to obtain a better understanding of the relation of storm
intensity to ESMR derived precipitation parameters, the Western Pacific
tropical cyclones were examined. To elimi_mte storms which had re-
curved or crossed the Philippine Islands, only the tropical cyclones
located south of 25°N and east of 125°E were used.

The scatter diagram _,tween LHR and storm iutenstty is shown
in Figure 2. This diagram indicates a positive correlation between
storm LHR over a circular area of radius ,i° latitude and storm intensity.
The median LHR for disturbances and depressions (< 17 ms -z ) is 1.1 x
1014 W, for storms (18 to 32 ms -1) is 4.7 x 1014 W, and for typhoons
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(33-65 ms -1} is 6.6 × 10 TM W. These values are comparable to other
estimates of LI_. measurements (Adler and Rodgers, 1977).

The fraction of LHR within 2° latitude was examir_ed next. A weak

positive correlation is found between the increase LHR and storm in-
tensity for tropical cyclones above disturbance stage. Most tropical
depressions, storms, and weak typhoons have from 0.4 to 0.6 of their
LHR within 2° latitude of the center. The more intense typhoons show a
value of approximately 0.7. Thus, among the more organized tropical
cyclones examined, there is a general indication of the concentration of
rainfall towards the storm center with increasing intensity.

A weak positive correlation is also found between storm intensity
and the precipitation intensity parameter (PIP). The mean PIP for weak
tropical cyclones (<25 ms -1) is .12, for storms and weak typhoons (25 to
45 ms -l ) is .34, and for intense typhoons (>45 ms -l ) is .47. Thus, as
the tropical cyclone intensifies so does the rainfall intensity.

The azmuthal distribution of rainfall is also examined for tropi-
cal storms and typhoons. The rainfall distribution is rotated to a com-
mon axis based on the storm motion. The results indicate a slight
preference for higher rainfall rates in the right half of the storm.
Frank (1977) indicates a slight preference for the right-rear quadrant
based on co apositing conventional measurements.

5. COMPARISON OF WESTERN PACIFIC TYPHOONS
AND EASTERN PACIFIC HURRICANES

Analysis of the ESMR-5 derived rainfall-rate estimates reveals
that there are significant differences between tropical cyclones in eastern
and western portions of the Pacific Ocean. The comparison of results
for hurricanes and typhoon stage cyclones are shown in Table 1. A large
disparity is seen in table for LHR between mature systems in the
Western and Eastern Pacific. The numbers in the parentheses are the
sample size. There are a greater number of observations at 2° latitude

Table 1 Mean rainfall-rate characteristics of Western Pacific typhoons
and Eastern Pacific hurricanes.

Weste_,l Pacific Eastern Pacific

Typhoons Hurricanes

LHR (2" latitude) 2.7 x 1014 W (34) 1.3 x 1014 W (11)
LHR (4° latitude) 5.0 x 1014 W (20) 1.6 x 1014 W (11)

Fraction of LHR 0.54 0.81

: (2" latitude from center)

PIP 0.38 (20) 0.25 (11)

t=
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for Western Pacific storm because of land contamination in the outer

portions of some observations.
The LI-IR values for the Eastern Pacific hurricanes may be some-

what underestimated relative to the Western Pacific typhoons. This is
because a freezing level height of 5 _n is assumed in both cases and
there appears to be a slight difference in the climatological freezing
level, with the freezing level being lower in Eastern Pacific. However,
the potential error due to this factor is small relative to the large
difference no_ed in the table.

The fraction of LHR contained within the inner 2° latitude is

calculated for a "mean" storm by simply computing the ratio 2° latitude
LHR and the 4° latitude LHR in the table. The hurricanes of the Eastern

Pacific are obviously, in the mean, more compact than their western
counterparts. The PIP calculation shows that the Eastern Pacific storms
have a smaller contribution from the heavier rain rates.

Thus, the results from this comparison indicate that the Eastern
Pacific hurricanes have less LHR, less intense rainfall rates and rain-
fall more concentrated toward the center than do the Western Pacific

typhoons. The reason for these differences are not clear, although the
less favorable environmental conditions (less available moisture and
cooler sea surface temperature) prevalent in the Eastern Pacific outside
the Iatertroplcal Convergence Zone (ITCZ) are probably producing a
different type of tropical cyclone.

6. SUMMARY

The case study as well as the sub-sample of Western Pacific
tropical cyclones indicate that _he ES_CR derived LHR and PIP increase
with storm intensification and there is a tendency for rainfall to concen-
trate closer towards the center as the storm intensifies. ESMR derived

rainfall rate also indicated in the mean heavier precipitation rates in the
right half of the storm.

A comparison of Eastern Pacific hurricanes and Western Pacific
typhoons shows that the Eastern Pacifi_ storms have less LHR, have less
intense rainfall rates, and have rainfall ,,lore concentrated towards the
center. The difference in storm LHR is striking, with the Eastern
Pacific storms having a mean value less than one half that of Western
Pacific storms.
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CLOUD TEMPERATURES AND PREDICTION OF HURRICANE INTENSITY

R. C_il Gentry and Jo_ph Steranka, General Electric Space Division,
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Edward Rod_rs and Wilham E. Shenk, Goddard Space Flight Center,

GreenbelE Ma_iand

ABSTRACT

Equivalentblack body temoeraturesof cloudsaround tropical cy-
clones are used in a statisticaltechniqueto forecastchanges in
maximumwinds for 24 hours in advance.

INTRODUCTION

Hurricanecaused damages in the United Statesaverage over
$600 milliun per year, and _hEse damages v_ry exponentiallywith
the maximumwind speeds. Historicalsurveys suggest that the

damage varieswith a power of the wind speed which is greater than
3. (Howard, et al 1972). This relationshipemphasizesthe impor-
tance of observingand forecastingthe intensityof a tronical cy-
clone. r

Reductionsin aircraft reconnaissdnc_Jf tropicalcyclones in
recentyears to economize have motivatedexpanded efforts to use
satellitedata to observe and predicttropica" _yclones. Results
have been encouragingand efforts increaseas each new satellite
series makes improved data more readilyavailable. The purpose
of this pape:-is to present techniqueswhich utilize satellite
measured temperaturesto forecast tropicalcyclone intensity.

The hurricaneis a heat enginewith most of the fuel driving
its winds coming ultimatelyfrom the latentheat released by the
warm tropical air ascending in the cumulus towers prominentin the
convectivecloud system of the hurricane(Dunn and Miller, 1960).
The intensityof this convection can be consideredan index of the
latentheat releasedand possiblyof the storm intensity. Dvorak
and earlier investigators(1973)have used the size of the dense
overcast surroundingthe centerof the storm and the degree of
organizationof the spiral bands of convectivecloudsassociated
with the storm to identify the current intensityand to estimate
the future int_,sity. Both of these paramete;'sare by-products
of the convection. Objectivemeasurementsof the cloud expanse
and organizationmight then be not only crude indicesof the
organizedconvectiveactivity,but also be expected to Furnish

: informationabout the storm intensityand expected changes. The
theoretical-numericalmodel experimentsof Rosenthal (1977)

: : suggestthat maximum intensityof the verticalmotion or convec-
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tion shouidprecede the time of maximum storm intensityby one or
two days.

THE DATA

The equivalentblack body temperaturesfor a number of storms
were analyze_ using the scheme illustratedin Figure I to get a
measure of tl,eexpanse and organizationof the storm. Th{ rings
concentricabout the storm center are 111 km apart. The mean
temperaturefl)reach ring was used in this study. The hypothesis
is that the colder the mean temperaturesof the cloud tops over
a moderate sized area, the stronger and more persistentare the
convectionand maximum winds in the storm.

A test was made using 1970 Western PacificTropical Cyclones

to determine if the colder temperaturesoccurred in intensifying
storms. In Figu-e2 the data for 1970 storms south of 30 N are
stratifiedaccorCingto the change of intensityduring the suc-
ceeding24 hours. The four categoriesare: intensifying(maxi-
mum winds increasingat least 10 knots--12cases),weakening
(maximumwinds decreasingat least 10 knots-.-4cases), little
change (windchange less than 10 knots--6 cases)and tropical
stormswhich never intensifiedto the typhoon stage (5 cases).
Graphsare plotted For the last 3 categorieswith the mean tem-
perature for each r_ng plotted as the departurefrom the corre-
spondingmean temn_ture for the itensifyingstorms. It is
interestingthat the greater the rate of intensificationthe
colder the mean temperaturesin all rings through 9. The inten-
sifying stormsare 15..20%colder in rings 2-4 than the storms
that never reached typhoon intensity,about I0°C colder in rings
I-8 than the weakeningstorms, and 4-10°C colder in rings l-g than
the stormschanging slowly in intensity.

Figure 3 illustratesthe time-lag between the changes of
equivalentblack body temperaturesof the cloud tops and the
changesof the maximum winds in two typhoons. The temperature
scale is invertedand for interpretationone might consider the
temperaturegraph as a crude index of the convective activity.
Note that the minimum temperature(or maximum of the convection
index)for Typhoon Billieoccurred more than 2 days earlier than
the maximum winds. For Typnonn Hope the wind graph maximum lags
by more than one day (missingdata make it Impracticalto deter-
mine the exact time of the tt_peratureminimum). These types of
data have been examined for mny stormsand results suggest that
changes in the maximum w_nds _ag changes in the temperaturesby
24 to 36 hours. This suggests the temperatureshave predictive
value. It is interestingthat the time lag is about the same as
the lag Rosenthal found with the model experiments.

Analyses of the data and reasoning suggest that the equiva-
lent black body temperatureswlll vary wlth at least the: trop-

" Ical cyclone intensity,rate of changeof storm intensity,

¢2
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latitude,month, and mean temperaturesof the troposphere.
Because of these and other factors, the data used in preparing
the graphs in Figure 2 showed considerablescatter. It was nec-
essary, thereforeto consider parametersothcr than the tempera-
tures when developingan objectivetechnique. Even a cursory
examinationof the data reveals, for example, that the relation-
ship between temperatureand future storm intensityis different
between storms that have been intensifyingand those that have
been weakening. Black body temperaturesare also indicatorsof
both the current and future intensitiesof the storm. These two

effects need to be separated.

FORECASTS_,,_RESULTS

Two regressionequationswere developedusing 61 cases f_om
1970 Western PacificTropical Cyclonesas dependentdata:

YW = 131.2 - 0.545 XI + 0.436 X2

YS = 205.57+ 0.555X2 0.634X3 - 0.534X4

where Yuis the predicted24-hour chan_ in maximum winds (knots)
for stoFmswhose currentmaximum winds ¢65 knots, Y_ is the same
for stormswhose maximumwinds exceed 65 knots, XI i_ mean equiv-
alent black body temperaturefor area between llO'and330 km
radii about thQ storm center, X_ Is the change in maximum winds
(knot_of the storm during the _receding24 hours, X_ is the mean
temperatur_for area between 110 and 550 km radii,a_d X_ is
current maximumwind (knots)in the storm. Resultsare gummarized
in top of Table 1. For comparison forecastswere made by 2 per-
sistence techniqueswhich forecastersfrequentlyuse, i.e. no
change, and persistenceof precedingchange for forecastperiod.

Similar data for independentcases taken from the 1973 and
1974 Western Pacific seasons are summarizedin lower half of

Table 1. The regressionforecastshave errors 14 percent smaller
than the best of the persistencetechniques.

Inspectionof the data reveals that small additionalcorrec-
tions to the forecastscan be made using latitude of the storm
and season of the year as predictors,but more cases will be
needed in the developmentalsamplebefore further stratification
Is Justified. Data for other oceans are needed to determinewhat

: adjustment should be made in the equations before the technique is
applied to storms tn those oceans. At least a change in the con-

: stants and possibly a change in the coefficients will be required
because of difference tn mean sea and atmospheric temperatures
for differentocean areas.

f
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Table I

"" Mean ForecastErrors in Knots

DevelopmentalCases

Persistence

Classification N ReBress. N9 Chan_e of Chanqe
_ax Winds _65 kt. "24 8.4 12.6 12.3
Max Winds _65 kt. 37 9.3 16.6 11.9

All Storms 61 8.9 15_0 .12.1 _

IndependentCases

Max Winds,65 kt. 26 11.1 15.5 " 13.0 1

Max Winds_65 kt. 20 15.8 18.4 18.3

All Storms 46 13.1 16.8 15..3

CONCLUSIONS

Convincingdata have been p,_s_nted_ndicatinqthat the
equivalentblack body temperaturesof cloudsaround tropicalcy-
clones have predictivevalue for forecastingthe change of inten-
sity of the storm during the next 24 hours. An objectivet_ch-
nique has been developBdfor making such forecasts. Prelim,nary
tests with independentdata indicatethe techniqueis very compet-
itive and probably superior to other techniques.
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Fig 2. Mean equivalentblack
Fip. 1. Grid used in analyzing body temperaturesfor the three
equivalentblack body tempera- types of storms indicatedare
tures (TRR). Spacingbetween plottedas departuresfrom cor-
ci;cles T_ 111 kr.. respondingmeans for intensi-

fying storms. (See text).
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Fig. 3. The mean temperaturesare for rings 2-5 of Figure1.
, The dotted line indicatesmissing datd The graphs illustrate

lag betweenmaximum winds and mean equiva]entblack body temper-

atures (TBB).
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OBJECTIVE TROPICAL CYCLONE ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING TECHNIQUE
USING CONVENTIONAL AND NIMBUS-5 ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICRO-
WAVE RADIOMETER MEASUREMENTS

H. E. Hunter, ADAPT Service Corporation, Rcaah:_j,Mass,

E. B Rodgers& W. E. Shenk. Goddard S_ce Flight Center, GreenbelL M,_ryland

ABSTRAC[

The ADAPT empirica' analysis programs, based on finding an
optimal representation of the data in the Karhunen-Loeve sense, have
been applied to 12(: observations of twenty-nine 1973 and 1974
Pacific tropical cyclones. Each observation consist; of NIMBUS-5
Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) radiation
measmements at 267 gridpoints co,cfing and surrounding the tropi-
cal cy.clone plus nine other nen-satellite derived descriptors. Analysis
and forecast algorithms to estimate storm motion and intensity have
been developed for times ranging f;om rite observation time up to 72
h_,,.trslater. The 24 hr wind _p_ed forecasts wRh an accuracy of 11.7
k-.o_s and position forecasts with accuracies 15%better than persls-
tence have been demon_ted ruing independent tests.

INTRODUCTION

The release of latent heat through condensation and precipitation processes is
essential to the development and maintenance of tropical cyclones. With the advent
of the NIMBUS-5Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR), R has been
possible to remotely measure the distribution of rainfall rates (latent heat release)
within tropical cyclones over oceans and to relate this rainfall rate distribution to
storm intensRy (Adler and Rodgers, 1977). To more thoroughly examine this re-
lationship, an empirical analysis developed by the ADAPT corporation was made
to relate the ESMRderivedtropical cyclone rainfall rate distribution to not only
storm intensity but also to storm movement. In this paper the resuP.sfrom the em-
piricalstudy will be presented.

ADAPT,APPROACH

The general concept of the ADAPT approach B to take the data from the
original high dimensional data space and transform it to a lower dimensional opti-
mal analysis space. The unique approach allows the vast amount of data obtained

: from satellite from satellite derived radiation maps to be compacted into a more
economical and mathematically convenient format. This is accoldplighed by ap-
plying a conventional transforv_3tion which goes under the names of: Karhunen-
Loeve, Eigen vector, or PrincipalComponent to data and vectors construt:ted from
the pictures (Andrews, 1972 and Watanabe, 1965). The unique capability of the
ADAPT programs is the capability to derive this transformation for large numbem
of large data vectors. The grid used to transform the picture to a vector extends 5
degreesnorth of the center of the storm, 6.5 degrees south of the center of the
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storm and 5 degrees east and west of the center of the storm. These 267 radiation
points are supplemented by nine conventional measurements. All of the empirical
data anawsis is then performed m the lower dimensional analysis space. All linear
analysis including regression and linear classification algorithm development result
in defining lines in the analysis space. The transpose of the Eigen vector matrix is
used to transform the answer or result of the empirical analysis back to the original
data space.

FORECAST ALGORITHMS

Linear data histories were constructed from the nine non-satellite derived
descriptors and 267 satellite derived ESMR radiation measurements for each ob-
servation. The resulting histories were transformed to the ADAPT optimal analysis
space and in this space more than 20 analysis and forecast algorithms were d¢velop-
ed. These algorithms included classification algorithms such as algorithms to sepa-
rate intensifying versus weakening storms and regression algorithms to forecast
properties of the storm such as future wind speed and position. In this paper, we
shall only discuss those for which the most significant results wcie obtained, which
were the algorithms for forecasting future wind speed and position.

Tables l and 2 summarize the performance for these algorithms, respectively.
These tables list this performance for the 12, 24, 48 and 72 hour estimates. The
second column in these tables present the performance obtained using persistence
calculations based on best track information. The third and fourth columns of

these tables present the performance achieved using only the non-satellite derived
descriptors. The performance is defined by both the actual value and the percent
improvement relative to persistence. The fifth and :;xth columns give the actual
value and percent improvement relative to persistence using only the satellite de-
rived data. The seventh column was derived using the ADAPT performance map,
see Hunter, et al. (1977) and gives the expected performance using both conven-
tional and satellite data in terms of percent improvement over persistence. These
results are possible when an adequate number (200-1000) of training cases is
avaflabl_ to derive the algorithm. The performance of each algorithm is listed both
in terms of the average error using the algorithm and the standard deviation of the
estimateabout the actual. The standard deviation of the estimated value about the

actual value is the parameter which is optimized by a regression analysis and is there-
fore a better measure of the success of the regression technique then the average
error.

ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

One of the most significant results apparent from an examination of Tables 1
and 2 a_e that as far as the independent test performance demonstrated one has
achieved as good a perforniance using only the conventional data as one was able
to obtain using the conventional plus satellite derived infol_ation. This result is
misleading bemuse it is based on limitations of the data set. Analysis of the algo-
rithms show'_l" ! ) that if one had more (300-1000) training cases the satellite de-
rived measurements should significantly (as shown in Column 7) improve the results
presented in Tables ! and 2 for the longer term forecasts and 2) that even without
additional training data the use of satellite data allows one to remove the restriction
of using best track data to achieve the results presented in these tables. The removal
of the best track data restriction i'_sign,.'ficant since it allows one to make the fore-
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,::st priorto obtaining the best track information.

An important ADAPT output for understanding the physics behind an algo-
rithm is the relative importance map obtained by transforming the algorithm
through the reverseof the sampling procedure and plotting its absolute values.
Figure 1 is such a plot. On this figure, those regions having values of 3 are most
important to estimating the 12 hour max wind speed, regions having no numeral
present are least important and the regions having the valuesof I and 2 lie in be-
tween. Thus, storm intensity is related more to the configuration of the rain bands
south of the eye than to any other area.

SUMMARY

The application of the AD.M)Tand empirical analysis programs to observations
of hopical storms has resulted in the development of algorithms which can signifi-
_ntly improve the accuracy of wind speed and long term w,sition fo_eeasts relative
to persi_ence. The limited number of cases available for study, although _afficient
to allow l'ulluse of the information in the conventional data, severely restr:,ted
the use of the information in the satellite pictures.
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TABLE 1 - PERFORMANCE OF Wl NO SPEED FORECAST ALGORITHMS

PERFORMANCE

PERSISTANCE CONVENTIONAL SATELLITE PROJECTED
ESTIMATES DEMONSTRATED

ALGORTIHMS
KTS KTS % IMPROVE KTS % IMPROVE % IMPROVE

12-hR FORECAST
AVG ERROR 6.8 6..? 7 B.4 6
STD OEV 9.0 7.9 12 7.9 12 14

24--H R FORECAST
AVG ERROR 200 11.7 41 11.7 41
STD DEV 23.0 15.5 33 15A 33 38

48-HR FORECAST
AVG ERROR 39.0 14.6 62 15 82
STO DEV 53.0 18.8 66 19.2 64 3S

72-HR FORECAST
AVG ERROR 56.0 20 64 20 64
STD DEV 76n 24 88 2S 67 31

TABLE 2 - PERFORMANCE OF POSITION FORECAST ALGOR ITHMS

PERFORMANCE

PERSISTANCE CONVENTIONAL SATELLITE PROJECTED
ALGORITHM ESTIMATES DEMONSTRATED

NJAi. N.Mi. % IMPROVE N.MI. % IMPROVE % IMPROVE

12-HR LAT FORECAST
AVO ERROR 25 26 NONE 25 NONE
STO DEV 40 36 10 35 23 lS

12-HR LONG FORECAST
AVG ERROR 26 211 NONE 26 NONE
STD DEV 36 X NONE 36 NONE 5

24-HR LAT FORECAST
AVG ERROR 67 54 6 54 $
STD DEV 83 71 14 71 14 25

24-HR LONG FORECAST
AVG ERROR 83 58 8 E1 3
STD DEV 93 77 17 80 14 30

48-HR LAT FORECAST
AVG ERROR 132 118 11 121 8
STD DEV 184 157 16 156 15 25

48-HR LONG FORECAST
AVG ERROR 167 147 6 148 6
STU DEV 219 194 11 192 12 30

72-HR LAT r-_RECAST
AVG, "3R 220 174 21 185 16
STD DI;_/ 2Wt 226 22 233 20 15

72.-HR LONG FORECAST
AVG ERROR 27E 246 11 265 4
STD DEV 386 330 10 330 10 25

S0
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REMOTE SENSING OF HURRICANE WAVES

David B. King and Ornar H. Shemdin, Jet Propuldon Laboratory, Pasadena,California

ABSTRACT

A program has been undertaken to obtain data on wind

generated ocean waves in hurricanes by remote sensing

techniques. The sensor, a Synthetic Aperture Radar,
has collected the first data ever on the directional

wave climate throughout a hurricane. This information

has been found to have inconsistencies with present

hurricane wave generation models.

INTRODUCTION

During the summer of 1976, we began a program to collect

ocean wave data in hurricanes. Our approach was one of remote

sen=!ng with the use of a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). This

new technique allowed us to collect types of hurricane wave data
that had never been done before.

Although active research to understand and model wind

generated ocean waves has been carried out for the past twenty

years, the problem is not yet fully solved. One reason has

been a lack of sufficient high quality data. This is partic-

ularly true for the important case of hurricane generated waves,
This lack of data is traced to two causes. One is the in-

frequency with which hurricanes pass over wave recording

stations, and the second is the fact that even when hurricanes

do, the extreme environment frequently completely destroys the

sensors. However, reeentJy the picture has improved somewhat.

Good surface data has become available from two programs. One

was a consortium of oil companies who instrumented a number of

offshore oll platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. The other is an

ongoing program by the NOAA Data Buoy Office that has deployed

buoys at permanent stations around the U.S. coast.

However, even these two programs have a number of problems.

One is that, since the platform is fixed, the data that is

recorded represent a single transect of the storm wherever it

passed over the sensor. A second proble_ is that, while

these sensors are designed to measure wave height, they cannot
measure wave direction.

51
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Our program was designed to remedy these problems. The SAR
was placed on hoard a NASA CV-990 research aircraft that was

flown to the storm. Since it remotely sensed the sea surface,
it was protected from the extreme envlronment. Since the air-
craft traveled much faster tha_ the storms, it could collect

data from all parts of the storm. Finally, the output product
was an image of the sea surface _ich would supply complete
information on the directional properties of the waves.

Data Collection

In 1976, Phase I of the hurricane mission was conducted.

There were five flights into hurricanes to collect wave data.
These were Hurricane Emmy on August 24 and 25, Hurricane
Frances on August 31 and Hurricane Gloria on September 28 and
30. All of these storms were in the western Atlantic.

Phase II of the hurricane mission was conducted during
1977. However this year we had the opportunity to collect

data in only one hurricane. This was Hurricane Heather_ an
eastern Pacific typhoon off the coastof Baj, Cailfornia ok
October 5.

The primary output product of the SARafter correlation is
a photograph-llke image strip of the sea surface. The strip
represents an area beneath and to the right of the aircraft
that is approximately i0 km wide and is as long as the distance
the aircraft flew in a given direction.

Data Analysis

Most of the analysis that has been done so far has been

done for Hurricane Gloria on September 30. The'imagery was
plotted with correct reference to the center of the storm.
This gave us the first picture ever of the directional wave
field throughout a hurricane. A number of points became

obvious. The wave pattern was radially as_nmetric. The waves
in the front half of the storm were better organized, had

longer wavelengths and appeared to be traveling outward flom
the storm in something of an arc. The waves in the rear,
particularly the right rear quadrant, appeared to be very

disorganized.

The asy_netcles can be explained intuitively. The winds
are stronger on the right hand side of a moving hurricane.
This is due to the added speed caused by the storm's motion.
(The winds blow counterclocbaise.) Furthermore, the waves

generated under this stronger wind travel in the same
direction as the storm does and therefore tend to stay in the

generating area much longer. Therefore_ asymmetries in the
wave field should be expected and they should increase with
storm speed.

5_
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The dominant waves in many p3rts of the storm were not

traveling in the same dlrectlon as the local wind. In parts of

the left front quadrant, they were traveling at right anglez to I
the local wind. this is not in agreement with the few present

hurricane wave generation models available. This is under-

_tandable in light of the fact tha[ thesemodels are partly

_mplrlcal and have been callbrated using available non-

directional wave data. However, it does point up the need for
better models.

The directionality of the waves was checked and quantified

using directional spectral analysis. Selected portions of the

imagery were digitized and then corrected for certain geometric
distortions. These were then transformed into two dimensional

spectra. This gave a plot of wave intensity versus wave length
and direction.

Conclusions

Work 9n this project is continuing. At present we are

reprocesslng portions of the data so that a detailed comparison

of the wave patterns in the different hurricanes can be made.

:;e have also seen the need for a better hurricane wave genera-

tion model using this new data and have begun to develop one.

Finally, it is expected that the data collection portion of

this project,will continue next summer, in coordination with
the Seasat A satellite.
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ADVANCESIN LOCALAREA,MESOSCALEMODELING

PaulR.Swanand In YoungLeu+,Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett Fie CA 94035

ABSTRACT

A two-layer, mesoscale boundary layer model is
being developed and validated against San Fran-

.* cisco Bay Area observational data.

INTRODUCTION

Although many research efforts are being directed
to the numerical simulation and study of mesoscale
weather phenomena, most of these have been devoted to

high priority problems associated with very energetic
destructive events such as tornadoes or thunderstorms.

B There are also, however, socially important conse-
quences _o non-violent meteorological phenomena which
are mesosca!e in extent, and which are confined essen-

tlally to the planetary boundary layer (PBL). Among
these we might list complex urban heat island effects
on local climate, detailed variations of diurnal winds

due tu terrain features and coastlines, occurrence and
dissipation of fog, ventilation of urban areas

affected by pollution, and the selection of sites for
wind power generators. In addition, the PBL needs to

be more adequately simulated for use in global circu-
lation models, possibly also for advanced strato-

spheric models, and certeinly in future attempts to
couple atmosphere and ocean circulation models.

The computer model described in this paper is one

of two being developed at ARC to fill this gap in
meteorological modeling. A wide spectrum of numerical
techniques is available for approaching such a task.

The present model is of intermediate complexity, and
has been configured to provide results economically in
terms of computational cost, while retaining represen-

tations of all of the physical interactions of inter-
est.

+NRC Resident Research Associate
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COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

On the time scale of a few tens of hours, the PBL

may be considered to be the result of the free air
mass of the troposphere interacting with the complex
surface of the Earth. We, therefore, structure the

simulation as an initial-boundary value fluid dynamics
problem in which equations are solved for the PBL wind,
temperature and moisture fields given initial condi-

tions, the synoptic meteorology aloft, and the physi-
cal characteristics of the underlying surface. Driv-
ing this set of equations is the diurnally varying
solar radiation which heats the surface to an extent

depending on its non-uniform thermal characteristics.

In order to reduce the computational problem to
modest dimensions, the three-dimensional equations

describing such a PBL are first integrated analyti-
cally from the surface to the interface with the free
atmosphere. The resulting equations then describe the

time and space variations of the vertical averages of
the PBL horizontal winds, potential temperature, water
vapor, and clouds or fog. In addition, equations des-
cribing the time and space variations of the depth of
the PBL are obtained. The resulting set of equations

then constitutes a two-layer model composed of the PBL
and the (specified) free atmosphere above. This set

of equations is solved nu_rically on a horizontal
grid using finite difference techniques. The initial

computer runs described in the next sections used a 20
km grid spacing; the validation runs will eventually
use a grid dimension of 2 km or less.

INITIAL SIMULATIONS

The initial test runs of the program were carried

out for an area 300 km by 300 Fun generally east and
south of San Francisco. The initial values were taken

from an Oakland rawinsonde sounding, and the free atmo-
sphere values were then held fixed throughout the sim-
ulation. While observations are not available to ver-

ify the results of these runs, the overall behavior of
the PBL is clearly interpretable in terms of generally
understDod phenomena. The PBL winds, not illustrated

here, could be seen to be blocked by the coastal moun-
tains and the Mt. Diablo Range, and were channelled
through the Santa Clara, Salinas and Central Valleys.

There was a northeasterly mountain wind in the Sierra
Nevada induced by the latera_ temperature differential
produced by radiative cooling in this area.
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The mixed layer depth, shown in Fig. !, generally
did not change over the ocean, but bec_Lie shallower

over the Sierra Nevada, south of the Central Valley,
and _outh of the Diablo Range: where the wind was
relatively strong at all times. Deviations of the
potential temperature of the mixed layer from the

ocean temperatu[e are shown in Fig. 2. In ueneral,
the temperature of the marine layer stays constant and
warm air persists over the Livermore, Santa Clara,

Salinas and Central Valleys, while cool air exists
over the Sierra Nevada region at all times.

o

-4 -a .l

,<,._,,t,._A I0 AM
\% k.,,

Figure i Figure 2

The clouds shown in Fig. 3 are formed when the
potential temperature of the mixed layer is cooler
than that of the marine layer, and the moist air

brought in from the ocean becomes supersaturated. The
excess water vzpor due to supersaturation then conden-
ses and forms clouds. We expect rain from a cloud

whose water content is greater than 1.0 gm/kg, but
precipitation had not been included in the model when
these initial runs were made.

PRELIMINARY VALIDATIONS ORIGINAL PAGE 18
OF lq)OR QUALITY

Extensive field observations of the PBI. "::e_emade

by Stanford Research In.-titute in t::_ S.F. Bay Area
for the California Air Resources Board in 1976. We

selected for validation purposeb two days when the ele-
vated subsidence inversion was particularly strong and
persistent. There are, of course, limitations in
using observations for model validation. One is that

the obse_-vations represent point measurements in time

and space, while the model predicts averages ore: large
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intervals. A second is that the LIDAR and SODAR sound-

ings measure physical characteristics of the atmosphere

which arc not the quantities predicted by the model.
The interp£etations of the echoes from these sounders

in terms of PBL depth is somewhat ambiguous, and may
requ_,e revision as we learn more about the PBL

physics. Nevertheless, with all of these reservations,
we snow in Fig. 4 a comparison at one location in the

° model. Here the crosses represent the point _oundings
interpreted as PBL depth, and the continuous line
shows the model results as a function of time for one
day.

9.7 s .

_' " I , I T

f ii '

_jL

10 AM \ o_ ;
_ _ TIME(_OUU

Figure 3 Figure 4

The comparison of these PBL depths at night, and
during midday hours, is excellent. However, the

observed PBL disappears at least three hours before
that of the model in the late afternoon. Most other
northern locations in the model show a similar discre-

pancy. At a location in the southern half of the

model, the daytime observed PBL deFth is only half
tha_ predicted by the model, but the phase of the

growtL and destruction of the daytime mixed layer is
excellent.

The wind _irection at the northern location is

shown in Fig. 5. Here the circles are model values,

with subjectively drawn solid lines; the crosses repre-
sent the point observations. The magnitudes of these

wind values are in excellent agreement, the computed

values being at worst about 60% too large in the early
morning hours, but chereafSer tracking the observed
values to within experimetltal error. The direction of

the wind, however, does _iot correspond quite as well.
The observed nighttime southeast wind changes much
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more rapidly to the northwest than does the computed
wind. These discrepancies may well be due to the
large grid used in these first runs, sinre the area
of these olservations ih:luded complex terrain effects

which are very poorly resolved on the 20 km grid. r

OF POOR QUALITY -

* ! , / a *

Figure 5

We intend next to adopt a nested 9rid appreach
using the 20 km solutions as transverse boundary con-
ditions for a 2 Rm grid of limited extent. _his will
enable us to use the large scale (i00 km) terrain and

shoreline structure to configure the large scale
fields properly, and then to use fine scale surface
conditions to obtain fields more nea£1y approximating
the point observations.

When these validation studies have been completed,
and while research continues on internal parameteriza-
tions of the model, we will be usi,_g the program winds

to advect pollutants in a photochemical dispersion
model. This will be the first step in a study of the

-- environmental impact on urban air quality of the use
of short-take-off-and-landing jet aircraft as commer-

cial transports, and will use a very detailed airport
source inventoxy which has recently been developed at
ARC.

l
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N79-20587
OBSERVATIONSOFTHEMICROCL,rMATECFA LAKEUNDER
COLOAIR ADVECTIVECONDITIONS

R.G.8;", Jr.,R.A.Suther;and,andJ.F. Bartholic,Instituteof FoodandAgricultural
Scier_s,Univtwsityof Florida,Gainesville,Florida

ABSTRACT

The moderating effects of Lake Apopka, Florida,
o_ downwind surface temperatures were evaluated
under cold air advective conditions. Point

temperature measurements north and south of the
lake and data obtained from the NOAA satellite

and a thermal scanner flo_n.,at 1.6 kin, indicate
that, under conditions o_ moderate winds
('_4m/sec), surface temperatures directly down-
wind may be higher than surrounding surface
temperatures by as much as 5°C. With surface
wind speed less than Im/sec, no substantial
tenrperature effect.= were observed. Results of
this study are being used ir land use pl_ulning,
lake level control and in agriculture for
selecting planting sites.

Introduct ion

The moderating eff,;cts of large bodies of water on
tle eurface temperatures of coastal regions have been
noted qualitatively by clima£ologists for many years.
On a much smaller scale, agriculturalists have been
aware of similar thermal effects produced by the plumes
of lakes and have used this information as .-naid in

the selection of growing slte= for crop varleL!es which
are subject to cold damage. For example, in Florida,
citrus growers have fomld through experience that by
planting on the southern shores of lakes, they can
obtain some moderating effects on minimum temperatures
that occur at night during freeze conditions when winds
are predomlnately from the north [Lawrence (1963),
Bartholic and Sutherland (1975)]. While these
practical effects are well known, surface temperature
data is quite sparse [see eg. Gelger (1965)] and no
detailed quantitative data is available concerning
energy transport, and flow conditions associated with
such convective plumes.

The transport mechanisms include both turbulent
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and radiative transfer. Under typical nocturnal cold
front conditions, lakes, being warmer than the air and
surrounding land, r=lease sensible and latent heat.
As the moist buoyant plume is advected beyond the lake
by the moving air mass, sensible and/or latent heat
(depending upon the downwind dewpoint temperature) is
transferred by turbulent diffL ion to the grolmd. The
radiation energy balance of the surface downwind of
the lake may also be affected by advection of water
vapor from the evaporating lake surface. That is,
local changes in the vertical profiles of absolute
humidity may change the net radiation loss from the
ground.

In this investigation, aircraft and satellite
thermal scanner data was used to access the lake effecL

Ground measurements included hourly values of wind
speed and direction, and soil, plant, air and dewpoint
temperature _.

Description of the Site

Lake Apopka is located in the central portion of
the Florida peninsula (see Figure I). The lake is
approximately 13 km across and has a mean depth of
1.65 m. Large areas of citrus exist both south and
east of the lake. These are low flat areas with sandy
soils not normally well adapted for citrus due to the
freeze susceptibility resulting from cold air drainage.
There is also a considerable area of citrus growth
west of the lake, on land with a relatively high
elevation• The area north of the l_ke is characteriz-

ed by organic soils and is used for vegetable farming.

Fig. 2 Windrose of totai hours
from designated directions at

Fig. 1 Mapshowing position in Fla. Orlando (72freeze event.% '34-'77)
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Wind direction during serious freezes is predom-
inately from the N.W. quadrant. A more precise de-
scription of wind direction during freeze episodes is
shown in Figure 2.

Small Scale Analysis of Temperature Regimes

Because of the NOAA satellite's high resolution,
detailed analysis of temperature patterns on a sma]1
scale should be possible. It would be particularly
helpful if this data cculd be used to zero in on spec-
ific warm areas where plantings could be made and to
evaluate the area of temperature modified by Lake
Apopka.

Our analysis showed that detailed temperature
patterns could be observed. The lakes had the warmest
temperatures and the land immediately around the lakes,
particularly on the southern side were shown to be
warm. Large temperature differences were detectable
even with this resolution. Figure 3 shows general
temperature patterns for warm, intermediate and cool
areas. These genelal areas have been known from
historic records, however, the delineation of the areas
has never before been clearly shown. For example, the
muck land north of Lake Apopka generally has cooler
temperatures than the land south of the lake. This
muck and associated low land is clearly delineated as
cold and intermediate around the edges of the muck
area. It was possible with the Image i00 to overlay
the thermal imagery with the general native v_getation
map for that area. This overlay analysis showed first
that the lakes clearly showed up on the ther,ml
imagery and overlayed nearly perfectly. Second, the
low-lying muck land north of the lake and flat wood
areas (most of the area in the left half of the scene)
which are normally low were in the cold or inter_diate
temperature categories. Third, the well-drained up-
land areas now used largely for citrus were almost
exclusively in the warmer temperature regimes.

From analysis of the satellite data, the cold
muck land and moderated warm area south of Lake Apopka
were clearly shown. Detailed changes in temperature
downwind and the plume effect, however were not dis-
cernible. Thus, aircraft thermal scanner data was ob-
tained south of the lake.

Lake Effect as Detected with an Aircl _ft-Mounted
: T_e rmal Scanner

General features of the lake effect as shown
in thermal imagery appear in Figure 4. The figure was
produced by first construcr_n_ a mosaic from the four
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¢o1_---- Fig. 4, Temperature regimes
[] 1 _ B 1 tom drawn from a mosaic of aircraft

thermaldata south of Lake

Fig.3 Analysis of NOAA-3 satelliteApopka at 0500 on 10 Jan. 1976.
thermal data showing cold temp.
patterns in the vacinity of Lake
Apopka for 2200, March 4, 1975.

flightlines, digitizing the data and outlining the
regions of various temperature regimes. This parti-
cular set of data was obtained from a mission flown

at 0500 on I0 Jan. 1976 and shows the same general
trends which were found on the 1974 missions which we

will discuss in detail. In order to gain a quantative
e_aluation of the lak_ effect the i:74 data were

digitized on a grid with rows (west-east) spaced 0.3
km apart and columns (north-south) spaced 1.2 km apart
Average elevations were also digitized on the same
grid. Some _aution must be used at this point since
the data has not been corrected for emissivity, how-
ever= =esults from a model which accounts for scat-
tc_ing in the cavity formed by tree rows show that the
error variation from grove to grove is less than. about
l°C except for extremely bare fields [Sutherland and
Bartholic (1977)]. Also errors caused by variation in
emissivity are diminished by the grid reduction method
since the area, when viewed on a large scale, is essen-
tially homogenous.

Since the leeward effect of the lake was to be

studied, those columns not i_ediately south of the
lake were eliminated from this particular analysis.
Also data points falling on or near smaller lakes
were eliminated from the analysis. From examination of
the raw data it was apparent that there was little, if
an_ effect due to elevation on this night. This was cor-
roborated in the analysis which showed elevation to be
statistically insignificaut. This is to be expected

e4 ORIGINALPAGE IS
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since wind speeds were high on this night (3-7 m/sec).
Figure 5 shows the smoothed curves for the three

missions of 2200, 0!00 and 0400 on the night of 14-15
February 1974. The 0100 and 0400 data look very

similar except that the 0100 temperatures are slightly
higher with both showing a steady decline.

6

= ° . .

_ . .

b- 0100

I 0400 "__
0400 "" .

o , 2 3 _ g

DISTANCE (Km)

Fig.5. Plot of temperature vs distance from lake
for 1974 missions.
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PaperNo. 13

WIND SPEEDAND AEROSOLOPTICALTHICKNESSESTIMATESFROM
AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONSOF SEAGLITTER

R.S. Fraser,GoddardSpaceFlight Center,Greenbelt,Maryland
ZiauddinAhmad,SystemsandApplied SciencesCorp., Riverdale,MD

INTRODUCTION

The surface wind velocity, tropospheric aerosol optical
thickness, and trace amounts of tropospheric gases are impor-
tant parameters for meteorolc - and alr pollution control.
Except for the amount of water vapor, no operational system for
measuring these parameters from satellites has bcc= developed.

The optical characteristics of the bright glltter pattern of
the sunlight reflected from water can, in principle, be used for
this purpose. To investigate the validity of this concept,
radiances observed from a_:craft are used to measure the surface
wind speed and aerosol optical thickness.

An elementary explanation of the physics iavolved begins
with consideration of a smooth water surface associated with

a calm wind. Then the sea Could reflect llght llke a plane
mirror. The brilliant image of the sun would be a few percent

: of the radiance of the direct sunlight, and the angular extent
of the image would be one-h-lf degree, the same as that of the
sun itself. As the wlnd speed increases, the water becomes
rougher, and the sun's image broadens out into a glitter pattern.
We know, of course, the glitter radiance is strong in the nadir
direction, when the sun is at the zenith, but even when the sun

Is only 25° above the horizon, the glltter has been observed
fr_alrcraft In the nadir dlrectY_n (Howls, 1977). The wind

velocity determines the shape oftne glltter pattern, and Its
brlghtness can be ,_tlllzed for measuring optical thickness.

Levanon (1971) has used the observations from the ATS-I
' synchronou¢ satellite for determining the surface wind spee_

with an accuracy of ± 1 m/e. His method involved recording vhe
radiance of an arbitrary point as the glitter pattern crosses
it from east to west. The main restriction is that the spo_
re_ains free of clouds and that the wind velocity is constant
during the two hours required to measure the width of the
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El!tte_ pattern.

OBSERVATIONS

Dr. Curran made the aircraft radiance observations used

in this study. !ilspurpose was to _easure cloud parameters.

A scanning radicme_er measured the redlance in several spectral
channels within 45- of the nadir and in a plane transverse

to the aircraft motion. The observations presented here were
taken under nearly cloudless skies over the Pacific Ocean.
The CV990 aircraft flew at a height of 150 m and with ao
heading of 292 . The solar zenith angle was 20°, and its
azimuth from the scan plane was 41°. hence, the scan passed

along the fringe of the glitter pattern. The 1765 nm channel
is chosen, since the atmospheric gaseous absorption is neg-
ligible, while aerosol attenuation is dominant. The observed
radiances are plotted as points in the accompanying figure.

Each point represents an average of 380 instantaneous readings.
The error bars of ± 10% indicate an uncertainty of ±5% in the

solar constant and ± 5% _n the laboratory calibration.

METHOD

The m_thod of obtaln_ng th_ wind speed and the aerosol
optical thickness is to develop e radiative transfer model of
the ocean-atmosphere system that can account for the measured
radiances. Reflection from the rough sea surface is computed

by the method of Cox and Munk (1955). The sea slopes are
assumed _u be distributed isotroplcally, independent of the

.wind direction. The wind speed (V)gin m/s at a height o_ 14 m
is r_lated to the slope v_r!-nce (s_) by V - 0.6 + 195 s'.

The aerosol model cons_st_ of a distribution of sizes

described by DelrmendJlan's (1968) haze L. The particles are
assumed to be moderately absorbing spheres with an index of
refraction m - 1.5 - 0.03i. The _ertical distribution of the

particles is similar to the profile used by McClatchey et al.
(1971). The total aerosol optical thickness of the model is
derived from the measured radiances. The other atmospheric

constituents are a scattering gas with an optical thickness of
0.037 and ozone with an absorption optical thickness of 0.008.

RESULTS

The surface wind speed depends strongly on the width of
the glitter pattern. Accordingly, the value derived with this

emphasis is 9.3 m/s, which compares favorably with a measured
value of 8.9 m/s, extrapolated to the surface from the aircraft
height of 150 m. The expected error in both values is ± 1 m/s.
After the shape of the glitter pattern has been accounted for,
the aerosol optical thickness is derived from the sbsolute

: values of the radiance and Is 0.43. Its accuracy in this

88
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:perlment approximately equals the relative radiance error.

The error depends on the measurement accuracy (±10%) and on the
wind speed estimate (±i m/s). The radiance of the bright part
of the glitter pattern is inversely proportional to the wind
speed. The correspo,tding relative radiance error equals the

negative of the relative wind speed error. In this experiment,
this relative radiance error is 1/9.3 = ± 0.ii. The total

radiance error, and also the optical thickness error, equals
the root mean sum of measurement and wind speed errors, which
4, +0.1_. wn other estimate of the aerosol optical thickness,

not even a climatological value for the region, is available
for comparison.

Using an aerosol optical thickness of 0.43 and a wind

spa-@ 3f _.3 m/s in our model, we have computed the radiances
for three heights. The radiances lust above sea level agree
well with measured 9aiues on the antl-solar side of the glitter,
or on the north-northeastern side. The agreement !s not as

good on the solar side, perhaps because the sea slope distribu-
tion function is skewed, and not syuunetricalas assumed.

The wzGth of the computed radiance pattern at the air-

craft height (150 m) diverges from the measured value, indicating
thnt ",e have overestimated the wind speed by not accounting

' for the scattered light between the sea surface an4 the air-
craft. The radiance8 at 50 km, or higher, are much reduced
in contras_ from the sea level values. The path radiance
contributes at least one-half of the total radiance and has to

be accounted for in estimating bo_h the optical thickness and
wind speed. We will investigate the characteristics of _-

high-level radiances by studying observations of the glitter
pattern at a height of Ii km.

The region of the sea covered by the glitter pattern
obse_v6b!e from a satellite can be specified by the angle
between the half-power polnts ol .t,=,,_=..- ititude radiance
curve. This angle is 40u and implies that surface facets

reflecting light in the direction of the half-power points are
inclined ±I0 ° from the horizontal. This in turn indicates that

the glitter would extend ±10 ° in latitude and longitude from
the subsatellite point of a geostationary satellite, when the
sun is favorably located st the zenith.
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THE EVALUATION BY NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE DESIGN FOR A

MICR(_NAVE PRESSURE SOUNDER (MPS}

Dennis,A. Flower, Jet Propulsion Laboratory. P_dena, Cahfornla
Gordon E. Peckham Herlot.Watt University_ Edinburgh, Scotland

ABSTRACT

The potential accuracy of an active m_lrifrequency

millimeter-wave technique for the remote measurement

of atmospheric pressure at the Earth's surface has

beer, investigated by numerical simulation.

Introduction

Surface pressure i0 perhaps the single most s_gnificant

physical parameter for meteorological purposes as it is the

_riving force for atmospheric circulaLion. The development of a

sufficiently accurate (i.e. better than 3 mb r.m.s, error) remote

pressure sensor would be an extremely important breakthrough for

operational meteorology and atmospheric dynamics research. The

most promising method for maLtng such a measurement was identi-

fied by Smith et al (1972), and reported in detail at the NASA

\clive Microwave Workshop (1975). This paper presents some. re-

lulls of a numerical simulation experiraet_t carried out to support

_e viability of the technique.

.2.,_ting Frequencies of a Microwave Pressure Sounder

Surface pressure can be deduced from measurements of at-
mospheric transmissivity in the wzngs of the 60 G_:z o_;ygen

absorption band. Since experimentally it is easier to t_ke

accurate measure_nts of a powe_ ratio rather than absolute
power, the Intensltits of echo signals reflected from the occur

surface at pairs of f_equencles art compared to obtain the trans-

missivity. To account for tarlatlon in the atmosph,_ic tempera-

lure profile, water vapor content, cloud and rain co=,°ent and
sea-surface reflectlvity, measurements must be nm,' at several

pairs of carefully chosen frequencies. The proteduL, u_¢d to
select these frequencies is outlined in thi_ section.

The composite model of sea surface reflectivlty (than and
Funs, 1973) aed e lectronmsnetlc scattering by cloud and rain
droplets (Crane, 1971) can be used to show that the c,_bined

frequency dependence in the ptrength of =he nadir echo slSna[ due

to thes_ effectr may be expressed as exp - (a + bY �c_)where
is frequency and the coefflctents a, b, and c are dependent on

the sea state an_ atuospheric .lquld water content. An index of

r
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pressure, S, which is independent of the sea state and cloud or
rain uontent, can be obtained by com)inlng the ;ecurn echoes,

PR (Pl), at se_,eralfrequencies where

i

and the frequencies vI thru v6 and t_e indices @ and 3 are
rela 2ed mathematically to eliminate th,t coefficients a, b, and c
from S. It is apparent then that three ratios must be measured.

Rosenkranz's (1975) spectroscc_ic model of oxygen absorp-
ti_a and W_ters' (1976) spectroscopic model of water vapor ab-
sorption are used to compute zenith attenuation of a U.S. Stand-
_-d AL,aospherewith added water vapor as a f;actlor of frequency.
To octain the derivatives of the integr_.tedabsorptior,coeffici-

ent w,ch respect to pressure, temperature and water -,apcrthe
zenith 8+tenuation is again compute,' for sma]! c_.anges in the
pressvre profile, temperature profize _nd _Tatervapor profil_.
This deriv¢g-.vedata _.sused to choose _e_s of frequencies such
that the sum of the temperature derivatives and tLe sum of the

water vapor derivatives are simultaneously .ere. This makes the
index S insensitive tc temperature ano water vapor changes.

A further constraint is imposed on the choice of frequen-

cies to optimize the sensitivity of S to pressure. The increase
in pressure sensitivity which is indicated by _.hesum of the
pr=ssure derivatives and which is obr% ..edb)"using some fre-

quenc#es well into the oxygen band is b.._nced against the re-
duced sig_al-to-noise which _ccomp_nie this through greater
atmospheric absorpt_on.

The applicatiot,of thesF cJnstcalnts has sho_ that opti-

mum instrument perfoz_nce is obtained by ,:_.inga pair _f fre-
quencies on each side of the oxygen b_nd with the third pair in

the upper wins of the 22 _z water vapor line. An example of
th_s selection p_ocedure has operating frequencies 27.94, 35.30,
44.76, 52.76, 67.44 and 73.28 QIz and ind_.ces @ = -1.65 and

_- 1. in this case a 3 mb change in surface pressure produces a

2.3% change in the index S while the insen_itlvitYotO temperature
and water vapor is calcu'ated to be such that a 20 C change in
troposphere temperature or a 1 gm cm-2 change in total water
vapor _ontent will _-_du_e a change in the i_ldex equivalent to a
surface pressure chanl_, o_ only 0,12 i.

Numerical Simulation _pet_ent

The simple form o£ the U.S. Standard Atmosphere with a
_'_oth water vapor proflle adde, and the simplest of profile
ariatlons were used as the basts of the freouenc_ selection
procedure. In practice the atmosphere veries greatly from ;his
_y_i.-ed profile, particularly s_ for the water ,,apor content.

' It is necesK:y _herefore, to de_>nstrate the _,siidity of the

!
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procedure by examinlng whether the designed insensitivities are

_,,,=,J_ ,,itha wide range of real profiles. Rsdiosonde measure-
ments provide a data set ideally suJteJ to this purpose. The
relevant radiosonde observations made and recordod on ?an_ __
cards are: pressure, temperature and .elatlve humialty for the

surface and height, temperature and relative humidity at 35
standard pressure levels from i000 to 2 mb.

Numerical simvlation consisted of calculating atmospheric
transr,is,;ivi y at _ach _f _::e frequencies for a vertical path
through the atmo=pLere defined by a radiosonde observation set.
Oxygen and water vapor absorption for each layer betwee., the
stanJard pressure levels _ . computed from the spectcoscoplc
models. The layer tLicknesses were obtained dlrectl_' from _he
height data and corresponding average values of temperature,

pressure and water vapor mass mixing ratio were derived from the
recorded observations. An estimate was also Incl.ded of the

absorption by the atmosphere re'_alning above the hi_,est leve
for which data was recorded. The integrated transmlsslvltles

were combined using equation I to give a simulated pressure in-
dex. Computations were made for a large number of radiosonde

observations and Figure I shows the resultin_ scatter diagram of
measured surface pressures agaln,£ simulated indices. The
radiosonde data used were from Cold Bay, Alaska where the sur-

face temperature veried from 4°C to 18°C and the _otal water
vapor content varied between 0.89 and 4.02 gm cm"_ and Balboa,
Panama with corresponding variations of 23°C to 31°C and 4.13 to
5.61 gm cm-2.

The scatter diagram shows that the relationship between
simulated index and surface pressure is satisfactorily repre-
senteJ by a straight lin_ over the range of pressure from 995

to 1020 mb. All of the points lie within a band ±1.5 mbabout
this straight llne so that the pressures as deduced from the
slmulated indices are withiz_ _I mb of the acr,_l surface pres-
sures. In Figure 2 the error in pressure (deduced minus actual
to the nearest mb) is plotted as a function _c both surface
temperature and total water vapor content. It can be =ten that
no correlation exists and that the designed Ins_nsltlv_y of the
measurement to tamperature and w_er vapor changes ha_ been
achieved.

The scatter of points arises from variability in the at-
mospherlc structure which cannot be modeled and will contribute
tc the error in the surface pressure which is measured by the
microwave sounder. From the Cdussian distribution curve fitted
to the hlstogrsm of errors inset in Figure I the standard de-
viation of th_ deduced pressure can be estimated to be about
0.65 rob.

t-
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Concludln_ Re,marks

A full system analysis has been carried out for the Micro-

wave Pressure Sounder and while this will be reported in detdil

elsewhere, the main results of this work are sunmmr_zed here.

The other major error sources are the statistical variation

in the signal reflected from the ocean surface and the signa!-

to-noise error. The characteristics of an _S system have been

defined which will enable surface pressure on the subsate!iite

path to be deduced with a total r.m.s, error of 1.8 mb in cloud

free and light cloud c'nditions a_id an r.m.s, error of 2.5 mb

when the clouds are ,._derately heavy. L_der more restricted

cloud cover conditions measurements can also be made away from

nadir so that the pressure _radient ca_ be _,eterrained.

An assessment of th icrowave syste: and compone t ,_r-

formnnces has indicated _.at the zequi:ed i'stru_n_ t_i , ii-
Lies and accuracies are achievable while solid state microwave

sources with sufficient power (_2W) are currently being de-

veloped. It i_ anticipated that an early Shuttle/Spacelab

flight will be used co prove the MPS as a technique for providing

accurate global surface pressure fields.
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REMOTE SENSING OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER

C. Prabhakara, Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Limited information about the boundary layer stratification can be obtained
from remote infrared sl:ectral measurements in the water vapor window re-
glon. A global map of the average strength of the water vapor spectral lines
in the 9#m window region 6erived from Nimbus 4 IRIS data is presented to
indicate this boundary layer information. Presence of deep convective layer
in the intertropical convergence zone and trade wind inversion over the sub-
tropical oceanic high pressuresystems are appropriately revealed in this map.

The planetary ,_oun_ _' layer is formed as a consequence of the dynamics of
the large scale circulation and the thermodyhamic energy balance that results at the
surface.

During day time the solar energy heats the surfac_ and thereby increases the
lapse rate of the tempereture in the lowest layen near the surface. A part of the ab-
sorbed solar energy at the surface goes into th_ subsurface by conduction, a part is

: used in evaporation, a part goes into reradiation from the surface and the remaining
energy is transported into the atmosphere as sensible heat. In the night time when
the solarheating is absent the lapse rate of temperature decreases and the various
_hysical processes mertloned abe,re adjust themseh,e_ progressively to a night time
state. The temper_4ur: and w,_t:rvapoz profile near the surface thus undergo a sqg-
n[ticant change _n response to the :zoLunearing. Transferof heat and water vapor
into the at_.,osphere closely follow these changes near the s_,rface.

On iand surfaces, in particular_lrylands, largediurnal changes in the boundary
lay-: _tratification are induc_ by the solarheating. The boundary layer on the

1_ _ *-
°t,., ,,v,J,es on the other hand undergoes a much smaller diurnal variation as the

heat capacity end conductivity of the water bodies is large.
Dynamics of the largescale circulation affect the boundary layer primarily by

the vertical motions associated with them. The dynamical influence on the water
bodies is not masked by the diurnal cycfical changes produced by the solarheating.

In view of the importartce of the boundary layer in the weather and climate
pro,',lemsin this study an attempt J¢made to L_tthe confqguration of this layer on a
global basis from satellite infrared measurements.

The information aoout rite boundary layer structure can be obtained from
paudve infrared remote measurements only in a crude fashion. The main reasonfor
tl'- :crudeness is the poor vertical resolution of the retrieved informa_m. The 15urn
temperatureretrieval h,a a vertical resolution of about SIon near the surface. How-
ever water vapor which has a considerably smaller w.atleheight, about 2 kin, camhelp
us get a siner vertical resolution. But the water vapor is highly variable both in time
and space. This _mplicates the remote senaingtechniques v'_ich depend on water
vapor as an optically active gas. But over water bodies, the vertl"_ddi_zibution of

.
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water vapor in the tint few kilometers depenos c._:i*jally on the surface t_.npera-
ture and temperature structure in the layers near the surface. For instance in the
intertropical consergence zone, water vapor freely conve_ts upward from the gurface
and the associated temperature profile shows a marked lapse _ate. On the other hand
in the oceanic regions where subtropical anticyclonic subsidence is present, the sub-
sidence inversion prevents the free convection of water w:,or to higher elevations.
In this manner a _trong correlation is developed between tht thermal and water
vapor stratifications. Tl-,is inti.mate correlation sin_plifies the physics and allows the
remote sensing of the charc.cter of the temperature and water vapor prof'rles in the
boundary layer over water bodies.

Infrared spectral measurements made by the Nimbus 4 Infrared lnterferometer
Spectrometer (IRIS) in the 7-251zm region of the earth's spe,'trum reveal crude
structure of the water vapor lines with a resolution of abe at 2.8 cm -l. Two bright-
ness temperature spectra obtained by IRIS are shown in Figure 1 to illustrate this
crude water vapor line structL.e. The water vapor absorption is changing significantly
within about 2.8 cm -] to produce, these lines. A detailed theoretical study of the
manner in which these apparent water vapor lines in the spectrum grow as a function
of the ootical depth, associated with water vapor in the atmosphere, rev,.als an inter-
_ting property. Namely, the strength, that is the difference between the top and
:he bottom, or' a given line is dependent strongly on the vertical scale height of the
watel v.apor.

In particular the lines in the water vapor window region around 9/zm arc sensi-
tive indicators of the vertical scale height of the water vapor in the first few kilome-
ters near the surface. The relatively strong lines in this window region together with
the weak continuum absorption produce this result. On oceanic regions these water
valor tines can delineate significant differ_cnces in the boundary layer structure of
the atmosphere.

3/000] 320_Ot
)10_4 1594!

119OOJ I10l'lw

llO00 _ ?lOrJ

;? '_ 26ooo
._ r,ooo

riO00, I TOX I

lqlllt, 2100_

WAVEIN)cm WAvENOcm

Fig. I -Brightness temperature spectra, over tropical oceans, measured by the
Nimbus 4 IRIS. Notice the water vapor lines in the 9/_m window region

{1100 to 1200cm -t) are stronger in the spectrum on the right by about 30%.
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In Figure 2 a global map of the mean line strength in the 9/am window region
derived from the Nimbus 4 IRIS is shown. This map is obtained by compositing

, cloud free IRIS data for a period of about 70 days (April to June) in 1970. The
• strength of the 9 vm lines is expressed in terms of the brightness temperature differ-

ence from the top to the bottom of the lines. This global map reveals strong water
vapor lines in the equatorial regions over the oceans where intertropical convergence
takes place. Away from the equator the line strength decreases. However, in the
subtropical oceanic region where a subsidence inversion is produced, the 9vm lines
show a minimum. Such minima may be noticed in the subtropical eastern portions
of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans both north and south of the equator. Also a re-
gion of minimum is seen oveJ the Arabian sea where trade wind inversion exists
during the period April May and June.

Tb "nformation _ Jut the boundary layer structure o_er the land area_ is not
as ,ead;_y interpretable as it is on the oceans. The 91amline information on the land.
shown in Figure 2, is obtained from local noon data of IRIS.

The intertropical convergence zone over North Africa around 12°N is revealed
by the 9vm line strength. The extremely large value of the 91amlines, ~20°C, in
this region suggest the presence of a deep, moist and probably a convectively un-
stable layer near the surface. Similar convectively unstable layer tsalso indicated
over India.

This study shows that the remote measurements in the infrared Jre useful to
get a crude structure of the atmospheric boundary layer over the oceanic regions on
a seasonal basis. Such an information can be useful in seasonal climate modelhng
and r)rediction schemes.

79
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PROFILINGOFATMOSPHERICWATERVAF'ORWITH
MICROWAVERAD!OM.-T,-_Y

"!-,+.,WiihettandG.H.Sch_.dror(NAS/NRCAssociate)
NASAGoddardSpaceP/ightCenter

ABSTPACT

Weighting functions were develol_d which express the water
vapor information content of mi_'owave radiometric measure-
ments. RetrievP_ of water vapor pmrdes are performed mh_
theseweightingfunction__.

There is considerableinterest ;._,remote measurementsof the vertical dis-
tribution of watervapor, particulp.ziyundercloudy conditions. The net inte-
ip'atedamoun; of watervaporhasbeenmeasuredusingthe 22.235GHz water
vapor line (Staelin, et_LaL1975) with in_ruments on the Nimbus-5and 6 satellites
:_adthis technique will be continued on the Nimbus-(; and &_asat-A satellites to
be la,_achedin197& Attempts to use this l_,e for obtaining vertical distribution
information have not been fruitful because of the w_kness of absorption even at
line center. The 183.310Gltz line is much stronger and thus provides an in-
tr_ possibility of proVdingwater vapor. A preliminary analysis of this pos-
sibility is the subject of this paper.

If we view the Earth and its atmosphere from space with a microwave
radiometer directly at the nadir, assume a _ee.ular surface and make _c gayleig.h
Jeansapproximation the upweiling brightne_ at a given ttequey:._/v canbe
expressed:

Tn t = I ¢'e".fh"7U,,x)dx 70,,h)T(h)dh

+ rz r'i'c_

fwhere: r = 7(u,x)dx, R is the refleclivity of the =lJurfac',,7(u,h) is the ab-

=or_tk_ncoefficient of the atmmphere at a heilghth for P.frequency =,and T(h) it
tee temperature profile of the atmoephere.

This equation my be exm_m_! L-.t.hx fo,_:

Tet =" =I" g0,,h)TO0dh
Jt_

whe..e K0,,h), the temperature weillh_ql re;action, is only weakly dependet:t on
the tem_rtture prof'tle. The= weilghtipgfunctions form the _u=_=of tdl tot',crees

i
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ot retrieving temperature profiles from radiometer measurements, if not explicitly
in tee retrieval formalism, by guiding the intelligent choice of measurement
channels.

Constituent retrievals, however, are inherently more difficult becac_ they
enter into the brightness temperature equation through their ccntributions to T
which appears both in the attenuation factor e-f _'dx and through the radiation
factor 7(h)T(h) so that the effect of a 7 at one locaqon is dependent on 7 at all

other locations so that one cannot, in general express Tat m the form:

TB t = C(h)7(h)dh

We can nevertheless lineariz_ the problem by dealing in sma!i pertubations
to the absorption. That is, we can express a small change i_. the brightne.os tem-
peratare 6Tat as a function cf a small change in the absorpti , as a function of
height, 57(h).

,_ra_ = G[h,p(h),T(h)] _,'t(h)dh

and it can be shown that:

i G[h,p(I'-),T00] = r(oo, h)[T(h)- rBt(h)]

_ + Rr(0,h)r(_,0)[T(h), - T_j,(h)l

where r(X,Y) ts the a_mospheric transmissivity between points X and Y and

Tat(.hj and 7e;(h) represent the up and downweiling brightncss temperatures at
height h respectively. G[h,T(h),7(h)] will be written henceforth only as G(h)
with the understanding that it is implicitly a function of the temperature and
d0sorption coefficient profile as well. The weighting function with respect to
absolute water vapor, p(h), can then be e_oressed as

_'r(h)
Gp = G(h) _ _ Partial d_.ri,,itlve

_p(h)

or mote conveniently with respect to relative humidily, R(h),

_'Y(h) _p(h) al'(h)

Ga(h) = G(h) ap(h) 0R(hj - G(h) 3-_ #k_T(h) _"

where PSAT(h) is the saturation vapo, pressure of water at a height h. "lhe
weighting functions dealt with hereafter will be these relative humidity weighting
functions; they are related to a change in brightness temperature by:

fo°6T_t = GR (h) 6 R(h)dh
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Given a set of absorption coefficients for atmospheric constituents (Waters
1976) and reasonable values for surface reflectivities we are in a positioi, to cal-
culate these weighting functions and to examine their properties. We will us a
value of 0.3 for the refle.'ivity of the ocean between 140 and 200GHz based on
the dielectric measurements of Ray (1972) and u_ 0.1 as a typical value for land
surfaces keeping in mind that actual land I_flectivities can easily range from ca 0.?
down to essentially zero. We will always as_:ume the temperature of the sur,_ace
to be the same as the lowest level of the atn ")spa,ereused. Resutts will be given
here for the 1962 U.S. Standara and Tropiral Atmospheres (AFCRL 196__).

In Figure 1, we show weighting functions calculated for 2, 4, 6, 10 and
'.SGHz below the 1S3GHz water :apor l:-.e for a typical atmosphere over ocean.
Note that as one ,vould expect the peak of the weighting function moves to lower
altitude as one gets farther from line ce,nter and, more, suprisingly, that the
weightmg functions which probe deeply into the atmosphere actually change sign
at low altitudes. That it, an addition of water vapor at high altitudes will de-
crease the brightness temperatdre but _n increase at low altitude will increase the
brightness temperature. This crossover i_ not found in temperature weighting
fL'.nctior'_. Figure 2 repeats the same calculations lor an assumed reflectivity of
0. l which would be typical of land surfaces. The only obvious change is that
the crossover moves to lower altitude; at zero r.,-flectivity the crossover disappear_
entirely. 1'he behavior of the peak height and the crc _soverheight as a function
of frequency have been examined and the results are summarized in Figure 3.
Here we show these h, ights for both the U.S. Standard and TropicalAtmospheres.
Note that for frequencies more than about 7GHz removed from E'_ecenter the
peak height actually goeo back up. This is of little practical consequence, how-
ever, over oceans since the bulk of *.heweighting function shifts to below the
crossover and _eaches another maximum at ",, surface. Over land, t.,is property
suggests difficult_ in obtaining water vapor information much below about 4km
altitude. One can also note substantial similarity in the behavior of the weigt, ting
functions for the U S. Standard and Tropical Atmospheres. This should not lead
one to belie,,: ",?.-_.the behavior of the weighting can be considered independent
of the details of the atmosphere. In Figures 4 and 5 we show weighting functions
for 182 and 140GHz respectively for atmospheres "Nitha Tropical Atmosphere
temperature profile b,,, val'ious constant relative humidities iml_sed on them.
The number by each curve specifies the relative humidity, in percent, for each.
N_ar the line (182GHz) the effect of varyLag the humidity is to mev: the weight-

:" ing functions up and down while at 140GHz the changing humidity grossly alters
the character of the weighting functicas.

; As a test of the usefulness of these weighting functions, a retrieval scheme
using 5 oh: '.nels was examined. First the expected brightness temperatures over
ocean at the five frequencies (183.30, 182.0, 180.0, 174.0, and 140.1GHz) are
calculated; these become _hen the syntheti_ data set We then try to retrieve the
known profile I_y taking an initial guess profile and _lculating brightness tem-
peratures and weighting functions for each of the five frequencies, The differ-
enees between the newl_ calculat,d brightness teraperatur_s and the synthrtic
data set are calculated, then the .veightin5 functions are used to translate t.nese
into corrections to the relative humi,Jity profile which is assumed to be ?g;cewise
linear with anchor points at the surface and at the peak heilshts of the 4 hi, best
frequency weighting functions. The adjusted profile is then used to calculate new
weighting functions and brightness temperatures and the process is iterated _,ntil
the calculated brightness temperatures a_'fe with the synthetic data set within
I'K; four iteration._ are sufficient. In Figures '_and 7 we show the results of thi,-
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process for U.S. Standard and Tropical Atmospheres. The retrieval works well
for the smoothly varying US. Standard atmosphere but certainl,, does not resolve
tile abrupt decrease in the humidity associated with the trade mversi,_n in the
tropical atmosphere.

These results cer_mly suggest that microwave radiometry near the
183GHz water vapor lir._ could yield interesting w_ter vapor profiles, at least
over oceans_ More channels and more sophisticated retrieval techniques should
yield trnprovements. The effect of cloud_ ,hould also be quantitatively
investigated.
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ADVANCESIN THE REMOTESENSINGOF ATMOSPHERICTEMPERATURE
PROFILEe

M.T. Chahine,Jet PropulsionLaboratory, Pasadena,California

ABSTRACT

Clear-colunm ten_erature profiles with a v_rtlcal reso-
lution of 2 km in the troposphere and an accuracy of

1.5 K can be obtained in the presence of multiple
layers of broken clouds using narrow band-pass measure-
ments carefully selected in the 4.18 and 15 _m reglons

of the CO2 bands.

Introduction

Numerlcal weather prediction models have already evolved to

point where the number of tropospheric layers is greater by more
than a factor of two over the number of soundlng levels of current
sounders. For example, the GSFC/GISS numerical clrculatlon model
has eight layers below 100mbwhile the VTPR, HIPS and SCAMS

Sounders are capable of sounding the troposphere at a maxlmumof
3 or 4 levels only.

The main reason for this poor vertical resoluclon is due to
the broadness of the weighting functions of the corresponding

tropospheric channels. The weighting functions, _T(vl,p)/_ In p,
are the kernel of the radiative transfer equation whe_ written in
the form

_o _T (vi, p )!:_ z(vi) " s(vi'T.) T(_i'Ps) + s[vi'T(P)] _ In p d In p (Z)
n Ps

where I(ul) is the channel-averaged upwellln 8 radla _ce at ire- :

quency vl, B is the Planck blackbody functlon and T is the trans-. mlttance of an atmospheric column between the _atelllte and pres- i
_ sure level p. From Eq. (i) it is clear that when the weighting

functions are broad the emitted energy reaching the satelllte

_ will have components originating from a wlde range o_ atmospheric
layers, thereby making the reconstruction of flne-scale vertical {

i details practically impossible.
As a consequence of the broadness of the weighting functions :

'_ of current sounders and also because of cloud contamination and

surface emissivity effects, the rms errors in the retrieved tem-
perature profiles have remained hi_, above 2 K. Improvements in

-. the accuracy and vertical resolu_ion of satellite temperature pro-
files, however, can be achieved provided that:

j"'mt3!Jmmav

z
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1. An objective cloud-filtering method is developed to obtain
global clear-colmm profiles even in the presence of _lti-
ple layers of broken clouds.

2. A set of atmospheric sounding channels with very narrow
weighting functions is selected to resolve the details of
the vertical thermal structure.

3. A set of surface sounding channels is selected to solve

the surface emdssivlty effects.
An investigation of the above three problems was carried

out Jolntly wlth L. D Kaplan (U. of Chicago) and J_ Sus£klnd

(NASA-GSFC). A set of tropospheric sounding frequencies with
substantially narrower wei_l_Ing functions was carefully chosen
from the region of high J-llnes of the R branch of :he 4.3 _m CO2
band, and a compatlble set of 15 pm channels was selected to

sound the stratosphere and to filter out the effects of up to
three cloud layers. In addition, thr_= chan,rlc =_.e selected
from the 3.7 _k _mosphcric window to account for the effects of

surface em/ssivlty. _ f_*o_h41_ty uLudy for xm_le_entation of
the set of sounding frequencies has been carz£_d out and a design
study for the development of such _ sounder is currently under
way at 5PL. From such a sounder system we w11] be aLle to;

i. Retricve clear-colmm temperature _rofile_ in the presence
of up to three cloud layers with an average rms accuracy of
1.5 K at 8 distinct levels below 100 mb.

2. Simultaneously obtain humidlty profiles.
3. Determlne the location of the tropopause to wlthln _0-20 mb.

4. Map the amount and height of clouds globally.
5. Recover day and night surface temperature of oceans at'd

solld earth.

" Cloud-F11terlngMethod

An aK_alytlcalmethod was derived in Refs. 1 and 2 to
: eliminate the effects of clouds on Infra_ radiances. The method

requires measurements in adjacent fields of vJew and .R" two p_cp-

erly selected spectral bands. According to this method it is

posslble to express the (unknown) clear-colu_m radiance I(ul) as

3

I(ui) = il(Vi) + E nj [il(vi) - Ij+l (uJ)] (2)J-I

where If, I2, I3 avd I_ are radiances measured in four adjacent
fields of view and _i, _2 and _3 are u_known coefficients indepen-

dent of frequency. Th_ determlnatlon of I(v i) and _j is carried
out simultaneously by Iteratlcms. The solution converges uni-
formly i_fthe high freque_:cy channels from the _.3 _m band are
used to determine I(v) and the lower frequency channels from the

15 _m band are used to solve for the coefflclen_s _j.
Experimental verifications of tb_s method were carried out

at .rPL using a multldetector spectrometer mounted on the NASA P3A
. aircraft and the results are described in Ref. 3.

Recently Susskind successful2y applied this cloud-filtering

., • "s ' " "
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method to analyze the August 18-25, 1976 HIRS data. Here, since
the sounding frequencies available on HIRS can be used to filter
out the effects of only a single cloud layer, Eq. (2) was reduced
to Just one term as

, :(_i) = l:(vi) + n[l:(vi) - i2(_i) ] (3)

The results illustra _d in Fig. i were derived according toEq. (3)
using 15 _m and 4.3 _ radiance

! NIMIIU'S 6 _ I |

data only, without any a priori 501 \ ._s-
information about the height, _./CLIMA:O'OGVI

type or amount of clou@s in the z( ,___a\\ JJfields of view. It is very ira- i_ _x i
portant to note that the results HmS-_C.AST_ -,_
shown in Fig. 1 are independent _ _x

of the initial guess, with the __-_ _
average rms errors being 2.5 K _ _00 /t
for a climatology initial guess _ /._/_'"
and 2.A K for a forecast initial 5oo / r

guess. :Q0 _IO00L . l • I
0 I 2 3

RM$T_v_I_RATUIE_.ItROR,°K

Fig. 1

Narrowing of the We.lghtlng Functions

The main reason for the large errors above 300 mb shown ir_
Fig. 1 is due to the broadness of the HIPS 15 _m weighting func-

tions. Fig. 2a shows the distribution for the HIRS sounding chan-
nels of the origins of the emitted energy, defined by B aT/k In p.

: By comparison the sounding frequencies in _ selected fur an
Advanced Meteorological 'iemperature Sounder (AMTS) have narrover

energy distributions. The reasons for this narrowing have beer,
discussed in detail in Refs. 4 and 5 and are due to:

i. The fact that dependence of the Planck function in the
4.3 _m region on temperature is very strong,

2. The dependence of z on temperature and pressure in the high
J-lines of the 4.3 _m CO2 band greatly increases the narrow-
ness of _T/a in p in the troposphere.

Further narrowing of aT/a in p beyond what is shown in Fig. 2b can
be obtained by making measurements in wings of the high J-li_es,
but this step requires a further reduction in the instrumen_ band-
pass to Au = 0.2 cm-I.

l comparison, based on Refs. 6 and 7 for the U.S. standard
atmospheric temperature profile, of the narrowness of the energy
distributions, B _T/_ In p, for different types of sounding chan-
nels is presented in TabJe 1 using the half-wldth as a measure for

, narrowness. The half-width is defined as the distance, in scale
heights, between two pressure levels at which the energy dlstrlbu-
tlous have half of their maximum values, From this table it is

, seen that the narrowness of the ANTS channels in Fig. 2b is within

• _ 89
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HIRS AMTS

11
CHANNEL m,,cm-1 A_,, cm"I

1 2357.0 23 4
2 679.0 14
3 690.0 13
4 70(1.0 16
5 2271.5 35

10 6 2243.5 22
7 2210.5 23
8 2190.0 21
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30C
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4.10pro 10.3 0.69 * AMTS " 200 //)-
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15Z from the highest limit for passive sounders.

/ Numerical Simulation

The two sets of sounding frequencies shown in _ were
used in a numerical experiment to investigate improvements In the
accuracy of the retrieved profiles as a result of narrowing of
t:heenergy distribution. On!y one cloud layer was assumed In thls

e_per#_ent for the purpose of comparison with the HIRS data, al-
though the ANTS is capable of ellmi_a_.ing the effects of multiple
cloud layers. The amounts of clouds In the fields of vlew ,#ere

randomly generated and their height distribution was assumed to
vary linearly from 200 mb at the equator to 800 mb at the poles.
The .tnltlal guess for the HIRS retrieval was ta".enfrom cllmtol-
ogy. No inltlal guess is needed (or used) for retrievals _th

the A_S channels. The average rms errors in the resultlng re-
trleva.tswere 2 K for the HIPS and 1.5 K for the AMTS. The accu-

racy of the results derived from such a _o_mder would have a slg-

nificant impact on numer_.calweather prediction.
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A STAT:STICAL _kI:THOD FOR TIME-CONTINUOUS ASSIMILATION

OF REMOTE SOUNDING TEMPERATURES

Michael Ghil, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences. New York Universiw.

New York. NY 10012

ABSTRACT

We present a time-continuous s'-atistic_i method for the

four-dimensional assimilation of remote _ounding temperature-

based on radiometric measurements from 1>olar-orbiting satellites.

This method is applied to DST-6 data fr_ the NOAA-4 and Nimbus-6

satellites.

We report on experiments in which the state of the atmo-

sphere throughout the test period was determincd using a varying

amount of satellite data and in which different methods were used

for their assimilations.. Data from the NOAA-4 satellite only,

from Nimbus_5 only, and from both satellites together were used;

the methods tested include different variations of our statisti-

cal method, as well as more traditional methods. Using some of

the atmospheric states thus determined as initial states, a num-

her of eleven 72-hour forecasts was carried out for each experi-

ment.

The improvement i_z forecasts at 48 hours and 72 hours for

the best assimilat_o_ method tested and for the full amount of

data _vailable was about 5% in S 1 skill score and 12% in R_S er-

rors. These correspond to the possibility of an extension of a-

bout 8-12 hours in the useful length of numerical weather fore-

casts.

Our conclusions from _he study are that: (1) satellite-de-

rived temperature data can have a modest, but --tati_tically sig-

nificant positive impact on numerical weather prediction in th_

two-to-three day range; (2) this impact is highly sensitive to

the quantity of data available; and (3) the assimilation method

plays a major role in the magnitude of the impact for the same

data.

_ 1. INTRODUCTION

A major effort is currently under way a_ a number of re-

search centers in numerical weather prediction to apply statis-

methods to the four-dimensional (4-D) assimilation of temperature

data obtained from radiometric satellite observations. _ne us_

of statistical methods is strongly suggested by the large quan-

t tity and poor quality of the data.

_ At the Goddard Institute fc_ Spaos Studies (GZSS) we have

95
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developed a statistical assimilation method (SAM_ which operates

in a time-continuous manner, along _ sub-satellite track. This

time-continuous, fully four-dimensional approach is the main fea-

ture which distingllishes our method from other attempts, which

group all satellite data in 6 to 12 h '_indows", and then apply

the statistical techniques to tile satellite data, as well as to

conventional data, in synoptic fashion.

The idea cf using cumulative statistical information on ob_._-

servational errors in order to compensate for the deficiencies in

the amount and accuracy of the observations has led to the appli-

cation of statistical methods in the objective analysis of con____-

v_ntional synoptic data (Eliassen, 1954; Gandin, 1963). This ap-

plication becaw_ known in the meteorological literature as "opti-
mal interpolation". The inclusion of forecast information into

the specification of an initial state by statistical methods lead

to "opti_al interpolation" of the differences betwee** observations

and forecast vat_les, rather than of the synoptic observations

themselves. This approach has bean advocated and implemented by

Rutherford (1972, 1973).

The application of statistical methods not only to the ob-

jective analysis of conventional synoptic obcervations, but also

to the tlme-continuous assimilation of asynoptic satellite-de-

rived data, has been carried out for a non-divergent barotropic

model by Bengtsson and Gustavsson (1971, 1972). The combination

of all the ideas above led us to study the blending of satellite
data in a time-continuous manner into assimilation runs of the

GISS General Circulation Model (Somerville et el. (1974), by the

procedure of local "optimal interpolation" of ooserved-minu_-fore-

cast values; the statistically determined corrections are then

added at each model time step of the assimilation cycle to tne
forecast values.

This statistical method was compared in some of o_ experi-

_nts with other methods, of a more traditional nature, to wit:

direct insertion (Bengtsson, 1975, p. 24), and successive cozrec-

tion (Cressman, 1959). The detailed asynoptic implemen_ation of

these two methods in our experiments iz described in Ghil and

Dilling (1977).

2. THE METHOD

The vertical temperature profile_ obtained from satellite-

based _'adiance measurements are grouped by 10-minute time inter-

vals. A plot of a typical group of temperature data obtained in

a 10-mlnute interval is shown in Figure i. In the sequel we

shall refer for the sake _f brevity to satellite-derived tempera-

tures as observed temperatures. In the present implementation of

the method, only information at the same mandatory pressure level

is used, i.e., the "optimal interpolation" is two-dimensional.

To simplify notation, we shall use a single subscript to

indicate location, thus. k - (i,J), where i stands for _Iscre-

tiged long_tude and J for~discretized latitude. Let k h_ an

_' 94
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observation poLlt (on a fixed -_-_'_o:_......._.__--_•
mandatory pressure level), TO .i!ii!i!i:!.iiiiii_

~ ':i!,i_i!';!..':_ii # ]_heobservedtemperature, and":ii)!ii)i_ _IA
!!ii!!!!i!i!'i"

Tk the (interpolated) model tem- :{i!iill......i{:

Fmrature at the observation point

k. Let be the difference ,

ween the observed and the fore- ..

cast temperatures at kr Yk = Fig. i. Domain of Jnflv.ence
0 f of satellite temperature re-
Tk - Tk We wish to com_ute• trievals in i0 sin, time in-

tervals.
corrections 6_ to forecast values

at grid points £ = (m,n) near the observaticn points k, where k

ranges over a group, or "patch", of observations such as the one
shown in Fig_re 1. In the figure, observation points k arc

marked by T's ; grid points £ which are affocted by the~observa -
tions after corrections are'marked as +'s. More precisely, after

applying "he corrections provided by our method, the temperature
at '+'-points, as well as at 'T'-points, will be different from
the forecast velue.

The corrections _£ are computed by a linear formula,
k

6£ = & _£ 7k ; (i)

here and in the sequel we drop the vector notation for k and £,
hhe multi-index character of k and £ being tacitly understood_

The coefficients e_ in the Equation (!) are defined as the solu-

tion of the system of linear equations
A@ ffi
,_/£ 8£, (2)

= (_, ....,SE)_,and N is the number of observationswhere _£ 1 N

points in the patch. System (2) is the £amillar normal s_stem
which arises in all statistical appllcations based on a least-

squares approach.
• The statistical information accumulated on observations and

forecasts is incorporated into the e,ltries akk , of the matrix A
l

and into the ocw_m_nents --_°of the right-hand side vector _ .
_, These are given by

_ ),_ _k, " _(,_o _ = _(sk_), 131

here skk. is the (spherical) distance between the two observatlo_

_; points k and k', and sk_ is the distance bet_en the observation

_ point k and the gzld Point _, at which we wlsh to make the co_-
_- recti_,. Notice that A depends on oh_er_atlon points only, and

_ 9_ OP/GNAL pAGE I_
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we cm, drop the subscript L, while _ depends on both observation
points and the correctJ on point we conslder.

The f,unction _(s) is a correlation function. The fact that

xt depends only on the distances c r_f!ectc the assumptions of

homo c_enei_ and of isotropy we made at the outset concerning the
erro2" str_cture. The function _(s) was computed for discrete

values of s, sI = 100kin, s_ = _C0km,..., sp = (2--l)xl00¥m,. 'Fne

continuous __unction _(s) used in (3) was obtained by fitting an

= ' - depend%ng on the parameters
--_ analytic functioh ¢ _ _s,s0,c) ,

s0,c , by a least-sqlmres fit. In other wor,'_, we obtained the

values of sO and of c for which _'s;s0,c) satisfied

7_p [_(Sp;So,C ) - %12 = minimum (4)

'fhe actual form of _ used i- the experiments we report on

here was exponential, _s/s 0

#'s;s0,c) = (l-c)e + c . (5)

The method has a!rea_y been presented in Ghil et al. (1977b). For

a l_ore detailed description we have to refer to Ghil and Dilling
(1977).

3. DZSCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMEI_TS

The purpose of our experiments was tc -tudy the effect of

satellite data on the quality of initial states obtainel with

the ._id of such data, and on the acc.lracy of forecasts s_ting

fzom such initial states. Specifically we studied %he effect

of the quantity and accuracy of the satellite dat____aathemselves on
: the one hand, and o_ the assimilatio_ methods used to extract

the information from the data, on the ether.

: All the experiments consisted basically of a continuous a_ss-
similation run, extending over the entire period f_r which data
were available, and of forecasts started from selected initial

states produced by the assimilation run. The experiments differed

from each other by the sounding data which were assimilated, and

Ly the method which was used to car_7 out the assimilation. The
ass_'milation methods used for the _atellite data were direct inser-

tion 'DIM), asynoptic successive correction (SCM), and time-con-

tinuous local statistical assimilation (SAM).

The methods were applied to temperature sounding data from

the NOAA-4 and Nimbus-6 satellites during the DST-6 (Ja_qary-March,

1976) ueriod. A complete assimilation cycle was carried out from

00Z Jim. 29 to 03Z Feb._21,-1976. The temperature data were sup-
plls_ by the National Environmental Satellite Service (NESS). El-

even forecasts we_.e carried out, starting at 03Z on Feb. I, 3, 5,
•.., 21. The reason to start the forecasts at 0._Z and not 00Z was

to achieve as close a parallel as posslble with operational prac-

tic, at the National Metsoroiugical Center (NMC), because m4C us,ss
Intemmlttent assimilation with a *3h "win_" _og sagai!.ite data.

i

, !
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Thus, an operational NMC forecast; started at 00Z uses all asynop-

tic information up to 03Z; so do our experinmntal runs started at

03Z, _s we rely on time-continuous assimilation. Starting 3h af-

ter the insertion of synoptic data also has the effect of letting

the model snLooth out the initialization shock occurring at synop-

tic time (see Ghil, 1975, and Ghil et al. (1977a).

Table I. Sumn_,ry descri?tion of impact experiments. The use of
data from the, VTPR inst ment on board the NOAA-4 satellite is

denoted by VT_R, th_ use of the data from the HIRS and SCAMS in-

struments on board the Nimbus-6 satellite by NIMB. The method

by whi_h the data have been assimilated is indicated by the ac-

ronyms DIM, SCM or SAM. The experim._nt in which only conventional

synop_i_ data, and no satellite data at all were used ap[JearF as

_;OSAI. The f_rst digit of the code numbez refers to the method:
DIM = i, Sf24 -- 2, and SAM = 3; the second digit refers to data

sourcez VTPR = i, NIMB = 2 and VTPR + NIMB = 3. Additional re-

r,_rks concerning the method ,%re e)_lained in the he_t and in
Ghil and Dilling (1977).

Experiment Code A_'similation Data Correlation par&meters
No. Method VTPR NIM_ (km) c

0

7578 00 NO "-_AT 0 0

8240 12 DIM X

8405 22C SC_4" X

8352 22 Sf_ X

8310 23 SCM X X

8447 2;N SCM** X X

8574 31 SAM X 2293 -.124

8472 32 SAM a X 1831 .01a

8545 33 SAM X X 1842 .015

8566 33a SAM a X X 1842 .015

8593 33b SAM b X X 1842 .015

* Control experiment with simulated Nimbus-6 data, based on
. NOSAT 12h forecast

** No insertion of satellite data over data-dense land areas

a Bias removed at observation point

b Bias removed at grid point

A stmDRry _escripS.ion of the experiments is given in Table _.

A latitade-sca!ed co'_.relatlon function (of. Ghil and Di11ing,

1977), the averag%ng of NESS data to GISS 9rld points (id.), and

geostrophlc wind corre.-T.ions (ibid.) were used in all SAM experi-

ments. G_ostrophic wind correction was used in the DIM and Saq

experiments (8240 through 8447) as well.
' _ Experiment 8405 ,las set up as a contEol experiment to check

'_' the infommatlcm co, tent of satellite data, and to study the pas-

sable smoothing effect of Sa4 or SAM on the field values produced

_ by usAnAlatlon runs. Xn it the tem_.ratl_e data used as "obeer-
vati_ were modal values p" ,_ced fron a NOSAT (see Table X)

I 12h-forecast, to which simulated obser'_ed-minua-forecast differ-
ences weze added! the_e dAfferances were c._puted at the true

!

¢
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Nlmbus-6 observation locations, by u_ng _ random-ntraber generator

function with statistical prope_ _etermlned from actual data.

Our timing estlmate_ for the _£ferent ass:_{lation methods

show that the computational cost of implementing more sophisti-

cated assimilation men.hods is not exaggerated. For example, a
24h forecast takes 40 minutes / CPU time; a 24h NOSAT assimila-

tion runs in 48 minutes; a 24h SC24 assimilation runs in 59 mi-

utes; and a 24h SAM run in 96 minutes (cf. Ghil and Dilling, 1977,
where details are provlded). These estimates all refer to the

present version of the GYSS GCM running on an Amdahl 470/V6 com-

puter with a core memory of 2 megabytes. In fact, the computa-

tional cost of SAM can be considerably reduced by using more ef-

ficient numerical methods and programming t_chniques.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

We shall only discuss here numerical measures of satellite-

data impact on forecast accuracy. A detailed synoptic _tudy of

the differences in initial states produced by the &ssimilation of

satel_ite-derived temperature data appears in Atlas -rid Sakal

(1977) and in Haleru et al. (1978). A stl:dy of the e_fect of dif-

fe_ncc_ in the mc_el-predicted large-scale fields on local

we_t_._ f'_recasts ai_o appears there.

_e numerical measu_-es of impact we used were S1 skill scores

,RMS:and root-mean-square ' " differences. _e meteorological _ields_

we studied i_ particular were the sea-level pressure Ps and the

- height _ of the 500-mb geopotential surface. First the differ-

ence between values of the field produced by a model forecast and

_' the field values of the _C objective analysis at the same synop-

tic time were computed. These differences were computed for the

synoptic time 48h -_nd 72h after initial time.

The next step was to compute the RMS value of the difference.

The actual impact measure consisted in subtracting the FRS dif-

ference for the experiment forec=st from the RMS differgnce for

the NOSAT forecast. A pom_tive value of this difference then

means positive impact of, .r improvement due to satellite d_ra

for the given experiment and quantity, while a ne_t;.ve value

means negative impact. The computations for skill score impacts

were done in analogous fashion. The verification regions over

which the impact was measured were North America and Europe.
Because of the random influences on the detailed results _

discuss, these results had to be suzm3rized in a way which would

allow definite concluslon_ to be drawn. Such a summary ks pre-

sented in Table If. For details we have again to refer to Ghll

and Dilling (1977).

The mean percentual impacts for each experiment .'!!I be de-

noted in Lhe following discussion by xj; the subscript j refer_

to the code number of the experiment. We shall _:_._te th_ _ea-

su_'e of statistic_ significance for the resui'.-" by _j. This

measure is so defined (Ghil and Dilling, 1977) that w& c_nsld,
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T%ble if. 5un_,_ry of results for the numerical z_asures of im-

pact.

Experiment Code Impact, % Statistical Significance

No. Sl RMS (average/standard error)
Sl RMS

7578 00 0 0 - -

8240 12 0.21 2.43 0.13 0.94

8405 22C 0.97 1.51 1.07 1.23

8352 22 1.83 6.31% 1.01 1.82%

83!0 23 2.75 5.13 0.94 i.ii

8447 22N 2.98 7.36 1.36 1.24

8574 31 1.20 3.66% 0.66 1.19%

8472 32 3. ii 5.97 1.39 1.37

8545 33 4.74 9.57 1.94 9.26

8566 33a 4.46 12.41 !.85 2.77

85S3 33b 4.79 10.02 2.05 2.49

% incomplete

an experiment j to have yielded significant results, roughly

speaking, if __. > l; we have no confidence at all in the re-
J

sults if Cj _< 0.5, and high confidence if _j > 2.

Before discussing the results, it is important to remember
that Experiment 8405 (code 22C) is a control experiment, as des-

cribed in Section 3, and that all the results have to be gauged

against those of Experiment 8405. We discuss the results for

skill scores first. In Table II we start by noticing that the

_easure of statistical significance for Experiment 8405, is

_22C = 1.07. Hence the results of the DIM e-rperiment 8240, with

_12 = 0.13, have no confidence whatever attached to them (also

_12 < 0.5), while those of the SCM experiments S352, 8310, and

8447, with &22 = 1.01, _23 = 0.94, and _22N = _.36 respectively,

can be considered as marginally significant. The corresponding

mean percentual impacts from Table II are x22 c = 0.97 for the

control experiment 8405, and Xl2 = 0.21 for the DIM experiment

8240, which is practically negligible; they are x22 = 1.83, x23

= 2.7-_, and x22 N = 2.98 for the SCM experiments 8352, 8310, and

8447 respectively, with x22 N = x23 = 1.5x22 = 2x22 C. We at+ready

notice a strong correlation b_-tween measure of impact and measure

of confidence. Moreover, the control experiment 8405 shows that

the DIM experiment totally failed to produce favorable impacts,

•while the SCM experiments produced results con_iderab!y better

than the performance level set by the control experiment, in fact

twice as good, at least. Also Experiment 8310, which used a

large amount of data, obtained from two satellites, produced

99
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results which were 50 percent better in mean percentual impact

than those of Experiment 8352, utilizing the same ass&milation

method (St/M) but data from Nimbus-5 only. Furth-rmoze, _._peri-
ment 8447, in which no satellite data were inserted over land,

reflect_.ng higher reliance on conventional data, produced re-

sults comparable to and even better than those of Experiment

8310, while using only data from one satellite (Nimbus-6).

We proceed now to _iscuss the SAM experiments, 8574 through

8593. The comparison of skill score results, in both impact and

si_._ificance, of Experiment 8574, which used only NOAA-4 data,
Ex-2eriment 8472, which used the more abundant Nimbus-6 da%_, and

th_ remaining SAM experiments, 8545, 8566, 8593, which used data

from bott satellites, immediately shows the importance of data

quantity, indcpcnd._ntly of the assimilation method. We have in

fact _31 = 0.66 < _32 = 1.3_ < rj, j = 33, 33a, 33b, with _j :_ 2;

similarly x31 = 1.20 < x32 = 3.11 < x. = 4.65. Thus Experiment]

8472 is comparable to the best SC_ experiments 8310 and 8447,

while Experiment 8574 produces somewhat poorer results.

The results of three SAM experiments which utilized fully the

available data, 8545, 8566, and 8593, are remarkably similar.

We have _33 = 1.94, _33a = 1.85, and _33b = 2.05; these give us

all high statistical confidence in the mean impacts, being very

close to and even larger than 2. The mean impacts are x33 -

4.74, x33 a = 4.46: and x33 b = 4.79, that is close to 5 percent.

This is certainly not a verf large i_pact, but is quite compar-

able to i_rovements in n,_merical weather prediction which have

been considered as important over the last decade; it corres-

ponds approximately to the ability of making a 60h forecast of

accuracy which equals that of today's operational 48h forecast.

We remark in passing that the attempts _at removing the bias,

(cf. Ghil and Dilling, 1977) of satelllte-derived temperatures,

either at observation points (8566), or at the correction point

(8593), did not make much difference in the rebults. The use of

SAM itself, however, certainly did make a difference. It is very

interesting to consider the S_ experiment which is similar in

other respects to the three SAM experiments we are in the pzocess

of discussing, namely Experiment 8310; we Immediately notice

that the two quantities measuring result, _23 and _., have a

value whzch is almost exactly half the correspondin% :epresenta-

tlve value for SAM, _23 = 0.94, versus 2, and x23 = 2.75, versus
5.

The values of ;12 and x12 for DIM experiment 8240 can be con-

sidered zero for all practical intents and purposes of this dis-

cussion. We observe at this point that, in a certain sense, SCM

is a low-order approximation to SAM, in which the matrix A of

Section 2 is approximated by a diagonal matrix (compare Rhther-

ford, 1972).

?
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The results for RMS errors strongly support those presented

here for skill scores; they are given in the fourth and sixth col-

umn of Table If. The statistical significance of the RMS results

," is influenced by data quantity and a_similation _ethod in the

same way as the S1 results, and sc are the mean impacts; the

values of RMS mean impacts are of the order of I0 to 12 percent

for the best SAM experiments, and 5 to 7 percent for the SCM ex-

perlments.

It appears in general thau differences in initial states cor-

relate re03onably well with impact on forecasts from those initial

state (H_lem et al. 1978). Our numerical measurements of impact

also s,_em to correlate postively with improvements in the capa-

bilit_ of predicting local weather when using the large-scale nu-

merically predicted fields for guidance (loc. cir. ).

r. CONCLUDING P._4ARKS

We have presented a statistical method for the time-contin-

uous, four-dlmenslonal assimilation of temperature data derived
from satellite based radlometric measurements (E_M). This method

wes applied to DST-6 data. It was compared to a direct-._nsertion

met/_od (DIM) and to an asynoptic successive-correction method
(SO4). Further experiments considered the influence of data quan-

tity om .'_provements in initial states and on foreca;ts from those
initial states.

The results of our experiments allow us to draw a number of

conclusions: (.%)satelllte-derived temperature data can have a

modest, but stati_tically significant positive impact on n_merical

weather forecasts, as verified o%_r the continents of the Northern

Hemisphere; (ii) this .impact is highly sensitive to the quantity

; of the data -- the impact of a two-satellite system is larger than

that of one satellite by an amount roughly proportional to the

quantity of data provided; (ill) the assimilation method plays a

= major role in the magnitude of the impact for the same data --

4_rect insertion had a practically null impact, while SCM pro-

vlded about half the impact obtained wi_h SAM.
¢

The impact for the best meth_ tested and for the full a-

mount of data available was about 5 percent in S 1 skill score and

12 percent in RMS errors; these correspond to the possibility of
an extension of about 8-12h in the usefulness of numerical weather

; prediction (NWP) in the range between 48h and 72h. There are in-

_ dications that local weather forecasts using large-scale NWP re-

.. sults as guidance can be similarly improved.

_ :_ We are in the process of further refining our statistical

: _ asslmilati_ method of the sounding data and of applying it to

data from the entire DST-6 period. We in_end also to adapt SAM

to the asslm/lation of cloud..tra_ wind data from geostationarl

[_ satellites, and w_ expect eventually to apply it to FGGE _irst

_ Global GARP Ezperimenu) data.
| Our results suggest that larger impacts of satellite-borne

_ sounding systems on westher forecasting could be brought about by

-" I 101
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im[rovements in two uajor areas: (a) improved accuracy and ver-

tical resolution of sounder temperature profiles, add (b) im-

proved numerical models for assimilation and forecasting.
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THE EFFECTOFSEA ICE EXTENT ONTHE CLIMATOLOGYOF THE
GISSGENERALCIRCULATIONMOOEL

G. F.Herman,Universityof WisconsinMeteorologyDepartment,Madison
W. T. Johnson,GoddardSpaceFlight Center,Greenbelt,Maryland

ABS'_ACT

Two model simulations were calculated with the GISS general
circulation model corresponding to hypothetical maximum and

minimum January sea ice conditions in the north and south polar
regions.

Results indicated that there were large differences in the
Northern Hemisphere circulation between maxlmum and minimum ice

conditions in zonally averaged te_.perature, vertically averaged
eddy senzlble heat flux, and mean 500 mb geopotential helgh_.
The calculated differences are found to be greater than th,
inherent variability of the model.

i. INTRODUCTION

At high latitudes the heating of the atmosphere by radiation

and convection depends on the distribution of sea ice because of
its high reflectivity and low conductivity as compared with the
ocean. In order to test the response of a general circulation
model to the extreme variations of sea ice margin, we have con-
ducted a sensitivity study with the GISS GCM. Two model calcu-
lations were performed with hypothetical maximum and minimum ice
conditions, and statistical signlflcance was estimated from a
predictability experiment that was carried out for the same
period.

2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

\
a. The GISS General Circulation _del

The mudel that we empl)yed is a v;,r, lon of the GISS GCMthat
has been described by Somerville et a__l. (1974) and Stone et a__l.

• (1977). A modification of the grid resolution at high latitudes
as described by Haleru and Russell (1973) was used to eliminate

; computational instability associated with the convergence of the
meridians ,at t,e poles. Solar and thermal radiation and ground

: _ temperature (including the ground temperature of continental and
sea _ee) axe computed interacttvelv snd d_p=nd on changing water

', vapor and cloud condition s. _imple approximations aL-e used for
• surface molst,,rc conditions. Tropical convection is treated

with a modified form of the Arakawa et al, (1969) parameteriza-
tlon. Sea ice is not an interactive component of the GISS model

• -, 105 P_ # I,qTEK/IO_¥ 3Millt
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because its accretion or ablation Is ,_ot calculated explicitly.

Model pack ice consists of a three _eter layer with fixed oFtical

and conducLlve properties overlylnF an ocean surface of constant

,' temperature.

b. Boundary and Initial Conditions
The model initial condltlor_ were taken from the 00Z global

National Meteorological Center (NMC) analysis for I January I_75.

The control for the experimer c consisted of "minimum" ice condi-

tions which corresponded to che realization of clfmatologlcally

minimal ice margins occurr_.ig simult_zeousZy in the Baffln-Davls

Straits, Greenland-Norwegi_n-Barents Seas, and Sea of Okhotsk.

These mi_tlma were suggest.,d by Ice maps prepared by the British

Meteorological Office, a:d the Danish and German hydrographic
offices.

The perturbation e cperlment, referred to as the "maximum"

ice case, was carried out wlth northern hemisphere ice extent

tT_at was somewhat gr,.ater than would be realized if the ice cover

in these seas were _,imultaneously at their actual climatological

maxima, especially in the North Pacific and in the vicinity of

Iceland. The regions of ice margin variation for these two

experl_ents are rnown in Flg. i. The model integration was

carried out fro= i January 1975 to 14 February 1975.

:'__,z',,'_"- _i.----_--__.,,._". _,
/ ;_" _ ./ .- ... ,.. --,_,--._; / \
/ k \,:/ . -..#":.,....- ."_., :, " ",

/ i/_.,, . . -.... I..... . .- ,'_"_. ..: ,.:
/ F._',,..>_-:--..-_-----"<,..:/ ;-,.....-._'.
I /..">-:-_",,/:..-..-,. -.'_'/ . " ":" _'

I /i.Z,\ ., ,

i-I-i -i :-":

\ \ ,-'.,"--:-,--".-,:".._2 ," /\ ,V. • .":---::-_."'-_.,," ,.
\ / \. .:.,-,.--..'_.-_,, :"

i Fig. 1 Regions of ice margin vartat:t_;__ ^._-Alr.l__)_'_lJ_
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

a. Zonally Averaged Quantities

Maximum temperature differences of -5 deg. are found in the

lowest model layer between 50 ° and 60@N, and decrease to -I deg.

at 400 mb. Cooler tropospheric temperatures are associated with

maximum ice because more ice dir.lnlshes the sensible and latent

heating of the atmosphere by effectively insulating the atmos-

phere from the ocean in the regions cf strong alr mass modifica-
tion of the North Atlantic and North Pacific.

The zonally averaged wind increased at upper levels of the

high-latitudes with increased ice, due to decreased poleward

temperatures gradient between 70" and 90°N. Smaller changes in
the zonal wind at 400 ab occur at 55°N and 35@N.

. There is very little difference between the zonally averaged

geopotential heights at 835 and 505 mb equatorward of 55°N, but

differences increase poleward. Geopotential height decreases

with maximum ice by 90 m at 505 mb and 30 m at 835 rob.

Figure 2 illustrates the latitudinal values of the poleward

transport of se-sible heat by the moan meridional circulation

(_C), and the net transport by the standing and transient ed-

dies. Larger average edgy heat transports in mld-latitudes are

obtained with maximum ice, and differences as Jarge as 21 percent

are found at 5J"N. The larger poleward heat transport of the

max/mum ice case results from an enhancement of the lower tropo-

spheric temperature gradient in _[d-latltudes. The equaton_ard

sensible heat transport by the model's Hadley cell is al_o in-

fluenced by high latitude ice conditions. Equstorward transport
" is diminished by 15 percevt with maximum ice conditions.

-- ! _ ' m ' o I_- m'- u | '

! ,
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) Fig. 2 Heat Transvort
t

_ b. .Hemispheric Fields
c The 850 mb temperature dlffer_nces show that there are

_: warmer temperatures with mini_,m ice conditions in the Icelandfc

I lO?
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regions of the North Atlantic (6-7 degrees), Baffln-Davis (4-6
degrees), and the North Pacific (6-8 degrees). A broad region
of large positlve temperature differences is found over Lhe
northwest United States and British Columbia and is presumably

associated with the margin variations in the North Pacific.
Temperatures in the central polar region range 2-4 degrees
warmer with miniram ice condition.

The pattern of temperature differences is considerably dif-

ferent at 500 mb where a discernable wave pattern has developed.
Temperatures are warmer with minimum ice in the Alaska and East
Siberian Arctic, but the differences in the Icelandic region are

of the opposite sign (i.e., colder) than at 850 mb. An extensive
region of colder temperature also has developed fLom the varia-
tion in the Sea of Okhotsk and has spread over the eastern North
Pacific and western United States. Smaller regions of colder

temperature developed over continental North America and Asia
with minimum ice.

The differences of geopotential (Fig. 3) closely follow
those of ten_erature at 500 rob: With minimum ice the Aleutian

low is deeper by 120 meters. The Icelandic low also deepens
(50 m), and the highs of Asia _nd Arctic Canada are more intens-_
by 50-60 m.

I

Fig. 3 500 mb geopotential
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c. Si_[!ificance of Rem,lts
Is the calculated change of an atmospheric parameter a true

function of changing ice extent, or simply a random state that
could be obtained equally well from small errors in the initial
temperature or wind field? According to the results cf Prof. J.
Spar the standard deviation of the 500 mb geopotential height in
the GISS model is 45 m in high latitudes of the Northern Hemi-

sphere. For comparison the mean model level 5 height differences
between maximum aridminimum ice conditions is greater than or

equal to 45 m poleward of 70°N, and ranges from 0 to 45 m between
50° and 70_N. The standard deviation of the 850 mb temperature

was generally less than 2°C in the Northern Hemisphere with

regional maxima of up to 3° over northern North America. The
zonal mean temperature deviations we find here are at or above
these levels at all latitudes north of about 45°N, but are at

or below Spar's levels in the tropics and sub-tropics• It there-

fore appears that we are observing a true response to the change
in the thermal forcing associated with the different ice margins•

4. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results indicate that maximum ice extent is associated

with colder temperatures at high mid-latltudes, larger poleward
temperature gradients, larger eddy sensible heat transports, and

in general a slightly more energetic circulation• A negative
feedback betwe=n ice extent and poleward heat transport is sug-
gested, The important question that remains is whether changes
in the atmospheric eddy heat transport caused by maximum ice
could ever become large enough to iphibit the growth of the pac_

ice, or cause it to recede. Unfortunately our model does not
simulate the important coupling between the ocean surface temper-
ature and the variable pack ice margin.

We conclude from ou__model results that ice margin is capable

of influencing the mean climatology of the high told-latitude and
polar regions of the Northern Hemisphere through its influence of
the sensible and latent heating of the atmosphere in reg._ons of

maximum margin variation. The most significant changes occur
locally in the vicinity of the changing ice margin, but global
changes larger than the inherent variability of the model are
observed.
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NUMERICALSIMULATIONOFFLOWNEARSTEEPMOUNTAINSWITHA
POTENTIALENSTROPHYCONSERVINGSCHEMEFORTHESHALLOW
WATEREQUATIONS E.

AkioArakawa,Dept.AtmusphericSciences,UCLA

ABSTR_,CT

Numericalexperimentsshowthat useof a potenfieJenstr_phy
conservingschemedrasticallyimprovesnumericalsimulc..on
_f flow nearsteepmountains.

Medlum-rangenumericalpredictionexperiments_owed that a w
decreasein horizontalgridsize improvedthe predictabiliry, evenof large, D
andpresumablyalreadywell resolved,planetarywav .. Th=sfact suggests •
that, althoughthe planetarywavesshouldberelatively free from
truncationerror=in a linearlzedsystem,themechanismsfor theirgeneration
andsubsequenttimechangeare nonlinearanddoinvolvesmallerscales
whicharesubjectto serioustruncationerrors.

One of therna_orsourcesof suchtruncationerrorswhichmust
seriouslyaffect the dynamicsof planetarywavesisthe ___senceof steep
mounta!'ns.In natur_steepmountainscanaffect thedynamicsof plane_ry
waves(evenif they are longitudinallyvery narrow),providedthat they are
sufficientlyhighandhavea large enoughmeridionalextent. Whenthe
convenfiormlgrid sizesare used,eventhe Rockymountains,for example,
extendat mostonlya fewgrid intervalsin longitudeand, therefore, the
dynamicalresponseof the modelatmosphereto themcanbe subjectto a
serioustruncat;o_error.

Sr It is commonlyassumedthat decreaseof errorsin finite differencing
couldbe achievedthroughuseof a ..'nailergrid size. Butthequestiono_
whetherthe s_lutionwith a givengridsize is in anapproximatelyconver-
gent rangeor.not is highlyscheme-dependentin nonlinear=yst_ns. It has

eenknownthatsomespacefinite differenceschemesfor two-dimensional
incoml='.essibleflowproducespuriousenergycascade,while the ta;al
energyis¢.onserved.After sufficientlylongtime integrationswith such
schemes,significantamountof energyexistsin the smallestresolvable
scales,wheretruncationerroris large_regardlessof the grid size. l_is
mea_sthat a decreasein the griddz. alwaysatfect=the solutionwith such
schemes.

It is thusimportantto seek¢ schemewhichpreventsa falseenergy
cascade. Solutionswith sucha schemeshouldbe relatively smoothand,
therefore, relatively little "improvement"isexpectedwhenthe _rid size
is decreased. 1hismeansthat theoriginalsolutionisalreadya good
all_x_imatlan.

For a homogeneousincompre=lble=tmo_ere, flowoverandnear
mountainsi=govwnedby the conservationof (absolute),, . I_t, _ti.alvorticity

: 11/_ndur!ngodvectiveproce,.es,where11is the ten=solute)wrhcity andh
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is..l_l._lepth of the fluid. Censequer.tly. the (absolute) potential enstrophy

_TIT_n iJc°merved'sIc_--'_< ' Z where the ,:tverbar"meansthe horizontal"average."n • 11 ( 1] hmme/J',)=_hma_ = const., there is an upper
boundfor the (abso|u_) enstrophy_"_'. Therefore, as in a purely two-
dimenslonal flow, a systen_tic energy cascade is pmhibffed also for a

,, variable h.
We have found that cc_ventional space finite c_'fferenceschemes

far the momentumequation, when they are applied to the shallow water
equatiom, correspondto very bad advection schemesfor the po._ential
vorticity in the presenceof steep mountains. In particular, comerw, tion
of the potential enstmphyis not guaranteed, even when the sc!_eme
guaranteesconservationof the enstrophyfor a pu,-e!,vtwo-dimer_sional
flow. Fig. 1 _ows examplesof Potential enstrophyincreas_ in time with
sucha scheme. The schemeused here is that of the current UCLA general
irculation model applied to the shallow water equatiom. Ths domain is
undeclby two rigid walls at y = 0 and y = 2,000 km and by _:= 0 and

x = 6,000 km, where cyclic bounckry conditions are applied. The mean
height of the free surface, Ha, is 5 km; the acceleration o[ gravity, g,
is 9.8 m see-2; and the coriolis parameter, f, is 10-4 sec-1. The bottom
an_raphy is a narrowridge which extends throughout the channel in y

asa triangular shape in x, and centered at x = 3,000 kin. Its
maximumheight is 2 km and its bottom width 1,(_X)0km. The ;nitial con-
ditions are a uniform zonal current of 20 m sec-I and a horizental free
surface. Experimentswere performedwith three different grid sizes:
d = 500 kin, r250km and i25 kin. Fig. 2 showsthe topographyrecognized
by each of these three grids. We can see in Fig. | that there is no
improvenent in conservationof potential enstrophyby decreasing the grid
size from 500 km to 250 kin. Even with d = 125 kin, there is a comider-
able |ncremseof potenti+ enstrophyin time•

Toovm:ome this deficien,:y we redesigne<_.+hespacefinite differ-
ence schemefor the momentumequation so that it c,_lservespotential
enstmp_,,aswell as total energy.

To comparesolutions of the two schemesin simulation of a statistic-
ally steadystate, weperform,ed a seriesof experiments in which a surfckce
stresslinearly proportional to the wind with coefficient k = 0. 25 x 10-°

sec-1 and a uniform westerly momentumgeneration of 2.5 x |0"Sm sec-2
per unit massis addedto the momentumequation. In uddition, the
maximum height of the mountain is now 4 km and g is reduced to 0. 98 m
sec-2 to partially include the effect of slmtification. All other
parometorsand the topographyare the someas the previousexperiments.
The initial condition hasno motion and horizontal free surface H = Ha.
Figs. 3 through5 showthe time averages for the period from day 20 to 30.

Fig. 3o: the old schemewith d = 500 km;
Fig. 3b: the new schemewith d = 500 kin;
Fig. 4a: The old schemewith d = 250 kin;
Fig. 4b: the new schemewith d = 250 kin;
Fig..%: the old schemewith d = 125 kin;
Fig. 51): the new schemewith d = 125 kin.
Figs. 30 and 31)show that with the coarsegrid, d = 500 kin, the

old schemeproducesa weak, relotlvely dlm:wgonizedflow, while the now
: schemeproducesan orgonized, dominantly westerly flow with a continuous
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meanderingjet stream. Theold schemeproducesa weak ridge at the west
side of the mountain, while the new schemeproducesa stronger ridge

' almost right over the mountain. Figs. 4a and 4b show that even with the
mediumgrid, d = 250 kin, these _ituatiom do not change significantly.
Figs. 5a and 5b show, on the other hand, that with the fine grid,
d = 125 kin, the two schemesprotuce an almos, identical field. By
comparingFigs. 3a and 4a with 5Gand Figs. 3b one44b with 5b, we see
that, as the grid size is reduced, the characteristics _f the producedf_e!d
changeslesswith the new schemethan with the hi4 _=!:_0_. Ibis incJicates
that the solution with the new scheme "2in an approximately convergent
range even with the coarsegrid, while those with the old schemeare not.

We have incorporated a horizontal finite difference scheme,
designedsimilarly to the "new" schemeabove but for a sh-afified baroclinic
atmosphereon the spherical earth, in the general circulation model.

_ 1 *
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DESIGN AND TESTINC CF A NEW PLANETARY BOUNDARY

LAYER PAPAMETERIZATIGN

David A. Randall, Dept. of Meteorology, &';.iT,Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT

A new planetary boundary lay_'r paramett:czzation has been

developed. Tests have included forecasting experiments-

INTRODUCTION

Under the direction of Prof. fJ_io Arakawa, Randall (1976)

developed a new parameterization of the planetary boundary layer
(PBL) for use in the UCLA General Circulation Model (GCM).

Although the final version Gf the model is still being tested,

preliminary versions have been in experimental use for sever'l

years. The first applications have included climate simulations

for January (Mintz and Schlessinger, 1975; Schlessinger, 1976)

and July. More recently, a _e_ies _f forecasting experiments

have been performed for the purpose of evaluating _Z=e desirabil-

ity of incorporating various aspe.cts of the model, zncluding the

PBL parameterization, into the Goddard GCM.
The purposes of this brief note are to describe the PBL

parameterization, and to discuss the forecasting experiments.

The Purposes of the P_L Parameterization

The PBL plays two critically important roles in the evolu-

tion of weather and climate. First, it determines the rates at

which sensible heat, moisture, and momentum are exchanged between

the atmosphere and the underlying surface, and redistributed by

turbulence in the lower troposphere. In fact, we define the PBL

to be the layer within whzch these fluxes are significantly large.

But, as emphasized by Arakawa (1974), the PBL also strongly

influences the global distributions of both cumul_form and stra-

tlform clouds. Predictions of cloudiness and precipitation are

among the most important weather forecasting products, and the
central role of clouds and cloud feedback in the evolution of

climate is widely recognized. Ue bays therefore made a particu-

lar effort to model the interaction of uhe PBL with clouds, as

well as to parameterize the turbulent exchange processes.
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The Basic D_n of the PBL Parameterization

The surface values of the turbulent fluxes are parameterized

according to a slightly revised version of the method of

Deardorff (1972). The variation oZ the surface transfer coeffi-

cients wit2_ stability and surface roughness are taken into
acco_,t.

We have adopted a new vertical coordinate in which the PBL

top and the earth's surface are both coordinate surfaces

(Fig. i). The PBL the** consists identically of a fixed number

of model layers. The upper layers of the model feel the effects

of the turbulent fluxes only indirectly, as a reLult of sha_-

lowing, in which PBL mass is shed into the free atmosphere, and

also through the effects of penetrative cumulus clouds growing

up from the PBL.

P = PT O = -i TOP OF MODEL ATMOSPHERE
(ISOBARIC SURFACE)

P = Pl _ = 0 ISOBARIC SURFACE

P = PB G = 1 PBL TOP

P = PS C :: 2 EARTH'S SURFACE,_7_D7
Figure i. The relation between pressure p and the
vertical coordinate _.

The PBL depth is a prognost,c variable which varies contin-

uously in time and space as a result of lateral convergence,

turbulent entrainment, and the occasional loss of PBL mass into

cumulus clouds. The turbulent entrainment process is para-

meterized according to the theory of Randall (1978), which

includes shallowing as a special case. According to this theory,

a certain fraction of the gross total rate of turbulence kinetic

energy production is available for partitioning between negative

production (as in the entrainment of warm air) and storage in the

newly-entrained air.

In middle and high latitudes, the time-averaged PBL depth

is mainly determined by a balance between lateral divergence and

entrainment, while in the tropics it is mainly determined by a
balance between entrainment and the loss of PBL material into

cumulus clouds.

The Interaction of the PBL With Clouds

The mutual interaction of the PBL with cumulus cloud

ensembles occurs because the cumulus convective circulations

carry dry air, moisture, sensible heat, moment,lm, and turbu-

lence kinetic energy up out of the PBL. The loss of mass tends

to produce a shallowing of the PBL. We assume that the
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air rising into the cloud_-"carri__ the vertically averaged inten-

sive properties of the PBL a__r,so that the vertically-averag,_d
intensive properties of the PPL air, i.e. mean potential __mper-
atur_, wator sub3tance mixing ratlo, horizontal velocity, _nd
turbulence k._netic energy density, are not influenced by the

, cumulus convection.

Because the _umulu_ cloud air originates in the PBL, the FBL
exerts a F_w_rEul influence on the life cycles of the clouds.
This is particularly true of shallow clouds.

In _;heUc',_GCM, the value of MB and the other properties
of _ curlulus cloud ensemble are determined on the basis of the

theory oE A_akawa and Schubert (1974), which explicitly takes
into accor_t the dynamical %nteraction of the ensemble with the
PBL.

We also ccnsider the possible formation of a layer of stra-
tus, stratocumulus, or fog within the PBL (Fig. 3). The presence

of such a cloud layec is considered only if the air at the PBL
top is found to be _l_.persahurated.The layer clouds are recog-
nized by the radiecJon parameterization of the model, and also
in the calculatir,n of the entrainme.nt rate, in a way to be
described in t_e next section. Precipitation falls from these

clouds only i: the PBL mean relative humidity exceeds 100%.
Randal_. (1976) has derive_ a criterion for the evapozative

destruction1of layer clouds by dry penetrative downdrafts. When
a layer cloud is found to be unstable in this sense, we allow

MB to increase in such a way as tc push the PEL top down to the
cloud base level after about two _imulated hours. The positive

values of MB represent the loss of PBL mass into cloud fragments
which persist after the layer cloud has been destroyed.

The Forec_s_ _n9 Experiments

Although a primary purpose of the forecasting experiments is

to evaluate the possibility of incorporatin9 the PBL parameteri-
zatlon into the Goddard GCM, it is not possible simply to
transplant the PBL parameterization into the Goddard model,
because the parameterization is so thoroughly incorporated into
all aspects of the model. Therefore, the experiments have been

performed with a six-level version of the UCLA model. The
horizontal resolut/on of the model is 4 degrees of latitude by
5 degrees of longitude. Forecasts have been performed for 5

three-day periods in February 1976, and for 5 three-day periods
in August 1975. Results are compared with those obtained with
both the "standard" Goddard model and a version of the Goddard

model containing the Hoffert-Sud PBL. Figures ,._i11be shown at

the or.l presentation.
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OPERATION AURO_O-_'ONE: AN EXPERIMENT IN SUN/',VEATHER

R. A. Goldberg and E. Hilsenrath,Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland

ABSTRACI"

Operatiori Aurorozone was a highly coordinated st;quence of 33
rocket flights launched from Poker Flat, Alaska, in September
1976. The purpose was to study the effects of aurorally pro-
ducext X-rays on stratospheric neutral and electrical parameters.
The sun/weather coupling between upper and lower regions of
the atmosphere is thought to be related to these middle atmos-
pheric parameters. The results reviewed show a consistent de-
pletion of ozone above I mb during three independent auroral
events, with magnitudes in excess of those expected from the
measur_ energy radiation sources. Simultaneously, enhanced
conductivitychangeswere observed to occur in _,,N,.d ,.,:......
measuredionizingradiations.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a gradualaccumulation of evidence that high
latitude e_,ergeucs in the upper atmosphere can perturb and modulate the structure
of the middle atmosphere, thereby inducing change in stratospheric and trolX>-
spheric phenomena. "[lte depletion of stratospheric ozune during a solar proton
event (PEA) has now been clearly demonstrated with Nimbus 4 BUV data (Heath,
et al. 1977). Furthermore, Thorne (1977) has suggested a cumulative effect of
equivalent magnitude induced by relativistic electron precipitatio_ events (REPS)
a,_', Hermanand Goldberg (1977) have demonstrated the effects of PCA's and
cosmic rays on atmospheric electrical parameters, which may, for example, modu-
late the frequency of noa-tropical thunderstorms.

: Operation Aurorozone represents the first concerted experimental "_ffortto
trace the X-ray radiation emitted from high latitude energetic precipitating electron
sources, into the lower mesosphere and stratosphere; to study its direct effect on
key parameters such as ozone, conductivity, ionization, mobility, and the meteor-
ological structure. The operation included a seriesof highly coordinated rocket,
balloon, and 8round instrument-supported measurem-.nts performed at the Poker
Flat Rocket Ranse (Fairbanks, Alaska) between September 20 and October 2, 1976.

A total of 33 successful rocket flights was launched during the ,:wo--week
period, includin$ two Nike Tomahawks to measure auroral 9article _ud X-ray
ener6etic structure, seven chemfluminescent and optical ozonescndes, seven con-
ductivtty and Gerd/en probes to measure stratospheric electrical parameters, and
17 datasundes to measure temperatures, densities and winds These flishts • c_c
supported by five larlle balloon (0.25 to 1.0 million cubic foot) payloads to
measure X-rays, conductivity, and counic rays near 40km. In addition, four
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balloonc_onsondeswereemployedtomeasureozoneup to30km. The nearby
Chatanikaradarbackscatterfacilitywasalsocoordinatedtopredict,verify,and
map electronparticlecnergeticsduringtneNikeTomahawk flightperiods.Fifteen
scientistsfromseveraluniversitiesand governmentlaboratoriesparticipatedinthis
cooperativeeffort.

FigureI depictsthechronologicallogisticsforOperationAurorozone.Two
X-rayeventsofinterestoccurredon September21 and 23. Eachofthesenight-
timesequenceswas launchedintomoderatelyintenseX-rayauroralevent.The
resultsshown herewilldemonstratethemagnitudeofeachevent,and showthein-
ducedchangeon theselectedm;._dleatmosphericparameters.We alsonotethata
thirddaytimeREP eventoccurredon Octoberl,permittingcomparisonofday-
time O3 before and after the event.

AURORAL ?ROPERTIES AND ENERGY DEPOSITION IN THE MIDDLE
ATMOSPHEI_E

The electron density contour maps for each auroral event were obtained by
the Chatanika radar facility (Vondrack and Wickwar, SRI International) during the
Nike Tomahawk flights. The intensity of the auroral events is measured by the
magnitude of the electron density contours since electron density is enhanced by
auroral electrons. From this, we observed that the September 21 event was rea-
sonably intense during the early upleg portion of the flight (which is in the spatial
vicinity above where stratospheric soundings were made), but gradually faded to
non-auroral conditions down range. The September 23 event was more intense,
and extended down range beyond the downleg portion of the rocket flight. This
behavior was also observed with riometets and visibly, with all sky cameras, at

" Poker Flat and Ft. Yukon (200 miles down range).
The integral particle fluxe._ for electrons >15 and >40keV were measvred

with Geiger Mueller detectors (Goldberg and Jones, GSFC) on each Nike Tomahawk.
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i
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This in situ mea_uren::nt verifies the Chatanika result, and also shows that the

more energetic (>40keV) component of the electron flux sustained ._ greater in-
crease than the low energy component during the second event relative to the first

, event. Further examination of the auroral ionosphere was obtained from pulsed
plasma 71ol;cs (Szuszczewicz, Naval Research Laboratory). also flown on each
Nike Tomahawk.

E_ch Nike Tomahawk also camed an upward-loold_g X-ray detPctor (Nal
scinlUlator) with energy discrimination in four channels between 10 to 40keV and
>40keV. Without special precautions such detectors are highly sensitive to con-
tamination from energetic particles, and can be uscd only a.'. ,_l_oseheights where
suitable screening of the particles by th_ "erly;ng almospher_ occur_'. Fi_ulc 2
compares, for the two nighttime events, J.,e X-ray e--r0,'.._,., dcpnsition in the atmos-
phere by 5-40keV bremsstrahlung X-rays between 80 and 30kin (i]arcus, Univ. ".ff
Denver), with an extrapolation to higher altitudes. In studying these curves, we
note the X-ray penetration depth is proportional to X-ray energy, Hence, meas-
urab!c energy deposition at lower altitudes implies an appreciable high energy com-
ponent in the bremsstrahlung distributiolt.

From the figure, we see that the Septembcr 21 event provided X-ray radi-
ation which peaked near 60km; the September 23 event was more intense and
peaked at a lower altitude. The ratio of the eaergy depositions as a function of
altitude (energy) demonstrates that the second event pos_ssed a stronger com-

pare ponent at the high energy end of the distribution, in accord with the measure-
ments of the parent energetic electron distribution discussed earlier. Above 50km,
the ratio between the second and first event is about two.

MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE RESULTS

1. Ozone

The ozone results were abtaiped by both the chemiluminescent (night) and
optLal (day) sounding techniques• Figure 3 shows the GSFC results for the 0 3

100

# // _
/ I IN|RGY DEPOSITION

,_'_i' !10 / / AUIIORAL X-RAYS j,,

/ I ev5-4oKoV

• ...,_ j.s S

! I I * I , J
la0 80 II0 40

ALTITUO| |kin)

Fig. 2-Eneriw deposition
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Fig. 3-Ozone protiles

mixing ratio. The two nighttime profiles were obtained on 9/21/77, follow',lg the
first auroral event, and on 9/25/77, which was used as a control quiet night
(Hiisenrath, GSFC). Also shown are profile points for two daytime soundings
made one week later (Ktu,;ger, GSFC). The results indicate an early nighttime 03
enhancement (which i,_expected on the basis of ozone ploduction by atomic oxy-
ge_ attachment when ' he sun sets). They then show an O3 depleti "t to near day-
time ,,alues above 50km (1 mb) following the auroral event. Further verificatton of

this effect was fourM in the t.¢o chemiluminescent 03 soundings (Randhawa, i
Atmo,.;pheric S_ier,ces Laboratory) during the September 23 event. In both cases,
a signif!cam depletion (more than 25%) wa: ;een above 50kin. The above :esults
are somewhat unexpected, since energy argmnents using neutral photo-chemical
models cannot account for the observed depletion. Also, a stud7 of the local
meteorology 12rovidedby the datasonde soundings and satellite SyT,optic maps does
not appear to show any significant circulation or temperature variation which could
account for the observed ozcne change.

Finally, the daytime soundings before and after the REP have also displayed
a,i equivalent depletion con:istent in height and magnitude with the nighttime re-
suits. The REP event energetics are not yet available but are reot;lred for proper
interpretation of this result.

2. Atmospheric Electrical Parameters

An example of the effects of X-ray ionizing radiation is illustrated in Fig-
uTe 4 (Mitchell, Univ. of Texas at El Paso), which represents the sequence of three
conductivity soundings during the second event. The profiles at 2200 (before) and
0137 AST (during) ,":/e made with blunt probes. The profile at 0220 #,ST (follow-
ing) was madewith a Gerdienprobe. This latterinstru-',entmeasuresconducti4ty
_:,d ionization simultaneously,permittingan estimateof ion mobility, and aence,
ion size.

Below 50km, all three profiles are parallel and nearly equal, reflecting the
dominance of cosmicray ionizationin this region. The increasedconductivity
above50kin is due to ion productionby the X-raysand atmosphericchemistry.
The loweraltitudeof the ion ledgefound on the second._undingis expectedfrom
the X-raymeasurementin Figure 2.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Two moderate X-ray auroral events anti one REP have produced adequate

radiation to strongly enhance conductivity and ionizalion and simultaneously cause
all apparent reduction in Ot above 1.0mb. For the X-ray events, the energetics
appear inadequat¢ to explain the magnitude of depletion, although new theoretical

work involving ion-neutral chemistry may help explain it. An attempt to repeat
this experiment is planned for March 1978.

]he importance of such coordinated experiments lies in the ability to simul-
taneously study cause and effect reJationshil_ These st'Jdies are essential for us to
grasp the _rocesses responsiL ;e for sun/weather correlations. The magnitude of such
endeavors, with simultaneous ._tudies in several disciplines, demonstrates the high
degrem of sophistication and difficulty of performh,g such experiments. However,
without such experiments, it w;il be extremely difficult to evaluate the role of the
middle atmosphere as a buffer region for modulating, transmi(ting, and reflecting
energy inputs from above which are related to solar activity.
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A PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF THE BUV GLOBAL OZONE BUDGET
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A SIMPLEALGORITHM FOR INFERRING THEVERTICAL OZONEPROFILE
FROMSATELLITE MEASUREMENTS

R.W. L Thom_, EG&G/WashingtonAnalyticmlSe_vi_ Center,In_, WoFResearch
and DevelopmentGroup, Riverda_,Maryland
A. C.Hol_nd, WallopsFlight Center,WallopsIsland,Virgin_

ABSTRACI"

A general methodology for establishing and testing
remote sensing inversion procedures has ylelded a
simple procedure for inverting BUV radiances.

II_RODUCTION

Remote sensing inversion strategies have been applied _rlth
increasing urgency to the interpretation of satellli.e data in
terms of the properties of both the atmosphere a_d the surface
of the earth. Thus it is becoming Increaslngly important to
provide methods for finding and testing routines which can opti-
mize valid information extraction. One such procedure is to
model the satellite measurement_ through radiative transfer simu-
lation and test inversion strategies by comparing the results
generated _th those specified as the model inputs.

£1gorit_ Testing Nethodology

During the past few years we have developed, tested 3nd
optimized a Honte Carlo model of radiative transfer. The general
application of this code has been in the area of evaluating the
information content of sky intensity and polarlzatlon_measurements
at various altltu4es. The procedure we have establlshed is to
plot some function of the predicted measurements against functions
of the desired etmospheric or surface parameters. All plots
which are single valued when performed for a number of different
input models i_dicate a useful inversion strategy.

A strikin_ exemple of the success of this philosophy is the
study of s_mlation results for BUV radiances, when we found that
the pressures at which the optical depth of the scattering path
reae_ed unity were linearly related to the scaled intensities.
This immediately indicated a eilple mechanism for describing the
vertical ozone profile in simple terms, as described below.

Evaluation of the Vertical Ozone Profile

The measurement of the intensity spectrum of solar ultra-
violet radiation backscattered by the earth and its atmosphere
has been exploited for inferring both the vertical ozone distri-
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butlon and the total ozone. (1,2)* The fundamental concept of

the profile determinatlon is that the ozone layer inhibits pene-
tration of ultravlolet radiation into the atmosphere through ab-

sorption. As the wavelength increases from about 2500A° tc
3000A° the ozone absorption cross-section falls, allowing s'he
ultravlolet radiation to penetrate deeper into the atmosphere.
In thls Nay more scatterers become accessible to the incident

radiation, increasing the intensity of radiation reflected back
to the top of the atmosphere. Thus, the measurement of returned
IntenElty at varlous wavelengths provides an !ndlcatlon of the
number of scatterers that can be reached by the solar radiation
prior to absorption by ozone.

For conditions under which multiple scattering can be ne-
glected, the backscattered radiance I at wavelength % in a plane
parallel atmospheric model is given by:

Fo(_) fo II(_'O'Oo) = 4_--_osOSll 8_ exp {-a(a_X(n) (1)

+ 81n} dn,

where Fo(X) is the extraterrestrial qolar trradtance

Sll ls the scattering function (normalized so that its
average value over a sphere ls unity). For Rayletgh

3
scattering Sll may be taken to be _ (l+cos2_) where

is the scattering angle.

8_ is the Raylelgh volume atmospheric scattering coef-
flclent (arm.-I) for a standard atmosphere model

a_ is the onone absorption coefficient (arm.em)-I

X(n) is the amount of ozone In atm. can,above the point at
which the fraction of the standard molecular atmos-

phere overhead Is n

and a = secO + secO
0

where e o is the solar zenlth angle and e Is the nadir
angle of the receiver.

The parameter n, may be thought of as a scaled value of the pres-
sure, p.

We now define the scaled intensity as

Q(k) = 4_cosO I(k) (2)
Fo(X)SllB _

Numbers in parentheses designate References at end of paper.
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(whLre K = a a% in our notation) and assume that the vertical
ozone distribution is approximately exponential _,4) so that
we can write

(iio)
X(n) _ Cn (3)

where C and o are constants that specify the profile. The parame-
ter, O, is the ratio of the ozone scale height to the atmospheric
scale height. Then, neglecting attenuation by scatterers and the
p,metration of radiation to the groutid it can be shown that

Q(k) = (k C) -° F(I + o), (4)

showing that the gradients of the plot of _n Q against £n (k) is
-o. For the BUV system there are six wavelengths below 3000A*

providing us with a six point plot per scan. This affords a
method of estimating O either locally (i.e., for each wavelength
of interest), or generally by establishing the best linear fit of
£n Q as a function of £n(k).

The key step in our analysis was to relate Q to the point,
n(x), in the atmosphere at which the optical depth of the scat-
tering path through the ozone reached a certain value, x. It
can be shown (5) that

n(x) : _ (5)r (i+o)

indicating the pressure reference, n, above which the cumulatlve
ozone is

X(n) : x/k. (6)

Thus, if we fix the value of x and compute n(x), the result is a
linear function of the normalized intensity, Q(k). This explains
the linear relationship discovered in our preliminary searches
for an inversion strategy.

It is now important to determine an optimal value XopT for

the optical depth, x. The criterion we have established is that
the ratio of the computed n(x) to Q(k) should be insensitive to
errors in the estiumte of the scale height ratio, o. By (5) we
have that

n(k) x0
Q(k---T = F(l+o-----_ (7)

and, setting the derivative of the right hand side w.r.t, o to
zero we obtain

XopT = exp {_(I+O')} (8)

where _ is the digarma function. Now it can be shown by series
expansion (6) that _(Z) is closely approxl-mted by £n(Z-i/2) so
that (8) becomes

XopT : 0 + 1/2 (9)
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Typically, values of O between 0.5 and 0.6 seem to apply (4,7) so

that XOpT is normally close to unity. It is interesting to note
that the maximum of the influence function, representing the im-
pact of various points of the atmoaphere on the measurememt, occurs

where x is equal to o, so that the optimal penetration depth to be
e_aluated lies somewhat beneath the influence fu-ction peak.

The data reduction procedure indicated by this analysis is

as follows. Flrstly, an estimate of O can he made employing re-
lationship (4). If the plot of _n(Q) as a f_nction of _n(k) is
reasomahly linear then the mean gradient m_ be used as an indica-
tion of the scale height ratio, o. Otherwise, a local value of o

may be computed for each wavelength. Equation (9) may then be em-
ployed to establish an optimal value for x and for each wavelength
a prassure reference, n, may be computed for a specific cumulative
ozone amount given by equation (6). The results then aFpmar as

computed fractions of the stal,dard atmosphere corresponding to
optimized values of cumulative ozone.

For cases _n which the scale height ratio is constant the
error analysl= for the system is trivial since an error in an
intensity tre_lates immediately into a corresponding error in n.

A certain percentage error in Q(k) would result in the same per-
centage error _a the computed n value.

Results

In order to test the suggested procedure we modelled back-
scattered intensities for a plane parallel atmosphere and applied
the inversion technique to the computed intensities. We employed

analytical computations of single scattering and a Monte Carlo
simulation system (8) to compute the multiple _cattering contri-
b,_tions. Three ozone models were used with total ozone amounts

of 0.225, 0.337 and 0.459 arm. cms. The values of o which were
assumed to be independent of altitude were estimated to be 0.83,
0.75 and 0.54 respectively. The receiver _as pointing at the

nadir and the solar zenith angle was taken to be 60° so that the
sum of the secants, a, was 3, and the optical depth, x, wes taken
to be unity. In Figure i we present the computed cumulative
molecular atmosphere fraction above the cumulative ozone refer-

ences, (a a_)-l. The actual model atmospheres are represented by
the continuous lines and results obtained by the inversion of the

single scattering results are shown by the darkened symbols when

significantly different from the multiple scattering result. It
is clear that the procedure provided results in excellent agree-
ment with the input model for all wavelengths less than 3000A °.
For the 3019A° line it seems that a simple empirical correction
for multiple scattering may adequately correct the computed dis-
tribution when the ozone amount is high.

Figure 2 illustrates the results fcr _ case where the scale
height ratio was not constsnt. Three sets of results are shown.
Firstly, we employed _ estimates from the local gradient of the

(_n(Q), _n(k)) plot and optimized values of the optical depth, x.
Secondly, we employed the same method for evaluating o but set x
to unity, and thirdly, we used the average gradient for o and
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again set x to unity, nor the data at 3019A Q and 3058A ° we as-
sumed a correction could be made for multiple scatterins, the re-
suits shown being for stv_le scattering only. It is clea_" that
the local gradient method with optimized x provided the most ac-
curate inversion.
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FIGURE 1. COMPARISONOF INPUT FIGURE 2. COMPARISONOF IHVER-
VERTICAL OZONE DISTRIBUTIONS SION PERFOP_RANCESOF VARIOUS
WITH THOSE INFERRED BY THE ALGORITHMS
ALGORITHM

In conclusion, the proposed procedure represents a robust
and stable method of computing the vertical ozone profile. The
algorithm possesses the advantage of de_inlng the information
available from the measurement set, and, while the local gradient
method is heuristic, it appears to work well over the cases we
have simulated.
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ABSTRACT

Several new climatological patterns become apparent from the analysis of
satellite-derived global oceanic rainfall maps, Five interesting features are
briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The Electrically 5canning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) has a selective re-
sponse to liquid water in the atmosphere. "Fakingadvantage of this characteristic of
ESMR, it was possible to derive quantitative rainfall maps over the oceanic areas of
the globe from Nimbus 5 satellite microwave data. Weekly, monthly, seasonally and ,
annually averaged maps for the period December 1972 through February 1975 were
published in the form of an atlas (Rao et al., 1976). The method adopted to obtain
r_nfall values from satellite observations and the degree of reliability of the values
(in their absoIL.e and relative sen,_es)are discussed Tully in that publicanon.

AnalysJzof these maps discloses many interesting aspects of global climatology.
The objective of the contrib,_t;, q is to describe five major features.

(1) The Cbara, eristics of the ITCZ in the Pacific

Although it has been knowi, 7orsom_ time that there is a dry zone near the
Gilbert Islands in the Pacific (mean position l°S, 174°E) flanked by wet regions to
the north and south (Seelye, 1950) the precise structure of the ITCZ in the Pacific
has remained obscure. Extensive obserw.tions of tropical cloudiness such as those
compiled by the U.S. Department of Commerce and the USAF (1971), and by
3adler, et al. (1976) provide useful information on the subject to the extent to
which reliance can be placed on the relationship between cloudiness and rainfall.
Rainfall values derived from the ESMR system, not only because of the more com-
plete coverage provided by the satellite but also because of the direct approach in
estimation, throw further light on the rain pattern. From the typical ESMR-derived
oceanic rainfall map shown in Figure 1, it is seen that as we move eastward along
the Equator in the Pacific, the rain belt of the ITCZ bifurcates in the ,cnghborhood
of longitude 170*E: the upper branch proceeds eastward, maintaining itself
slightly north of the Equator, whereas the lower branch tans east or southeastward
and merges with the southern Pacific rain zone (path of storms) in the vicinity of
longitude 160*W.
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(2) Previously Unrecognized Rain Areain the South Atlantic

In the Atlantic, to the southeast of South America, there is _n extensive area of
rainfall in the region approximately between latitudes 25°S and 50°S and ,vng,,,,,cs'..... a
50°W and 25°W (see Fig. !). This rainy region was not known before; it does not
appear on any existing map of globe! rainfall (e.g. Haurwitz and Austin, 1944),
probably because few ships traverse the area• This rain area revealed it. _dMR-
derived maps is possibly an extension of the southern Pacific rain zone mentioned
previously. In other words, rainfall in both the areas could be produced by the same
dynamical circulation pattern, thf flow being modified and the rain-pattern inter-
rupted at the lend protrusion of the South American continent and an area to the
immediate west of the land. Furthermore, this rain area is in conformity with the
general global pattern of relatively dry regions close to the west coast of continents
and wet regions close to the east coast, where greater baroclinity due to increased
temperature contrast may be expected.

GLOBAL OCrANIC RAINFALL RATE (AVG mm/h)
JUNE 1973

__.-'="-'" '-=; " "" ":*'-'_'"":'._-" ":_2_.. _"_........... _f""'_"_': '_Lt"_':"
• ..,' "_ T" •-_ ;_ _ _ _ i-, i; _ _"_,,_"

,1 _* I, l 12 i ....

' "" _''_ •) II i ' 'i'i +i l ''"_11 ' ;l _'_ ' I i"

' , .... 'V"-,-. -, ' _.-..++*-: 7,_ i -.'•_".... r - _" _ ' - t .

";............................ " k ;" "..:"
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Fig. 1-ESMR-derived global oceanic rainfall map,
illustrating the forking of the ITCZ

(3) The Bimodai Behaviorof P.ainbelts in the Indian Ocean

Meridional profiles of zonally averaged rainfall rates in the Indian Ocean ate
displayed in Figure 2. Two distinct rain maxima are evident in the tropics between
latitudes 20°N and 20°S (apart from a third extra-tropical maximum _bviously
related to the polar front, far to the south at about latitude 400S). The maximum
at northern latitudes appears to grow at the expense of the maximum immediately
to the south of the Equator as the monsoon advances, and vice versa as it retreats.
During June to August, the amplitude of the northern maximum is 3 times that of
the other equatorial maximum, whereas luring December to February, the southern
tropical maximum grows in amplitude to 3 times the northern. This study leads to
a modification of the beliefs of two schools of thought in tropical meteorology,
one that the atmospheric monsoon current is a prog_,ive advance over the Indian
Ocean from the Southern Hemisphere across the Equator to the Southeast Asian
land-mass, and the other that monsoon rainfall is due to moisture picked up entirely
in the Northern Hemisphere, mainly in the Arabian Sea. It seems necessary to pos-
tdate a circulation mechanism involving both the hemispheres, not necessarily de-

,:
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manding a regular progression of the entire monsoon airstream from the Southern to
the Nortilern Hemisphere. but affecting both in a coordinated way so as to sustain
the bimodal cha,lgiiIg wave pattern outimed above. This question is important (con-
sidering that the monsoon affects the lives of hupdreds of milhons of people), and

is under furthe_vestigat:'on.
d_ le_

_" ' I_ = ' 4= ' N 6

L ..

RAINFALL qk "rl::(ram/h)

Fig. 2-ESMR-derived zonally averaged rain-rate
versus latitude - Indian Ocean

(4) Interannt_alVariation
t

The ex_nt of variation of rainfall over the oceans from ye_ to year has been
largely a matter of conject**reuntil the present'time. The maps generated from
ESMR data provide new insight into this pmblt:m. A typical example is the rainfall
over the Pacific in the month of Januaryof the yeszs 1973 and 1974 (Fig. 3). In
January 1973, intent-- rainfall occur;_ over a ,vide region all along the F__:aator
(between 0° and 8°N) and siso _o the south of the Equator(betweee 170°E and
160°W). This was at the time of the El NL_c,ph,_.nomenon(warm oce_m current
attended with relaxation of upwellins along the _asts of Ecuador _'_dPeru), with
its disastrous effect on the plankton and fish in the waters of the Pacific off the west

** coast of South America. In tbe corresponding moath of 1974 (non-El Nif[o year) we
see that the region was relatively dry. The ratio of rainfall in fbe Equatorial Pacific
t,_ the period Decemb¢_ '73-February '74, to the rainfall in the period December
"72-February "73is 1:6. Whether such variationis true for other El Nii_oand non=
El Niflo periods can be deterwined only after satellite rainfall data for many years
are processed.

In any event, this is a distinctive example of rainfall mloma_y. Investigations
of similaranomalies and their correlations are very valuable in weather as well as in
climatic studies.

(5) Low Southern Hemispheric KainIntensity

Conventional meteorological observations over the Southern Hemispiiere are
sparse. Consequently, although meteorological phenomena occurringover that vast
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GLOBAL OCEANIC RA!_IFALL RArE (AVG ram/h)

JANUARY 1973 JANUARY 1974

I', _*Lt_,,rt_* ft:4::;_: ; :'_' :: ,4_r-i- .... ;¢

." ," :-::;'::L':'..,....... r',

:-_Elm

Fig. 3-ESMRderived Pacific Ocean rainfall maps for January 1973
(El Ni_o year) and January 1974 (non-El Nifio year)

regiop ar_ of importance to the global general circulation, they are n t well under-
stood. ESMR data provides useful inforrnatien in respect of precinitation in the
Southern Hemisphere.

Figure 4 represents the zonal averages of rainfall over the Atlantic Ocean. From
a scrutiny of *.hisdiagram the following featu _ is noticed. The polar front in the
Southern Hemisphere (around 40°S) is much weaker than its Northern Hemisphere
counterpart. The overall rain intens;_ in the entire Southern Hemisphere is only
about 50%of that in tee Northern Hemisp,_.re.

The hrger land masses in the Northern Hemisphere could certainly lead to
higher precipitation, especially over coastal areas. However, th _.difference in rain
rate revealed by ESMR is m:_ch too large to be explalne_ by this factor alone.

ZONALLY AVER/_ED RAINFALL RATE A_ OCE3MM

:_L:_] : _[_Jri_r [: Li:[l
,,,_!E.LLLL.__k.'.__ELE2L_[_J
: _t_, t'-Lt..: TL[Ef[[[_

_I" • -1P-- r j !,.;_4.BELLi. J
.,,,'-[i i __ .! t;lt[i!lll

" "' RAINFALL RATE (mm/h) '_

Fig. 4-ESMR-derived zo_allyaveragedrain-rate
versuslatitude- AtlanticOcean %
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ONTHE INTERANNUAL VARIABILITY OF THEOCEANATMOSPHERICSYS'*EM

E, R.Reiter.ColoredoSBre University,Fort Collins,Crlorado

ABSTRACT

Several feedbac_ mechanismsbetweenocean and atmosphere
_re discussed, :_hich seemto havea decisive influence
on the inte-_,lual variability of the a_¢¢sphereand on
climatic fTrc,uations of a time scale of lO to 50 years.
Satellite requl,_aents to monitor these feedbackpro-
cessesare outlined briefly.

Th__eNorth Pacific Coolin9 Trend

In a recent study (Reiter, 1977a) it was demonstratedthat
the North Pacific north of 40°N has been subject to a dramatic
cooling trend within the past 15 years. This trend was
accompaniedby a tightening of the meridional sea surface
temperaturegradientin the regionof t_ NorthPacificDrift
andof the GulfStreamintowell-definedoceanicfrontalzones
{Figs.I and 2). The subtropicalPacifichas notchangedits
temperaturediscernableyduringthe sametimeperiod. The
tighteningof themeridlonalgralientof sea surfacetempera-
tures(SST)suggeststhatthePacificanticyclonic_re has
increasedits rotationvelocityby a significantdegree. From
Figs.1 and 2 it appearsthata largeamountof coldwater
appearedsouthof theAleutianIslandsduringrecentyears. The
origin and ;]fe history of these w_ter massesis yet unknown.
Wesuspect, however, that they are )roduced by upwelling.

Using SSTrecords from the North Pacific which go back to
1900, one can identify several periods during which the SST's
have undergonesignificant warmingand cooling trends. Com-
paring these trends to atmospheric temperature trends of the
northern hemisphereone finds a remarkable agreement. In Fig.
3 we haveoutlined schematically possible positive and negative
feedbackmechanismsthat might govern these oceanic and atmos-
phere temperature trends ofsevere tens of years of duration.
In agreementwith these hyD0theAJzedfeedbackswe have identi-
fied a secular increase of the wind stress in the trade-wind
region during the last 15 years. At the sametime, the curl of
the wind stress, which affects the masstransport in the North
Equatorial Current, also has increased (Retter, 1977b).

In order to keepa close watch on the climatic trends
which seemto be governedby North Pacific SST trends, satellite
surveillance of SSTwill be essential for menyyears to come.
The accuracy requirements will have to be 0.5°C or better, with
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adequateqround-truthcalibrationagainst availableship data tosafeguard-agai,.stsensordeterioratlon. Area resolutiorat the
ocean surfacecan be of the order of 50 x 50 km for climatic
monitoring. Higher resolutionwoul_ be welce_ for studies in
"synopticoceanography"and energy transfercalculationsbetween
ocean and atmosphere. One should set a ten-year lifespanfor
such a monitoriAgprogramas a target.

Anticipatedeconomic returnsof such an 5ST monitoringpro-
gram are manifold. We already know that North Pacific (and also
North Atlantic)cooling trends are reflectedin the northern
hemisphereclimate. We suspect that SST :rends in the Indian
Ocean might affectmonsJon precipitationj,ieldsover india. Sev-
eral studies have indicatedthat hurrican_frequenciesare tied
to low latitudeAtlantic SST trends. Monitoringof these SST's
therefore,should be considereda prioritytask. The behavior or
trends of southernhemisphereSST's is virtuallyunknown.

Fisheriesaround the world most likelywould be an appre-
ciatiw user of such data on a real-timebasis.

Feedbackswith Tropical Precipitation

On a shorter time scale _approximatelyl to 4 years in
duration)we have demonstratedthe existenceof surgesin the
trade-windsystemsof both hemispheres,especiallyof their v-
components. Whenever there are anomalously strongwinds blowing
towardsthe equator, the intertropicalconvergencezone (ITCZ)
intensifiesover the cquatorialPacific,yielding above-normal
rainfa]is(Fig. 4). Each p_ak in th_se equatorwardv-component
surges is followed by an E! NiBo episode along the Peruvian coast
(Reiter,i977c). These surgesare cut off by upwelli,,gof cool
water in the equaLorialPacific. force_ _y peaks in the curl of
the wind stress and resuICing"EKman pmnping" (Reiter,1977b).
Fig. 5 sketchespossible feedback_chaniRms responsiblefor such
surges in Lhe trade-windv-component. The release of latent
heat, which is abnormallyhigh during such surges, appears to be
reflectedin northern-hemispheremean temperatureT.Jctuaclun:,
as well as in fluctuationsof the zonal availablepotential
energyof the atmosphere. The latterparameterconstitutesthe
main energy reservoiron which the general circulationof the
atmospheredepends.

We suspect that the correlationbetween trade-windbehav-
ior and ITCZ intensityextenasover larger areas than just the
centralPacific. A close monitoringof precipitationamounts in
the ITCZ (withinI0% accuracy),SST temperaturesin the tropical

oceans (0.2°Caccuracy),low-troposhericwinds in the tropics£_nd
subtropics(0.5m/sec speed, 5 degrees directionaccuracy)and
low-troposhpericmoisture content (20% accuracy)becomeessential
requirements. Again, a cmmai_.mentfor severalyears of such a
monitoringprogram should be asked for. With a better quantlta-
tire understandingof the feedbackmechanismsshown in Fig. 5
there is the possibilityof improvedseasonal trend forecasting
in the northern hemisphere,perhapsby as mu_h as a year ahead of

o
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time. A more accurate pred_-*_n of El Nifioepisodes might also
be expected,with the attendanteconomic benefits.

Snort-TermFeedbacks

McGuirk and Reiter (1976)have discusseda 22- to 26-day
vacillationin the atmosphericenergy parameters. Seigel (1977)
discovereda similar vacillaZionin the transfer of latent and

sensible heat from the oceans to the atmosphere. These transfer
vacillationsappear to be strongestin regionsof s_rong oceanic
frontal zones, as for instance shown in Fig. 2. A significant
ocean-atmospherecoupling and feedback has to be suspected,
therefore,on a time scale of approximately3 weeks. Since the
atmosphericvacillationdiscussedby McGuirk and Reiter is main-
ly evident in the behaviorof the amplitudesand phasesof
planetarylong waves, we have hope that a better understanding

- of sea-air interactionon this time scale might provideus with a
tool of extended-rangeforecastingin the temperatelatitudesof
the northern hemisphere.

Data requirementsin this field of investigationwould be
SST's in middle latitudesto better than 0.5°C accuracy,measured
at least twice a week at any given location,low tropospheric
layer-averagedte_.peratures,measured at least once a day to 0.5°C
accuracy,and low troposphericmoisture content. Fall, winterand
spring are deemed to be the most interestingseasons for such
investigations. A measur_nentprogram shouldcover ac least 2 to
3 years of data, with heavy emphasis on several key peri
during each year, in which major changes in the energy fiLX
patterns from ocean to atmosphereoccur or are anticipated.
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Figure 1. _an _nthly iso*hems of surface temperatures,
June 1963, analyzed in 2% intervals.

/
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, Figure 2. Sameas Ftgure 1, except June lg76. N,_te the
tightening of the mertdtonal SSTgradtent tn the region of the
North Pactftc Drift and the Gulf Strear,;between 1963 and 1976.
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Figure 3. Schematic feedback system between atmospheric and
oceanic large-scale circulation.
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Figure 4. Anomalies from 20-year monthly mean rainfall index for
the Line Islands(dashed line, scale on left side of
diagram) and average v-componentdeparture (positive)
for winds blowing towards the equator) of the trade
winds in che North and South Pacific, (solidline,
scale in m/sac on right side of diagram).The vertical
lines in the coordinategrid pertain to January of
each year. Seven-monthrunningaveraging has been
applied to the monthly departurevalues.
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Figure5. Schematlcflow-diagramof leedbackmechanismsbetween
mid-latitudesea-surfacetemperature(SST) anomalies,
a_ospheric meridional temperatureand height gradi-
ents, trade-windcirculationand large-scalewater
transportin the North Pacific. (Solidlines with
arrows indicateampli_ing [positive]feedback,
dashed line s_bolizes damping [negative]feedback.)
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NIMBUS 6 ERB SCANNER STUDIES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF EARTH
RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE SYSTEM (ER£3S)

J. T. Suttles, Langley Re, arch Center, Hampton, Virgin/,_
L. M. Avis, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia

P. G. Renfroe. Vought Corporation, Hampton• Virginia

ABSTRACT

Studies based uponthe Ni.Tbus6 ERBscanner data have been
conductedto support the developmentof the Earth Radiation
Budget Satellite Systemproject. ,,le ERBdata were processedin
terms of Ear+h targets and angular bins and used to evaluate
currentlyavailabledirectionalradiationmodelsfor the longw_.ve
and shortwavespectralranges. Resultsindicatethatavailabie
Iongwavemodelsare adequatefor themost partwhileavailable
shortwavemodelsare inadequate.An efforthas beeninitiated
to developimprovedshortwavemodelsforvariouscloudconditions
and varioussurfacetypesforcloudfreeconditions.

INTRODUCTION

In orderto con_erts_tellitemeasurementsof the Earth
radiationbudgetintousefulscientificinformation,it is
necessaryto determinethe radiationheatfluxdensitiesat the
topof the atmosphere(30km) forspatialscalesrangingfrom
globalto reqiona][Ref.l]. Thus,dataanalysistechniquesare
requlred,lo obtainthe desiredaccuraciesfor radiatior,oudg,t
componentsit is necessaryto haveaccuratedirectionalradiation
functionsor modelsfor use in thedataanalysis. In thework
describedin thispaper,the verydetailedsatellit2measurements
of the Nimbus6 EarthRadiationl_udget(ERB)scannerinstrument
[Ref.2] havebeenprocessedand usedto evaluateavailable
directionalmodelsfor Earthemittedlongwaveradiationand for
reflectedshortwaveradiat=on

ERBSCANNERDATAPROCESSING
Datafr=nthe ERB scanneron theNimbus6 spacecraftwere

. processedfor the monthof August 1975 to determine the viewed
point locations and the corresponding viewing zenith andazimuth
._91esand thesoIarzenithangle. The ERB scannermeasures
radiancefromtheEarth*atmospheresystemin boththe shortwave
reflected(0.2-4.0_m)and longwave,emitted(4.0-50.Opm)spectral

_ range with an effective nadir resolution of about 100 km. Tu
: : evaluate the radiation characteristics of various surface and

atmospheric features the Earth's surface was described by a g,,'td

of 2070 target areas, each equivalent to 4.5" _ 4.5" at the
Equator which correspondsapproximately to equal area targets
of 500 kmby 500 km size. The targets were categorized from atlas
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informationin terms of various surface types: snow, ice,water,
jungle, forest,and desert. The targetswere describedby the
percentagecontributionof each of the surfacetypes to the over-
al_ target characteristlcs. In each of these targetareas, the
ERB scanner data for August 1975were accumulatedand averaged
in angular bins. The angular bins were definedby equal incre-
,mnts of the cosine of the zenithangle, for both viewing
zenith and solar zenith,and by 45° incrementsfor the azimuth
angle. The azimuth angle was definedrelative to the Sun-
target plane and symmetryabout this plane was assumed. This
schemewas used for the shortwaveanalysisbut the longwave
data were assumed to be independentof the Sun ang]es and the
viewing azimuth so that only viewing zenithbins were considered.

RESULTS

Longwave

Longwave data were processedfor all target areas over the
globe and results were u3ed to determine targetradiance distri-
butions _..dheat flux densities. To evaluate radiancedistri-
butionmodPJs, da_a were u=_d only for targets which consistedof
a singlesurface type. As an cxample,longwave results for
severalareas identifiedas furest regions_nd normalizedby the
nadir (zenith= 0°) value are shown in Figure I. These data
along with similarlyprocessedresultsfor the other surface
categorieswere used to generate tha resultsshow_ in Figure 2.
Here data representingthe mean limb darkeningcurves resulting
from the ERB data are compared to linb darkeningcurves derived
from analysis of Nimbus2 data [Ref. 3]. The Nimbus 2 results
are shown in the form of a nominalor average curve and upper and
lower limit curveswhich describe variationsover a variety of
conditions. It is seen from the figure that the ERB derived
resultsfall within the limitsof the Nimbus 2 results,with one
notableexception,and is in general agreemen_with those results.
The exceptionis for snow targetsin the south polar region where
the well-knownpolar temperatureinversionprobablyaccounts for
the limb brighteningobtained for these cases. This effect will
be the subject of continuedstudy. However, it is concluded,
in general, that currentlyavailable Iongwavemodelsare adequate
for data analysis purposes [Ref. 4] even when no effort is made
to screenthe data for cloud conditions.

Shortwave

The reflected,shortwavedirectionalradiance distributions
presenta much nmre difficultproblemsince the data must be
processedin terms of three angularvariables: viewing zenith,
viewingazimuth relative to the Sun's azimuth, and Sun zenith.
It was necessary,therefore,t_ accumulateand average these data
in blns of all three of these anglesand as a result data for
only selected,representativetargets have been processedand
analyzed. As an example, data from a particularlycleudy region
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over South America have been plotted in Figure3 for azimuths
near the solar plane and a solar zenith angle near 40°. Here the
Stratus and Stratocumulusmodels derived from airborne measure-

merits[Ref.5] are compared to the ERB scannerdata. At(albedo
of 0.38 was selected for the models by matching the Stratocumulus
model nadir value to the apparent data nadir value. This
comparisonis typicalof the results obtainedfor a variety oF
comparisons,i.e., for _ome surfaceconditionsand angular ranges
the models are in good agreementwith the ERB data but in other
cases significantdeviationsare found. For example, these
resultsshow that the models correlatewell with one data in the

backscattering(BS) regionbut deviates _t forward scattering
(FS) zenithangles above 30°. In :Jaition significantvariances,
about the mean values plotte_,were noted and inspectionof
histogramsrevealed tha_ tnis effect is apparentlyrausedby
varyingcloud patteb'Js.As a result,an effortwas initiatedto
develop improvedreflectedshort_a.iebidirectionalradiancemodels
includingseparationof d_t_ intocloudy and clear conditions
for varioussurfac_ tyv_s.

Preliminary.Tm__provedShortvaveModels

Using water regionsas a backgroundsurface, locations
were idertified_here conditionswere either totally clear or
totally cloud covered during the times for which ERB data are
available. This identification_as made in a subjectiveprocess
of visual :.eviewof the SMS photographicimagesfor the local
times of ERB coverage. Thp accumulationof these results over
August 1975 are show, In Figure 4 for the solar plane and for
solar zenithangles less than about 26° (i.e.,cosine of zenith
between 1.0 and o.g). The Stratus cloud model ERef. 5] for an
aibedoof 0.47 is comparedwith the ERB cloudy scene data. The
ERB clear water scene data are shown and compared with a
Lambertianmodel with an albedo of 0.13. It is apparent that
improvementsin the present modelsare necessaryand that several
modelswill be required to satisfactorilyfit the d_rectional
radiance characteristicsof the various surfaceand atmospheric
features presenton Earth.

Initialefforts have been made to develop the required
improvedshortwavedirectionalmodels. The cloudy and clear ERB
data sets_ partiallyshown in Figure 4, were fit to a spherical
harmonic expansionover the zenith-azimuthangular space for the
upwardfacing hemisphereof a t_rget point. A portion of these
results for the cloudy data a_d for solar zenithangles less
than 26° in the solar plane are shown in Figure 5. The spherical
harmonicsfit is shown as the solid line and it is pointedout
that this fit is based on a minimizationof "he difference

between the sphericalharmonicfunctions (twelveterm expansion)
and the data over the entire hemisphericalspace.

The albedo computedfrom spherlcalharmonic fits for
varioussolar angles are plotted in Figure6 along with calcula-
tions of Hunt [Ref. 5]. Hunt's calculationsare shown for
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moderately thick clouds (optical thickness of 20). The ERB cloudy
data are in excellent agreement with Hunt's results. The high
data point obtained for the largest solar zpnith angle for which
results were availablu resulted from a relatively s_all number of
measurements. As a recJlt the formal standard error, shown by
the bar on the figure, is quite hiqh. ErFor bars for the other
points are within the site oF _he plotting symbols and therefore
h_ve not been _how,,.

CONCLUSIONS

Both 1ongwave and shortwaveERB data have been analyzed.
The validity of the Nilus 2-based limb darkeningcurves have
gene,allybeen verified fo_ the longwavedata with the exception
of the Antarcticsnow fieldswhere limb brighteningwas found in
the ERB data. Correlatlonof the sEortwavedata with cloud models

derived from airbornemeasurementsshowed promiseyet i11ustrated
the need for improvement. The sphericalharmonicstechnique
appears to be a usefulnmthod of fitting t_e ERB data to generate
improvedmodels. Furtherapplicationof the sphericalharmonics
approach along with developmen=of a cloud screeningalgorithm
are being pursued in continuingstudies with the ERB data set.
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SAMPLING ANALYSIS FOR THE EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
SYSTEM MISSION

i

E. F. Harrison, Langley Research Cent¢ , Hampton, Virginia
G. G. Gibson, Vought Corporation, Hampton, Virginia

: ABSTRACT

A study has been conducted to identi_" problem_

related to s_pling the Ea_+h's radiant energy budget

8.nd to define a satellite system with sufficient

sampling to satisfy science reauirements on global,

zonal, and regional scales.

INTRODUCTION

Values of Earth albedo and longwave emitted radiation va_

signiflcantly with Icc_l time, geographical location, and season.

Ocer the globe, albedo ch._nges as much as 300 percenL ani long-

wave radiation varies as much as i00 percent (Vonder haar. 1968).

The season of the year also has an important effect cn the

radiation at a particular latitude. All of these variations

demonstrate the importance of making radlat_on _eas_ement_ at

all latitudes and times of zne year. Farthe_more, the diurnal

variation of radiation is relatively unknown.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Various numbers of satellites and orbit inclinations have

been analyzed to define the satellite combination that provides

sufficient coyerage of the E_rth for spatia _ and temporal

radiation sampling. Illustrat±ons of Irtitude coverage or samp-

ling as a function of local time are present-d in figures I and

2. These results are for a typical 30-d_y period, which is

consistent ,'_h t_e science -equirements.
A nominaA altit_2de of 60C _ was selected for the 50° in-

clinatlon orbit because it provides a 2- to 3-year lifetime and a
revisit cycle over Earth of 3 days so as _o observe each area

from several angles. Sampling coverage for the 98.7 ° inclination
orbits ws_ based on the nominal TIROS-N orbit of 833 km altitude.

The satellite sensor complement includes a scanner, a mealum and

a wide field of view radiometer. Although t_,_ wide field of

view sensor covers from horizon to horizon, onlj a I0 ° great

circle of are on Earth (e.g., i0 ° latltude and i0 ° _csgitude at

•. the equator) was usea in defining its coverage and samplinz

capability. The reason for using the i0 ° angle is twofold: (±)

It is commonly employed to provide reasonable approximation for
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dec_nvolution of radiation _ata _com sa_c!lite altitudes to the

top of the atmosphere (about 30 km); (2) It is app_-oximately the
size of the geographio.al gri _ proposed fur the resolution of the
radiation data on a regional re:aleusing the medium field of
view sens _rs.

Figure 1 shows hourly la.itude coverage provlded by two
Sun-synchronous (i = 98.7°% orbits with equatorial crossings at

080_ ?ridi_ou hours. Th_ variation in density on this figure
indicates the number of times a particular latitude band is

eovured at a given local time (the greater the density, the more
times of coverage). Near-polar latitudes are covered during
nearly all times of day. Howeve.r, low :__dmiddle latitudes are

onllzcovered during the equatorial crossing hours. Thus, there
are large gaps in hourly latitude coverage for Sun-synchronous

_rbits. More complete coverage ,:anhe achieved by covering
._.earlya[_lthe low and middle latitudes at each local flourby
a'?dinga single satellite at mid-incllned orbit of about 50° with
a _aster orbital precessing rate (see figure 2). Thus, an

op'_imum satellite mix for sampling is a combination of high and
mid ile inclinations.

To evaluate this thesis, a f[Eure_of-merit parameter which
is rased on a product of geographical area (not Just latitude)
Atud local time coverage was used to compare the various satellite
c-bil capabilities. Included in this comparison was the effect
on ccverage of natural orbit variations. The results are shown
in fi_re 3. As can be seen, two Sun-synchronous satellites

toget:er provide an area-local time coverage of less than 30
percent. By combining them with one 80° inclined orbit, the area

local time coverage would be incressed to only 60-68 percent.
Unfortunately, 3 months are requlre_ for the _o inclfned orbit
to pre,:ess through all local times. Meanwhile the Sun's

declim_tion viii haze changed appreciably thus making separation
_" of diurnal effects from seasoua! effects dlfficui_., and will also

result in biases in ".hemonthly aver_es. Two Sun-synchronous
satelli_:es and = 30° inclined orbit have an _rea-loeal time

; coverage of 71-73 percent; however, the midlatitude coverage i_

_oQr. _he most effective coverage can be obtaxned by er,r_oining !
the two Sun-_ynchronous satellites with one 50° inclined i
satellite.. The area-ioca] time coverage for this combination is
85-87 pe_ cent and the low and mid-latitudes are wel/ covered. J

An evaluation of scanner coverage was al=o conducted. Off- ]
track sc_ modes provide better space-time coverage than _nc
alon_ trat:k scan. Figure _ compares c_,s track scanner coverage
for se-erel satellite combinations in terms of the capability of

coverin_.viewin_ zenith, 8, viewing azimuth, _, and solar zenith, I
_,a_.__ _. Again, the two _hm-synchronous satellites with onee_

" --_" inclined satellite orbit provide good overall coverage.
In order to further evaluate the capability of the t

recommended satellite combination (i = 98 °, 98 o, 50 °) , a simula- _'
tion model of the Earth's radiation field _evelope_ by Campbell _;
and Vonder Haar (1973), was used to calculate the satellite
radiation results shown in figures 5 and 6. Monthly average

)
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zon_-i emitted energy (figure 5) and reflected energy _.igure 6)

A- as a function of latitude for the three-satellite, medium field

of view _y--Eem are shown to compare well with the reT'erence

values, which were established by assuming essentially ,Anl_mit_d

_.e., _i) satellites.
The mod£! radiation field was further used to calculate the

accuracy of results on a regional scale. Figure 7 p_-ezents the

results of these anal2-ses for regions at th_ e_,,,*or__for 1 month

(May). Accuracies in reflected energy values from 6 to 20 per-

I cent and emitte_ energ_y accur__ele_ of about 3 percent were

est__mated for the 50 ° inclined orbit saLe!tire. Only a slight

impro',ement is achieved with the addition of the two Sun-

synchro,-ous satellites. Of course, these two satellites do

provide the only coverage of the higher latitudes. Correlationsof the radiation field between adjacent regions or with time

have not vet been cor_idered,
Recent sampling studies are refining the expected accuracy

of the three satellite system for regional resolution by study-

ing the variability of the scene using clouu-cover statlstlcs.

The magnitude of measurements of reflected solar radiation

exiting the Earth.atmosphere system is strongly dependent on the
amount of cloud cover in the radiometer field of view. Reflected

shortwave radiation is directly related to cloud cover since the

albedo and angular reflectance characteristics of clouds are

usually quite different from that of the underlying surface.

Figure 8 presents a summary cf the results showing the _inimum

and maximum accuracy limits (standard deviation o ? the z=^_) in

equatori_l regions for each month. It i_ apparent from the

figure that the regional radiation budget measurements at low

latitudes is being performed almost solely by the 50 ° inclined

satellite; however: the two Sun-synchronous satellites cu_ui_n_

the system by providing the measurements at mid and high

latitudes. The results of figure 8 are worse-case analyses

r assuming no priori knowledge. Persistence of cloud cover,

correlation between regions, and refined knowledge of the diurnpl

cycle which will be established by this mission should alloy a

determination of regional radiation budget of better th_ 5 per-

cent, or a reduction of the maxim_r errors shown in figure 8 by

a large factor.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results oi" the sampling studies, two 98 ° in-

clined orbita coupled with the 50 ° inclination orbit appear to

satisfy the scienre requirements for regional resolutions, zonal

resolut_nns, equator-to-pole gradient, and global re_.olutions.

The NOAA Sun-_)__cL:_,n_us sate!31tes in the T!ROS-N series could

adequately cover the hlgh la_ituces -_d -_- ___._ '.a__-4satelli_e

having an inclination of 50° could provide sampling in the mid
and low latitude areas where variations in radiation en__r_=_ics

are most d,_amic.

i
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STRATOSPHERICAEROSOLSAND CLIMATICCHANGE

JamesB. PollackandOwenB.Toon,Mail Stcp245-3, NASA-AmesResearch
Center,Moffett Fie�d, CA 94035

ABSTRACT

The effect of stratospheric aerosols on climate
is considered using an aerosol model and a rad-
iative convective I-D climate model.

Stratospheric sulfuric acid aerosols form a 20 km
_hick layer centered near 20 km altitude composed of

particles about 0.1 pm in radius, the layer has an -3
unperturbed optical depth at 0.55 um of about 5 x 10
(I). Due to the small optical depth, the ancient aero-
sols are not a significant component of the Earth's
climate system. However, large volcanic explosions

increase the number and size of the stratospheric par-
_icles so that their optical depth becomes large
enough to create both obvious optical effects such as
brilliant sunsets and diffraction coronas and signifi-

cant changes in weather and climate. Volcanoes may
have been responsible for severe weather during a num-
ber of individual years (i.e. 1816) as well as for

long periods of coeler weather (i.e. the little ice
age 1500--1900) _2 . Volcanoes represent the only
known n&Luz_L p_: ion source _o the layer. How-
ever, human acttvi_ ,iso might alter the layer.

Since the ambient layer is believed to be created from
SO^, OCS, and small nuclei, which the sulfuric acid
particles require for their initial formation, any
source of these materials must be evaluated for its

impact on the aerosol layer. High flying aircraft

supply both SOo and soot particles, while space

shuttle engine. @ suDply AI_O_ particles directly to the
stratosphere. Ther_ 9re _i_o tropospheric sources of

OCS and SO, although the strength of these sources is
poorly knoWn.

Our initial work (2,3,4) showed that direct vol-

canic injection of particles and SO 2 was undoubtedly
of climatic significance. Figure 1 shows calculations

of the change in surface temperature for H2SO 4

' " "'* 159 =,_z _-_ I_$DI= '
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particles of a single size, typical of unperturbed
conditions, but variable optical depth, and for basal-
tic glass particles of a constant opti:a] depth, but
variable size. The calculations were performed by

first calculating the solar energy deposited in the
Earth's unperturbed atmosphere using a doubling rou-
tine including both aerosol and 9_seous absorption and
scattering (2.3,4). Then an elaborate infrared rou-

tine including aerosol and gaseous absorption and emis-
sion was used to find the infrared energy emitted to

space for various temperature profiles of fixed shape
but variable surface temperature. By equating the
total solar energy absorbed to the infrared energy

radiated to space, _ surface temperature was fixed.
The calculations were then repeated under perturoed
conditions. The difference between perturbed and

unperturbed surface temperatures is an indication of

the temperature change that might actually occur after
an eruption. Of course, the climate system is too
complex for a I-D model, neglecting feedbacks and time

constants, to accurately predict the real temperature
changes. Howeve;, we did find that, with a crude con-
sideration of relaxation times, our calculations were

in good agreement with observations after single erup-

tions (2). In comparing our calculatio,.s to observa-
tions we assumed that the H.SO. curve of Figure 1 was• z
relevant. Observatlons sugges_ that large ash parti-
cles are only important during the first few months

after an eruption. Figure 2 shows that, with these
assumptions and using observed volcanic activity, vol-
canic particles have been the dominant factor control-

ling hemispheric mean temperature during the last cen-
tury. Prior to 1915 a large number of eruptions occur-
red and depressed the temperatures. After 1915 erup-

tions ceased and the Earth warmed up. The CO 2 green-
house effect was less important than volcanic dust
during this period.

Due to the considerable importance of these find-

ings we have tried to improve the weak points of our
earlier work. First our early work assumed a fixed
temperature profile. We now use a full radiative-
convective calculation of the temperature profile.
Second, we had a_umed that the size of the acid aero-

sol was fixed, but now we use an aerosol model to pre-

dict the acid particle size. There are no observa-
tions of acid aerosol size distributions after a large

eruption, but, as shown in Figure i, the sign of the

temperature change can depend upon the particle size.
Hence calculating the size distribution is an impor-
tant improvement. Finally, we had not been able to
consider the interaction of acid and non-acid
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particles, but now we can use the aerosol model to
include both particles. For many problems (e.g. space
shuttle exhaust, ref. 4), th_ direct injection of non-
acid partlcies, assumed not to interact with the stra-

tospheric aerosol particles, is not significant
because of the small optical depth of the injected par-
ticles. However, if large numbers of small particles

are injected, sulfuric acid can be nucleated by the
small particles and grow to create numerous large par-
ticles which can have large optical depth.

There are several techniques for performing rad-
iative convective calculations. Most of these use a

time A.mrching calculation which requires hundreds of

iterations to converge. Such techniques are very
costly so we have devised a matrix inversion technique
tha_ converges in only 3-4 iterations. The other
major advance in our work is _he aerosol model (5,6).

This model is a coupled I-D chemistry-aerosol physics
model ex_ending from the ground to 60 km. In the

model SO 2 and OCS diffuse upwards from the troposphere
as do sm_ll particles. The sulfur bearing gases under-

go photochemical reactions leading to H_SO 4 which
nucleates the small particles. The particles then

grow by adding H_SO 4 and H_O, coagulate, sediment, dif-
fuse and, at hig_ altitude_, evaporate. Using obser-

ved SO_, OCS, and tropospheric particle concentrations
as boundary conditions the model produces results that
are in excellent quantitative egreement with measured
si distributions _nd concentrations in the strato.-

sphere. We are now using the model to investigate
various perturbed conditions. Fig. 3 presents sizu
distributions calculated after a simulated eruptio,%

whose magnitude was comparable to that of Agung in

1963. We assumed the volcano injected SO_ but no nsh
particles. In Fig. 4 we present the larg_ particle
mixing ratio for a calculation in whicll we simulat£d
50 and 500 spac_ shuttle flights per year. The space
shuttle calcula on involved the addition ef many

.small non-acid particles to the stratosphere.

Figure 5 shows the calculated temperature changes

following the volcanic eruption using the size distri-
butions ind nu_er densities calculated in Fig. 3.
The magnitude of the calculated temperatur_ decrease
at the ground is in good agreement with our earlier
studies in which we fixed the temperature profile and

assumed a small particle size. In addition, the new m
calculations show that the stratosphere warms after

the er;Dtion as predicted eari_er and es observed (3).
Also shown in Figure 5 is a calculated temperature
cnange in which the aerosols are omitted in the
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infrared calculation. The results shcw that the stra-

tosphere is warmed by aerosol absorption of upwelling
infrared energy, not by absorption of solar energy;
and, that the infrared effect is to warm the ground
and must be included to obtain a good estimate of the

net surface t_mperature change.

The space shuttle calculations of Figure 4 show
only a slight modification of the layer. The change

is due to the addition of AI_O_ particles which serve
as nuclei for HgSO. Darticle_.- The H_SO. particle• . . _ . z q
slze dlstrlbutl_n _hanges very llttle due to the added
particles so Figure 1 may be used to estimate the tem-

per_tl,re _hangc. The nominal 50 shuttle flights per
year increase the number of large particles in the

stratosphere by about 10% so the perturbation optical
depth is about 5 x i0- which produces a temperature

change of less than 0.01°C. Even if 500 shuttle_ per

year are flown the AT will 8nly be about 5 x i0 -
yielding a AT of about 0.04 C. More sophisticated
calculations of the climatic effect of space shuttles
as well as SST's using our new _adiative transfer
scheme and the aerosol model results are in progress.
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MT. AGUNG LRUPTIONPROVIDESTESTOF A GLOBAL
CLIMATE PERTURBATION

J. E. Hansen,W. C.Wangand/-LA, Lacis

ABSTRACT

The Mt, Agung volcanic eruption in 1963 is
used as a test case to examine the climatic

response to a global-scale radiative perturba-

tion of the earth's atmosphere.

' INTRODUCTION

Radlative perturbations of global climate represent a
very bro_d class of mechanisms for natural and man-made

climate change. Examples are changes in atmospheric

gaseous composition, such as CO 9, water vapor, ozone,
freons, and other trace constituents, changes in the

atmospheric aerosol content, such as by volcanic emis-
sions or man-made pollution, changes in the surface
albedo of the _arth and changes in the flux of incoming

: solar radiation.

A large volcanic eruption provides an excellent oppor-

tunity for a case study of the response of the climate
system to a global radiative perturbation, inc!uding a
chance to test our ability to model and understand th_
nature of the climatic response. Volcanic aerosols,

spread globally by stratospheric w_n_s, provide a per-
turbation for whZeh the forcin9 function is reasonably
well known and for which the climatic response should

be rdpid enough and _tro,lg enough to be measurable, at
least in thp cases of the largest eruptions.

AGUNG ERUPTION

Th_ eruption of Mr. Agung on the island of Bali (8°S,
II5"E) in 1963 was one of the most spectacular volcanic

eruptions in recent history. The eruption column ex-
tended into the stratosphere, where it deposited aero-

sols and gases, including sulfur-bearing compounds.
The latter are believed to lead to the formation of sul-

fate aerosols, a major component of the qtratospheric
aerosols, through gas-to-particle chemical reactions.
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Although there have bee1_ larger volcanic eruption_ than

Agung during the in:_t few centuraes, for example, Tam-
bora in 1815 and Krakatoa ir 1883, Agung occurred at a
time when tropospheric temperature meazurcmcn_s were
obt_i_,ed, accurate measurements of the aerosols optical

depth were made at several observatories in both hemis-
pheres, and there was direct sampling of the composi-

tion of the stratospheric aerosols.

The global spread of the aerosols due to Agung could b_

tracked by mecns _f their optical effects. As a r, su!
of the prevailing stratospheric winds the aerosols
girdled the globe east-west within a few weeks, and
within several months they had spread to all latitudes.

The most re!fable estimate of the aerosol optical depth
is pro,,ided by the increased extinction of starlight
measured at astronomical observatories, which indicated

that in subtrcplcs and midlatitudes of the Southern

[{emisphere the added aerosol optical thickness for wave-
lengths -0.5 _Jm had a peak va1,:e of 0.2-0.3 from Algust
to November 1963 and was still substantial (~0.1) by
mia-1964.

_IMATE,__ MODEL

;_; a first approximation for the exEected thermal re-
sponse of the atmosphere to the increased aerosol
omount, we have computed the vertical temperature pro-
fJ)e with a one-dimensional radiative-convective model.

The basis ot the method is to compute the local radia-

t_vu he_ting and coolin_ rates for solar and thermal ra-
d_ar o: at each altitude to determine the changing tem-

£._ .:. _ofile with a _xme marching procedure. At
ar _ e where the computed temperature lapse rate

i_ __pc_ than a preassigned maximum value (-6.5OK per
kiJ ....etcr), it is assumed that convection occurs with

a vertical energy flux just sufficient to yield that
_,rc_ssigned maximum lapse rate. The relative humidity

is kept fixed. Averaging over clear and cloudy regions
Is performed at each tJm_ step before computing the
_nergy balancet climatological percenhages of high,
median and low clouds arp employed, and it is assum_

that the cloud-top a]_itude remains fixed. A thermal
inertia appropriate for the upper l'mixed') layer of
the ocean is included 9c the _urface.

This I-D mode?, was u_ed to compute the expected tempera-
tare effect at low latitudes, where the perturbed aero-

sol amount was the largest. The atmospheric tempera-

tare profile was computed for a 'control' case with the
normal aerosol model proposed by Toon and Pollack (J, :

Appl. Meteorol. 1_5, 1976,)which has sea salt, _oil
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(basalt) a'_d sulfate particles in the troposphere and
s_fate _75% H_SO., 25% H_O in solution) in the stratos-

2here with t_e _tratosp_eric aerosol optical depth
0.005. Stratospheric aerosols were then added to this
background model• with the vertical distribution of
the additional ae-_]_ _-," 20% in the reuion from

22-26 km, 60% in 19-22 km, and 20% in 16-19 km, in or-

der to appreximate the distribution cf the Agung aero-
• sols. Th; com_osztion of the _dded aerosols was as-

sumed to be sulfurzc acid, except as indicated below.
The size dzstribotion of the added aerosols was taken

as tle same as for the 'normal' stratospheric aerosols,

: with the effective radius of the distribution 0.2-0.3
_m; ±nitinlly a substantial amount of larger sized
'Gust' pnrticl_s was present, but in the several weeks

requzred co produce aerosols over a large _raction of
the globe the mean size decreased to a few tenths of a
micron.

RESULTS

Figure I shows the computed and observed temperatures
i t__ stratosphere. The observations (R.E. Newell,
J. Atmos. Sci, 27, 977, 1970) were made over Port
Hedland. Austral-_a, and are smoothed wi_h a 3 month

running 1,Jan; at altitudes near 20 klz.(pressures -50
mb) chc @mplztude ,f the temperature incLease was 4-8

degrees throughout the regzons from 10_N to 30°S. Part
9f the oDserved temperature increase may be due to the
quaF_-b_ennial oscillation• but it seems clear that

the aerosols did rezult in stratospheric warming of a
few degrees with a time scale for the increase of the
order of several weeks.
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Trop_col Tropospheric Temp_.,oture
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FiJ. 20bservo.d tropospheric temperatures between 30°N

and 30 S, and comp_tel temperatures after Mr. Agung
eruntion assuming added stratospheric aerosols to be
suT _uric acid.

Figure 2 shows the computed and observed (R.E. Newell

and B.C. Weare, Science 194, 1413, 1976) temperatures
. in the troposphere, f_r the latitude range 30°N -30°S

More recent analyses of the observations are in sub-
stantial agreement with the illustrated observations.

It appe_s that following the Agung eruption the aver-
age tropospheric temp_-ratu_es ,.%_ indeed decrease by
a few tenths of a degree with a time scale of the order
of one year, in agreement with the theoretical result.

The physical explanatior_ fo_ the computed effects is
straightforward. The overall effect of the added aero-
sols on the bulk of the atmosphere and the surface is

cooling, because sulfuric acid _s highly reflective to
solar radiation, th_s tendl.g to decrease the amount

of solar _adiat_en _b_erbed _y _be earth/atmosphere sys-
tem. The aerosols also i_aract with the thermal ra-

diation, and _n fact warm the earth/atmosphere through
a 'greenhouse' blocking of radiation from the surface
and troposphere; hc_,ever, aerosols of the assumed size

have too small an optical thickness in the infrared for
the greenhouse effect to exceed the albedo effect. The

impact of the aerosols on the local (stratospheric) tem-
?erature is one of heating, because, (i_ they absorb
t'.ermal radiation from the warmer atmosphere and sur-

face below more effectively than they cool to space,
and (il) they absorb a small amount of solar radiation
d,le to broad absorption ba.ds in the near-infrared.

DISCUSSION

_he _agnltude, sign, and time dexay of the temperature
"hanges c-m_uEed with a simple I-D climate model for
both th_ stratosphere and troposphere are in excellent

agreement with the observed .emperature changes follow-

I_
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ing the injection of stratospheric aerosols by Mt.
Agung. Despite the simplicity of the model, uncertain-
ties about the input data, and severe limitations in
the observational samplings, the resv" _s are encoura-
ging with regard to the question of whether global-

scale climate perturbations can be reliabJy modeled
and thus predicted.

Of course it is important to be cautious against over-
interpretation ot either the observations or model re-
_uits. The observations of aerosol properties and at-

mospheric temperatures are not nearly as detailed and
accurate as desired, and we can not be absolutely cer-
tain that the observed temperature variations are not
in large part due to other mechanisms or simply to cli-
matic 'nois: . The model for the climate system is

grossly oversimplified and particularly fails tr. proper-
_2 account fo_ three-dimensional transports. N2verthe-
Je3_, we believe that the several aspects involved _n
tl_e agreement of observations and theory are too exten-
sive to be coincidental, and that they provide strong

evidence that radiative perturbations of tne magnitude
of such _olcanic emissions do noticeably imFact the
climate, contrary to some recent opinions (B.J. Mason,
N_ture 264, 608, 1976). Since potential man-made radia-

tive perturbations are of a similar magnitude, the re-
sults also provide evidence that we should indeed be
concerned about possible inadvertent modifications of

global climate by man.

Finally, we wonld like to point out that one very use-

ful strategy for invesLigation of the global climatic
system would be detailed observatzon and analysis of the
the next large volcanic explosion. The observations
should include global monitoring of the spread, growth

and decay of the aerosols, in situ sampling of the aero-
sol properties, and accurate global monitozing of the
_iimatic response. These data would permit testing

of global climate models and aid in-depth analyses
of radiative, chemical and dynamical processes, as is
essential for obtaining an improved understending of

the physical mechanisms and interactions involved.

Aokno_Ladgemonts. Thia _ork was paz,_ormed _n FY77 a_d
_aa 6uppo_e. _ entireZ_ b_ NASA. Salary 8uTport fo_. the
authors was provided by the Office of Spaoe Soienoe.
Computer coats and aa#oe_ated £nagitutional expenses
were provided bb the Office of Applications.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF SURFAC.r AL£_EDOVARIATIONS DURING THE
RECENTSAHELDROUGHT

F. R. MJsherandC. C.Norton,SSEC,Univ.of VVl=-consin

ABSTRACT

Applications Technology Satellite iII data
are used to measure surface albedoes in the

Afr±can Sahel during the 1967 to 1974 drought.

INTRODUCTION

The expansion of the Sahara southward has been
discussed for at least a half century but only recently
have investigators attempted to explain the mechanism

of desertification. The procers has generally been
attributed to two causati,_ elements; climate and man.
All ef the earliest and some of the more recent inves-

tigations of desertification pointed to non-meteoro-
logical causes. Lowdermilk (1935j and Stebbing (1935)

proposed that the southward _xpansion of the Sahara was
due, at least in part, to the practic_e of shifting
agriculture and overgrazing. Bernus (1972) studied
population movements in the Sahel and found that from
1940 to 1970 the northern limit of the wandezings of

nomadic Peuls drifted from 15°N to 18°N. The agri-
culturists who followed the migration further increased
the grazing pressure by reduciag the available range-
land.

The meteorological desertification mechanisms
proposed thus far have generally been investigated by
empiriual techniques. Lamb (1973) observed the equa-

torward shift of the subtropical high pressure belt and
pointed t9 its influence on the Sahelian rainfall vari-
ation. Winstanley (1973) noted an expansion of the
circumpolar vortex beginning in :he late 1950's, and

postulated that this expansion .:as the causative factor
for the shift of the subtropical ridge. A_ording to
Bryson (1973) the vortex expansion was caused by an
increase in aerosols and C02 _hich uesuited in an in-

crease in both the latitudinal anl vertical temperature

gradients. Similarly, Kraus (1977) relates the
Soothern hemisphere temperature gradient to the ITCZ
oscillations.

The bio-geophysical mechanism proposed by Charney
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(1975) incorporates both the agricultural and herding
practices of man and meteorological processes to
explain the reduction of rainfall an the Sahel. He
contends that the destructive agricultural techniques

utilized and the browsing of livestock denudes the
vegetation causing an increase in the surface albedo.
The increased albedo results in a n. radiative loss

which produces general subsidence anQ drying over the
area, thereby inhibiting or reducing the convection
necessary for rain.

The geophysical aspects of this mechanism was
examined by Charney, Quirk, Chow, I,,Kornfield (1977)

by numerical modelling. They demor_strated that a
significant reduction in precipitation could be

achieved by increasing the Sahel albedo from .14 to
.35. Similarly, Berkofsky (1976) found sinking
motion was associated with high albedoes in the
Negev desert. Otterman (1974) studied the effects of

the sharp contrast between the bright _inai and the
relatively dark Negev. Measurements showed the brigh_
side to be 5°C cooler during the day in August. He
proposed that the "thermal depression" in the Sinai
could result in reduced convection.

The purpose of our study was to examine the
albedo variations in the Sahel during the period 1967
through _974. We wished to determine the magnitude of

any year to year and seasonal albedo changes as well
as the relationship between albedo and precipitation.
The only quantitative data available with adequate
temporal and spatial coverage to determine albedoes
over the area of interest during the drought was the

Applications Technology £atellite (ATS III) digital
tape archive. We found that apparently cioud free
data we'e available for at least one day of the years

1967, 6_, 72, 73, & 74 during the dry season (winter);
and for at least one day of 1969, 72, 73, & 74 during
the rainy (summer) season.

The data were navigated to insure that the same

areas were being compared. Although the data were
selected because they were the most cloud free,
additional surface was exposed through use of a min-
imum brightness composite (Mosher, L977) obtained

by superimposing several digital areas from different
days at similar solar zenith angles and selecting the
minimum brightness value for each pixel. This process
effectively removed visible clouds except for Io -
cations that were cloud covered on all data sets.

ALBEDO MEASUREMENTS

Once the data were navigated, merged into minimum

brightness composites, and displayed on McIDAS;
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brightness measurement excluding cloudy areas were
made for 2 _ square areas. It was assumed that the

L+_ mode of each histogram represented the brightness
value of the surface in each 2 ° square area. All the
albednes were derived assuming i_otropic scattering.

We eliminated gain changes, sensor degradation,

atmospheric contaminants, etc; but normalizing each
data set with respect to the area centered at 19N 05W.
Comparisons of this Saharan normalization point with

White Sands, New Mex. and Salar de Uyuni in Bolivia
show approximately ±12% variation in albedo. Then
the co_ine of the sclar zenith angle was applied to
each square to normalize all data to local noon. It
was then discovered that a systematic error appeared

in the albedoes computed from data with sun angles
greater than 45 °. This effect was _orrected by use
of an empirical _urve derived by measuring the albe-
does of iaentica_ areas at different solar zenith

angles and computing the percent error as a function
of zenith angle.

RESULTS

Surface albedo measurements were made foz 19 Nov

1967, 15 Sept 69, 6 Jan 70, 19 July 72, 13 Dec 72,
23 Dec 72, 14 Aug 73, 19 Oct 73, 2 July 74, and 21
Sept 74. The pattern of albe4oes over the area shows
a band of high albedoes extendlng from northeast Mali

through central Mauritania and a _e!ative albedo
minimum located near the northern border of Mauritania

and Mali. The lines of constant albedo generally

parallel the mean isohyets in the Sahe]. Most of the
data show an albedo gradient that is p_'imarily lati-
tudiD_i with the largest gradient occurrirg between

15°N and 19°N as is shown by figure i. A ce:.parison
of our surface albedo patterns with those derived by
Rockwood and Cox (1977) using SMS data for 1974 shows

a reasonably good correlation.
In order to examine the over&[l Sahelian surface

albedo changes, tne area was subdivided into a
Saharan area, 18 to 22°N, and a Sahelian area, 12 to
18°N. The data were subdivided into a wet season set

c_nsisting of 15 Sept 69, 19 July 72, 14 Aug 73, and
21 Sept 74; _nd a dry season set consisting 3f Nov 67,
06 Jan 70, i_ Dec 72, 19 Oct 73, and 2 July 74. A
mesh albedo _or the Sahara and the Sahel was computed
for each data set. We then obtained a normalization

factor for each mean Sahelian albedo by dividing the
mean Sahara value for e_._h data set by the mean

Saharan valuo of all the data sets. The results (fig.
2) show the albedo increase fc ; both the wet and dry
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season data, and also point out the tendency for the
wet season aibedoes to dpprudch thuse ef the d_y
season as the drought progressed.

The first seasonal change we looked at was the
July to Sept 1974 data. Our calculations averaged

latitudinally from 16°W to 0°W show relative albedo
increases of 14% along 13°N, 25% along 15°N, 30%

along 17°N, 5% along 19°N anH 21°N. The seasonal
change between Sept 1969 and Jan 1970 revealed a
similar (but reversed) pattern of albedo changes. An
exan,ination of seasonal changes for 1972 and 1973 did

not show patterns similar to the 1969 and 1974 albedo
changes or comparable magnitudes of albedo change.

The inter-annual variation of surface albedo was

examined for both the wet _nd dry seasons. For the
wet season the percentage albedo change for three eime

intervals were examined: Sept 1969 to July 72; Sept
69 to Aug 73; an__ Sept 69 to Sept 74. The maximum
albedo increases are similar to the maximum observed

for the seasonal variation; approximately 100%. The

albedo increases are generally higher for the 1969-
1971 and 1969-1973 intervals. The dry season aloedo
change patterns are not as regular or as l_rge as the
wet season. The albedo changes between Nov 1967 and

Jan 1970, and between Nov i_67 and Juiy, 1974 are
mostly within the noise limit3 of the measurements.
The changes are somewhat larger (60%) for the 1967

to 1973 period than for the 1967 to 1972 period (40%);
perhaps reflecting the increased intensity of the
drought in 1973.

In order to relate albedo and i_recipitation, we
averaged the precipitation for all stations in the 2 °
square areas and computed correlation coefficents

between the annual precipitation and the albedo du_ing
the following dry season. Cocfficients for 1967, 70,
72, _3, and 74 were -.57, -.71, -.58, .07, and -.72

resp. Only the 1970 and 1974 correl_,tions were _-__=
nlficant.

CONCLUSIONS

The measurements indicate the existence of a

surface albedo cycle for both the wet and dry seasons
during the 1967 to 1974 Sahel drought (F_.g. 2). The
largest increases of surface albedo from a normal year

to 9 drought year occ_£red in the wet sea3on. The
maximum observed changed for any 2 ° square was on the
order of 100%. The greatest seasonal changes were
found to occur during normal year& with maximum

' changes of approximately 80%. The estimated error
in the measurement technique is 11% of the surface
albedo value.
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GEOPHYSICALFLUIDFLOWMODE;EXPERII_IENTSINSPHERICAL
GEOMETRY

W. W. Fowlis and G. H. Ficht!, Marshal/Space FI;ght Ce,o.:er. HuntsviDe, Alabama

_3STRACT

An experimental and theoretical program has been
undertaken to assist in the design of geophysi-
cal fluid flow model experiments for Spacelab.
Two new non-intrusive measurement techniques
have been developed. A theoretical calculation
has been carried out to guide the design of a
proposed atmospheric general circulation model
experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The near zero-gravity environment of Spaceisb pre-
sents us with the opportunity to perform geophysical
fluid model experiments in true spher_c.il geometry, A
radial dielectric body force, which Is analogous to
gravity, can be achieved over d volume of fluid. There
is no way such experiments cdn be carried out in a lab-
oratory on the earth's _u_face because the dielectric
force is weak and its effect is overwhelmed by terres-
trisl gravity.

Much sophisticated modeling of geophysical fluid
flows has previously been carried out and a _reat deal
has been iea_ned about the circulations of, stellar
atmospheres, planetary atmospheres mid ocean basins.
In particular, considerable effort has been expended on
atmospheric 8eneral circulation models in cylindrical
geometries. These models exhibit many large-scale fea-
tures of the general circulation such as Jet-streams
and wave-cyclone (baroelinic) instability. These models
are found to scale 8im/larly to the real atmosphere
iving the same quasl-geostrophicset of equations for
uth systems (Holton, 1972). A serious limitation of

zll these models arlae8, however, when attempts are
made to extend their validity to real planetary con-
figurations.

In the spherical model experiments the fluid i8 con-
tained between two concentric and rotating spheres.
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The simulated radial gravity is achi_ve_ by applying a
voltage across the spheres. Motions are driven by im-
posing and externally maintaining thermal gradients.
The configuration chosen for thece gradients depends
upon the geophysical fluid flow being modeled•

A model of s_ellar convection ha_ been accepted for
Spacelab I (The GeophyPical Fluid Flow CelI/GFFC; Prin-
cipal Investigator; John }[art, University of Colorado).
In this experiment the inner _phere will be maintained
at a higher temperature than the outer sphere and the
resulting convective flow studied. A model for the
general circulation of the earth's atmosphere has been
proposed by the author (The Atmospheric General Circu-
lation Fxperlment (AGCE)). In this experiment the
fluid will be subjected to a stable radial temperature
gradient and an unstable latitudinal gradient.

_le model _xperiments are valuable for improving
our understand_,:g of large scale circulation dynamics.
They could be used to check the essential large-scale
baroclinic behavior of numerical general circulation
_mdels. Further, the models can also provide infor-
mation for sub-grld scale processes for numerical cli-
mate models.

II. THE DIELECTRIC BODY FORCE

The body force per unit volume in an inc mpressible,
charge--free, non-uniform dielectric fluid in an elec-

i 2

tric field is given by, _E_ V_ , where E is the field
and 6 is the dielectric-constaht. It has been shown
by Hart {1976} that for a liquid the abov_ force can be
written as an elec_rostatlc gravity term,

where _ is density, _ and _ :ze thermal co-
ef_iclents of density and dielectric constant, R. and
Ro are the radii of _ne inner and outer spnere _ =

Ro-Ri, _ is the voltage difference and r is ' us.

Typical values of the experimental dimens ,:_ ,d
properties of the silicone oll to be used _n : .FC
are glwn in table I. Substi:ution from table .._n

TABLE 1

Ri = 2.00x10-2m _ - 1.34x]0-3C °

Ro - 3.00x]0-2m & - 2.2x8.85x10-1":_,._

&R - !.00x!0"2m _ - 0.82xl03kg m"3

_ equ_tiqu (I_ yields for the mid-gap location, g_ - 1.8x
I0-- VZ ms-Z. The need to perform the_e experiments

1'/8

J
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in spac_ now becomes clear, the rat_ gE/g mus be much
greater than unity. For a voltage _f IB,000 volts,

gE/g_.18, which is still small.

_IT. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Dutle_ the past yea" a considerable amount of ef-
fort has gon= _nto developing techniques for flow and
temperature measurement. Clearly, any probes or wires
inserted into the small co_,f_ned volume of liquid would
disturb the flow. Flow measurem=nts will be made using
a photochromic dye as a tracer. Photochromic dyes ace
substances which darken upon exposure to u!rra-violch
radiation and then clear up again Jpontaneo_zs!y. We
have succeeded in dissolving _ small amount (.0..%by
weight) of 4 photochromic dye in the silicone oil and
in producing substantial darkening with a mercu;y dis-
charge lamp. No adverse effects due to the dye in the
electric field up to 20,000 _olts/cm have _een observed.

Temperature measurements will be made using a Moire"
fringe technique. In the system chosen a Ronchi ruling
is projected through the working fluid and reflected
back in such a way that a real image of the original
ruling i_ located in space close to the original rulzng.
Observation of the _wo rulings produces a Moire" fringe
pattern, if the fluid has no temperature variations
and hence no,refractive index variations, the fringe
pattern is similar to the original ruling, if, however,
temperature var_atlons are present, the fringes are
distorted to reveal the temperature structure of the
flul_ This technique gives only depth integrated in-
fora_clon, but these data are s_tisfactory.

IV- A BAROCLINIC TNSTAZIII%_ CALCbI&TION

We were concerned that if an idet'tical apparatus to
the GFFC (see table I) were used for :he AGCE, the ef-
fects of viscosity would suppress the instability. So,
we have been examining a two-layer, quasl-geostrophic,
instabilltymodel. Although this model is a simplified
model, it has been used extensgvely by theoretical
meteorologists{Holton,1972}, and has proved to be
valuable. We included vlseosi=y in :he model hy allow-
ing for Ekman layers at tt_ boundaries {Gr _r _an, 1969}
and curvature by carrying out the calculat£o_, on a S-
plan,e (Holton, 1972). The reader is referred to Fowlis
& #rlas {1977} for the complete calcul_tion. A summary
of the significant results follows•

Figure l~is a plot of _he marginal stability curves
for dlfferen_ zonal wave numbers (m); they are plotted .

the imposed _nternal vertical temperature differ mce,
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_7.'_is the imposed horizontal temperature differenc
T iq _wice the .e..... 1 component of Lhc rotation rat
d is the depth, h is a horizontzal scale and 7/ is the
kinematic vi._co_ity.) Figure 1 is plotted for _ --0.3,
•11= i.0xl0-Z_.mZs"_ and the data of table 1 The area

inside a given wave-numb:_ curve is the region of in-
stabi!i_y.

Ill//l/." " _ -- -- _

.
."2."-. |

S is a measure of ver-i-^l stability and _. is
an inverse measure of d;_mping effects. Curvature is

• r "#- , " I /f_ -- ' #
the mean radius.) The _as_ed curves are for zero curva-
ture (_ = 0) and the continuous curves for the geometry
of the GFFC (5 - l.J3).

Also in figuze 1 the exDerlmentally accessible

region with the GFFC is inJ!cated • A major constraint

in defining this resic_ is chat _ _ _. 0,1 . (iS the _otatlon rat_.) The small overlap .f the access-
ible region and _he unstable region means that the GFFC
i_ nat _ulta_e for a baroclin_c study.

The only practical way to increase the overlap area

is to increas, gE and the only practical way to i,,creas_
_F is to Increase _ (see equation tl)). Many dlelec-
Lrlc liquids wi_h higher v_lucs of _ exist and a search
is underway _o find a suitable one. It is also desira-
ble _.oinerea.'e the diameters o_ the spheres while keep-
ing the gap constm,t, Figure 2 shows the stability dla-
g_'am for ".ohetas of radii 4.5 ana 5.5 cm, A value of

--(.3 i'.used and _ - 0.667, _he values of the o_er

1so OF yOo_. _"--
,_
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quantities are the same as for f_gure i. The experi-
mentally accessible region for a liquid with dielectric

-.-.-__-__.?.x.e_.r_, vx_.ra.um "
q) _lp _- . o o

Ii •

.... ---.-..
l_ i , , • I ¢ ' , , I i i i , I , J • A I '_.=.k..=l--l-

Vqm

PeillE • PtOTtJOFlr_ NdMNGnI_IffAIIW.IT_q:um_l _ ol_Pqnamrrtlm_l mannut mAI_ lU_alX- O,1L

constant 20 times the GFFC value is shown. It should

be possible to _.arry out satisfactorily the objectives
of the AGCE working in this region.
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PRELIMINARY TESTOF A COARSE RESOLUTIONGCM
FORCLIMATE APPLICATION

J, Itansen,G. Russell,R. Ruedy,K. Kawabata.L.Travis,S. Lebedeff,
W.Wang,A. Lacis(aflat GISS),P.Stone,(MIT)

ABSTRACT

Preliminary steps have been taken to develop

a climate model adequate for seasonal and in-
terannual simulations. Tests of the model

against the observed seasonal cycle of key g

m climate properties indicate an encouraging
c_ability for climate applications.

INTRODUCTION

The basic equations solved in a general circulatlon
model (GCM) are the conservation equations for mass_

energy and momentum, the hydrostatic equation and the
ideal gas law. The principal merit in explicit _Ddeli_g

of the atmospheric physics with these fundamental equa-
tions is that it allows the possibility of realistical-
ly simulating complex interactions and feedbacks among
different parts of the climate system. Because of the
large computing time required,however,GCM's have not

yet been used extensively for seasonal and interannual
• climate modeling.

Our basic hypothesis is that it should be possible to
do realistic climate simulations with a horizontal res-

olution of the order of 1900 km, because that resolution

is adequate to define the main features of the atmo-
spheric flow, such as the meridional circulation and
large scale eddies. Although there have been studies
which indicate that a considerably finer resolution

is required (Wellck, et al., Mon. Wea. Rev. 99, 673,
• 1971; Manabe, et al., Mon. Wea. Rev. 98, 175, 1970),

that conclusion is model-dependent; in---particular, the

horizontal viscocity in the models used for those
studies tends to damp out real atmospheric motions as
well as the numerical instabilities it is aimed at.

Our ultimate objective is to obtain a modeling capabi-

• lity which can be used to (i) support the development
of observational systems by helping to determine

?

• * . 4, _%
R
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climate parameters which should be monitored, includ-

ing definition of accuracy and sampling requirements,
and (2) develop techniques for utilization of space-
acquired data in climate analysis and prediction, in-
cluding the ability to help assess and J_prove climate
pxedictability for time scales ranging from the season-
a_ '_aL_er's forecast' to the 'end-of-century' time
frame.

The basic elements in the approach are (i) model devel-
opment, (2) model verification, with particular empha-

sis on rep2oduction of seasonal cycles, (3) climate
mechanism experiments, and (4) observing systems simu-
lations. Obviously there must be some simultaneous
work on uhese different elements and a back-and-forth

play between them as modeling capabilities are improvtd.
The initial work we report here concerns the first two
elements.

MODEL

A prime requirement on a model intended for climate
applications is that it not be unduly constrained by
climatological specifications, either properties with-

in the atmosphere such as the cloud characteristics or
boundary conditions at the upper or lower edges of the
model. Thus we are developing the model physics with
thi_ requir_Llent in mind, although certain boundary

cond1%ions, such as the sea surface temperature, will
remain climatologically specified during the early
applications. Also attempts to parameterize the hori-

zontal transports hi sub-grid-scale motions will be
made only after a thorough analysis has been completed
of the model capabilities without such parameteriza-
tions, including some determination of the extent to
which the overall realism of the model's large scale

circulation depends upon approximations in the physics
and numerics.

Substantial progress has been made in developing the
physics of the model. The surface physics is compu-
te_ with a fractionalized grid, i.e., within a given

grid element appropriate proportions of land, ocean,
ice and snow are used for computing interactions be-

tween the surface and the atmosphere. Moist convec-
tion is computed with a cloud model which permits
clouds of any depth and mixes horizontal momentum ver-

tically; convection is also allowed to occur in unsat-
urated air if the temperature lapse rate is unstable,
mixing momentum and moisture but not leading to cloud
formation. A method for computing atmospheric radia-

; tion, which is fully interactive with changes in
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Fig. I. Observed end computed stream functions for the
mean meridional circulation. Observed values are based
on Newell et al. (197&).

atmospheric pressure, temperature and composition, has

been developed. Ground moisture is computed with a hy-
drological cycle including evaporation, precipitation
and run-off. A parameterization has been developed
for computing the snow cover based on the surface air

temperature during the preceding few weeks, with the
most recent values weighted more heavily.

The finite difference schemes employed are due to Ara-
kawa. Because the computing time varies as approximate-
ly the third power of the horizontal resolution, the

key problems in the numerics of the model relate to the
horizontal differencing scheme. We are currently using
Arakawa's Scheme B (A_"_awa and Lamb, Methods of Compu-

tational Physics 1_/7,_73, 1977), although we are also
testing his Scheme C.

SEASONAL CYCLE AS MODEL VERIFICATION

The initial results support the underlying hypothesis
about the capability of a coarse-grid model to repro-
duce the basic nature of the general circulation. Fig.
i, for example, shows the meridional circulation for a

model run with 8° by 10 ° resolution. The 2-3 cell
tropospheric flow is as realistic as obtained with fine

grid GCM's, and, except for the northern hemisphere
Ferrel cell, it is within the observational uncertain-

ty of climatology. Large scale eddy activity in mid-
latitudes is somewhat too weak, but is also comparable

to that for fine-grid GCM' s. _G_ _

o_ _oo_

_L
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Fig. 2. Observed and computed mass flux in the north-

ern hemisphere Hadley cell as a function of season.

A fundamental test of the model's capability to simu-
late climate change is provided by the natural seasonal
cycle. Fig. 2 ,shows e_he strength of the northecn hem-

isphere _adley cell mass flux as a function of time for
a 19-month run of the model at 12 ° x 15 ° resolution.

The nature of the seasonal variation is realistically
reproduced, as it is for the global radiation balance,
the global cloud cover and the strength of the zonal

winds. The amplitude of the seasonal variations of
hemispheric edd] energy is too small, a characteristic
which is associated with a generation of excess eddy
energy in the tropics during all seasons and a deficien-

cy of eddy activity at mid-latitudes during winter.

Fig. 3 shows =he mean land temperature at 300N latitude

as a function of season for the coarse-grid model and
for climatology. At this latitude the model is signi-
ficantly too cold in winter and slightly too warm in
summer.

The seasonal behavior of the model provides clues about
the source of the primary model deficiencies. By means

of appropriate experiments in which different model
parameters are varied it is possible to help isolate
the aspects of the model physics or numerics which have

greatest need for improvement. This procedure has been
found to be extremely useful in the initial model devel-
opment, and it should becomes even more valuable as the

various seasonal cycles in the climate system become

186
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Fig. 3. Observed

I ! i i I ! i I I l I I I
' AverageLandTemperature and computed ground

(30°Lahtude) temperatures at 30 °

function of season.
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Date

more accurately defined by observations.

DISCUSS ION

We have found that it is possible to obtain a realis-
tic general eirculation of the atmosphere with a coarse
resolution model based on the fundamental equations.

These results are very encouraging with regard to the
prospects for developing a model which permits a realis-

tically_ complex representation of the physics of the
climate system and yet is sufficiently fast that it can

be used as a scientific research tool as wel_ as for
specify observing systems reqy" nts.

helping to __

O_ _.v
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PaperNo.34 N79-20608
!NTEGRATIONSCHEMESFORCLIMATEPREDICTION

E.Isaacson,° CourantInst.of Math'$Sciences,_1.Y.U.

ABSTRACT

To assure the conservation of total mass,
momentum, energy, vorticity, etc., a method of
modifying any given algorithm is presented.
The modified scheme has at least the same order

of accuracy as the given scheme•

The long-term solution of differential equations
that may arise in climate models, necessitates the use
of numerical methods that will maintain the conser-
vation of total: mass, momentum, energy, vorticity,
en_trophy, etc. This requirement for preserving the
conse::vative properties of the mathematical models is
not of paramount importance, when choosing schemes for
short-term numerical solution, as in weather fcre-
casting. That is, by choosing a stab_ scheme with a
sufficiently small, local truncation error, the physi-

• cal quantities may be adequately conserved for a brief
interval of time. But, if one desires to integrate
for a period of months to years, then the gradual
accumulation of truncation errors will in general
destroy the conservation properties that the model has

To overcome this deficiency, many people had
developed conserving difference schemes for specific
models, e.g. for modern circulation models, such work
was pioneered by Arakawa and Mintz, see [1] for
references. These developments were not mathemati-
cally satisfying, since they did not lead to recipes
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for constructing conserving schemes for otber models.
On the other hand, a fruitful way of looking at the
problem was discovered independently by Y. K. Sasaki,
[5], [6] and by A. Bayliss and E. Isaacson [2]. They
found that it was possible to modify any given differ-
ence scheme, so as to ensure the total conservation of
the appropriate physical quantities. Indeed, Bayliss
and Isaacson gave a straightforward recipe for carry-
ing out this procedure for any mathematical system.
Subsequently, Isaacson and Turkel [3] explained how
this technique might be applied to deal with a model
third order equation for the conservation of vorti-
city. Isaacson [4] is recounted here. With this
technique it now beccmes feasible to carry out the
long-term numerical integration of climate models.

We now give a brief sketch of the conserving
modification method. Let the initial-boundary value
problem be posed for the partial differential equation
for the vector u:

(i) ut = B(u) .

Suppose that the solution u satisfies certain
functionals

(2) gk[u] = 0 , k = 1,2,...,K .

For example, with B(u) _ ux and u a scalar function
satisfying periodic boundary conditions u(O,t_ =
u(l,t), we find that for certain constants depending

on the initial data, cI and c2,

1

gl[u] e ; udx - cI = 0 ,
0

1

(3) g2[u] _ ;0 (Ux)2dx - c2 = 0 ,

;t+At fl - ;t+AtslUxUtdxdt (Ux)2dxdt- 0 .
g3[u] - t 0 t 0

By representing the integrals as sums, we may
easily construct approximating functionals

: 190
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(4) Sk[r']_= 0 , k = 1,2,3 ,

where U is a net function defined at th_ gri'. pol.,_s

(x,],tn) , and U(xj,t n) approximates u(xj,_n).

Suppose that some algorithm is given fo_ :_ppro_i-

mating u by a net function W. At time ste_ tn+l, let
vhe given difference operator have the form:

(5) W(n+l) = C{W(n),W(n-l),...,W(n-s)} _ CW(n)

The given difference scheme (5) is modified now to
produce a net function U(n+l) which will satisfy (4),
the discrete approximation of the functionals (3).
That is, a net function V(n+l) is found so that

U(n+l) = CU(n) +V(n+l) ,

(6) Gk[U(n+l)] _ O , k = 1,2,...,K ,

min IV(n+l)I ,

(note the norm of the perturbation V(n+l) is as small
as possible).

The determination of V(n+l) is a calculus problem

for finding a net function that satisfies the K
simultaneous non-linear equations (6), and is of mini-
mum norm. The use of Lagrange multipliers is sug-
gested by Sasaki, but we find that it is simpler to

solve (6) by llnearlzing the functlonals Gk[U(n+l)]
about the "predicted" value CU(n). That 18, we set

(7) Gk[U(n+l)] _ Gk[CU(n) +V(n+l)] _ Gk[CU(n)] +

grad Gk.V(n+l) _ Lk[V(n+l)] = 0 .

8G

Here grad Gk = k is evaluated at U(n+l) = CU(n),
_U(n+l)

the scalar product with V(n+!) is taken, and the

resulting linear form Lk is set equal to zero. Note
that in the example (3), the discrete form of the last
functional involves U(n+l) and U(n); nevertheless the
gradient is taken only with respect to U(n+l), The
solution of the K simultaneous linear equations is

given by
K

; (8) V(n+l) - _ ak grad Gk + P ,

191
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where P is an arbitrary vector that is orthogonal to
the K g_'adlents. That is

(9) P.grad Gk = 0 , k = 1,2,...,K .

Hence if the norm, IV(n+l)!, is the Euclidean norm,

P=0

provides the solution of zlinimum norm. The K scalar

coefficients ak are determined oy solving the K linear

equations in (7" after substituting the expression
(8) for V(n+l).

This procedure has been used to

(1) conserve total mass and total energy in a one
layer, atmospheric model solved over the sphere
by the use of overlapping rectangular stereo-
graphic coordinates,

(li) conserve the three functlonals in (3),

(iii) conserve three functlonals arising from the
equation

ut _ Uxx+f(x,t) ,

w_th periodic boundary conditions,

(iv) conserve vortlcity, enstrophy, and energy for

the third order equation _ - 0,
with appropri-

_ ate boundary conditions.
r_

In all cases, the conservative modification
method has at least the same order of accuracy as

that of the given operator C, provided that the

quadrature formula to define Gk is a sufficiently

" accurate approximation. For a quadrature formula of
second order accuracy, we found that the method gave
slightly more accurate solutions than did some given
second order accurate schemes. In fact, in the
example (_), a given first order accurate scheme be-
came almost second order accurate upon being modlfie_.
Furthermore, in cases (ll) and (iii) it was found
possible to exceed the Courant-Friedrlchs-Lewy (CFL)
restriction on the size of the time step, without
Intl.oducing the instability that the given scheme
would have acquired. In Sasaki's earlier report he
had indicated that this possibility might ar_se, but i
this conclusion was influenced by his use of an

i

.
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additional smoothing ooeration that in _Cfec[ was
responsible for stabilizing his s.heme. In order to
ensure stability when the CFL conditlon is violated,

we found it necessary to use constraints gk[u] that

involve spatial derivatives, as in g2 and g3 of (3).

Now t._t such conserving methods have been
developed, it remains to experiment with climate
models.

[i] Arakawa, A., "Numerical slmu}atie_ of large-oca!e
atmo_pherlc motions", in Numerical Solution of
Field Problems in Continuum Physics, vol. 2, G.
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Notlce_ of the An,.Ma ....Soc., vol. 22, nc. 5,
Aug. 1975, pP. A-594,5.

[3] Isaacson, E. and E. Turkel, "Conservation of
integral constraints for numerical so]utlons",
Abstract of talk g_ven at SIAM meeting, 0ct.±976,
Atlanta, Georgia.

[4] Isaacson, E., "In_egratlon Schemes for Long Terir
Cslculatlon", ed. R. Vichnevetsky, P bl. IMACS
(AICA) 1977.

[5] Sasakl, Y. K., "Variational design of f_nite
difference scheme for initial value problem of
conservative system", Univ. of Oklahoma report,
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[6] Sasaki, Y. K., "Variational de_i3_ oz" finite-
difference schemes for initial value problems
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FASTBUT ACCURATETECHNIQUESFORCALCULATINGRADIATIVE TERMS
IN NUMERICAL ATMOSPHERICMODELSAND IN REMOTESENSINGAPPLICATIONS

AlbertArking.GoddardSp_ -light Center,GreenOelLMayv/and
DennisChesters,Compd_.rSciencesCorporation,Sk'verSprin9,Maryland
Ming-DahChow,SAI Ccmsystem$Corporation,McLean, Virghaia

ABSTRACT

New methods have been developed for calculating radiative termswith relatively
high accuracy but with sufficient speed so dlat they can'be used in numerical
atmospheric models or in high volume processing of satellite measured radiances
for remote sensing of atmospheric and surface parameters. Comparison with
commonly used methods ip both types of applications indicate improvements in
calculating transmittancesof factors between ,wo and three and m calculating
ra.liances and cooling rates of factors between two and seven.

INTRODUCTION

Absorption and emission of thermal infrared radiation play a very important role in
climate processes. Alti.ough at any one instant of time advectivemotion ':sthe principal means of
energy transport,radiative transfertends to dominate when one integrates over_rinds longer than
ten to twenty days and overregions on a planetaryscale. Thus,atmospheric modeh that are to be
used for climate studies must incorporateaccuratemethods for calcuhting the radiativeterms.
Another majorapplicationof radiative transfertheory is in the retrievalof atmosphericand surface
parametersfrom satellite measuredradiances (e.g., remote Ioundingof the atmosphere). In both
applications,it is necessaryto make accuratecalculationsof the infraredradiativeterms,repeti-
lively for a wide rangeof temperatureand humidity pmf',les, At the same time, the computations
must be rapid enoughJo that the models can be runand/or the remote sensing measurementscan
he proceed within reasonabletime periods.

The basis formaking accurate calculationsof the radiativeterms are the line parameters
of the atmosphericgases,which havebeen compiled by McClatcheyet al. (1973). Using these
parameten, and makingapproprk,te assumptionsconcerning atmosphericcomposition, shapes of
the s_ctral lines, and the tempe,a_ureand pressuredependence of the parameters,one ca_ pro-
ceed to cadeulateatmospheric trax,smittance "line by line" in any portion of the spectrum. Once
transmittancek calculated in the api_ropriatespectral intervals, the radiative terms for any particu-
htrapplicationfollog, easily. Because there may be hundreds of spectrallines that must be taken
into account to calculate transmittanceat any point in the spectrum and because transmittance is
a rapidly varyingfunction of ',,'avenumber, the line by line method consumes a lot of computer
timeand is therefore used primarily for computing treasmittances for selected standard atmm-
pheric conditions. For high volume .omputation'-, the methods employed up to now havebeen
either semi.empirical--e.g., Rodgersand Walshaw(1966) and Sasamori(1968), for atmospheric

: models--or arestatisticallyderived from line by line computations-e.g., Abel et al. (1976) and
! FlemingandMcMillin(1977).

: Two new methods areemployed here: one for tho,o portiere of thespectrum where the
. mixing ratiosof the absorblnggasesdo not changeandonly the temperaturevariationneeds to Ix;

• " . t' 195 g -_ ' '
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taken into account; the ether is used to account for both water vapor and temperature. The
formulation of both methods i: entirely theoretical and based upon appgoximations to the exact
line by line method.

Temperature Dependence

The temperature dependence of the transmittance is taken m¢¢ account by expanding the
transmHtance function into a Taylor.likeseries about a reference temperature profile To(z), taking
into account that transrmttance is a functional of the temperature profile, and terminating the
series after the linearterm. Thus, for an arbitrarytemperatur', profile T(z), the transmittance be-

tween lteights zI and z2 can be w,ittcn as

•r(zl, z2) = To(Zt, z2) '" Ko(zI , z2; z')[T(z') - To(Z')]dz' (1)

where To(zI ,z2) is the transmittance for the reference profde. The change in transmittance is thus
a linearintegral operator, the kernel K0(Zl, z2; z') being the functional derivative of transmittance

with respect to the temperature function T(z). ""_-..,.._..__In practice, one calculates he transmittance and its functional derivative for only on____e
temperature profde (e.g., the U.S. StandardAtmospllere)for each d.'siredspectral interval, directly _"-
:rom the line parameters. These data are then saved and the transmittance for any arbitrarytem-
p,;ratureprofde is calculated from Eq. (I); it involves a negligible amount of computer ti:ae for
most applications.

The accuracy of this method is illustrated in Figure 1. A sample set of 11 "videlydistribu-
ted temperature profdes were arbitrarilychosen for the test; the mean and standard deviation is
shown in the graph on the left. The middle graph shows transmittance between the pre,_ure level
indicated by the ordinate and zero pressure, calculated for the U.S. Standard Atmosphere for one
of the channels (at 717 cm- 1) of the Nimbus 6 High resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder
(HIRS). The transmittance was then calculated front Eq. (;) foreach profde in the sample set and
compared with exact line by line calculations; the RMSdifferen_ or "e_ror" is illustrated in the
graphon the right by the curve labeled "linear expansion." For comparison, the RMStraasmisalon
erroris shown for the same sample set calcul_ted by the -nethod of Abel et at. (1976)-a regression
method which was used for calculating transmitt_nces fo ,c:.essing the Nimbus 6 HILLSdata. r
The table in the lower left shows the mean, RMS,and ma_ ;urnerrors,over the sample set, in
the calculated transmittance, at the level of maximum error;also shown is the mean, RMS, and
maximum errorsin the calculated radianceat satellitealtitude,expressed as brightness temperature.
The comparisonbetween the linearexpansion method and the regre_on method shows an ira-
provement between a factorof two and thr_e in transmittance and a factor of around seven in
the ca/culated radiance.

WaterVapor Dependence

Thelinear expansion method used to account for the temperature dependence of trans.
mittance works well because the relativevariabilityof temperaturesin the atmosphere is small
(i.e., AT/T << I) and hence, the higher ordertermsare negligible. This is not the case for water
vapor, since the mixing ratio at any height can change by an orderof magnitude. Therefore, a
different approach is needed.

First, we note that the underlyingparanteter in calculating the radiativeterms is the
absorption coefficient, which is arapidly varyingfunction of wave number;also, it depends upon
the local temperature and pressure and is proportional to :he local mixing ratio. If no approxi-
mation ismade, it wou_dbenecessary to compu'e the absorption coefficient at clnsaly spaced
points along the spectrum (e.g., every .01 cm-I) and at the temperature, preu_tre, and mixing

196
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: ratio conditions appropriatelyspaced along the photon pahh,and then perk .m the appropriate
integrations. However, by making use of the fact that water vaporis not unif3nnly mixed in the
aUnosphere,we canapply approximationsthat t_eatly shorten the computh_g timeand still main-
tain highaccuracyin the final results.

Because_,e water,:apormixing ratio decreasessharplywith height, the region of the
atmospherewhich contributes to the radiaUvetermsinvolvingwater vaporis limited to a relatively
narrowlayer in the troposphere. This makes it possible to choose a reference pressureand temper- i
ature(fixed once and for all) at which to compute the absorptioncoefficient as a function of wave
numberand to account for variationsof temperatureand pressure along the atmosphericpath by
a function independent of wave number. This separationof variablesallows us to write the absorp-
tion coefficientas

kv(p, T) = kv(Po, To) [ pq R(T, To) ] (2)
L Po% J

where p, T, and g are the pressure,temperature, and mixing ratio, respectively, with the subscript

o denoting reference conditions. The function R(T, To) would be a function of wave number --,_d
pressure,if no approximations are made. However,if we make the approximation that the pressure
and temperature dependence is governedby the wings of the absorption lines, then it follows tha_ '_
the absorption coefficient is simply proportional to pressure, asexpressed in Eq. (2). This leaves
us with a function which would depend upon wave numberand temperature, but we make the

=-_.. -_ additional approximation that one can use the mean value of that function over the spectral inter-
val underconsioeration. As a result of thes,, two approximations,R(T, To) is a function of only a
single _'anable,T; it is readily pre_omputed from the line parmnetersfor any spectral region,at
appropriatelyspaced intervalsof temperature, and stored for future use.

The calculation of transanittance,which is the underlying function for calculating the
radiative termsin any application, is greatly simplified by Eq. (2) but it is still time consuming
because of the many wave number points at which kv(Po,To) iscomputed. We simplify matters
further by makinguse of the k-distributionmethod (ArkingandGrossman, 1972) which makes
use of the fact that for homogeneous pressureand temperature onditions, the transmittancede-
pondsonly upon the distribution of the absorptioncoefficient k within the spectral intervaland

not upon it i orderwithin the spectralinterval Hence, insteadof storing 2000 valuesof kv(Po, To)
for a 20 cm -1 w,,venumber interval, we need only store about 20 numbers to represent the distri-
bution fimction, savlnga factorof 100 in storage and related computations.

The accuracyof the method presented here is illustrated in Figure2, where it is applied
to the calculation of the rate of loss of thermal radiation energy in the w.-ter vapor spot-

: tralbands, for a typical "ropical atmosphere. This is the kind of culculation that must be done
repetitively in a climate model or a generalcirculation model. The graphon the left hand side
shows the "exact" or line by line calculations of the energy loss (i.e., cooling rate) as a function of
pressure;the solid line shows the total cooling rate and the variousbroken lines show how differ- _
ent layers in the atmosphere radiate in different portions of the water vapor specmrm.

.. The curve labelled "new model" in the graphon the nght shows the accuracy of ourmodel, rela.
five to the line by line -.alcnlations. For comparison,we show also the accuracyof the Goody
model, which was used in the calculations of Rodgen and Walshaw(1966) and is currently used in
a numberof atmospheric models, inducting the Goddard8cneral circulation model. Also shown
is the eaor that would be made if one ignored the temperature dependence along the atrnorpberic
path;this is one oftbe approximations madeby Sasamori (1968), the method currently usedin
the NCARFnerel circulation model. The maximum errorin the new model is about half that of
the commonly used models. In addition, the computing time is severaltimes Caste:than the
Goody model.
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Conclusions

Wehavepresented two new m_thods for calculating radia_,',e L_..-m._in -.merical atmos-

,_! phericmodels and in remote sensing applications. In the examples shown la._re,they are found to
be significantlymore accuratethan the methods in common use. The improvement in the accu-
racy of calculated transmittance is a factor between two and three, and in calculated radiances

,_ and cooling rates a factor between two and seven. The methods arefast enough so that they can
: be used in general circulation models and in processingremote sounding data without posing an

unreasonableburden on computing resources;in fact, for some general circulation models, intro-

i duction of the new methods will significantly reduce computer time.
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PREDICTABILITY OF CLIMATE WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
MONSOON CIRCULATION
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N79-20610
MOLECULAR MODEL OF ICE NUCLEATICN

1

Dr.P. L. M. PlummerandDr. B.N. Hale,GraduateCenterfor CloudPhysicsResearch,
Universityof Missouri.Rolla,Rolla,Mi_ouri

ABSTRACT

Two complementary techniques, semi-empirical quantum
mechanical calculations and ewpirical central field pair
p_tential calculations have been used in developing a model
of the interaction of water wtth simple surfaces.

During the period July 1976, to October 1971, much progress
was made toward modeling the interaction of water with simple
surfaces. Two complementary techniques were used, semi-empirical
quantum mechanical calc_tattons and an empirical central field
pair potential calculatiovs. The first has the advantage of
being able to give a_ accurate description of the 'local' level
of the interaction _f water monomers with surface atoms or

molecules. Potential energy curves, electron density plots,
vibrational frequencies, binding energies and estimates of static
diffusion rates and residence times can be made. However, this
approach cannot examine effects on the monomer-surface inter-
action which are due to the extended nature of the surface since

only a small number of molecules can be used to represent the
surface because of the complexity of the calculations. On the
other hand, the central field pair potential calculations can be
used to describe long range effects of the surface on the monomer
surface interactions. By calibrating the local properties
predicted by the pair potential model with the results of the
quant1-,mechantcal calculations, a much more accurate description
6f the interaction can be obtained than by the use of either
technique alone.

A comparison of the prel_mtnary results for water-ice I.
surface obtained by the two methods was given in the publica_ion
'_odels for Water and Ice Clusters on Simple Surfaces", Colloid
and Interface Science, Vol II, 45 (1976). The binding energies
obtained for both models were in the range of -6.8 to -9.2

kcal/mole for the basal plane of ice Ib. The techniques differed
as to whether the epitaxial or interst_tial sites were more
stable, but both gave about the same potential barriers between
surface sites and s_tlar residence times and diffusion rates.

These preliminary results were expanded and reported in
more detail in two publications, "The Water Nonomer on the

,,r
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Basal Plene or Ice Ih An Effective Pair Central Force Potential
Model of the Static Interaction" J. Chem. Phys., Oct. i, 1977
and '_olecular Orbital Calculations of Water-Ice Surface Inter-

actions", J. Glaciology, July, 1978. In the first publication,
the results of calculations of water monomer interactions with

three different proton couflguratlons 9f the basal ice surface

were reported. Computer generated potential energy surfaces
such as the one shown in Fig. 1 were calculated. A fifty
molecule aggregate was used to represent the ice surface. The
most stable bonding configurations were found to be epltaxial

positions for the all '_roton up' surface but interstitial for
the all 'proton down' or alternating surfaces. Several possible

'paths' across £he surface were investigated and monomer dipole
orientation and height above the surface were calculated. The

residence time and the mean path length estimated from these
calculations were 7 x i0- sec and 0.5 microns respectively.

Pig. 1. (a) The mlnlmal potential energy - EMOf the wate_
monomer adsorbed on Site i of the basal plane of ice Ih-
is defined to be the optimal blr_Ing energy of the adsorbed mono-
mer. The horlzontal grld llnes are 0.25 _ apart when projected

onto the x-y plane. (b) The monomer-lce surface separation
for the optimal monomer binding energy indicated in part (a)
above. The x-y scale is the same as in (a). The ice surface

molecules are represevted schematically beneath the _ contour;
the small solid circles indicate proton positions. Unshaded
molecules are in the second layer.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 7,1 October 1977
\

The central force model has also been used to investigate
the interaction of water with the basal plane of ASI. Pre-
liminary results of these calculations were reported in "The
Water Monomer on the Basal Planes of Ice and ASI: An Effective
Pair Potential Study", Proceedings of the IX International
Conference on Atmospheric Aerosols, Condensation and lee Nuclei,
Galway, Ireland, Pergamon Press, Oxford (1978). These studies
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together with the investigation of the =ffects of ledges and
vacancies in the ice surface are co_inuing.

In the report of the quantum mechanical studies of the
monomer-ice surface interaction, thirteen water molecules

were u_ed to represent the surface of ice Ih. These calculations
included all valance electrons and were sufficiently extensive
to permit 3rd nearest neighbor interactions to be included.
Four different possible bonding sites on the basal face and

two on the priam face were examined. Binding energies for
the 'primary sites' were approximately the same for both facea,

N-8 kcal/mole. These sites were epitaxlal and the surface
protons alternated in and out of tne plane for both faces.

It was felt that such an arrangement of protons produced a
more "average" environment for an approaching monomer _han did
a highly polarized site. The Interstitlal positions had

binding energies which ranged zrom 50 to 85 percent of the
primary sites. For thls arrangement of protons it appeared
that while the stability of the primary sites was approximately
the same for the two crystal faces, the interstitial or non-
ep_taxial sites were much more stable on the basal surface.
Electron density maps such as that shown in Fig. 2 were

generated for both surfaces. The mean residence time and path
length estimated from these calculations were 7 x 10-7 sec and
0.12 microns respectively.

Fig. 2. Electron DeuttyKap

i
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In addition to the neutr_l ice surfaces, ion-pair defects
and isolated ion defects were introduced into the basal ice

surface. It was found that for defect pairs in an unrelaxed
surface the effect is to increase the monomer _urface inter-

action by about a factor of three, from -8 kcal/mole to -24
kcal/_ole. The principal difference between a negatively or
posLtively charged surface site was an increase in tl,ebarrier
to rotation for the negative site. When the ion defect pair
was separated, the monomer surface interaction increased by

approximately 50%, to a value greater that the free ion-water

interaction. The study of the ion defects is continuin_ and
conflguratlonal defects such as L- and D- defects are in progress.

The quantum mechanical apvroach has also been used to study
the water-graphite surface interaction. Preliminary results
of these calculations were reported in "Properties of Active
Ice Nuclei: Theoretical Studies of Water-Surface Interactlons"_

Proceedings ot the Galway Conference, Pergamon Press, Oxford
(1978).

In addition to these studies of water-surface Interactions,

molecular dynanics calculations for small aggregates of water
molecules has been underway. Preliminary results for a twenty
molecule cluster usltlgthe central force potential was reported
at the GA]way Conference, "Stability and Structure of Pre-

nucleation Embryos: A Molecular Dynamics Study of Water
Clusters", Pergamon Press, Oxford (1978). The techniques
developed in these studies will be used to model the relaxation
of the ice surface, both with and without defects and to
investigate the kinetics of the moltomer surface interaction.

In summary, several of the studies begun under this
contract have come t_ fruition during this past year and will

=ppear in the literature shortly. The experlen_e gained iD
these studies has enabled the de_olopment of new and/or extended
techniques and will enhance the continued L_udy of the complex

process of ice nucleation and crystal growth.

t
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ATMOSPHERIC VARIABILITY EXPERIMENTS (AVE) AND
MESOSCALE STRUCTURE

Robert E. Turner and Kelly Hill, Marshall Space Fl,_sht Center,

Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

Information is presented on accuracy and

resolution of AVE data sets.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA Atmospheric Variability Experiment (AVE)
was developed to acquire appropriate data with which
to conduct research on mesoscale systems. Special
emphasis has been placed on studies which involve the
processes assoclatedwith the onset and development of
severe storms systems. Objectives of the AVE research
program are: (i) to evaluate the accuracy and repre-
sentativeness of quantitative satellite data relative
to their application to mesoscale interpretations; (2)
to investlgat_ the variability of atmospheric p_rame-
ters and systems of a scale smaller than that normally
detected from data available at intervals of 12h; (3)
to determine interrelatlonships of all different
scales of motion and the association with the develop-
ment of severe weather; and (4) to provide necessary
inputs to improve the development process for numerical
_esoscale prediction models.

Experiments have been conducted during eight in-
divldual periods utilizing a network of as many as 54
standard rawlnsonde stations which acquire data at
intervals of every 3h when meteorological conditions
were predicted to contain the particular mesoscale
systems of interest. Table 1 presents general Infor-
matlon about each experiment. This paper presents
information for the user relative to the accuracy and
rasoltulon of the AVE data sets and aspects pertain-

' ing to its use in studies requiring space and time
continuity.

Mesoscale Structure Revealed by the AVE Data

_alyses of AVE data often concern the variability of
•mportant meteorological parameters plotted and
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analyzed at individual stations. Actual vertical
profiles of the tLree hourly values of height and wind
speed and direction and temperature with time have been
analyzed. Time cross sections of wind speed and direc-
tion and temperature for each individual station were
plotted. £ypical average and standard deviation values
of the variability on the three hourly scales are seen
generally to increase with height, apparently reflect-
ing the increase in the amplitude of large scale fea-
tures. The question as to what degree these observed
tendencies represent real atmospheric variability on
short time scale arises. Some degree of confidence
can be placed in their reality only if they exceed the
changes expected solely because of errors in individual
measurements. Tendency uncertainities will depend on
the degree of independence of measurement errors at
successive observations, an J the most appropriate as-
sumption to be made here i: uncertain. A reasonable
significance criterion would be to require the three
hourly changes to exceed errors in individual measure-
ments. On the basis of this criterion, the tempera-
ture and height tendencies appear to be only marginally
significant on the average, but the standard deviations
indicate that occasionally real variability is reflec-
ted.

The meteorologist sometimes requires knowledge
of atmospheric variables at times intermediate to the
standard observation hours. To obtain them, subjective
or objective interpolation of the standard observaticns
is necessary. The simplest procedure is linear inter-
polation. Comparison of actual observations with
linearly interpolated values will illustrate another
aspect of atmospheric variability on small time scales.
The largest difference between actual and interpolated
heights (-40 gpm), wind speed (~lSms-l), wind direction
(.20 degree), and temperature (~6OCelsius) are found
between the 0000GMT on one day to 0000 GMT the next day
of the experiment. Are these differences significant?
Noting that the interpolated values will also be in
error, a reasonable significance criterion is to re-
quire that the differences exceed double the obser-
vational uncertalnity. On this basis, one would say
that, to within limits determined by observational
error, linear interpolation satisfactorily explains
the variability in the height field, but only to a
small degree in the other parameters.

These results, however, cannot be taken as a
enerallty as it is apparent that the degree to which
Inear, or any, interpolation can explain observed

variability is, in part, fortuitous. While the 12

;P°
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hourly data happen to roughly delineate the large
scale height variation, they do not at all describe
that in the wind speed. In this latter case, no manner
of _nterpolatlon would _atisfactorily depict the true
variation if based only on the standard observations.
If the standard hours of observation were three houzs

earlier, however, a large part of the variability in
the wind speed could be represented by linear inter-
polation. It can also be seen in the graphs that at
certain levels and times, when there is little large
scale variability, significant fluctuations exist on
smaller scales which could frustrate one's best efforts

at meaningful interpolation.

Previous analyses have shown that significant
variability exists on small time scales. A scan of
the data graphs shows that much of the three hourly
variability is related to the movement of a large scale
trough, but significant oscillatio_s of higher fre-
quency are also evident. The question of whether
these reflect the passage of organized systems of small
scale arises. Kreltzberg and Brown (1), u_ing 90
minute sounding data from a meso-network of stations,
found such oscillations to possess space and time con-
_Inuity. They associate them with mesoscale features
in the 200 to 500 kilometer wavelength range.

To illustrate the relationship of temporal varia-
bility and mesoscale systems in the lower troposphere,
time cross sections of the thermal and wind field over

the experiment area were analyzed in graph form. Ob-
servations were available every three hours. The
analyses were constructed from the 25 millibar data,
the location of which at each observation time is in-

dicated by the vertical profile. The isopleth inter _
vals were 4° Kelvin in the thermal field and i0 meters

per second and 10 degrees in the wind speed and direc-
tion fields.

Each of the fields display undulations and centers
of maxima and minim on scales seldom revealed to the

meteorologist. Many of these features have periods of
at least three hours and receive independent confirma-
tion from at least two consecutive observations. Much

of the detail involved in the analyses on the basis of
single observations cannot be discounted entirely as
due to observational uncertalnlty, but indicates the
presence of features on scales smaller than those
clearly resolved by the data.

In the AVE wind data the short term variability
at some levels and times acquires -_gnitudes simil.r

2O9
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to those discussed above. Certainly the most spec=_cu-
lar changes would be observed in the wind direction i_
the first I or 2 kilometers. It appears that i kilom-
eter is a characteristic vertical wavelength of the
features displayed in the time sections so that o,e
might expect appreciable differences in the variabi!ity
over such depths.

Wind profiles in tne lower stratosphere are found
to contain considerable detail most notably of fea-
tures with vertical wavelengths of _ to 2 kilometers.
Several soundings at single stations have shown these
features to maintain their identity for periods rang-
ing from several hours to perhaps as long as a day
according to Weinstein, Reiter and Scoggins (2). These
same authors feel that the perturbations are best ex-
plained as manifestations of passing inertial waves,
while Danielsen (3), has found theoretical support for
the idea that they are related to waves of the shear
gravity or inertial gravity types. The high _ime
resoltulon and spatial extensiveness of the experiment
data presents the opporttmity to study these wind fea-
tures to the degree necessary to resolve their origin.

Some spatial aspects of these features have re-
ceived attention. Examination of the wind data be-

tween selected stations, by means of profiles and cross
section, revealed that three wind maxima identifiable
arrive at one station approximately 12 hours after
their appearance at the other one. One might then
infer a wavelength of about 600 kilometers (twice the
distance between the stations), the term is being used
somewhat cautiously since the shape and orientation of
the mesoJet are unknown. However, Kreltzberg's (I)
estimates of the scale of these features parallel to
and across the mean flow bracket this value, and also
indicate the orientation to be along the flow. The
shape and orientation of these features as suggested
by Kreltzberg's study together with the observations
made seem consistent with the general direction of
movement along that of the mean flow from west to east.
It does appear t.,at the AVE winds will prove valuable
in more extensive studies of these mesoscale wind fea-
tures.

Conclusions

Zt is apparent that the investigations of atmos-
pheric variability and structure using the unique data
of the AVE experiments are far from exhaustive. They
do indicate that much of the value awaits the detailed
depiction of atmospheric structut'e with these data.

• 210
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The application of dynamic and numeric methods or
models should aid in the understanding and description

of the physical mechanisms responsible for and asso-
ciated with the mesoscale features. These in turn will

indicate the proper approaches to prognostic techniques
for prediction of various atmospheric parameters.
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TABLE 1. S_ARY OF NASA'S AVE AND AV_gE* EXPERIMENTS

_E..X2eriment Data Observation Times, GMT Exper_*-c Sl *. and Locaczon

AVE 1 19-22 Feb. 1964 31 rawinsonde stations in 18
19 00,03,06,09,12.15,18,21 states
20 00,03.06,09,12,15.18,21
21 00.03,06.09,12,15,18,21
22 00.03,06.09,12.15,18,21
23 O0

AVE 2 11-12 May 1974 54 rawinsonde stations encompas-
11 12.13,18,21 sing most of the states east of
12 00.03,06,09.12 109"k'.

AVE 3 6-7 Feb. 1975 41 rawinsonde stations covering
6 00,06.12,1_,18,21 most oE ehe states easC of 10Jow.

00,06.12

AVE 4 24-25 Apr. 1975 i 42 rawlnsonde stations were used
24 00,06,12,1_,18,21 within the same area as AVE 3.

AVSSE 1 27-28 Apr. 1975 24 rawinsonde stations were used
2.7 12,15.18,21 that covered parts of 13 south-

00,03,12 western and southern states.

AVESE 2 6-7 May 1975 23 rawinsonde stations covering
6 12,15.18,21 almost the same area as AVSSE I.
7 00,03,12

AVE $ 11-12 Jun. 1976 23 rawinsonde stations in 1_ o£
11 00,12,15,18,21 _he north-central states.
12 00,03,12

AVE 6 27-28 May 1977 22 raw_nsonde sr.t_ons tn the

27 00,12,15,18,21 Great Plains and Mississippi
28 00,03,12 Valley.

*Atmospheric Va_iab/lity and Severe Sco_-ms Exper£ment (Same as AVE)

;
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MECHANISMSOFTHUNDERSTORMRELATEDTOMOTIONAND
SEVERITY

J.R.Connell,Universityof TennesseeSpaceInstitute,Tullahoma,Tennessee

ABSTRACT

A research program has been undertaken to
better understand the relation of vertical
shear of the horizontal wind in the environ-

ment and of momentum exchange to thunderstorm
motion and intensity.

INTRODUCTION

_ile posltite and negative buoyancy forces due to
several causes are very important to thunderstorm
dynamics, this study focuses upon the dynamics
resulting from the exchange of momentum between the
cloud layer environmental air and the updrafts
which carry the subcloud inflow-updraft momentum into
the cloud layer.

Two phenomena of importance have been observed
clearly enough by several means as reported in the
literature: (I) vortex pairs (posslbly trains) due to
interaction like that of a Jet in a crossflow and
(2) penetrating downdrafts to the ground _rom middle
level intrusion. Figure la shows a result from a
fluid laboratory and Figure lb shows a result from
dual-doppler radar measurements of a thunderstorm
airflow. The force distributions from these effects
are such that additional forcing of updraft in
specific locations could modi[y the intensity and
motion of a thunderstorm. Also vzrtlcal vortlcity is
generated by these effects such that they can be
considered to contribute to tornado dynamics.

The present study is directed at interp= _Ing
hlgh-resolution-rawlnsonde wind data from AVE _V.
It uses a simple model of wind shear effect in each
of a set of "critical" sublayers o_ the cloud layer.
The product is a shear index number whose magnitude
is modeled Lo increase if a stor_ is to be more

intense. The velocity of morlon of the storm is
modeled such that it is objectively selected from a

' _'_._ IHTE_IOMf4,Y _
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large number of variations around the cloud layer mean
wind velocity as part of the process of selecting
the largest shear index, SI, computed for the sounding.
It should be pointed out that no solution of equations
of motion is involved in the model application.

An "eleven-layer" model has been used as shown in
Figure 2. The model is basically a hypothetical one
which derives two parts from observations: (i) the
choices for size and location of the eleven layers and
(2) the choice of the precise analytical form of the
index of storm intensity, ESI; comprised of a wind
shear index, SI and a total energy difference index,
El.

$ severe event is defined here as a wind over 25
m s-_(W), hailstorm over i cm in size (H) or a
tornado (T). Figure 3 is a map of the detected severe
events of AVE IV.

The details of the model application to thunder-
storm prediction are given for a 6-1ayer model in
NASA CR-150220. The soundings are considered in three
categories using time and space together: (i) proxi-
mity, (2) precedence and (3) non-proxlmity.

CURRENT RESULTS"

The original 6-1ayer ESI model proved better than
SPOT index and was as good as SWEAT index except that
there was a rather large false alarm area, See
Figures 4 and 5 for the 0600 24 March conditions.
The ll-layer ESI improved somewhat upon the 6-1ayer
ESI. (See the solid isopleths on Figure 6 A
further criterion was applied to model the cumulus
inhibiting influence of a low-level but non-surface
dry layer. This rcsulted in reduction of the false
alarm area drastically.

Three dlfflculties remain. The use of the model

for prediction from three hours or greater away from
event time has not been successful. A small false
alarm area in Texas has not been removed. Finally
a check on the cause and effect relation between

storms and the water vapor profiles used for reduction
of false alarm must be made. .,

CONTINUING WORK ,

The ll-layer model is being improved to include a

variable pressure height of cloud base and a corz_s- i

I pondlng adjustment of the height of the eleven layers.

214
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This will better locate the level of wind shear effect

on the updraft relative to the cloud base and the
inflow layer to the cloud.

A considerable simplification and savillg ¢f
computer time is being implemented with regard to the
prediction of storm velocity. Instead of a scheme of
selecting by maximum SI from many model guesses of
storm velocity, a correlation between the radar-
observed motion of storms and vector wind differences
in different layers of the air will be used to develop
a three-step one shot prediction.

A mesoscale analysis is being produced so that
3-hour radiosonde data may be advected layer by
layer to reconstruct fictitious estimates of vertical
soundings in data sparse regions. This is intended
to provide a test of improved predictability by the
ll-layer model for smaller regions.

FUTURE WORK

A. Without additional measurements in the right
places around thunderstorms or suitable 3-dimensional
simulations of the significant processes by numerical
or fluid laboratory studies, only a small number of
reasonably effective efforts can be undertaken for
continuation of this present approach. The author _s
beginning a 3-D numerical simulation program using a
tested scheme developed and provided by Los Alamos

! Scientific Laboratory. A second simulation using a
water tunnel has been quite successful for studies of
a jet in a uniform crossflow at the U.T. Space
Institute. Additional studies are proposed which
would focus on the dynamic effects of vertical shear
of wind as it relates to thunderstorm-geometry up-
drafts in wind shears.

B. Another approach to understanding thunderstorm
motion and severity is to use satellite imagery.
New methods of looking at precursor conditions seem to
be needed and to be possible. In brief, one method
is to make an analFsis of cloud top temperature

! topography intended to sort out small wave motions
having characteristic speeds and directions in rela-
tion to thunderstorms. This is somewhat like earlier

successful analyses of ocean wave vectors across the
Pacific by statistical and Fourier analysis methods.

215
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Figure 1(a). Pressure distribution in a jet in a
crossflow. All variables are nondlmensionalized

and the left plane of view is th_ vertical plane
along the wind. There is no wind shear in the
environment. The right plane of view is a hori-
zontal cross section of the jet.

Figure l(b). Streamline in a thunderstorm interpreted
from dual doppler radar measurements. The left
and right planes of view correspond to those in
Figure l(a).

Figure 2. Schematic view of a eleven-layer model
of _he atmosphere used for the present research
on predicting thunderstorm motion and intensity.
The eleven layers are called the critical layers
for dynamic interaction. The updraft comes from
the surface layer through the transition layer.

Figure 3. Map showing where severe thunderstorm events
occurred in the AVE IV area. W means severe lSneaz

wind, T mean_ tornado and H means severe hail a,,
defined in the text.

Figure 4. Map of the predicted region of severe
events on 0600, 24 March AVE IV using the original
6-1ayer wind shear model.

Figure 5. Map of SWEAT and SPOT indices for 060_,
24 March AVE IV.

Figure 6. Map of the predicted region of severe
events on 0600 24 March AVE IV using the If-layer

' wind shear model. The first-version results are

shown with solid isopleths. _le reduction of
false alarm area by use of water vapor sounding
minima criteria (3ee text) leaves only the
prediction at pl_ces marked with x's.

- Figure 7. A sample of the correlatJon between KI and
SI from which the E SI equation is derived.
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GENERAL SOLUTIONS FO_ THE MOVEMENT OF STORMS

Robert C. Costen, Langley Research Center, Hampton, V/Tginia

ABSTRACT

Diagnosticsolutionse_e pr:;sent_dfor the disp]acement
velocityof a stor..qvortexand thevelocityof the
centroidof the stc_n'sconvection.

INTRODI_CTION

:. The purposeof thispaperis to presentgeneralsolutions
for themovementof hurricaaesand severelocalstormsincluding
effectsof propagation.Thesestormsare 1;r_atedas finite
disturbancesin the fluidvelocityf_eld _(_,t),whichsatisfies
themomentumequationin thegeneralform

+ =o (1)Bt

where _(r,t) represents the remaining terms, including the pres-
sure, viscous, geopotential, and Coriolis terms. The form of
equation (1) e_phasizes the generality of this approach. Other
equa:ions in physics and mechanicsalso have the sameform and
mayhe treated similarly. The vorticity and divergence equations
areg.venby

dv

Bc + curl f = 0 (Z)@t

and

20 (3)
;)_" + div3f= 0

where _ = curl _ and D = dlv3 _, The r=asonfor includin9 O
is that it has a direct correspondenceto convection,

is local tf it t_ surroundedby a layer of finite thickness where-
in @D/at= dtv3f - O.
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Hurricanesand spv_re local stor_sa_ jood approximations
to local disturbaF,cas as defines :_uve,for these stormsare
surroundedby regionsof re]ativeq_lescence. Our approach to
finding solutionsfo,"the movementof these disturbancesis (a) to

derive oeneralequationsfor the displacementvelocityof vortex
_ines and the ve.ocityof divergenceelements,and (b) to inte-
qra_e these equationsover their respectivevolumes of local
disturbanceand thus obtain the displacementvelocity of the
storm vortex and the velocity of the centroidof convection.
Although the derivaticnsare omitted, the principalresults are
pre_entedand dlscussedin the followingsectiors.

Eguationfor the DisplacementVelocityof Vortex Lines-Thedis-
placementvelocityof vortex lines is-denote@_j_t) and
satisfiesthe equation

U X c + f = grad @ (4)

�Iwhere ¢(r,t) is an arbitrarysca ar field. Equation (4) implies
that the circulationof v about arbitrar,circuits that move
with velocity U is conserved;i.e., t

.dY = 0 (5)

where y _s an arbitrarycircuitthat is taken to be movingwith
velocity _ where UL_s,_in general,distinct from the fluidvelocity Since _v.dy is purely a functionof t, it is
appropriateto tc!:eits total time derivative. The differentia!
form of the equation for conservationof circulationis given by

a_ curl(U X c_ 0 (6)3_

which is consistentwith equations (2) and (4). Equation (4) was
previouslyderived by the author and solved for 3he drift of
buoyant-corevortices. Equations(5) and (6) are generalizatiuns
of equationsoriginallyobtained by Helmholtzand Kelvinfor

idealizedfluids and tsthat were restrictedto move with
the fluid velocity v.

Equationfor the Velocit_of Diver2enceElements-The velocity of
divergenceeleinentsis denoted by _(F,t_ and satisfiesthe
equation

- DW+ f = curl A (7)

where A(r,t) is an irbitraryvector flel_. Equation (7) implies
that t_efflux of v througharbitrary_losed surfaces o that
move with velocity ) is conserved;i.e.,

_0
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• ndo= 0 (8)

where o is an arbitraryclosedsurface(withoutward_nitnormal
n) thatis takento be movingwithvelocity_g,where W Is, in
genera],distinctfromthef]uidve]ocityv and from _ The
differentia]formof thisequationfor the conservationof efflux
is givenby

3D
div3D_= 0 (9)

whichis alsoconsistentwithequations(3)and (7). Equation
(9)has thecharacterof M_xwell'sequationfor theconservation
of electricchargewith DW as thecurrent. Thiscurrentmay be
definiteat pointswhere D vanishes thuspermittingD to
changesign,sincethemagnitudeof _ i_ not boundedby physical
constraints.Similarcommentsapplyto U and c in equation
(6).

DisplacementVelocit?of a $torm Vortex- In this section the
divergencefieldmay be arbitrarilydisturbed;however,distur-
bancesin the vorticityfieldare assumedto be containedin some
volun_ V of the aJ_nosphere,where S is the closedbounding
surfaceand _ itsoutwardunitnnrmal. The equctionsthatapply
in the exteriorregionare

@_ =+curlf= grad7=_0I) (on/outslde S) (10)

The displacementvelocityof thislocalvorticitydisturbance
(stormvortex)is givenby

_G = -g_ xfff(i- g)dV (11)

where _ is termed the gyration of v on S and is defined by

x,,s.fffz.v (,,)
where RG ts the momentvector of G defined by

X = c X rdV (13)

with r denoting the position vector, and where g is _ vector
fleld in V that must be constructed to insure that contributions
from the arbitrary field ¢ in equation (4) vanish uponlqte-
gration, This c_nstructed field has the form

221
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g = grad _ {14)

where _ satisfies Laplace's equation

div3grad_ = 0 {in V) (15)

with theDirichletboundarycondition

@ = _ + const. (on S) (16)

Velocityof theCentroidof Convection-In thissectionthe
vorticityfieldmay be arbitrarilydisturbed;hJwever, disturbances
in thedivergencefieldare assumedto be containedin some
volume V' of the atmosphere,where S' is the closedbounding
surfaceand _ itsoutwardunitnormal. The equationsthatapply
in theexteriorregionare

BD=
div3_= 0 (on/outsideS') (17)@t

Thevelocityof thislocal D-disturbance(identifiedwith the
storm'sconvection)is givenby

1E = E'IJ_fj_ - _)dV' (18)

where E is theeffluxof _ through S', definedas

=fff.,' (,,,
where _E is thecentroidof E givenby

_E = E-_ffD_dV ' (20)

andwhere h Is a vectorfieldIn V' thatmustbe constructed
to insurethatcontributionsfromthearbitrarytield A in
equation(7)vanishuponintegretion.Thisconstructedfield
has theform

= gradX (21)

where X satisfiesLaplace'sequation

div3gradX = 0 (in V') (22)

with theNeumannboundarycondition

aX= _.) {on S') (23)Bn

222
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Discussion-Solutions(II)and (18)allowus to determine
diagnostically,froma knowledgeof thefield f, the in)tantan-
eousd!splaceme_ntvelocityof a stom vortex(provided_ is
definite),and thevelocityof the storm'scentroidof convection
{providedE is'definite).Sincethesetwo velocitiesobey
differentequations,the longevityof combineddisturbances

{severestorms)shoulddependuponnether _G and _E approxi-
matelyconcuror stronglydiverge.

225
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EQUATIONS FOR THE DYNAMICS OF GUST FRONTS AND SHOCK WAVES

Robert C. Comn. Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia

ABSTRACT

Equations are presented for the growth or decay rates
of movinganddeforming vortex sheets (gust fronts) and
shockwaves. The equations e_ibtt a cross-coupling
betweenthese two types of surface discontinuity.

INTRODUCTION

The purposeof thts paper is to present equations for the
dynamicsof moving_nddefomtng vortex sheets (fronts and gust
_vrOnts)and shockwaves in the atmosphere. The fluid velocity

(_,t) ts taken to satisfy the momentumequation written in the
general fom

ob_ = (1)

where _(_,t) represents the remaining terms, including pressure,
geopotenttdl, vtscous, Cortolts, electrodynamic, and source terms.
Equatton (1) emphasizes �<� �generalityof results to be presented,
for, bestdes velocity, v could be taken to represent the product
of fluid density and velocity, or other vector combinations. The
results are also applicable to other vector equations in physics
and mechanicsthat have the samefom as equation (l).

Surface of Otsc.onttnutty-Take surface S to be a movtngand
deformingsurface of discontinuity with curvature C, untt noma]
n and speedof displacement N, as showntn f|gure l, where N
ts, in general, dtsttnct from V. The speedof displacement
N > 0 for metton^tn the sense of _, and C > 0 for concavity
in the senseof n.

The fteld _ ts boundedon S but maybe discontinuous
across tt, where the dlscont|nutty in _ ts denotedby

-I_ -Ik �-IP.
_ [v]-v -v (2)

. with +_ signs relat|ve to n. The field ? maybe discontinuous
and unbounded,but mustbe tntograble across S

)

sssFjm;_._ _,_.i;,,'T[,'Cl'm_klLY'lltdkN¢(

) •
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Figure1.-Movingand deformingsurfaceof discontinuityS with
unitnormal _ and speedof displacementN.

+ llm __F = ¢-*0 fdn (3)

where _ :_is a surface density in contrast to the volumetricdensity . Equation (1) has the derivative equations

@-_+ curl_ = 0 (4)at

_p

@D+ dtv3f = 0 (5)_t

Since v is discontinuousandbounded,_ and D are discontin-
uous, unbounded,but tntegrable across S

ltm _.j _d= n X [_] " _0 n (6)
-E

11m [¢
6 = n.['_] "= _0 /_EDdn (7)

.¢.

where _ is the discontinuity in tangential velocity across a
vortex sheet, and 6 is the discontinuity in normal velocity
across a shockwave.

+

DEnamicEquations-In order to obtain dynamicequations for
and 6, equations,(|), (4), and (5) are integrated over a volume
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that moves with the surface S and is bisected by ;t; the limit
is then taken as the normaldimensionsof this volumeshrink to

zero on both sides,and the followingequationsresult:

N[_]= _ (8)

@ B ^ ^�^
(_-_+N_-n-)_ = NC _ + N[_ - ncn] - n X If] + (_ • V) (Nn)

n X V (N6) (9)

(_t+N_n)6 = NC_+N[D]- n • - n • curl(N_) (lO)

where (@/@t+ N@/@n) is the displacementderivativegiving the
time rate of charge following S, where equation (8) has been
applied in equations(g) and (IO), and where equation (9) is
written for brevity in Cartesiannotation. Equation (8_ (for v
taken to representfluid density times velocity) is one of the
Rankine-Hugoniotrelations. Equation (lO) is similar to a result
derived earlierby the author for electric charge and current.

Discussion-Equation(9) enables one to obtain diagnosticallythe
rate of intensificationor decay of a gust front from knowledge
of its speed of displacement,its curvature,and the conditions
ahead of and behind the front. Result (lO) similarlyapplies to
shock waves and flame fronts. The last terms of equations (g) and
(lO) are cross-couplingterms that apply for nonuniform,moving
shocksand vortex sheets.
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STEREOGRAPHIC CLOUD HEIGHTS FROM SMS/GOES IMAGERY

R. A. Minzner, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
W. E. Shenk, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
R. D. Teagle, Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center, Wash., DC

J. Steranka, Genera/Electric Co., MA TSCO, Beltsv/lle, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Stereographicpairsof _MS/GOESimages,generated
simultaneouslyby the spin-scancamerasof eachof
two geostationarysatellites(SMSI and SMS 2),sep-
aratedby 32 dgreesof longitudeon February1, 1975,
havebeenanalyzedphotoar_etricallyto yieldcloud
heightswitha two-sigmat.ncertaintyof 500meters.
Thesecloudheightscomparefavorablywithheightsof
the samecloudsmeasuredby radarand IR methods.
The sameSMS imagepairswere usedto measuremountain-
top heightswitha mean deviationof 0.24 km from
cartographicvalues,

BACKGROUND

The studyof tropicalcyclonesand severethunderstorms
has beengreatlyenhancedby the availabilityof imageryof cloud
fieldsobservedfromgeosynchronoussatellitessuchas ATS, SMS,
andmoro recentlyGOES. The measurementsof cloud-motionvectors
fromsuccessivefu11-scanimagesobtainedat the normal30-minute
intervalby meansof theATS,SMS,and GOESsensorshas permitted
the inferenceof generalwlnd fieldsoverextensiveportionsof
the globe,Hubertand Whitney,1974.Llmlt_.d-scanimagesobtained
at a r_petltlonrateequalto or lessthan7.5 minutesfromthese
sate111teshas led to more detailedcirculatloninformation(Gentry
et a1.,1976). Accuratecloud-helghtinformationappliedto the
cloud-motlenvectorswouldimprovethe circulationinformation
and couldalsobenefitthe determinationof temperatureand mois-
tureprofilesebtainedfromradiancesoundingmeasurements.The
slmultaneousSMS/GOESinfraredimagerywhichyieldsradiance
temperatures of the tops of opaqueclouds provides someinforma-
tion regarding the hetght of these clouds. Becauseof the limited
resolution of the infrared portion of the SMS/GOESimagery and
the vartable unknoweopacity of various clouds, the values of
the heightsinferredfrom IR dataare subjectto largeuncertainties.
Therefore,someother,moreprecisemethodsforcloud-helghtde-
termination would greatly enhancethe utility of SMS/GOESimagery.

_9
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METHODANDRESULTS

The launch of SMS2 in February, 1976 with an initial SUP-
satellite point of abGut I07 degrees _tst longitude, while SMS
I was located at 75 degrees west, provided an opportunity for
generation of pairs oF SMSimages from which cloud heights might
be extracted stereographically. The suggestion of obtaining
cloud heights from SMSimages was fostered by the success at ob-
taining cloud heights from photographs obtained during one o_it
of the unmanned Apollo-6 satellite (Shenk, 1971; and Shenk et
al., 1975.

Stereographic pairs of images were obtained by synchronizing
the SMS-2 spin-scan camera wit_ that of SMS1 so that the northern-
most limb of the earth was viewed by both satellites within a
few seconds of each other. With this adjustment, both cameras
continued to view the same latitude band of the earth within a
few seconds of each other over the entire north-to-south steppino
of the cameras. Thus, even though it takes 20 minutes for a full-
disk image to be generated, the corresponding portions of the
images generated by the two cameras represent essentially simul-
taneous pictures of identical swaths of cloud fields, and thus,
these image pairs are suitable for stereographic compilation.
The x axis of each image is defined to be parallel to the line
between the subsatellite points of the two geostationary satellites.

The 32-degree angle between the image plane of the SMS-I
senso_ and that of the SMS-2 sensors, plus the fact that both
images representa transformationof a near hemisphericalsurface
onto a plane surface,caused problems in making the stereograph-
ical analysis. A speciallydesignedmechanical-opticalinstrument
provid_ a solutionto these problems.True cloud heights can
be deduced by measuringthe apparent heightof the cloud in the
stereomodel with the micrometer-controlledreferencespot and
scaling that model heightto true height in accordancewith arl
appropriatealgorithm. This algorithmaccounts for the curvature
of the earth betweenthe sea-levelreferencepoint, from which
the cloud height is being measured,and the subsa+ellitepoint
of the more remote satellite. With the aid of t_ese devices,
cloud-topheightswere measuredwithin a 2-slgma repeatability
of about 500 meters (Minzner,et al., 1976; and Feagle,1976),
and cloud fields were contouredover extensiveportions of the
western hemisphere.

A sample compilationis shown in Figure I. In this /igure,
depictingthe Gulf of St. Lawrenceand surroundingland masses
includingNova Scotia, cloud masses are grouped into three height
ranges,with the heights of particularfeatures designatedin
hundredsof meters. The viev_ointof this image is from SMS 2
at 107 degrees west, and the compilationof cloud heights in zhis
image providedthe basis for estimatingthe limitsof the region
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over which this particulartec_,niqueof cloud height stereography
is applicable. This limit appears to _, about 67 degreesof great-
circlearc froa_the more remote subsatellitepoint, and permits

- the definitionof the entire regionover which the c]oud-P(eight
stereographyis applicable. For the location of the two satel-
iites on February 17, 1975, this regiun is defined by the gore
on the earth's surface depicted in Figure 2.

ACCURACY OF METHOD

The stereographicanalysisof an active storm over southeast-
ern United States providedan irterestingset of cloud-topheights
which in Table 1 are comparedwith a set of cloud heightsobtained
by ground-basedradar and with a set of cloud heightsobtained
from satellite-measuredinfraredradia_,ces.The generalagreement
and the nature of the mean systematicdifferencesbetween these
sets provides validity to the stereoheights. The radar heights
are consistentlyfound to be about one kilometerlower than the
stereographicheights,with a mean differenceof about -l.16 km
and, a standarddeviationof 0.83 km. This differenceis account-
able by the fact that radar echos of clouds representprimarily
a reflectionfrom precipitationratherthan from the tops of visible
clouds,and the upper portionof the cloud usually contains littlu
or no precipitation. The infraredheightsalso are seen to be
consistentlylower than the stereographicheightswith a mean
differenceof about -1.455 km and a standarddeviationof 0.51
km. Again this differenceis explainableby the physics of the
infraredemissivityof clouds,whereby the infraredradiance is
characteristicof some point withinor below the cloud top rather

, than the top itself.

Furthervalid(ty was given to these stereographicheights
by the comparisonof the stereographicallymeasured values of
the heightsof 16 mountain peaks and one lake surface in the
PeruvianAndes, with values publishedon topographicmaps. These
resultsare shown in Table II. These 17 comparisonsshow the
stereo heights to be greater than the map values by a mean value
of 0.24 km, with a standarddeviationof 0.36 km. These deviations,
which suggesta small positive systematicerror in the stereo
values, representerrors in contour lines on the maps as well
as the errors in the stereo measurements. The heightof the sur-
face of Lake Tltlcaca is of special interest since Its stereo
value was measured relatlveto a syntheticsea-levelplane formed
st,_reographicallyfrom two computer-generatedgrid systemswhich
m_tch the most prec_tslyknown shape of the earth.

: A few cloud-heightmeasurementsmade later wlth an improved
version of the specialmechanical-opticalviewing instrumentin-
dlcates that the two-sigmarepeatabilityin cloud heightsmeasured
wlth optlcal-mechanicalmethods from SMS imagerymey be as low
as 350 m. A plan for an improveddeterminationof the absolute
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accuracyof tne stereographicmethod by comparingstereographic
cloud-topheightswith cloud-.,_pheightsmeasured by dedicated
aircraft has been prepared. This plan is awaiting implementa-
tion.

CONCLUSIONS

The work describedabove demonstratesthat stereo imagery
from t '_SMS or GOES satellitesmay be processedto providecloud
heightswith sufficientaccuracy for many meteorologicalpurposes.
The mechanicaloptical technique,however, requiresthe use of
hard-copyprints or transparencies,and consequentlyis not suit-
able for a real-timeor near-realtime operation. To circumvent
this limitation,a man-interactivecomputerizedmethod for extract-
ing cloud heights from digital stereo imagery is being investigated.
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TABLEI
TABLEI!

CO_PA_'ISONOF _D_R- ANOIR-DERIVEDC_OUO-TOP
COIqPJPTS_,._ 0? S','[;EOG_PH|LALLY DETEI_INED HEIGHTSHEIGHTSWITHSTFI_Ic_I;Pu_oH!CALLYDERIVEDVALU[b

OFVOUNTAINSANDk LAKEIN THEPERUVIANAN_ES' FORPARTICULARCLOUOSOVERSOUTHEASTERNU S,
kitH VALUESC[TEO0t4A TOPOGRAPHICAL_',P

AT 1900Z 9N FEBRUARY17, 1975

NAP SHSSTEREO
CLOUD STEREORADAR _h IR _h Pl)IHT ELEVATION ELEVATION e,h

H (m) hEke) h-H(kin) h (kin) h-' (kin) h Eke) HEke) H-hEke)

A 14.0 1Z.2 -1.0 i 6.20 6.35 �0,15
B 14.0 12.2 -I.0 2 6.40 6.10 - 0.30
C 14.0 12.2 -I.8 3 6.45 6.35 + 0.10
0 14.7 13.7 *I.0 4 _.63 6.70 + 0.07
E 14.0 13.7 -0.3 5 6.10 6,S0 + 0.40
F 15.2 14.0 -1.2 13.0 -2.2 6 5.80 5.95 + 0.15
¢, 14.0 13.1 -0.9 13.0 -1.0 7 6.60 6.50 + 0.90
H 14.0 13.7 -0.3 12.25 -1.7_ 8 5.90 6.40 + O.SO
I ,4.0 13.7 -0.3 13.0 -I.0 9 6.10 6.25 + 0.15
d 14.0 14.u 0.0 13.0 -I,0 I0 6.61 6.50 - 0.11
K 14.0 13.7 -0,3 13,0 -I,0 II 6.00 6.30 + 0.30
L 13.0 ........ 12.;- -0.8 12 5.80 5.68 - 0.12
M 12.0 10,I -1.9 10.1 -1.9 13 5.70 5.50 - 0.11
N 13.7 11.3 -2 4 ........ 14 5.90 6.10 + 0.20
0 13.0 10.7 -2.3 ll.O -2.0 15 5.80 6.80 4. 1.00
P 12.0 ........ I0.6 -1.4 16 5.80 6.40 + 0.60
O 12.0 ........ 10.1 -1.9 "'" 3.81 4.11 �030

"_'- -1.164 ira, A-'_- -1.450 kin, A-_- 0.236 ton

oh • 0.833 kin, oh * 0.509 i_, oh - 0.360 km

ah • -l.16*n R3 kin; AA• -1.4._+0.51 kin. 6h ,- 0,24_+0,36km
• Lake Tftlcaca

t

_." ,.,_ • _,. .:
ll'. 8.I . • - .
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l. k "/_ I._,_+-." *
; 50QO :C3)0 __ ".'_LI;"'," ° _ "'s-. o..,"
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WIND ESTIMATES FROM CLOUD MOTIONS: RESULTS OF Ar_ IN SITU
AIRCRAFT VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT

A. F. Haslerand W. E. Shenk, tVASA/Goddard Space Flight Cer,ter

ABSTRACT

A world wide system of 5 geostationa.-y satellites i: being established with
a pC..._-y objective: the estimation of winds from cloud motions. A series
of aircraft experiments has been carried out to perform an in situ verifica-
tion of the satellite cloud winds, m,der undisturbed to moaerateiy disturbed
oceanic weather regimes. Future experiments will test the cloud motion/
wind relationship in severe stt,rm environments and over land. Results to
date indicate good agreement ([Vwind-Vcloedl__1.8 m sec"l)between the

- cloud motions and the cloud base wind (950 rob) for trade wind cumulus
and suppressed cumufi in subtropical high regions. For a small sample of
clrrusclouds, thc relationship is just a3good between the cloud motion and
the mean wind in the c,,.ud layer. In high wind frontal regimes the cloud
_otions compare best to the mean wind in the cloud layer with IVwind"
VdoudI_2.7m SeC"I.

INTRODUCTION

An improvedmethodforverificationofsatellitecloudwindsby insituaircraft
windmeasurementshasbeendeveloped.The resultsusingthismethodarenotlim-
itedby largedifferencesintimeandspacebetweenritecloud,motionsandthewind
measurementswhichlimitthevalidityofotherverificationtechniquesusedtodate
(Hasleretal.,1976).PhasesI,II,andIIIofanexperimentusingthismethodwas
performedanddescribedbyHasleretal,(1976,1977).InPhaseI,asmallsample
ofcumulusclouds(6)andonecirruscloudweretrackedby theNCAR SabrelLr
inDecember1972inthenorthwestCaribbeanunCerconditionsofmoderatewinds

andr.'oderateverticalwindshear,However,sincethesamplewastoosmalltohave
statisticalsignificance,additionalphasesoftheexperimenthavebeenconductedto
expandthedatabase.PhaseIIoftheexperimentwasflowninApril1974inthe
southwestCaribbeannearPanama.Nineteenlow-levelcloudsweretrackedby the
NASA C-130andNCAR Sabrelinerundermoderatetradewindconditionswhilefour

additionalcirruscloudsweretrackedbytheNCAR Sabreliner.PhaseIIIwascon-
ductedinJuly1974m theGulfofMexicounderlightwindconditionswhere15low
cloudsweretracked.PhaseIVwasaccomplishedinJan.-Feb.1976inthewestern
Atlantic duringhigh wind baroclinic weather situations near Bermuda which resulted
in 25 additional cloud tracking cases. Phase V of the experiment tracked 11 mol."
clouds during Februaw 1977 in the eastern Atlantic under the high wind suppressed
convection conditions in the Azores subtropical high. The conditions of the first
fivephases of the experiment are $umerized in Table 1 for the 77 total clouds that
have been tracked.

"o
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Table 1
Dates, Lo:ations and Conditions for In Situ Verification of Cloud Winds

Northwest Caribbean Moderate Winds
Phase I Dec. 1972 (Fto,'ida, Puerto Rico) _12m sac-1

Southwest Caribbean Moderate Winds I
Phaseil April 1974 (Panama) ~10 m sec-1

Light Winds
PhaseIII July 1974 Gulf of Mexico _5m sec-1

Western Atlant,c High WindsPhaseIV Jan. - Feb. 1976
(Bermuda~32°N) _17 m sec-1

Easterr,Atlantic High Winds
Phase V Feb. 1977 (Azores _38°N) .-'17m sac-1

TECHNIQUES

Figure l gives an over all view of the experimental procedu:,'_,used. Hasleret
al. (1976, 1977) describe the proceduresused to compare aircraftmeasured cloud
motior,s with winds measured by low level aircraftequipped with inertial navigation
systems. The cloud motio-_ have also been measured by tracking clouds on SMS
pictures using the Atmospheric and Oceanographic Information Processing System
(AOIPS) described by Billingaley (1976) and CSC(1977). Si_ce the clouds were
always tracked on_ sequence of I kn-.resolution SMS pictures of 1 hour or longer,
the expected errorwould be .5 m sec-1 according to Hasler and Rodgers (le77).
Combining this error with the error in the aircraft wind measurement of 1.4 m sec-I
(KeUeyand Zruber, 1973) gives a total expected errorof 1.5 m sec-1for comp_'isons

" of satellite measured cloud motions with aircraft winds.

RESULTS

The aircraft measured cloud motions vs the winds for the 5 phases of the ex-
pe_nent are presented in Table 2. This summary indicates the following: (1) on
the averag_the cloud moUons differed from the cloud base (950 n,b) winds by less
th_,niVe - Vw I= 1.2 - 1.8 m sec4 for trade wind cumulus and cumuli in subtropical
high weather _gimes. (2) The averagevector difference between the cloud motion
and the mean wind in the cloud layer was 2.7 m sec4 for frontal high-wind high shear
(baroclinic) conditions. (3) The average difference between cirrus cloud motions
and the mean wind in the cloud layer was 1.6 m sec"l.

Table 3 compares the aircraft cloud tracking results with the same 16 clouds
tracked by satellite for Phase IV conducted in the western Atlantic. Although 67%
of aircrafttracked cloud motions differ from the satellite cloud motions by i.8 m
sec4 or less, the o0mparisons between the cloud motions and the winds give substan-
tially the same resultsby the two methods.

In Table 4 the effects of systematic difference between the satellite measure_t
cloud motions and the winds _ presented. The clouds moved systematically only
1.0 m sec-I slower and 1.3_ to the left of the mean wind in the cloud layer. These
snail differences mean that there is tittle chance of improving the results by sub-
tracting out syst_,matic errors (2.3 m sec-I to 2.2 m see'l). However, the larger
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Figure1. OverallViewofExperimentFeaturingAircraftFligh_P_erns

Table ?
W/ridEstimates from Cloud Motions Phases I-V of an In Situ

AircraftVerification Experiment

I'_ --" J (..... )NO. OF AVE WIND CLOUt; -V lYING MEAN IN

CASE__SSPEED {Mse¢-') 1S_a CLC)UD BASE MID CLOUD CLOUD TOP CLOUD LAY_q

1 L_W LEVEL (CUMULUS)

TROPIC (I, II. 40 5-12 1 1 12 3 1 6 1
• III) G, OF
MEXICO •
CARRIBEAN
10..20° N

EASTERN 7 I _ $ E 18 S.7 9.4
•TLANTIC
(V) _°N

W(STERN 25 17 4.3 3.1l 2,g S.S 2 "
ATLANTIC
(IV_ 32 q

TOTAL (,.'UM_JLUS| ; 2

- 2. HIGH LEVEL (CIRRUS) 5 11 2,2 2,0 2.S 1,8

systematicdifferencesbetweenthe"cloudr'atJonsa,,d fi_c: 50m wind.,g_ive,_'.:_e_=prospect of finding a correction factor, as s_._,wnby the improvemc..t of ]_, - /i,
4.1 m sec-_to 2.6 m sec"_when sys*,.,maticdifferences are rcmovod.
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Table 3
Satellite Cloud Winds vsAircraft Cloud Winds also Compared _ l!h Aircraft INS

Winds Western Atlantic (32° N) ; Jan. - Feb. 1976; V= 1 7m sec 1

VA/C -- Vs 67% = 1.8 m sec-1

CLOUD MID CLOUD MEAN
150m BASE CLOUD TOP CLOUD

|.._ .._ |

(m sec-1)

Vs-- Vw 67% -_ 4.2 4.1 3.0 4.9 2.5
(m sec-1)

16 CASES

Table 4
Satellite Cloud Windsvs In Situ Aircraft Winds, Western Atlantic (32°N)

Jan. - Feb. 1976; V= 17 m sec-1, Systematic Differences

CLOUD MID CLOUD MEAN

i _.._, I 150m BASE CLOUD TOP CLOUD
I "_) "ll

(m se¢"1) 4.1 3,6 3.0 5.3 2.3

SYSTEMATIC AS
SPEEOOIFFERENCES -1.2 .S .8 2.5 1.0
(m sec"1)

" SYSTEMATIC /%D
DIRECTION DIFFERENCE -8.1 -5.1 3.5 6.5 ] 1.,3

(DEG) _ I

SYSTEMATIC i
DIFFERENCES 2.6 2.9 2.9 4.8 2.2
REMOVED

19CASES

CONCLUSIONS

In trade-wind and subtropical high oceanic weather regim_ the 950 mb wind
field can be estimated accurately by measuringlow level cumulus motions from
SMS satellite pictures. Cirruscloud motions give a good estimate of the mean wind
in the cloud layer. In |ligh wind, high shear, baroclinic oceanic frontal re#rues low
level cumulus cloud motions measured from satellites estimate the mean wind in the
cloud layer, but the estimate is not as accurate as for the trade wind and _Jbtropical
highregimes.

23S
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FUTURE WORK

Although the relationship between cloud motions and the wind has been fairly
well es,ablished for undisturbed and moderately disturbed conditions, it will requirc
further in situ verification to be able to extrapolate these results to the severe storms
environment with confidence. This is especially true for land areas where large verti-
cal shears can exist in a few hundred meters near the top of the boundary layer, In
_ddition more comparisons are needed for cirrus, especially in high wind speed and
shea,- regions like jet streams.
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AN ERROR ANALYSIS OF TROPICAL CYCLONE DIVERGENCE AND
VORTICITY FIELDS DERIVED FROM SATELLITE CLOUD WINDS ON THE
ATMOSPHERIC AND OCEANOGRAPHIC INFORMATION PROCESSING

SYSTEM (AOIPS)"

A. F. Hasler and E. B. Rodgers,NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD.

ABSTRACT

An advanced Man-lnteractiveimage and data processing system (AOIPS)
has b_,_n.developed at Goddard Space Flight Center to extract basic mete-
orological parameters from satellite data and to perform further analyses.
The errors in the satellite derived cloud wind fields for tropical cyclones
are investigated. The propagation of these errors through the AOIPS sys-
tem and their effects on the analysis of horizontal divergence and relative
vorticity are evaloated.

INTRODUCTION

It hasbeen demonstrated by Rodgerset al. (1977) that low level and high level
wind fields of tropical cyclones can be estimated with high spatial density from geo-
stationmT satellite short interval image sequences. These wind fields were derived
from cloud motion measurements made on an advanced interactive image and data
processing system (AOIPS) at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The wind fields are
objectively analyzed and second order parameterssuch as horizontal divergence and
relativevorticity are computed. The utility of these wind fields and the derived
quantities depend on three factors: (1) How accurately the cloud motions aremeas-
ured, (2) how well the cloud motions represent the wind and (3) the quality of
the objective analysis. Suchmar,and Martin(1976) made an assessment of these
factors for GATE data sets, but because of the many variables in measurement and
analysis, it is necessary to do an error analysis with respect to each dynamical fea-
ture of int'-est.

Haslo¢et al. (1976, 1977) have shown that trade wind cumulus cloud motions
represent the wind at 950 mb within 1.3m se,c"lwith no systematic (only random)
differences of significance. Cirrusclouds were shown to differ randomly from the
mean wind in the cloud layer by 1.6 m sec-I . Whileextrapolation of these results to
the hurricane environment is somewhat speculative, Rodgers et al. (1977) argue that
the small vertical shear observed near the center of humcanes would allow the low
level clouds to move with the wind at cloud base. Comparisons of cloud motions
with aircraft penetrations of the hurricane by Rodgers et al. (1977) .,how an average
speed difference of 2.5 m se¢-l. However, comparisons of thi_ _tp_ _._;'C ':--:'" J._ aalltJtl,_tl va-

lidity due to the largetime and space differences between the two measurements.

*This l:sper has been condensed from a paper by the same tRle and authors which will appear in
the preprtnt volume 11 th Technical Conference on Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology (1977).
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In summary, cloud motions may estimate the winds in hurricanes as we" as about
1.5 m sec"1, but agreement could be worse especially in regions of high x_rtical shear.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENTAND ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The Atmospheric and Oceanographic Informahon Processing System (AOIPS)
is an advanced interactive image display, measurement, and data analysis system.
The design and configuration of AOIPS is described by Billingsl:y (1976) and the
METPAK software system is documented in a users guide by CSC (1977).

ERROR ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The error analysis consisted of two parts: (1) The estimation of random errors
in the cloud motion measurement and (2) "_Lrtificiallyinducing random errors in the
rawwinds and observing their effects on the various parameters. To estimate the ran-
dom errors in the cloud motion measurement the analyst remeasured about 25 vec-
tors from each wind field. The remeasurements were made at least several days after
the original measurement to make them as independent as possible. For the cases
described here, most of the measurements were made by the cursortracking tech-
nique. The magnitude of the vector diffeNnce was taken between the originalvec-
tor set and the remeasured vectors. (l_ -VRE_mASUREDI= MVD) The MVD's were
then ranged and the two thirds (67%)largest was de;ermined, which is roughly
equivalent to a standarddeviation of one sigma. This technique does not estimate
the size of systematic exrors due to the choice of cloud motions not representative
of a particular layer. This possible source ¢f errorwill have to be investigated at a
future time. However, a cloud height algorithm developed by Mosher (Suomi, 1975)
was used to avoid the selection of clouds from the wrong layer. Random measure-
ment errorsarc adequately estimated by the repcatibility tests. £ystematic errors
due to registration inaccuracy less than the estimated one pixel would give a uniform
velocity errorof less than 2 m sec-1 for the cases to be discussed. Hasler(1972) has
shown that systematic errors of this magnitude would cause an error of less than
3 x 10_ssec4 for divergence and vorticity fields and is independent of scale size.
This error would not be significant for the cases discussed here.

Since the major sources of error which can be objectively estimated are random,
a technique was devised to measure the effect of random errorson the wind fields
and the parameters derived from them. A Monte Carlo error analysis procedure was
used which propagates arandom error through the entix¢ AOIPS/METPAKmeasure-
ment and analysis system. A rendom number generator is used to perturb the x and
y coordinates of the start and end points of each wind vector with an error which is
normally distributed and has a standard deviation which can be varied. The unper-
turbed and perturbed vector sets are then subtracted to determine the effect of the
error on the wh_dspeed, direction, divergence, vorticity, etc. The effects of measure-
ment time interval, image resolution, measurement techniqt, e, number of vectors
per unit area and analysis constants such as gridspacing and degree of smoothing
can be evaluated.

RESULTS

The erroranalysis was performed on severalwind fields from hurricanes Eloise
(Sept. 1975), Caroline (August 1975), and Holly (Oct. 1976). Rodgers et al. (1977)
derived wind fields representativeof e- ?roximately 200 mb and 950 mb wind fields
for HurricaneEloise from 2 km resolution 7.5 min short interval imagesequences
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with a total measurement intervalof 22 minutes. The 200mb wind vector field is
shown in Figure 1 where speed is proportional to the length of the arrows. The error
analysis res_lta are presented in Table I. For 20 remeasuredvectors the repeatibility
error was IV - VR J_7_=3._ m sec-1. This is about half as good asone would expect
to do based on resolution and time interval alone (2 kin + 22 min N, 1.5 m sec'l).
For a perturbation with standard deviation o = 1.0 pixels the difference between the
original 77 vectors and the 77 perturbed vectors w_ about the same: two thirdsof
the differences were equal or less thin 3. l m sec"t(IV -V/_,I¢7__). The unverturbed
and perturbedwind fields were interpolated to uniform gn"dp_lntsus]]Jgme Cressman
objective analysis with the smoothing factors (7) equalling 1.5 times the grid interval.
The _d interval was about .45° latitude and longitude. Subtracting the analyzed
unpertu_[bed f,,_m th_ analyzed perturbed wind field at the 625 grid points resulted
in IV - Vp167_ = 1.6 m sec"l. A possible explanation for this factor of two improve-
ment is as follows: since more than one vector contributes to the wind at a grid

point the random errors tend to cancel out.
The ho,izontal divergence of the analyzed unperturbedand perturbed fields

were contoured as shown in Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2 a strongly divergent field is
tLighlightedby a maximum divergence greater than 151 x l0 _ sec"l. The perturbed
divergence field (o = 1.0 pixels) shown in Figure 3 isvery similar with a maximum
divergence greaterthan 166 x 10_ sec "1.Whenthe unperturbed divergence field wa_
subtracted from the perturbed at the grid points we obtained IDIV - DIVp167_ =
8.4 x l0 _ sec"1as shown in Table I. This is only 5%of*,he maximum value of the
unperturbed field and means that contours greater than 8.4 x 1,3_ sec'] have signif-
icance at the 67%level o; better. Table l also shows that doubling the perturbation
(o = 2.0) roughly doubles the effect on the wind and divergence fiel_ls. The remain-
der of the results are reported by Haslerand Rodgers (1977).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A Monte C_rloerror analysis procedure has been developed for estimating the
random error in wind fields derived from satellite observed cloud motions, The
technique has been applied to high density low and high level hur_._ne wind fields
measured by Rodgerset al. (1977) from short interval SMS image sequences on
AOIPS.

Table 1
Error An_.iys/sof HurricaneEloise 200 mb Wind Field 1937 - 1959Z Sept. 22, 1975

Dete_,_ined from 2 km Resolution 7-1/2 rain Rapid Scan SMS Images
ORIGINALDATAFIELDSVii.FIELDSPERTURBEDBY RANDOMERROR

ANALYZEDFIELDSUSING
110VECTORS 77RAW :RESBMANOBJECTIVEANALYSIS('#:1.S)
REMEASUREO VECTORS WIND mildllcrlEI_IAII_I_'ENCE PERTURBATION

Iv- '' I AD °'' 0'
(mm:"1) (mmc"1) (m_-1) (10.4......m¢"1) D_ (PIXELS)

3.3 3.1 1.6 8.4 li% 1

u.2 3.4 I&6 9% 2

D MAXif 1?0 104_'1
C_LO |fllqO_q AJI_kLYIMe mOPA_I_S RANDOM UAOJm _ |N'lrlge AOgl'80AI"A ANALmS lYSTEM

II

, , , ,,. ....

Ipl fll i_ ........... ........

* , _'_,_':"'_" ..,i,.. _ _ _ , ' <:'_'....
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Figure1. HurricaneEloise200mbwindfield
determinedfromshortinternal(7.5 rain)SIMS
images1937 - 19fi9ZSept.22, 1975. Vector

;,:_.J ..... lengthisproportionalto s_'ced,with the high-
• -_-_ . es_windspeedsequalto 30 m sac"1.

j

• • Figure2. HurricaneEIo;se200 mb divergence
fielddewivc@from the windvectorfield in Fig-
ure1. Cressmanobjectiveanalysiswasused
withsmoothingfactor3,= 1,5timesthegrid

_' , intervalof aboutA5° latitude.
Unitsare10̀ 6sac"1.

Imndlllmmal ........... -

Figure3, SameasFigure2 exceptthat the

original77 vectorsIhownin Figure1wereI_r-
turl_d with. randomerrorwith standard

deviationof 0 - 1.0pixals
(EIoileperturbeddivergene.e).
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Random errors of two times the image resolution divided by the total t:me
interval can be expected in the raw vectors for culsor tracking of clouds. For a
typical short interval sequence case we get 2 x 1km + 22 rain _ 1.5 m sac d. Typi-
cal objective analysis of wind fields appears to give a factor of 2 improvement in the
wind error at laid points. For a number of "short interval" wind fields measured by
Rodgers et al. (1977) random errors in the raw vectors ranged from 1.5 - 4.1 m sac d .
Even in the worst case, strong divergence and vorticity features (> 100 i0 "6 sec "l)
were resolved, but the highest resolution, longest total time interval, and most accu-
rate measurement techniques are necessary to resolve wt _er features.
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MESOSCALECONVERGENCE;)RECEDINGTHUNDERSTORM
DEVELOPMENTDETERMINEDFROMCLOUDMOTIONS

CynthiaA.Peslen.GoddardSpaceFlightCenter,Greenbelt,Mary!end

ABSTRACT

Convergence has been determzned from wind vectors
derived from cloudtrac_dg on 5 minute interval SMS-2
data using the AOIP8.

INrP.ODUCTION

• Convergence for a severe local storms area is er.amined using
wind vectors derived from elou_racldng on SM$-2 five minute interval
visible digital image data. The cloudtracking area is locat:<i in Cen-
tral Phin.% where on May 6, 1975, thunderstorm development ocL.,,rred
ahead of a well-defined dry line.

C;oudtracldng is performed on aa interantiw image processing
system designated the Atmospheric and Oceanographic !nformation
Proeeasint; System (AG.tP8). t This system allows the user tr ;nterac-
tively m-.xiffy satellite digltal image data and to display the results o.
television monitors. Low level cumulus c!ouds are selected with the as-

sistance of a clo=:citop height algorithm which r:_'ovides .Corthe variable
em'ssivtty p=,Dpertt_.e of clouds. 2 ConverEonce is derived from the wind
vectors '_eing a Software Objective An-.iysis Pa=kage (SOAP). 3

The obJe0tive of this paper _.ato present a satellite rcpresents*Aon
of convergence ahead of a ( "y !me in :,n area of future thundersto-m de-
velopment. The AOIPS wiv_i vect_J'e _.,'.dtheir associated con:ergenee
fleldB were studied for _i_ree, i0 minute averaged time pe_.iods: 1758-
1808 GMT, 1903-19'.., GMT, and. 2002-2012 GMT. Two o00 x 509 km2
areas were stm"..-cl alor4_ the north-south extent of _'.,edry line (Fig. 1).
The norther__,most area (Area 1) included portic :o of Nebraska, Iowa,

, l_a_as, and Missouri. The second area (Ar_a 2) overlapped the southern
boundary of the northernmost area. This area included portions of Kan-
sas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Arkansas. Severe hail-producing thunder-
storms occurred within both areas in the afternoon.

RESULTS

Figures 2a, 2b, and 20 show the convergence fields at 1758-18_8
GMT, 1903-1913 GMT, and 2002-9012 GMT for Area 1. Figures 3a, 3b,
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and 3c show the convergence fields for ,_rea 2 and for the same time

periods. The dotted lines represent contour values o'. convergence; the
smooth lines _epresent contour vatuvs of divergene.e. The units are in

10"6 sec-l. The dry line is lo_a_ed at the cloud, no-cloud boundary at

the left edges of the satellite images.
There are a number of interesting meteorological features evident

in the _cquence of convergence fields. In both area_, a znne of conver-

gence is consistently located ahead of the dry line a,d in areas of thunder-
storm development. The magnitude of the convergence varies between
10 -s sec -1 to 10 -4 sec -1 with consistently smaller values in Area 2.

These are encouraging results since the immediate vicinity of a dry line

is a highl3 preferred zone for thunderstorm development and apparent
surface streamline convergence between moist and dry air. This zone of

convergence remains spatially ._mslstent with time in areas of- 4equate
wind vector rer_lutlon. For e_nple, in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c0 a
northwest-sLmthea:t w'iented zone of convergence is consistently located

ahead of the dry line. Weak gradients and smaller values of convergence
occur at 1758-1808 GMT and become progressively stronger with time.

A hail-producing thunderstorm develops wRhin this zone of cunver_:ence

shortly after the 2002-2012 GMT period (Fig. 2c). A few remar "l_s need
to be made _bout the density of wind vectors in this sequence of lm_ges.

: The number of acceptable cumulus tracers decreases with time _ue to
vertical motions, entrainment, o_d the cloud's own growth and dissipation.
Mid-keel clouds and cirrus clouds _bscure the low level cloud field

durir._ their development. These effects appear in the sequence of con-
vergence fields as a soutbward concentration of contours since most of
the !.,_'.. level _Ic,_ still exist at lower latitudes in the satellite images.

As the thunderstorms develop southward, fewer acceptable cumulus
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Fig. 2c--Convergence field for

...... " - - 2002-2012 G_ (Area 1)
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tracers are located at higher latitud_u within thc dry line area. The
large areas of divergence which are located aiong the iir._ge's edges and
in areas of obvious convection at higher latitudes ,_re a consequence ol
low wind vector density. The area of confidence exist2 immechately
ahead of the dry line in areas of low level cumulus development.

Continuity in the convergence fields is also apparent in Figures 3a,
3b, and 3c. A well-defined zone of convergence is consistently located in
an area of thunderstorm development along the dry line. At the upper
left corner of Figure 3a, a zone of convergence occurs in an area of con-
vection with a maximum value of -5.3 × 10-s sec -_ . This zone reappears
in the succeeding images with little change in the magnitude of the con-
vergence. The i_[erpolation involving the convergence fields is most ac-
curate ahead of the da"3 _.ine. Areas of suspect interpolation occur along
the image's edges especially at the bottom edge of Figure 3b. The occur-
rence of severe weather is also re-lated to this zone of convergence.
Ha_l-producing thunderstorms occur in this area between 1900 GMT and
2200 GMT.

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary results demonstrate the capabi!ity to study selected
severe local storm features using satellite-derived wind fields. A sig-
nificant feature, which is revealed by the satellite-derived winds, is a
preferred zone of convergence located ahead of a dry line and in areas of
future thunderstorm development. The magnitude of the convergence re-
mains spatially consistent with time until the development of hail-pro-
ducing thunderstorms.

Additional research is being done on other severe Local s_.orm days
and for parameters such as deformation, relative vortieity, vorticity pro-
duction, and vorticity advection. An exhaustive analysis is also planned
to determine the accuracy of satellite wind vectors and their dynamic

, parameters.
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HIGHRESOLUTIONTROPICALCYCLONEWINDFIELDSDETERMItJED
FROMCLOUDMOTIONS

EdwardB.Rodgers,... "_eciiGentry,*WilliamE.Shenk,andVincentOliver,**
NASA/GSFC,Greenbo;t,Maryland

ABSTRACT

Full resolution rapid scan infrared and visible images from the
VISSR sensor on board SMS-2/GEOS-I satellKe have made it pos-
sible to maximize the number of tropical cyclone upper and lower
tropospheric wind vectors by a factor of 6(2) over that of the im-
ages taken at 30 minute (15 minute) intervals. These full re_olu-
tion rapid scan visible images haye also made it possible to deri'_e
low level winds near the center of tropical cyclones.

INTRODUCTION

For the purpose of maintaining and improving the hurricane warnir.g ser-
vices, numerical-dynamical models that forecast hurricane motion and intensity
arc needed. The success of these models, of course, is dependent on how well tl-
initial meteorological parameters are known. Of particular need are the ;nitial
wind datP at several levels above the surface to the lower stratosphere, e _tending
outwards from the center to include the environment surrounding the t_opical
cyclone. Within the tropical cy.clone cloud system, the only real sorcce of wind
data is obtained from hurricane reconnaissance aircraft flights. However, the
quantity of wind data obtained from these flights are not sufficiez,t to be used i
these numericai-dynamical models and, in fact, the tendency in recent years has
been to reduce the quantity of wind data by decreasing the number of flights.
Therefore, there is a great need to obtain additiona: wind data from another
source.

An excellent source for the upper troposphere has been through the use
of cloud tracking techniques. These techniques have been developed for the in.
frared and visible images that have been obtained operationally from the famil_
of gee-synchronous satellites at approximately 30 minute intervals. However, T
success has been found using this technique in obtaining winds at lower levels.
One reason for the lack of success, is that many of the clouds of the type and
size best suited for tracers neat the cloud base level do not per._istor maintain
their shape for even 30 minutes. Another problem is tl_at the cirrus associate_
with the storm often obscures the low level clouds during the thirty minute ti
period. A solution to this problem, as suggested by Fujita, et al. (1975), is to
increase the temporal resolution between satellite derived images.

*GeneralElectricSpaceDivision(MATSCO),Beltsville,Md.20705
efNOAA/NESS,CampSprings,Md.20032
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To verify this, a cooperative project between the NASA and NOAA agen-
cies was initiated to examine tropical cyclones during the 1975-1977 hurricane
seasons with rapid scan full resolution infrared and visible images. The purpose
of this project was to develop better means for obtaining wind data needed by
the hurricane forecaster and to determine file optimum spat_ and temporal reso-
lution of the satellite data used to derive such winds. Limited scan visible and
infrared images were obtained at 7.5 minute interval from SMS--2in 1975 for
hurricane Eloise (22 September) and tropical cyclone Caroline (28, 29 and 30
Ati_._ust);and at 3 mi,'.ute i-:ervans from GEOS--I in 1976 for tropical cyclones
Belle (5 August) and Hr.ily (26 October). Through the utilization of a man-
interactive system railed the Atmospheric and Oceanographic Information _oe--
_z,_ng S.,_tom (AOIPS) at NASA[GSFC, winds derived from cloud motion were
obtained (CSC, 1976). Only the remits from hurricane Eloise and tropical storm
Holly will be presented in this paper since si.'nilar results were found from
cyclones Caroline and Belle.

RESULTS

The results from the wind analysis of hurricane Eloise are presented in
Tables 1 and 2. Low level clouds were tracked using at least 3 successive visible
images whose spatial resolution were 1, 2 and 4km a_d whose time interval be-
tween images were 7.5, 15 and 30 minutes. No cloud elements were tracked that
could .not be delineated in all images. The number of low level cloud elements
tracked for hurricane Eioise at radii distance from the center of approximate 222,
444, 666km for the given temporal resolution is shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from the table that the improved temporal resolution in-
creased the number of traceable cloud elements. The shorter interval data not
only improved the cloud continuity but also eliminated the ambiguity caused by
tracking cloud growth rather than displacement. From the center to 666km, the
7.5 minute interval images increased the number of wind vectors by a factor of
6(2) over that of the 30 minute (15 minute) interval images. Within 222km from
the center, cloud elements could only be tracked using shorter interval images.

Improved spatial resolution also increased the number of low level cloud
elements tracked. It is particularly important to have full resolution images for
tracking cloud elements near the eye wall that are difficult to delineate because
of the cirrus; and over land, where slower moving clouds moved less than one
pixel distance for the 2km and 4km visible resolution images.

Cirrusclouds near the ttopopause were examined next for hurricane Eloise
using visible and infrared images at 7.5 and 30 minute intervals, The purpose of
using the infrared images was to determine if rapid scan images would be of any

Table 1

Hurricane Eioise 22 September 1975 1900GMT
Number of Low Level Winds

Distance from Center (km) 0-222 0-444 0-666

30 rain I km Vis [ 0 1 8

!5 min I km Vis [ 0 6 18
7.5 min I km Vis I 3 20 44
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Table 2

Hurricane Eloise 22 September 1975 I900GMT
Number of High Level Winds

Distance lrom Center (kin) 0-222 0-444 0-666

30 min 8km IR I 0 3 6

2km Vis [ 0 5 9
7.5 min 8km IR 1 13 30

2 km Vis 10 44 71
I

value at night. The spatial resolution used for the visible (infrared) images was
at 2kin (8kin). Table 2 summarizes these results. It can be seen from the table
that within 666km from the center, approximately 2 time_ as many clouds could
be tracked using the visible as compared to the infrared images. This is attributed
to the fact that the structure of cirrus clouds is best delineated with higher spatial
resolution visible images. As foung with the low level clouds, the improved tem-
poral resolution again increased the number of clouds that could be tracked by a
factor of 6.

One of the problems that was encountered in using larger interval visible
and infrared images to track high clouds, was the ambiguities introduced by
tracking cloud patterns that were repetitive. Because of the repetitive patterns,
the correct displacement of these cloud patterns could only be ascertainea using
rapid scan data. Therefore, for the Eloise case, it was advantageous to use rapid
scan data to track upper level clouds from both visible and infrared images.

It was founa from low level cloud motion analysis for both tropical cy-
clones Eloise and Caroline that cloud elements near the center could be detected
and tracked using high resolution rapid scan visible images. It is hypothesized
that the cloud derived winds may infer the low level wind flow within a tropical
cyci6,_e. Maritime cumulus clouds in a non-hurricane type circulation (whose
cloud ' .< :'ere as high as 200 mb) have been found from aircraft cbservation to
rr,o., _rly with the ambient flow at the cloud base level (Hasler, et al.
i_76, ,ugh there is no aircraft verification that convective clouds move
with the wind flow at the cloud base within a hurricane type circulation, the
small vertical shear and the large upward flux of angular momentum near the
center may suggest that it does (Frank 1977). To examine this hypothesis, winds
obtained from NOAA research aircraft at an approximate altitude of Ikm outside
and 1/2kin inside the cloud structure for hurricane Eloise (22245-0440GMT, 22
and 23 September 1975) _nd for hurricane Caroline (1634-2332 GMT, 30 August
1975) were compared to cloud derived winds. Some small bright convective cells
that persisted during the time period were used to infer low level winds near the
center. However, many of the larger bright convective cells that moved slower
were not used to derive these winds. Results for Eloise are seen in Figure 1. It
is seen from this figure that the cloud derived winds compare reasonably well
with the aircraft derived winds over the same area relative to the storm centers,
even though the t._meof the aircraft measurements was off as much as 6 hours.
The average difference in absolute value represented by the two methods is
approximately 2.5 m/sec.. This difference was also found for hurricane Caroline.
Considering the time difference in the two types of measurements, this result is
no greater than would have occurred if the winds were obtained by aircraft for
each case because of the great natural variability of hurricane winds (Gentry 1964).

I
i
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Table 3

Tropical Stern" Holl_ 26 October 1976 1300 GMT
Number of Low Level Winds

Distance from C_nter (km) 0-222 0--444 0-666

30 min I km Vis 4 29 48
3 rain I km Vis 80 225 285

These results differ from the findings of Gentry, et aL (1970) in which they
tracked large bright convective cells near the center of hurricane Gladys on 17
October 1968 using the 14 minute interval visible images from MSS camera on
ATS-3. It was found that these clouds moved from 1/3 to 1/2 of the speed of
the low level winds. The difference may be attributed to the ambiguity caused
by cload growth when tracking large cell_ using 4kin visible resolution images at
a 14 mi,mte interval.

The results from tropical cyclone Holly obtained from the GEOS-I images
during the 1976 hurricane season are presented in Table 3. It can be seen from
this table _hat the rapid scan images again maximized the number of wind vectors
obtained from cloud motion. In this case. within 666km from the center, the
increase was again by a factor of 6 in using rapid scan images compared to 30
minutes interval images. Figure 2 dramatizes the results for tropical storm Holly.
The figure shows the distribution and number of low level winds that can be
derived from cloud motions using 3 minute interval images. No winds could
be obtained north of the center because the images were unavailable due to
the starting time of rapid scan. A point of interest, seen in Figure 2, is the
maximum wind of 50 kts to the east of the center obtained from the rapid
scan images verifies the tropical storm status reported by reconnaissance
aircraft.

CONCLUSIONS

From this study, it was found that greater spatial and temporal satellite
image resolution has made it possible to maximize the number of upper and
lower tropospheric wind vectors by as much as a factor of 6(2) over that of the
30 minute (15 minute) interval imagos. Rapid scan full resolution infrared and
visible images have eliminated the "erroneous winds" caused by cloud growth and
cloud repetition. With the full resolution rapid scan images, it .was shown that it

: is possible to derive low level winds near the center of the tropical cyclone.
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]'HE DATASYSTEMSTEST- DRESSREHERSALFORFGGE

J. R. Greaves,GoddardSpaceFlight Center,Greenbelt,Maryland

ABSTRACT

A series of Data Systems Tests conducted by NASA as a
precursor to the First GARP Global Experiment is described.

Included is a description of the global data sets acquired
and the influence the tests have had on the observing

system, the data processing plans and research activities
of the Global Experiment itself

INTRODUCTION

The Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) is an inter-
natlonal cooperative effort whose major objectives are (i) to

extend the rangep scope, and accuracy of weathcr forecdsts and
(2) to understand the physical bas_s of climate and cllmatlc
fluctuations. Early in the development of GARP, the idea of an
extensive, gJ%sl obrervlng experiment was conceived to serve as

a focal point _n the pursuit of the first GARP obJectlv=. An
Internatlonal experiment called the First CARP Global Experl-
ment (FGGE) is now scheduled for implementation in December of

1978. The approach will be to observe the global atmosphere and
ocean in detail for a full year by means of a coordinated in-
ternatlonal effort. Nearly all of the 145 member countries of

the World Meteorologlcal Organization will participate.

A unique comblnetlon of observing systems will be used for
The Global Weather Experiment. The 700 upper air, 3500 surface
synoptic, 6000 ships, and several thousand commercial aircraft
comprising the bulk of the surface-based World Weather Watch
Global Observing System will be combined wlth the followlng array

: of observing systems:

• Four o_r_ tlonal polar orbltlngmeteorcloglcal satellites

• Five operational geostatlonary mete_rologlcal s_tellltes
• Two reeeszc,'mEteorologlcal satellites

• Up to fifty sp^cLally e%u_pped ships for upper air sounding
in the trop es

e Approxlmately 300 constant level balloons for tropical
wLndmeasurements

• Approximately 300 drifting buoys, largely in the Southern
: llemiaphere
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• Approximately 20 specially equipped commercial aircraft
for measurements of wind and temperature at r!i_nt level,
and

• Approximately ten dedicated a_reca_t flying designated
tracks over the oceans, dropping soundin_ ;na_rume._tsto

obtain information from flight level ;o the surface.

FGG_ will be tbe most comprehensive observational program of
the Earth's atmosphere yet attempted. Its _Ize and complexity

are such that early large-scale systems tests are relulred in
order to assure successful planning and £mpJementation o_ the
full global experiment. The concept of conducting a series of
Data Systems Tests (DST) was developed by NASA. These tests
were to serve as a precursor for FGGE and provide a broad opera-

tional review of many of the observational, data management, and
data utilization systems of the Global Experiment itself. The
GARP Project Office at NAS&'q Goddard Space Flight Center war
charged with the _mplementation anJ operational management of

the Data Systems Tests. The ba_;icapproach was to use current
operational satellites and conventional meteorological data along
with the data from research satellites, to approximate the ele-
ments of the proposed observation system for FGGE. An extremely

valuable by-product of the DST has been the collection of global
sets of meteorological data better than any that have been ob-
tained previously.

The DST Experiments

Six Data Systems Tests of varying lengths, purposes, and
participation have been conducted. Of these, the first four were
more limited tests of individual su_syst,_ms. Tb_ final two DST

periods consisted of comprehensive end-to-end fystems tests. A
summary of the data sources and sch_d._le_ of tee six DST periods
Is shown in Figure i.

The last two te_.ts,DST-5 and 6, were each of 60 days dura-
tion and were conducted under su,_nerand winter conditions paral-
Leling the two Special Obser¢Ing Periods planned for _he Global
Experiment in 1979. These two tests produced the most compre-
hensive sets of global meteorological data yet assembled. The
da_a sources included the following:

• Surface-based Conventional Observations

• Opera lo_al Satellite Data - Temperature soundings, sea
surface temperature and cloud-track winds

• Experimental Satellite Data - Temperature soundings from
a combined infrared/mlcrowave retrieval system, weekly

mean sea ice coverage and daily rain rate maps from a
passive microwave system and earth energy budget products
including solar irradiance, and monthly mean longwave
_lux, net radiation and planetary albedo.

260
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• Experimental Cloud-track Wl_Ids- An inte_ive computer
system was developed at the Unlver_ity of Wisconsin tc

produce hlgh density m,11t_-ievcl wtnd fields in near real
tlme.

• Constant Level Balloons - Reports from approximately 120
constant level (approximste]y 15 km) balloon platforms in
_.hetropical latitudes we'.'_collected.

• Airline Observations - _-_agreement was reached with a ,,
number of foreign airlines whereby In-fllght meteorologi-

cal data were obtained from 3pecially-equipped commercial
aircraft. As part of the Aircraft Integrated Data Systems
(AIDS), tape recorders on wlde-bodled Jets recorded
fllght-level wind, temperature, altltu_e, and pcaltion.

• Carrier Balloons - During DST-5, a complete systems test
was carried out with thlr_een constant level (approxl-
merely 25 kin)carrie: balloons being launched near the
equator. Each balloon carried 64 dropsondes wh4.ch trans-

mltte_ temperature, humidity and wind information back
- to the carrier balloon as they fell.

NOAA/NMC collected and merged the data from the various
souxces Into internally consistent global data sets. In this re-
gard, their role in the DST paralleled that of the Space-based
and Special Observing System Data Center planntd for FGGE. NMC
also used the merge:',data sets to produce global grid point

analy?c3 of selected meteorological parameters at 6 and 12 hour
synoptic time intervals. These data sets have been distributed

to the major numerical modelling groups in this country and
abroad for research studies on the FGGE-related problems of ob-
servational network design, data management and forecast model
impacts. An Announcement of Opportunity to work wlth the DST
data sets ha_ recently been issued in order to involve a larger
segment of the meteorological communlt_ in the hppllcatlon of
satelllte data to the forecasting _roblem. A data b_=e manage-
ment system has been developed w._thIn,the Computer Systems
Branch at Goddard co provide flexlble access to the DST data
sets.

Prellm/na_y.__ndi_

The Impor::antaspect of the Data Systems Tests has been the

insight gaine_ into the central problems of conducting the Global
We cher Experie_nt: the adequacy uf the observing system, the
data processing plane and the utilization of the data in numeri-
cal forecasting models. As a result of the DST experience, sig-
nificant changes have bean made in both the planned observational
program and the procedures for managing the data flow.

T_ _he Southern Ham/sphere, the AIDS concept was proven Co
_s a valuable source of upper air data. The AIDS units recorded
wind and t superature data on tape for later collection _nd anal-
ysis, To provide a faster turn-around, the Aircraft to Satellite
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D-La Relay (ASDAR) system was deve] _ped by NASA and is being
readied for use during the Global Experiment. ASDAR generEtes
the same data products as AIDS, but the data are transmitted
throtgh a geosynchro.ou_ _dtellitc to ground monitoring st.t'Ion_
in near real time. A prototype system is nov flying on a com-
mer_=ial B-747 and some 20 additional units will be insta" led for

•'_e dt:clngFGGE.

-_ The problems which occurred in assembling the DST data sets
have convinced all participants that new types and sources of
d_e_ re_.uire improved techniques to manage the data flow. Sig-
,:if4cant errors can be introduced into the data base, and without

-' adequate control these errors _Ight not be found until subsLan-
tial efforts have been made to actually use the date, The two

key implications of the DST's which have influenced the data man-
- agement plans for FGGE are:

(I) greatly improved monitoring of the observin_ and
teleco_municat_-ons systems

(2) an operational readlneJs evaluation of the data flow
prior to the start of the FGGE.

In the formative stages of GARP planning there was consider-

able optlnism that we stood at the threshold of significant im-
_-.uvements in our abillty to predict weather. This optimism

was based u_on advances which had been made in three areas:
(I) An increased sclentlfi _. understanding of those atmosphe_-ic
proceJseP, that produce weather, coupled with the dev..'lopmentof

anaiyt!c mode!_o ef the atmosphere; (2) the development of faster
and mc_-esophi..tlcated computers; and (3) the emergenLe of th_
meteorologic_l satellite as a powerful data-gathering tool. In
initial stud%es of the utilizatlon of data acquired during the
DST periods, it has now become clear that the problem of asslml-
latln_ the satellite data into the atmospheric models is more
co_lex than had prevleusly been thought. While impact tests

h_ve demonstrated _dest i_pEovements in the forecasts through
the addltlon of satellite sounding data, significantly improved
analysis techniques are required. The problem is to merge the
continuous satellite data with the di._rreet blocks of conven-
tional data in an optimal fashion so v_ to minimize the rest,l_
rant ana.lysls and forecast errors. ".... continued research To be

___ carried out with the DST data sets is _med at overcoming the
_: known deficiencies of the pzadlctlon models and at b,:[Idlng a

firm fom_dation for accomplishing the object.Ires of FGGZ.

@
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COMII,_HCIALAIRCRAFTDERIVEDHIGHRESOLUTIONWIND
A.P:OTEMFERATUREDATAFROMTHETROPICSFORFGGE-
F/h_LICATIONSFORNASA

R. Steinberg, NASALewisResearchCenter,ClewJand,Ohio

ABSTRACT

Two p;-ogramsinvolvingoverI00 commercial aircraftImve
been initiatedtoprovideglobalhighresolutionin-situwind-
field and tempera_ire data during the FGGE. Tae concepts
developed for these programe could have important implica-
tions for both meteorology a_d _viatlon in the near term.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the weak coupling between mass and motion in the

tropics, particulxrly complete observations are require(L Except for

the FGGE Special (Y_er,:ing Systems (which are temporary), only re-

mote measurememts are normally made in large areas of the tropics n.

the southern hemisphere. Actual windfield _nd temperature measure-

merits are essonU.al near the equator and a certain minimum nuw,bero

in-sit, observations are needed in other lstitudes in order to deduce

meteorological data from remote measurements with s_fficient accura

It was recognized tha+ thls requiremont for in-aitu data could in

part be met by utilizing some of the over 400 inertial navigation syste_

(INS) equipped commercial aircraft which routinely transit the tropics

_d the southern hemisphere. "l_ese aircraft are in effect fully auto-

mate_! meteorological data collection platforms, capable of providing

latitude,longitude,alUtude,wind ngie, windvelocity,and temper.Ltu

at 4 second intervals. In some casos this information is stored on ta_

along with other aircraft performa_e datL however in most lzstaucm
it is discarded.

Two programs have beon developed by Lewis Research Crater t_

explore the potential of this now data source for dm FGGE _nd beyond.

The first, called AItZ (Aircraft _ Data Systems) makes use •

e_tsting, sopldst/cated, airborne data processing and stora_ systenu

curr_tly being flown on a number of commercial aircraft, to provide

m_norolo_cal lnformattct_. The _oomi progrm_ called ASDAR
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{Aircraft to Satellite Data Relay) provides for the accluisition and near

re_.l-time relay ,Aa satellite of meteo__logical data from commercial

aircraft to meet FC_,E ._lmrements and explore the future needs of

operational meteorology.

AIDS Program for the FGGE

The concept of using AIDS equipped aircraft to provide high reso-

lu-tlon m_orological data (st,pported by NOAA, NCAR, and N_LSA)was

successfully demonstrated during the GATE (GARIOAtlantic Tropical

Experiment) in 1974. At the request of the World Meteorological Organ-

izatlon (WMO) a similar lint larger program is now being organized for

i_e FGGE. It is expected that over 80 B-747 and DC-10 AID_ equipped

alrcra_ t_cluding 5 cencordes win be provtdin_ alreps. 1 Figure 1 shows

the anticipated d___tdensity from these aircraft. The AIDS program will

provide over 3000 alreps _-mrday. The data will be sent on tape to the

Special Aircraft Data Center (in the Netherlands) for further processk.g
and then forwarded to the level liB data cedar in Sweden.

ASDKR Program for the FGGE

It was sugges_l, by the author 2 that while AIDS data base could

meet resesrch requireu_.+_, the real impact of this concept would only

be felt if aireps could be provide_ i_ near real-time to meet operational

needs. NOAA agreed and s_ked _Y_SAto develop a low-cost communica-

tions system to provide alreps from commercial aircraft, in near real-

time on aftdly automated basis. The communications system, called

ASDAR, shown in figure 2, was the testilY. It consists of a 401 MHz

transmitter, a 468 MHz receiver (now being replaced with a clock), a

digital interface unit and power supply. The complete system including

the antmma, shown in figure 3, and all associated installation hqwdware

wolghs abo*Jt 34 kg. The first ASDAR _ystem has beeu in_Llled on a

Pan American B-747 and has provided alr_.m, see figure 4. on a fully

1Each air_ consists _ _d/tude, long/_de, altitude, time. tem-

perature, w/nd angle, a_d wiud re,city.

2julian. P., and It. SW/nberg 1975: Commercial Aircraft as a

Source of Automated Meteorological Data for GATE and D6T. Btfllet_

American Me_eorological Society, 38, 243-251.
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automated basis for several months A few minor technical problems

have been experienced, however, m the main, the results shown in fig-

ure 5, have been exceptional. To date we have t)een able to transmit

data from the aircraft to the satellite with an elevati_ angle as small

as 0 ° and a single satellite has provided coverage from 20° to 180° west

longitude.

The ASDAR program is now under the auspicies of ._OAA in the

United States while international direction ts being provided by the WMO.

It is expected that between 15 and 20 ASDAR equipped aircraft will par-

ticipate in the F GGE.

Additional Tropics/Southern Hemisphere Data for F GGE

Examinatten of figure 1 will show that there are still significant

data and frequency voids in the tropical oceans. One way of reducing

this deficiency for the FGGE (now being actively explored by the WMO)

is for key aircraft which always transit the tropics to be provided with a

low-cost Weather Data Recorder (WDR). For example the wide-bodied

fleets of Australia (Qantas), New Zealand (Air New Zealand), Brazil

(Varig) and France (UTA) representing 33 aircraft are always on tropi-

cal routes in data sparse ar_s. A United States air carrier (Pan

American) is also switching to an all 13-747 fleet in the Pacific. In

fact every Pan American flight across the I_actflc (see fig. 6) is now a
B-747 or B-7473P (cruises at 45 000 fl). _nc potential for providing a

signff!cant Improvement in the tropical data base, at several levels,

using the WDR on selected routes is impressive.

The WDR is a small cassette data logger weighing just 8. 18 kg

(18 lb) and requires 25 watts of power. It w_l interface _ny INS

equipped ]3-747 or DC-10 aircraft ,,,_dcan store data for a minimum of

30 days. In quantities of 30 traits a WDR flight certified system coscs

11 900 dollars.

F '_m'e Implications

There are at least 200 n_s equipped _rcraft which transit the

-. tropics each day. Each Is in actuality a meteorological data collection

.:, platform. These aircraft, if ASDA_ equipped, could provide a 1000 per-

emit Increase in the number of r_al-time aireps (200 km resolution)

coming from the tropics and the southern hemisphere. Such an im-

provement in the presmt data base could be vf major importance to

267
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weather forecasting as well as pro_ding a spin-off for airline flight

phnning. United States air carriers used over 10 billion gallons of fuel

last year! If we can translate high resolution wind and temperature tem-

perature information into more accurate airline route forecast_mg the

savings could be significant. Currently fuel accounts for over 40 percent

of airline operating costs. A 1-percent savings in minimum time track

forecast can save 100 million gallons of fuel a year.

_e FGGE may provide _,.-_SAwith a ,mique opportunity to evatuate

the importance of aircraft to satellite co_ ,_mnicattor++in improving the

present world-wide meteorological data base as weU as assessing the

potential spin-off in fuel savings to the airline industry.
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PaperNo.49 N79-20622
A SUMMARYOF NIMBUS-6TEMPERA'_LZRERETRIEVAL ACCURACYSTATISTICS
FOR DST-EAND DST-6

C. M.Hayden,NationalEnvironmentalSatelliteService,Madison,Wisconsin

_ON

Th/s mmmazy addresses statistics cumpiled from Nimbus-6
temperature retrievals processed during the 18 _/ust-4 September
1975 DST-5, and the 1 February-4March 1976 DST-6. No claim is
made that such a summary comprises a thoruu_, evaluation.
Statist/cal characteristics are but one of many aspects of a data

set. Howdah, statistics have the xhrantages of ga_r, lity and
faniliarity; and most Lmpurtant3.y, the statistical p_o£_rties of

any data tTpe a_ essential to .Ddern ob.-ective analysis s_
which properly weight different data relative to their _wn
characteristics. For _ last reason it is hoped that tl_/sreport
will serve the users of the DST level 2 data sets in prcDerly

inhering and utilizing the temperature profiles derived frcm
Nimbus-6 m_ura_snts.

All statistics included here have.been cumpiled from samples

of oolocat4_ satellite soumding and radiosonde measurements. T_e
colocation window is 222 _u in space and 6 hours in time.. _%_
window is m_esirably large, but _/ghter restriction causes the

eldminaticn of _ucrtant areas (e.g., the satellite is over the
U.S. alnDst precisaly _ radi_m,_ k vnuh trees). To s_e
extent the _m, bw problem has been al' ._viat_ by making _m_ari-
scms with values interpolated in space _ _ time frcm objective
analyses _ did not utilize the Nimbus data). The samples do

not include the _._/re DST periods but are large enough _o he
representative. Fu_r statistical aspects are cons_%ered: a) the
mean and standard deviation of differenue betv_en _:'_tellite,

radiosonde, and objective analysis values for the t_cgl sauple;
b) the root-m_n-square (n_J) dlfferm_e bergen satc_/iue and
analysis val,_ categorized hy the activity of the nmteozologJc_l

situation; c) the spatial er_r correlation of the satellite data
as omqpared to radiosonde and analysis valuas; and d) the

of temperature gradie,_ _q_llclt in satellite t_reera-
ture 4ata as uum_mmd to radlo_m_ and analysis values.

Mean and Standard Devlat_ of Differm_ee

Figure 1 _ mean and standard deviation differences
for _ _ t,m_zat_es (bet_ mm'datz=y_mure leve/s)
as compared to radioeomde and analysis values. Also shown is the
differm_e betwemm radiosunde and analysis. _m host important
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nlIMBUS-6 (RAO_ ¥$ Anallyll4,. MMBI.IS_ (RA01_ '_l Ana_
DST-I_ Februar 15-20. 1976 DST-S Aulus1.8-23. 1375

150 _ . -- e,_oe

i

7O0 4
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• I '_1 ,3 '_4 -I O ,I ,2 O _1 t2 "3 .I O _1 ',2

_.e.ee. '[) Oel,_,,

Fig. 1 - Standarddeviationand mean deviationof N/rebus-6
temperatureFrofiles as cuRpared to radioso_)eand objective
analysis.

featureis that for the troposphere0__low300 mbard excluding
the surface)the basic accuracy of Nimbus vs. radiosondeis
_tely 2.0K for DST-5 and 2.5K for D6"r-6. _"%esefigure3
are each _ by apprcx/mately0.5K if *J_ satellitedata are
cumparedto values frum analyses%_ich s2oth the high frequency
oscillationsof radiosondedata. _ deterioratesin the
_use region by appr_/mately i.OK due to poor resolutionin
the radiationmea_ts. Ac_acy above 50 mb (_otshown) is
poor for DST-5 and _ poor for DST-6, and the data should not be
used.

A second i_scrtantfeattL*_is that "roman"or bias en ors are
prevalentin the sa_/lite data. This is c_vious at tropopause
levels for both DST pericds (satellite,_lues too _rm) and o_ar
virtuallythe entire atmospherefor EST-6. Ev_m for DST-5, bias
erL_rsexist locallywithin s__ic features. _his problem is
also belieu_d to he caused fundamsntallyby resolutiondeficien-
cies both in the measurementand the data p_cessing.

RM_ Diff___ncesvs..Atm3s_lericActivit_

Figure 2 _ the useflAlnessof the Nimbus t_m_erature

3?2
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data. As an av_..raqeflop/re, the rms _differencebct_en N_,n_as-6

, and objective analysis values (interpolated in space and time) is
approx_mate!y as large as the difference between analysis
estimates of the "truth" 12 hours apart. This feature is repre-

sented by th_ points on tF_ ordinates of the graphs of figure 2.
Given this fact, it is easy to jimp to the erroneous conclusion
that satellite data are probably useless except in the s_rsest

data regions. However, the figure illustrates that the satellite
error is quite independent of the magnitude of the 12 hour change
in the "truth." (The sample is sequentiadly red',_ to the more
active cases along _/_eabscissa; the sate/iite _._ stays oonstant

while the "activit_l"rms rises). T_._xefore, the data are valua-
ble in the active and interesting meteor_1_-'_icala_eas. This
feature oould be inco;'puzdoS_ into an objective analys_ sch_n__

such that the data get more weight (relative, for example, to
first guess field) as the atmospheric activity increases.

DSI-$ AuBvJ! I075

I

o .I o_ ,6 • -: ,4 .6 • • •

I

,o
_---e,-..Q mUW_-|

i ,

Fig. 2 - m4sdim=_ancie8 of N_-6 as c,mL_red with _jective
analysis tem_mrat_res catecjo_izedby analyzed 12 hour bs_erature
changes.

•. 3?3
11

• •
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The value cf a piece of data depends on its ipdependence from
other a priori information. If a data value is per,+.+_tly
correlated with ._/cher data vah_-v the.seomld offers .none_

_+,nfor,-+_tic_,except in terms of confid_o_-. ,-,,9eme_ral, _rrela-
be_ data is an undesira_ !e feature unless the data are

perfectly accurate.
The previous t%D secticns affizm that satellite temperature

data are not pezfectlv ac_++urate' Figure 3 of th's section shows
that the errors are _patially correlated (%ith rK_table simdlarity
between DST-5 _ DST-6). Frc_,the meteor Jlogicm/ _ndpoint, if

:; any temperature sounding in a synoptic system is too warm, other
soundings in that system will also be to@ warm. Strong error
correlation exists to a _stance ocmnensurate with the scale of

the r_8jorsynoptic syst_mxs. The figure highlights tb_t t_ cor-
relation is most eviden,: when comparison is made with objective

analysis estima*_s of
|m. ¢o..Io,+o.f..c,,o.,,0st-sA.g..,19;5 4o0-s0¢mb the+ "truth". Thus it

I0 -r--, , , , , , _ , , . i" a daripant feature

._-- ,.,.tti,.-A.._.i,J in the eventual ap_li-

0,. _ ._-- Sot.mr.-,_o, _ cation of the data,
k _ ---- ,*o_- _.o_,_, and it should be oon-

i side_red in any objec-

°_ I _. ___ ti'+_analysis wcheme.__ Note that the correla-

-_ 0_ I _ _ tion shcx_idnot in_. I this case be inter-

_ffidence in the data.

I I I ! l I I I ' I i

50 250 i50 6._0 850

l.or Co.,_|nt_enFunctions,DST-6Feb,vary.1976 40G-$00,,_i)

0
0, \k._ .....So,.,,,.--,*o_]

' Fig. 3- ._patJalerror
0_ con'elaticn f-x__ions

for N_*_bus 6 tempera-
ture _l_es _ _dd

0_ ______...... trt"3-'+_p_,_'_here.
oo

[, , , J , ,__ +_._ --._.u--_
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DST-S OST-6

HoriTo,lo I Tempe_'_tu¢4 G_odig,t H_r;zo_o I Te.._per_.%re _r=_iant

August 1975 February 1976

--_ RA_?3 .... . Anrtysis _ Satelhte

,,o ,oo.,,o.,;,..j ,oo.,,o.,,o.¢,,,j
450 s ,P°°

210 I'*'B J

_o " 1 "/// ___i i i x i i , i 1 L L ,

$omple d"_.pll ['

'"'if '¢' /iilq820
_-" 650 666

o_' $t9 -J;Q. -
250 _ .,504 )_l 4

:°f ti i i I I i I I
0 I _t 3 4 $ 0 l 2 3 • $

%,mh,e,ltve. O,od,ono $,onOoId _Je. -;.,o_ (Ill

Fig. 4 --Horizon=al tem[__ractwegradient represented b] N_2hhus6
data, radiosonde data, aT"-',objf _-%iveanalysis values.

:_erature Gradient A_.n/racy

To a )_rge ex+__nt_ error correlation featured abov_ is a
manifestaticm of _ b_as error menticne_ in tl_ section on _ean

and standard deviation of differences. A _y of a,_iding tPds

deficiency in t_a data is to use the .valuesin ] relative ,_nse.
That is, instead of _)lyir_ the satellite tenperatures a-
absolu_ values, they might be used only to indicate t_r@erature

gradient, as obtained frcrnadjacent measu_.ememts. IL Lhis way the
bi_s common to the t_D vllues is removed.

Figure 4 examines the accuracy of gradients represented by
satellite measur_rant_ as osmpm_sd to those represented by

rad .,.c_lx_es and objective analyses. The appr_'_i_ate _'.1_ over
_i_ the gradientsare measuredi= _ on the ordinate,,_ereas
the standard devLation of the gradient sample ,.sshown on th_
abscissa. In all casus the gradient represented by satellite

per._ture observa_ is substantially smaller than that given by
radioecmdes, but _tely equival_t to that represented l:5

smu_ther objective analyses. In terms of a@pliP_ticm to

objecti_ anali_is, t"e _._tellitedata on temperature gradiemt
ap_ea_s to be quite adequa,:e.

, )K;35_AL pAG_ IS
_5 c F _,00& _...v_uALI'.o
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Oonclusion

Same basic conclusions may be drawn f_om the _e discus-

sion. Satel_ite tEml_x-atu_._.soundirgs as rep_nted by the DST
data sets continue to sh_ su._2mtial dif_ere._es when ccmpared
to radiosonde data. The discrL;pancies a_ mitigated by ccmpari-
son to the smoother objective_ analysis "_ues but still apprecia-
ble. Ne,_a_rtl_less,the satellite data are _loable in meteoro-

logically active areas and s_gti.dpcssq _y be given greater _eight
there. A significant problem exists _n te_L_ of spatially cor-
related bias errors in d _ -_sert_'cions. H_a_a_, the satellite

data appear to fait_v/[ly repr_ent _mperature gradient infoLma-
tion, at ]cast on t_hescale incorT_orated in synoptic objective
araly_,is,and _ possibly be _ _cessed and utilized in that
_e .
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MICROWAVE RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF SEA-SURFACE
DARAMETERS

B. M. Kendall and_.J.C. 81ume, langley Rn_rch Center, Hamp,oe, Virgin;#

ABSTFACT

A technique to remotely measure sea-surface
temperature s_d salinity (for concentrations
greater than 5 parts-per-thousand) with accuracies
of l°C and 1 part-per-thousand (°/oo), respec-
tively, was demonstrated wlth a two-frequency
microwave radiometer system.

INTRODUCTION

Because the mlcrow_ve emlsslon o£ ocean water Is
dependent on temperature and salinity, it is possible
to utilize microwave radiometers to sense water surface
temperature and sallnity remotely. The emission is
more dependent on salinity at the lower microwave £re-
quencies and more dependent on temperature at the
higher m_rowave frequencies. Thus a system comprising
two microwave radiometers, operating at 1.43 and 2.65
GHz can provide a remote measurement of both paramete-n.
The use of a dual-frequency microwave radiometer system
has an advantage over other types of remote sensing
instruments in that it can both opec-ate at ni_t and
probe through clouds. Corrections to the radiometer
apparent temperature for various ztmospheric and water
surface effects are necessary for accurate inversion of
the measurements to obtain surface water temperature

and salinity. Inversion algorithms developed for this
purpose were used to produce contour maps of these
quantities.

Radiometer System
F

The L-band (1.43 OHz) and S-band (2.65 GHz) radio-
meter system used in this investigation constitute a

• third generation of advanced switched radiometers.
These radiometers are based on the application of two

. concepts to the switched input type receiver. The
first concept is to equalize the temperature of the

_ reference noise source at the circulator s_ltch with

27_
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the temperature of the lossy microwave components
between the antenna terminal and receiver input and
maintain this temperature extremely constant (+0.03

kelvin). The second concept is to use a feed-back
loop to inject pulsed portions from a constant noise
source (avalanche diode) into the received noise power

at the antenna terminals until the noise power of both

circulator switch inputs is the same. The pulse fre-
quency, which determines the average value of the in-
Jected noise power, is a measure of the noise power

(radiation) received by the antenna. As a result of
these two design improvements, the radiometers are
nearly independent of gain variations and errors that
are contributed by front-end losses. The radiometers

therefore exhibit the long term stability that is
necessary to achieve absolute brightness temperature
measurements to within a few tenths kelvin.

A simplified block diagram of the rad ometer sys-
tem is shown in ftgure 1. The S-band and _-band

: radiometers have resolutions of +0.08 kelvin and +0.09

kelvin respectively, and both have an absolute accu_

racy, with suitable calibration, of better the. +0.2K.

: Figure 1.-Simplifled block diagram

of precision radiometer

278 oY
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Measurement of Radlometric Apparent Temperature

Qu_]titafilve measurements of the thermal emissi(

from the sea surface require correcbions for the
radiative and transmissive properties of the inter-
venlng atmosphere and sky, antenna beam efficiency,

_nnd sea surface roughness. At the measurement wave-
lengths of ll and 21 cm there are four principal at-
_,ospherlc and sky effects which must be considered:
extra-terrestrlal background radiation; radiation fr(

galatlc and discrete celestial radio sources; attenu_
tion from oxygen and water vapor; and radiation from
the sun. Unless the sea surface is perfectly smooth:
(no wave) a surface roughness correct is necessary at

s_,me microwave frequencies due to the emissivity-
roughness dependence. For the exact measurement of
the apparent temperature, the antenna should ha-e a

"pencil" beam pattern. Since this is impossible to
achieve, an antenna pattern correction also must be
made.

Determination of Salinity and Temperature

The brightness temperature measured by an ideal
radiometer is related to the molecular temperature o_

a radiating surface via the emissivity of the surface
The emissivity of a dielectric surface at a partloula
wavelength is determined by its complex dlelectr_c

constant which for sea water is a function only of
temperature and sal_nlty. Plots of brightness tempe-
rature versus salinity and surface temperature at
1.43 GHz mld 2.65 GHz were derived from experimental
measurements of the dielectric constant of sea water

at 1.43 GHz and 2.65 GHz.

in order to invert the brightness temperatures t
corresponding values of temperature and salinity a

regression equation was developed. The regression c¢
efficlents were found from input data consisting of
tables of brightness tempei,atures, one at 2.65 GHz ar

one at 1.43 GHz, as a function of salinity and molec_
: lar surface temperature.

Flight Test

The L and S-band radiometer system was installed
on a NASA C-54 aircraft, and a functional check-out

flight was conducted from the NASA Wallops Flight
Center over the lower part of the Chesapeake Bay and

adjacent Atlantic Ocean. A flight over the entrance
,, to the Chesapeake. Bay was selected because the mixin@

of fresh and sal$ water there should result in high

279
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salinity gradients, and instr_aent pcrfocmance could
ther@fore be verified over & wide range of salinity
concentrations. Both radiometers were calibrated

before the flight by using a specially designed liquid
nitrogen cryogenic antenna load placed under and
closely coupled to the antenna. The ,teasured radio-
metric data together with latitude and longitude co-
ordinates from the aircraft's inertial navigation sys-
tem were recorded on digital magnetic tape and compu-
.ter-processed. The sea truth data were obtained from
several locations in the measurement area. A compari-
son was made of the radiometrically measured _ralues
ef surface temperature and salknity with those taken
at the sea truth locations. The resulting error m_an
deviation of -0.52 °/oo and + 0.55°C aztd error stand-
ard deviation of 0.92 °/oo and 0.59°C for salinity
and surface temperature respectively seem to indicate
that the desired accuracy of 1 °/oo for salinity and
l°C for temperature was achieved. The calculated
values of salinity and surface temperature were plotted
as a function of geographic position. A contour map
of the salinity distribution is shown by isohalines
with 2 °/oo increments in figure 2. A contour map of
the surface temperature in 2°C steps is shown in
figure 3.

lil," .

Figure 2.- Isohallnes of the lower Chesapeake Bay ,_

_., "_P"
+

+

+
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Figure B.- Temperature contours at the lower
Chesapeake Bay

Concluding Remarks

A dual-frequency (1.43 and 2.65 GHz) radiometer

system was developed to measure salinity to 1 O/oo
(for S > 5 °/oo) and sea-surface temperature to l°C.
This system utilized a null-balancing feedback circuit
with noise injection for stabilization. It was

operated from an aircraft over the lower Chesapeake
Bay and adjacent coastal area of the Atlantic Ocean to
map salinity and sea-surface temperature. To obtain
the stated accuracies the radiometer data were correc-

ted for co:mlc radiation, atmospheric effects, sea

surface roughness, and antenna beam efficiency.
l
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N79-20624

CLOUDC_.NSUSAND RAINFALL ESTIMATIONFROMSATELLITE IMAGES
NASACONTRACTNAS8-23462

F. R. Mosher,D. P.Wylie,J. H. Chu

ABSTRACT

A program has been undertaken uo develop
techniques for measurement of cloud and

rainfall parameters from satellite images.

INTRODUCTION

Meteorological satellites produce images of
clouds. With the exception of cloud drift winds, very
few quantitative products have been derived from cloud

' images. The purpose of this study is to develop
quantitative techniques to measure and use cloud para-
meters, and to estimate convective rainfall ar,d latent

heating usinq satellite image data. The effcrt is
divided into three phases. The first phase, which was
just completed, was a study of the potential users of
cloud measurements and rainfall data: their require-
ments, the availability of existing techniques, and

the future developments required to meet the potential
user requirements In the second phase we are cur-
rently perforating scientific studies and developing
the objective clo,_d parameter and rainfall estimation

techniques. The final phase will be to demonstrate
and transfer the techniques to appropriate users.

• CONCLUSIONS FROM POTENTIAL USER SURVEY

Of all the various user groups, the climate
modeling community has the most pressing needs for

cloud data for developing radiation and latent heating
parameterization schemes. They also have the mo&t

.- stringent accuracy requirements as stated in the GARP
requirements. Xn addition, cloud climatologies are

_ also required to verify the performance of models.

_ Presently available cloud measurement products such as
_ the Air Force 3-D Nephanalysis or sounding retrieval

: cloud heights are not sufficiently accurate to meet

' the parameterization needs. The presently available
_ climatologies (Miller and Fed_es, 1971) of total cloud
_- cover without height discrimination are not sufficient
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to meet Zhe verification requirements of the modeling
community.

The needs of the aviation community for cloud
information have been recognized. The Air Force pro-

duces the 3-Dimensional Nephananlysis (3DNEPH) every
three hours to meet their cloud information needs

for programming reconnaissance satellites and flight
operations. NOAA proluces weather depiction fax
charts based on surface observations of clouds and has

initiated an experimental satellite cloud analysis
fax chart for use by flight service forcasters. The
initial reaction to the NOAA/NESS satellite cloud
analysis has been favorable.

The most pressing forecast needs for cloud infor-

mation is for short time mesoscale forecasts of fog
and convective storms. The analysis techniques of
determining cloud heights, thickness, growth rates,

etc. are presently at hand. However, a new generation
of hardware is necessary to provide the forecast
offices with real time access to quantitative satel-
lite data.

The user survey showed the three main users of
precipitation data to be genera_ circulation modeling
groups, agricultural crop prediction groups, flood

forecasters and water managentent groups. The general
circulation modeling groups are concerned mainly with
global latent heat release. Their needs are reflected

in the GARP data requirements of precipitation. Agri-
cultural crop predictions require high spatial reso-
lution land data. In contrast, the flood forecasters

require high time resolution over limited land
regions. Systems which can provide precipitation
data include raingauge networks, radar, satellite
microwave sensors, and satellite visual and infrared

images. In general all the systems are only accurate
to within a factor of 2. Eazh of the systems has
special strengths, but each also has some weakness.
Hence, no one system is i_eal for meeting all the

user requirements. The ultimate operational system
will probably b_ a composite of several systems.
Composite systems of satellite microwave over water

• and imaging techniques over land are feasible for

global precipitation data, as would be a composite of
raingauge calibrated digitized radar and geostationary
image techniques for hydrological and flash flood

: forecasts.

TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT

The technique development phase has been divided

into two stages. The first stage involves collection
of data sets for processing and verification, and the

% ,
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analysis of the physical basis for the subsequent

technique development. This is the current stage cf
progres_ on this effort.

The techniques which presently exist for the
cloud census include a cloud height program (Mosher,
1975) which uses the visible data to compute the

optical thickness and emissivity required to correct
the infrared temperature. Currently a modified
t_ndard atmospheric sounding is used to convert the
mperature to a height. However, a height, comparison

to aircraft cloud reports showed errors of up to

100mb caused by the sounding conversion. The program
is presently being modified to allow the use of

syneFtic radiosonde soundings.
The o@tical thickness is computed using a plane-

parallel homogeneous assumption for visible light
scattering. Using an average extinction coefficient,
it is possible to convert the optical thickness to

physical thickness. However, McKee and Cox (1974)
have shown through Monte-Carlo simulation that the
effects of the cloud edges can cause significant

departures from plane-parallel theory. To investigate
the flnL_e cloud, non-homogeneous problem, a geometric
cloud scattering model was developed. The model con-
sists of building blocks of cuboidal cells whose

transfer function was calculated by _ _Ionte-Carlo
simulation (Davis, 1976). The blocks are stacked to
construct a cloud, and the interactions between the

block faces are computed. Figure 1 shows brightness
cross sections across a simulated cloud. The sun is

on the left with a 13 ° zenith angle. The cloud has
dimensions of optical thickness of 100 x 400 x 30
(6.3 x 24.5 x 1.8km). Experiments were r_m varying
the cloud thickness, placing liquid water concen-
trations in the cloud center, putting a tower on the

cloud, and putting a hole in the cloud center. The
simulations showed the edges of the cuboidal cloud to

cause a brightness gradient across the cloud top.
Putting a liquid water concentration in the center
3 x 3 pixels of the top half of the cloud resulted in

a brightness increase as shown by figure i. This
liquid water concentration placed at the bottom half
caused only slight brightness increase however. When
a tower was placed on top of the cloud, _he net uffect

was to generate a dark spot as is shown by figure 1
because of light leakage out the sides of the tower.

• A hole in the cloud also generated a similar appearing

dark spot to that of the tower. Further work is
required to verify the simulations and then incorpo-
rate the results into an improved thickness and cloud
property determination. Efforts are also progressing

on techniques to determine cloud type and size
$
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distributions. A cloud census of the GATE area fcr

phase Ill will be produced and relateQ to cloud
parameterization schemes using GATE data and radiation

asurements. Processing of GATE radiosondes has

begun for use in providing the dynamical parameters
for comparison to cloudiness.

In the rainfall efforts, arrangements have been

made for an exchange of satellite and calibrated radar
data with McGill University in Montreal. Thls data
will be used as ground-truth for testing satellite
rain estimation techniques in mid-lat±tudes.

The existing techniques for rainfall estimation
have also been examined for possible improvements.
The scheme developed by Grif_ith et.al. (1978) which
correlated rain rates with the are-_ o_ the cloud has

been modified. In the old scheme, the z_in volumetric

rate was weighted to account for varying rainfall
observed in the different gzowth stages ot the cloud.
The maximum area reached by the anvil was used as a

base for separating growth and decay stages. This
technique is not conducive to forecast situations
since it requires the convection to mature before
measurements can be made. For this reason we have

changed the rainestimation scheme to inclu,,e the anvil

growth rate.

R = KIA + K 2 dA/dt

'_ In this scheme the coefficients K1 and K2 are not

changed over the clouds life cycle. The weighting
for the heavy rainfall is accounted for by the growth

i term dA/dt. Anvil growth rates by themselves are
partially correlated with volumetric rain rates

• (figure 2). In the GATE data a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.67 was found between the volumetric raid

rates and the anvil growth rates over a 1 hour period
during the grcwth phase of the clouds. While anvil

growth rate does not fully explain all the variations
in rain rates, it does provide rainestimations that
are slightly better than the old scheme.

Using the Montreal ._nd GATE data, we will examine
the environment of the clou4s for.factors which can

affect the cloud's precipitation efficiency. Profile_
of wind, temperature, and humidity will be studied fo_

their effect on the rainfall efficiency. Convection
studies will also attempt to relate the intensity of
the uonvection to the depth of the moist inflow layer
to the clouds =nd the temperature stability. These

parameters will be studied so that a better under-
standing of the satellite data can be made.

i
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No. N 79" 2 O625,
COMPARISONOF THE LASTTWOWINTERSEASONMONTHLY ZONAL
CLOUDFRACTIONSASDERIVED FROM NIMBUS-6ERBDATA

PobertJ.Curran,GoddardSpaceFlight Center,Greenbelt,Maryland

ABSTRAC_

Honthly zonal albedo determinations made by NimbUs-6
ERB have been used to form monthly zonal cloud fractions.
The Fall-Winter-Spring seasons of 1975-76 are compared
with the same _easons 1976-77.

The radiation exchange between the earth, sun and free
space is the ulti_,ate driver of the meteorological and
oceanographiu prccessss which form the earth's climate. The
major constituent of the earth-atmosphere cystemwhtch moderates
the radiation exchanges is atffiospherlc clouds. The earth's
global albedo, which is the ratio of the solar flux reflected
from the earth to that incident, is approximately 0.30. Close
to one half of this global albedo is due to clouds, emphasizing
their importance to the energettcs of the system.

Regions of the earth with minimal cloud cover for extended
periods of time absorb most of the sunlight incident on them
a,.d thus act as sources of energy to the system. Similarly,
relattvel7 cloud free regions tend to loose much energy by
emission of longwave radtatiou _o space. Subtle changes _n the
temporal and spatial distribution of clouds can strongly effect
the magnitude and position of _he sources and sinks of radiation
energy from the sources to the sinks, measuremants of the statis-
tical properties of cloud are necessary.

Satellite Imagery sach as that from the geosynchronous
meteorological satelltte_ dezonstrate the strong Jifferences in
reflectamce between clot_ds and the clear s_rface/a_mosphere.
These reflectance differences are greatest for tropical and mid
latitudes where most albedos rarge _etween 0.15 and 0.25.
Cloud albedos, for mar,y of the loud masses found in these
latitudes, are 0.50 or greater. These differences allow large
scale measured albed_s to be decomposed into cloud obscured
and cloud free fractions. The present study ,mes albedus
derived from measurements made by the Earth Radiation Budget
(ERB) instrument on the Nimbus-6 meteorological satellite.
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The Nimbus-6 satellite is sun-sunchrono_s ,_ thus observes

such latitude at fixed local time. Nimbus-_ was placed in orbit
such that all latitudes between 60N and 60S are observed within

one hour of loaal noon. Monthly, zonal deter_in_,tlon_ of the
albedo were gathered from July 1975 co present. The low
spectra] resolution channels were used to for_ a data set
covering the winter season 75/70 and the wlnter s,.ason76/77.

To sepa:ate cloud con:ributlons from the measured dats it

is necessary to form a model of the expected cloud free albedodlstrlbutJon. A model was formed by taking into account the
latitude di_tr!_Jtlons of land and water, the monthly extent of
ice and snow cover and the solar zenith angle dependent effects
of the cioudfree atmosphere.

The _:er surface albedo varies with solar zenith angle in
accordance with the-data of Knodratyev. Ice and snow cover
data w_re gathered from the Nimbus-6 Electronically Scanning
Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) and from mlnlmumalbedo products
from the NOAA Scanning Radiometer.

Calculations of the zonal cloud fractions for the Fall-
Winter-Sprlng seasons of last year are shown graphically in

Figure I. The two major features identifiable in the f_ure
&.e the southern hemisphere maxlmt_m at approximately 65 south
latitude and th_ varlable norther_ hemisphere maximum which is
roughly situated in the northern mid to nigh latltudes. The
position and seasoeal variation in the southern hemisphere
_Imum agree wlth the data of Van LooR.

Figure 2 gives the monthly zonal albc_o differences between
the winter of 75/76 and that of 76/77. Because the same
instrument is being used to collect the data and because the
satelllte orblt is sunsychronous and thus reproduclble from
year to year this data set is ideal for dlfferentlal studies
as comparisons evident in January is suspect and thought to
be an artifact of the January 1977 data processing. Therefore,
for much of the comparisons January is excluded.

The dlffersn._s in cloud fraction amplify the albedo
differences. Large increases in cloud
fractlonmay be noted in the fall and early winter 76/77.
These increases are followed by decreases in northern hemisphere
low latltud_ cloud fractions in the late winter and early spring.

290
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The decrpases _n low latitude cloud fractions are

defensible because of the lack of large enough surface albedo

changes. However, between 40 u and 50 latitude changes in cloud

cover may be partially zxp!ained i_ terms of changes in the

position of the ice/snow boundary be:_ en the two years. Efforts

are proceeding to assess the impact ._f th6se contributions. The
magnitude of the albedo differen es a 40 to 50- are greater

than that expected m snow co%er ,_ne and must be, at least

partially the resu,t of changes in c _ud cover.
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ELECTROCHEMICALCONCENTI_ATIONCELLP..ONESONDEPERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

A. L.Torresa'.dA. R. Bandy,DrexelUniver,,ity,Philadelphia,P&

ABSTPJ_CT

A largenumberof e!ectrochemicaiconcentrationcell
ozonesondeshaveheencalibratedrelativeto ultraviolet
photometricabsorption(254nm) to deten_ne theirpre-
cisionand accuracy.The averageagreementwithUV
piiotometrywas _oundto be good,butwithconsiderable
variatiunfromone ECC ozonesondeto another.Applying
individualcalibrationsto verticalozoneprofilesre-
ducedthe systen_ticdifferencesbetweenECCozonesonde
totalozonevaluesand Dobsonspectrophotometricdeter-
minationsof the samequantity,but did not improveran-
dom differences.

INTRODUCTION

Electrochemicalconcentrationcell (ECC)ozonesondeswere
developedby Komhyr(1,2) for use in obtainingverticalpro-
filesof ozoneup to about35 km. The sensoris basedon the ux-
idationof iodideionsto iodineby ozone,and the subsequent
electrochemicalconversionof iodinebackto the iodideform.

A programwas initiatedat DrexelUniversity,in cooperation
with_i'SA'sWallopsFlightCenter,to evaluatethequalityof
ozonedataobtainedby the use of ECC ozonesondes.As a partof
thisprogram,a systemwas set up wherebyozonesondeswere cal-
ibratedrelativeto a laboratory-gradeozonemonitorpriorto
theiruse in atmosphericsoundings.Ultravioletphotometricab-
sorption(254rim)was chosenas the primarycalibrationstandard,
whileDasibiEnvironmentalCorporationozonemonitorswere used
as convenientsecondarystandards.Thisreportdescribessomeof
the resultsfoundthusfar,especiallythoserelatingto the pre-
cision_r,d accuracy obtainable with the ECCozonesonde.

• EXPERIMENTAL

The UVphotometerwas constructed arounu a 3 m glass absorp-
tion cellwith quartzwindows. A vycor-jacketedmercurypenlamp,c

_ and bandpassfilterswere usedto produceand isolate254nm
light. The detec¢orphotomultipliersignalwas convertedto vol-
tagewitha parallelRC filter,the outputof whichwas readman-
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ually using a 5½-digitdigital multimeter. Ozone concentrations
were computed from the UV data using the relation

I09T Io
_3] (ppbv)= _ log _-- i)

where T = temperature
P = total pressure (atm)
k = absorptioncoefficient(135 cm"I arm"_ _3])
L = pathlength(cm)
Io = intensitywith ozone-freeair
I = intensitywith ozonated air.

A small ozone generatorproduced0 - 200 ppbv ozone at 5 _ min"!
during the calibrations.

ECC ozonesondeswere calibratedrelative to a Dasibiozone

monitor by simultaneoussamplingof ozonated air (0 - 250 ppbv)
from a commonmanifold. The ozonesondewas electronicallycoup-
led to a 1680 rIHzmeteorologicalradiosondefor data transnission
to a nearbyreceiver. Step changes in ozone concentrationswere
used to determinethe instrument'sresponsetime.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Well over a hundred ECC ozonesondeshave now been calibtated

relative to UV absorption. When the individualinterceptsand
slopesare averaged,the result is

_3]£cc = 0 _ 5 nb+ (0.99 _ 0.06) _3]UV 2)

where the uncertaintiesrepresentone standarddeviationabout
the means. The ECC ozonesondeis seen to agree with UV photon_t-
ry quite well on the average, but with considerablevariation
from one r_onesondeto another. The uncertaintyin the slope for
example, is about 10% at the 90% confidencelevel, ffanyof the
calibrationswere carriedout by simultaneouslyconnectingtwo
ozoneson_esand the Oasibito a commonmanifold. The calibration

variationsbetween pair-memberozonesm_desindicatedthe varia-
tions to be an ozonesondeproblem,and not a resultof drifts in
the calibrationequipment.

The time requiredfor an ECC ozonesondeto complete85% of
its final response to a step-changein ozone concentrationaver-
aged 51 seconds. This may result in a slight distortionof ver-
tlcal ozone profiles because of the climb-rate,but will have
relativelylittleeffecton the total ozone obtained by integra-
ting the profile.

The individualcalibrationswere used to correct the verti-
cal ozone profiles in 30 test flights, 20 in 1976 and 10 in 1977.
The total ozone valuesfrom the ozonesondeswere then compared
with Dobsonozone spectrophotometermeasurementsmade at the time
of the soundings. Applying the correctionsreducedthe average
percentagedifference(systemcticerror) between the ozonesonde

: and Dobson Eeasurements from 7.1 tu 1.3% for the 1976 data, and
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from -5.7 to -I.4_ for the 1977 data. The correctionshad no

significanteffecton the random variations,which were of the
order of 10%.

/"
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DECC_,CVOLUTION OF EARTH RADIATION B_ DGET DATA

R. N. Greenand G. L, Smith, Langley Research ,_entef, H3mpton, VA

ABSTRACT

The theoryof deconvolutiorof wide fieldof viewEarth
radiationmeasurementsis _ppliedto Nimbm_s6 ERB data
and resultswitha 15° regionalresolutionare presented

INTRODUCTION

The EarthRadiationBudget(ERB)instrumenton the Nimbus6
spacecrafthas twowide-field-of-viewdetectorsformeasuring
solar(shortwave)radiationreflectedfromthe Earthand Earth
emitted(longwave)racliationThesemeasurementshavevery low
spatialresolution.The problemof relatingthesewide-field-of
viewmeasurementsat spacecraftaltitudeto the fluxat the top
of theat_aosphereis _ne of resolutionenhancementand has been
treatedtheoretically.The caseof Earthemittedradiationpermits
considerablesiropliflcations,wherebythe solutionmay be
expressedsimplyin tennsof sphericalharmonics.Becauseof the
statistlcalnatureof the problem,the sphericalha;-monic
coefficientsare evaluatedby a leastsquare.,;methodratherthan
by u._eof theortho_onalityof sphericalharT_nics.Thispaper
presentsrPsultsthusfarobtainedfromthe applicationof this
theorytu MJmbu.c 6 ERBdata. The caseof reflectedsolarradia-
tlonhasbeen studiedby computersimulationsand shownto be
feaslble.

: RESULTS

The ERBinstrument has operated since July 1975, shortly
after |aunch of the Nt,abus6 spacecraft, to the prtsent has has
provided muchEarth radiation budget data with its WF0Vchannels.
Wehave analyzed the Eartn emitted radiation data for the mnth
of August 1975, during uhtch time ERBwas operated on a duty
cycle 2 days on and 2 days off. During this time, six complete
duty cycles of data wer_ collected. Eachduty cycle of data has
been analyzed separately, resulting |n a short time history of
the Earth emitted radiation.

Eachday, the spacecraft completes14 orbits, so that
' requiring 2 I/2 data points per cycle ;'esults tn a maximumo'f five

cycles : ;olvable tn the longitudinal direction. Accordingly,
for each duty cyc|e spherical harmoniccor.fftctents were computed

l*
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through fifth degreeand fifth order, for a total of 36
coefficients. These coeFFicientsare computedat satellite
altitude from the #ata and convertedto top of the atmosphere

values by the factor I/_j, where _i was computed usi__ a
nominal li_-darkening fuBction. It'wasfound that through the
fourth degree, the zonal coefficientspredominated,and coeffi-
cients correspondingto longitudinalvariationswere relatively
small. For fifth aegree, the longitudinalvariation_were as
large as the zonal. The time historiesof the zonal coefficients
through fourthorder are shown in figure I. It is seen that the
t_me variationsare s_ll; because they are so small it is not

clear whether they are due to real fluctuationscf the atmosphere,
samplingvariations,or some other effect. In addition,the
sphericalharmonic coefficientswe-_ computedout to twelfth
degree and twelfthorder for the t,_l month of data. T,e result-
ing degreedispersion on for the month is shown in figure 2., as
a functionof degree. For n = 3 through II, log o appear,_to
vary quite linearlywith n, with the exceptionof _ = _, which
is low and n = 7, which is high by a correspor_ingamount, the
reasons for these resultsare presentlyunder study.

The zonal distributionof radiationfor Augus_ 1975 as
deconvolutedto the top of the at_Jsphereis shown in figure 3.
For comparison,the zonal distributionas inferred from the data
by using a simple inverse squarerelation is shown as a dotted
line. It is seen that the zonal results do not differmarkedly
between the two methods; this is because there is littleeffect
on the zonal distributiondue to high degree terms,which are the
terms most attenuatedby the WFOV measurement.

The ;lobal distributionof Earth emitted radiationfor
August 1975 as deconvolutedto the top of the atmosphere is shown
in figure4. This map was constructedusing terms through twelfth
degree, corresponding*o 15° resolutionon the globe. It is seen
that the results are resonahle,although definitivestatements
must await comparisonwith other measurementtechniques,e.g.,
the scanner results.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The implicationsof these results to atmosphericphysics
are bei:lg investigated. This analysis needs to be done for a
much lorger data period. Finally, parameter estimation should
be applied to the problem of deconvolution of reflected short-
wave radiation.
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$,MU'.ATION STUDY OL-A METHOD FORANALYZING WIDE FIELD OFVIEW
/i,_ IOMETERMEASUREMENTS.FROM.%ATELLIT=.SAND SOMEANALYSISOF
FSS_7 DATA

W. 1.._Yeaver,LangleyResearchCe',ter, hampton, Virgityia

ABSTRACT

A method of relating wide field o£ _iew radiometer

measurements from satellites to the Earr,h longwave flux
field is simulated end is used to obtain zonal and global
averages of longwave (LW) flux for EfSA 7.

INTRODUCTION

A study was performed in which irradiance measurements

calculated over a simulated model of the Earth's longwave
radiation field were reduced to longwave Earth fluxes using shape
factors. Th4_ method has been used extensively to analyze data
from wiCe field of vlew (WFOV) radiometers on satellites. Resu/ts i

from .he method are relatively simple to interpret, and successful
results do not depend on uniform sampling. Sets of irradiance
measurements were generated, and average fluxes were estimated on
zonal and global scales.

Measurements from the low resolution infrared radiometer

(LRIR) on the ESSA 7 satellite were reduced to Earth fluxes using

a shape factor, and some zonal and global averages o_ the long-
wave flux are present :d.

SIMULATION STUDY

Program Description and ScoPe of Study - The longwave Earth flux
model was based on data obtained from the Nimbus 3 satellite. It

was comprised of 1654 flux regions, each with an area approx-
imately equal to a 5° x 5° region at the equator. A discrete

Irradiance, Ii, from a region of flux, Wi, is illustrated in
figure I and is given by:

I i = Wi M(T i) z_(ei) cos viAi/_Z2

where R is geometric response of radiometer
M is directional model of radiation field

A total meas&rement Is Gh. summation of Ii for all regions whose
centers arP in the radiometer field of vlew (FOV). Unrestricted
and restr'l.ctedFOV flat pl:.teand spherical sensors were

' considered. Unrestricted FOV (UFOV) sensors have a horizon to

, SOS
,I
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horizon view and the restricted FOV (R_oV) sensors view a region

with an Earth central angle (ECA) of 20 degrees. Two radiation
directional models were used: Lambertian (diffuse) and a limb

larkening function based on Nimbus 3 data. Sets of measurements
were generated b_ specifying M, R, orbit characteristics, number

of orbits, and data points per orbit. An estimated value of flux
is related to a meastuement of irradiance through a shape factor,
F, by W = I/F. Shape factors used in the study account £0_ the

rFd!emeter geometric response, but to simplify computations of
the s_ape factors, the Earth radiation field was assumed to be
Lambertian. An estimate of average flux in a i0 degree !etitudc
7one for a set of measuremen+.s was obtained by averaging all
values of flux derived from meas,lrements whose centers were in the

given zone. Estimates of"average zonal flux were compared to
average fluxes (actual) obtained from the simulated f!ux model.
The figure of merit used to evaluate the method is the area-

weighted average of the absolute errors in the zonal estimates
.w'_ (AZE). A shape factor was calculated for each _ata set which

minimized the AZE. This optimum shape factor was then compared to
the input shape factor. The error in the estimate of the global
average of flux was the area-weighted average of the errors (non-
absolute) in the zonal estimates.

Results - Minimum errors in the AZE were generally achieved within
15 orbits and %3 points per orbit. Figure 2 demonstrates this

point for flat 1,1ateradiometers at an altitude of 600 km over a
Lambertian directi_onalmodel. The minimum errors are seen to be

: a_out the same for the UFOV and the RFOV measurements with magni-

tudes of errors less than 1.5 percent. The calculated values of

the optimum shape factors for the minimum-error cases were always
very nearly the same as the input values. That is, the shape
factor calculated from geometric considerations appears to be a
good estimator of a_erage zonal flux. Errors in global estimates

were iess than 0.2 percent, Figure 3 shows how the AZE is
affected by satellite altitude. The errors are seen tc be about
minimum at 600 ]anand increase to 2 p_'cent at 1000 km for the

UFOV sensor, but remain about the same for the RFOV sensor. The
trend of results was slmilar for meam_ements with a spherical
sensor, but the magnitude of the errors was slightly higher for

the spherical sensor.
Figure 4 compares estimated values of average zonal flux with

actual average /alues for several minim_un-er,'orcases. Figure _a
shows very good agreement between estlmahed and actual zonal

averages for both Immbertian and non-lambertian directional
models. The average absolute zonal errors and global errors are
nearly identical #or the two cases. Figaro 4b also indicates
good agreement for the RFOV data and a Lambertian directional
model, The errors almost double, however, for the non-Lambertian
case. When the optimum shape factor was used to estimate the
zonal averages for the non-Lambertian data set of figure 4b 0 the
errors were reduced to about the same as those for the Lamberttan

case. Thus, if the directional characteristics of the radiation
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field are known, a geometric shape factor may be feared to

ecm_ens _ e.

ANALYSIS OF ESSA 7 DATA

The ESSA 7 data (Sept. 1968 thru May 1969) are an irportant

part of radiation measurements of the late 1960's. ESSA 7 had

flat pl__te radiometers opposite each other on the outer circum-
ference of a spinning satellite. _"ne plates were wired electric-

ally in series, and the composite signal was an average measure-

ment over a spin period of 6,5 seconds. Set-_ of these plates with

different surface coatings allowed separation of short and lon_-

wave radiation. This type of coating was known to degrade, and

Dr. Fred House of Drexel Univer_i+v develoFed a scheme for their

calibration Jsing solar input measurem_n+_ at Sun ingression and

egression.

The ESSA 7 orbit was nearly circu/ar wit_ ?m ave1"age

altitude of about 1450 km and was Sun-synchronous with a north-

ward nodal crossing of 3 p.m. local time. The irradiances were

reduced to fluxes ah 30 km altitude using a shape factor

developed by Dr. House and which approximated that of a cylinder.

Figure 5 shows estimated zonal averages of LW flux for the first

3 months of the data period. Global averages are also shown.

These estimates are lower than those derived from Nimbus 3 and 6

data. For example, using August, 1975 data from the WFOV sensors

on Nimbus 6, i estimsted a global average LW flux of 240.7

W/m 2. Differences in fluxes may be attributed to the different

nodal crossing times. The Nimbus satellites were in Sun-

synchronous orbits wSth 12 noon nodal crossing, and 12 noon

orbits generally res%t!t in higher LW flux than afternoon orbits,

CONCLUSIONS

A simulation study showed that minimum errors in estimates

of zonal a_d global averages of LW flux are achieved with a

relatively small satellite data sample, Errors are about minimum
at 600 km _ltitude and then increase with altitude for UFOV

sensors. Rh-rors remain about constant to I000 km for RFOV

sensors. No significamt differences in flux estimates are seen
between [_OV measurements for a Lambertian and non-Lambertian

radiation mo_;el, Increased errors in RFOV measurements for a

non-Lambertlan radiation model may be reduced if the model is

known.. Zonal and global averages of LW flux derived from ESSA 7

data are lower than those from Nimbuz 3 and 6. Differences in

flux may result from differences in the orbits,
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ERBSSSCANNERPERFORMANCEINTHEPRESENCEOFRADIATION
OIRECTIONALMODELERRORS

L.M.Avis,LsngleyRes_rchCenter,Hampton,Virginia
P.G.Renfroe,VoughtCorporation,Hampton,Virginis

ABSTRACT

Simulation studies of the ERBSSscanner have been
performed to determine the sensitivity cf the
inferred flux at the top of the a+_osphere to radia-
tion directional mndel errors for candidate scan plane
orientations.

INTRODUCTION

The data reduction algorl_hms for Earth energy budget
contain assumeddirectional characteristics of radiation _mitted
and scattered from the Earth-ateosphere system. The sensitivity
of inferred flux to errors in tne assumed radiation directional
characteristics for the wide-and medium field-of-view sensors and
for the scanner have been studied by mission stmul_Ltons.

The radiation di?ectional characteristics are defined by
models which express, for a given surface element at the top of
the atmosphere, the exttting flux per unit solid angle for each
direction out to space as a fraction of the total hemisphev'tcal
flux exttting the surface element. Then, in principle, a stngle
scanner flux measurement can be converted tnto an inferred
hemispherical flux from the FOV footprint. The variance in the
inferred flux is generally reduced by multiple fl_Jx samples to a
degree dependent upon the sampling distribution tn space and
time, the spattal and temporal variability of the flux, and the
directional model errors.

SHORTWAVEDIRECTIONALNODELS

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the solar radiation scatter-
Ing process. All directional mcdels are f_=ncttons of the solar
zenith angle _, the extt ray zenith angle 0 and th_ extt ray
azimuth angle ¢ relattve to the principle plane (the Sunllne-

: zenith plane). Symmetry about the principle plane ts presently
assu,eed.

The directional mde|s described tn this paper are derived
from airborne radiometer measurements reported tn the literature

• (refs. 1-4). Progress toward directional medels based on Ntmbus-6
i ERBdate ts discussed tn the paper "Nimbus 6 EREScanner Studtes

for Development of Earth Radiation Budget Sate|ltte System ([RBSS_

.e
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Three shortwave(0.2-Spin) directionalmodelshave been
employedin ERBSSmission simulations:

(1) a composite,of the Lamberttan model anda highly
antsotropt_ mod_l exhibiting strong forward scattering and
laoderate backscattertn9 at large solar- zenith angles, the
"compositemodel;"

(2) the "stratocumulus c)oud model;"
(3) the "stratsqs cloud model."
The relative conL_tbutton; of the Lamberttan and the

antsotroptc to the compositemodel are variable from 100 percent
Lamberttan t_ 100 percent antsolrepic. The compositemodel,
tllustra_d in figure 2, is representative of clouds, snow, ocean,
and )and surfaces according to airborne radiometer measurements
reported t n the 1t terature.

The stratocumulus cloud mo(:el, illustrated in figure 3, is
an empirical fit to measurementsof flux from r'_oudsof irregular
density ranging from non-uniform stratus to discrete cumulus
clouds.

The stratus cloud medel, illustrated in ftgure 4, applies
to moreor less unifom stratus clouds.

ERRORANALYSIS

An analysis of the potential errors in the inferred flux as
a fu,_ctton of the scannerorientation wasperformed for simulated
ERBSSh_tsstonsover a 1-monthperiod. TwoTIROSmissions
considered included 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. equatorial crossings on the
ascendingnode and are detailed in Table I. Here also are
described t_o AEHmts_.tons, a 607 kmaltitude orbit for the off-
track scan angle and a 635 kmaltitude orbit for the along track
scancase. The 607 kmAEHat 56° inclination was chosento
provide scannercoverage of each 250 X 250 Ionregion for each
local hour as the orbit precesseswith respect to the Earth-Sun
line. It wasnecessary, however, to select a different orbit
altitude for the along-track scanner to insure goodregional
coverage in the tropic zones although this does not allow complete
coverageof all local hours,.

The scanner charactert;ttcs we)-eselected to simulate the
current single axis philosophy and to satisfy the data rates
compatible with TIROS. A 3° FOVwaschosenwith a 6.4 sec. sweep
interval and .05333 sac. sampling rate scannerwtth additional
details listed tn Table I. 'fhese simulated scanner footprints on
the 30 kmtop-of-atmosphere sphere are shownin figure 5. Only a
half scan sweepis illustrated ._tnce they are symetrlc about the
nadir track. The FOV's at nadir are contiguous for the TIROS;
however,successiveAEMsweepsproducecoveragegaps. Four scan
sweepangles were considered for thts study: 0° (along track), (.'
and 135° (off-track), and 90° (cross-track).

In orde)"to assess the error potential of these scan sweep
angles associated wtth the. p_posed satellite missions;i In analysis

: technique suggestedby R. Greenwasemployed. In thts analysis,
the stratus cloud modelwas usedto simulate a realistic Earth

$1a

• . ° .•
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radiancefield. The simulateddataWere_na_)'zedusinga
compositemodelin whichthe Lambertlanmodelwas weighedequally
with thestratusmodel. In thisway,analyzedfluxescouldbe
con_oalredto simulated,actualfluxesto define?luxerrors. These
calculationsweretakenovera 30 dayperiodfor the Sun nearan
equlnex.Althoughtheseresultsdo notyieldcomplete,or
absoluteerrordeterminations,theydo providea basisfor com-
paringscannerperformancefor variousorbitsand scanmodes.
Both 5° latitude zonesand a _ertes of 250 X 250 kmreglons were
included in this study with one region at each latitude from the
eq,.,-.tor to the pole.

Every combination of the three sa_;ellttes and four scan
sweepangles wassolved for both zonal 'and regional errors. It
was observedfrom all these results tilat the general massof data
points represents e_.rors less than 10 percent, except near the
poles, where the solar zenith angle approachestts maximum. The
sampTeresults plotted tn figure 6 indicate that the cross-track
scan sweepangl,,, producessignificantly lower errors over r_st
of the globe _an the other angles. While pr.ovtdtngmorecomplete
coverageat the higher latitudes, the cross-track scannererrors
there are muchgreater than at the mid and lo_r )dtttudes.
This is due to g'reater modeldifferences at the high solar
zenith angles.
REFERENCES
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G.D_O COVERMCCFLING

O.E.Smi_, MarshallSo#ceFlight Center,At,_._ww,.

ABSTRACT

Results fzom two investigations in modeling cloud cover

,- are pre_.t_d. These being a _.,.ivariate ,nodei and a
_u_t_ariate model for cloud cover.

I_ TRODUCTIO_;

i'_,. ?,r_rldwide Clo6d Cover model (Ref. I_2, 3) was de-

v¢Ioped for the purpose cl simulating the consequences of cloud

cover on earth-'_iewing space missions (Ref. 4.). This cloud

model was ._uccessfully used in the time-line planning for the
Skf].':h Earth resources mission. This cloud model uted stand-

ai'd g_nd based cloud observations, satellite cloud data avail-

! _,_!,-- in the 1907-1971 time period, and cloud summaries to es-

: tablish 29 homoge.-_eous cloud regions.

To model cloud cover for the purpose of studying the
reiationships between cloudiness, precipitation, and Earth

radiation budget requires a more detai_ed approach than was used
in the early worldwide cloud cover model. An objective pro-

cedure to classify homogeneous cloud regions is desired. A

means to do this is to use the pa _ameters of an appropriate
probability distribution function as a _odel for cloud cover.

Cloud Cover Modeling Univariate Distribution

If an adequate underlying multivariate theoretical statis-
tical distribution can be found to represent cloud cover, then the

properties of that dis:ribution function can be used to model

temporal and spatial distribution of cloudiness and to classify

regions that have similar cloudiness characteristics.
Usiug the empirical frequency summaries generated for

the world.de cloud model, Falls (Ref. 5) concluced that the

univariate Beta distribution adequately describes the variation in
the amounts of cloud cover. The Beta probability density fun-
ction used for cloud cover is
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r(_ + ,d ..... 7)'-'l(x)=__ _'-

The range of the variable, x, is bo,mde¢: =: 0 an0 _ ; zero corres-
ponding to no clouds _.nd unity _ orresvonds to i0 tenths or over
cast and fractions Jr, between d, note tenths of cloud cover. The

parameters I_ and _" are greate" than zero. Estimates from the
sample are obtaine_- by (I - _

3r* = i_q=--------_
where i and sz

are sample mean and sample variance. This density function can

take on many shapes exhibited by cloud cover. The character-

istics of the shapes and parameters are shown in Fig. ].
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Fig. 1 Beta distributions with different parameter values.

Intuitively, the probability density function for cloudiness ob-
served in a •mall viewing area should be U-shaped and grow

bell shape as the viewing area increases. R_gions with high in-
sidence of few clouds should be skewed to the left and regions

with a high frequency o/ cloudiness s',ould b_ s]_¢_'ed +.ot._.,_ right.
The effects of viewing are= • on the attending distribution can

best be determined from satellite cloud data. The ground based
observer sees a sky dome of approximately 55.6 km (30 n. mi).
Once this effect is determined the cla•sific_Ltion of similar
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cloud regions can be objectively derived.

Incidentally this Beta distribution was investigated as a

possible model for solar radiation {totaland normal insidence)

for a data sample for Albuquerque, N.M. The radiation data

was transformed to ha,,e the lin_itsof zero and unity on the

assumption that the lower limits is zero and the upper limit is

Z Z,angleys. The resulting "fits" were very poor. This prelimi-

nary investigation indicates mixed distributions of solar radia-

tion even after making stratified samples based on cloudiness

and cloud type.

A Multivariate Model

To extend our in,_.estigationsof cloud distribution to space

and time and conditional probability analysis a multivariate

probability distribution function is required, Thus, we may ex-

pect that the multivariate Beta distribution, sometimes called
the Dirchlet distribution would be a natural extension for des-

cribing the bivariate case. However, a theoretical requirement

of the Dirchlet distril_utionis that the variables be negatively

correlated and this constraint is contrary with actual situations.

Consequently, a different approach was required--one allowing

for both positive and negative correlations.

Peizer and Pratt (Ref. 6) provide a possible approach, that

of using the normal distribution for approximating tail probabili-
ties in the Beta distribution. Thus, ifone assumes that the

correlation between two sites or different in time is structurally

related to the correlation present in the bivariate normal distri-

bution, one may be able to extend work of Peizer and Pratt to

the multivariate setting, that of approximating joint probabilities

asing the bivariate normal distribution (BVN). T_is approxima-

tion would appear to work adequately for those cases where the

univariate normal approximation gives satisfactory approxima-
tions to the Beta distribution

An e_mple result using fl.istechnique to give joint prob-

ability of cloudiness by categories follows.

The sites selected for this analysis were Fort Worth and

Houston, Texas. Daily records (3an. 1971 to Dec. 1975) on

cloud cover, measured in tenths were recorded every third

hour by standard ground base observing practices.

The data was grouped into the categories as shown in Tabl

I.
Table I

Category/Tenths
: I/0; 211,2,3; 314,5; 416,7,8,9; 5/10

•" "_ 319
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Since Falls Ref. 5 dcmors+rated that the Beta distribution ade-

q_mtely describes variation in categorical data, this investi-

gation was restricted to categorical data. However, the approx-

imation program is :,strestricted to categorical data.

A complete set of probabilities (25 values) have been cal-

culated for the Fort Worth 9 a.m. and Fort Worth 3 p.m. com-

bination. These values are presented in Fig. 2. Each of the

five portions of figure represents a category level for 9 a.m.
and the abseissas represent the categories for 3 p.m.

Figure 2 values were determined based on observed _vd

expected frequencies for S years (155 values). The agreement

is quite satisfactor7 with a coupl? of exceptions. Values for

Category 1 for 9 a.m. and Cate[ ory for 3 p._. shows a ,:._de

divergence. Also th-,five value_3predicted for _ p.m. and Cate-

gory 4 for 9 a.m. sh,)w substantial disagreement.

These discrepazxcies between observed and predicted

values can be explained b_ analyzing how well the Beta model
describes univariate cloud cover in the various data sets.

Another consideration i,_that better agreement may be obtained

by using more class interval e.g., one-tenth. This would give

greater flexibilityin selecting the required integration limits

for these joint frequencies.

Conclusions:

Although only two statisticalmethods have been reported

in this pape-, there are oth_-,rtechniques and statisticalcon-

cepts in cloud modeling that should be investigated.
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A SUMMARY OFMONTHLY MEAN SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
WITH THEG_ISSMODEL

JeromeSpar,TheCity College,New York, N. Y. 10031

Abstract

The statistical results of 8 monthly mean sJmul_
tion experiments with the GIgS general circulation
model are summarized for the Northerv HemispLere in
terms of the fields of sea-level pressure, 500-mb.
height, and 850-mb. temperature.

Introduction

While general circulation models are capable of
simulating certain properties of the global climate,
it has not yet been demonstrated that they can re-
produce climatic anomalies, such as the deviation of
an individual monthly mean atmospheric state from th,
climatological average. This paper presents a summa1
of results from a series of monthly mean simulation
experiments with the GISS model (Somerville et al.,
1974), in which global forecasts were marched out
from initial conditions on the first day of the mont_
and averaged over the month.

The experiments to date have included four
"forecasts" for January 1973, 1974, and 1975 (Spar

- et al., 1976; Spar, 1977) and February 1976, oue
initial state random perturbation" cxperlment for
January 1975 (Spar, et al., 1978), two "sea-surface
temperatura (SST) anomaly" experiments for January
1974 (Spar et al., 1976) and F_bruary 1976, and one
"replication" experiment for February 1976.

All computations were initialized with 00 CMT
global data on the first day of the month, provided
by the National Meteorological Center (NMC). NHC
data were also used to verify the simulations of the

; monthly mean states. Climatological fields used in
the verification program were obtained from NCAR.
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Experiments

In the perturbation experiment, random '_errors"
ve_e distributed over the initial state three times
to obtain a total set of four simulations for the
same month. The dispersion of the simulations was
analyzed to evaluate the effect of initial state
uncertainty on the simulation of the monthly mean
state.

The first SST an_maiy experiment, for January
1974, _as carried ou_ with the sea temperatures updated
daily to match the observed values. In the second
SST anomaly ,_perlment, for February 1976, the daily
SST values were averaged over the month, and the fixed
fleld of observed monthly mean SST values was used in
place of the cllm_tolos!cal SeT field for the month.

In the replication experiment, two presumably
identlcal slmulation runs were performed with the
same initlal and boundary conditions, but wlth
different schedules of interruptions and restarts on
the computer, to provide information on the inherent
computational "noise level" of the monthly mean
simulations.

For the purpose of thls presentation, all the
experiaental results are summarized in two tables
_f statistical data for the Northern Hemisphere only.
The three variables analyzed are sea-level pressure

($LP), 50G mb. height (Z-S), au_ 850-mb t_mperature
(T-8) on the GISS model grid (4 of latitude by _o of
longitude). Table 1 shows the ::oot-mean-squa_e (rms)
errors for the three fields, while Table 2 gives _he
S-1 (gradient) skill scores for SLP and Z-$ only.
Also shown in the table_ are rms differences and

S-1 comparison scores between certain simulation
fields.

The columns in the tables labelled F denote

"forecasts" computed with climatological SSTs as
boundary coudltlons. Those labelled CL represent
"forecasts" of climatology, in which the cllmatologl-
cal monthly mean state was verified against the
observed _onthly mean state. Columns labelled A
indicate simulations computed with observed
(anomalous) SSTs as boundary conditions. The F and
A computations were done with the same model, while
F_ and A • were computed with an earlier and slightly
different version. P denotes a btmulation computed
from one of the three random perturbations of the

initial state (P1 p P2' P3 )" The columns labelled F 2
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represent the second forecast in the February 1976
rep=Icatlon experiment.

Results

(At the time this was written, t'Ae "climatol-

ogy forecast", CL, for February 1976 was not yet
available. The following discussion 18 therefore
incomplete, but it will be supplemented if the CL
computations are completed in time for the oral
pr_sentation.)

The January data indicate that the model
s_ulatlon8 are consistently superior to climatology
at 500-mb. and 850-mh., but not at sea level.

•e, The SST daily update experiment of January 1974
shows no beneficial impact on the simulations of the
use of observed surface boundary conditions. However,

the observed monthly mean SST data for February 1976
did have a beneficial effect. The difference may be
due to "noise" in the daily SST data.

The perturbation experiment indicates only a
_elattvely minor influence of random initial state
errors on the monthly mean simulations, espcially at
500-mb.

The replication experiment sugbests that there
may be a limit to the accuracy of any monthly mean
simulation, due purely to computational problems.
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SPECTRAL ENERGETICS AND PKEDtCTABILITY STUDIE._

J. Tenenbaum, State University of New York, Purchase, N_v York

ABSTRACT

One and two-dimensional cpectral analyses
havc been performed on the GISS general cir-
culation model. The one-dimensional results

imply that low eddy kinetic energy is caused
by low conversions from the zonal mean kinet-
ic energy. The two-dimensionat results coP-
firm that low wave number spectral coeffi-
cients approach the predictability limit slow-
er than high wave number coefficients and sug-
gest ways of estimating the rate of approach
to the Dredictability limit.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous stuJies have been made of the limit_ of

atmospheric predictability and _he implications for
forecasts in the range of several days to 3everal weeks
The conclusion_, are that energy in the high wave m_n-
ber portion of the spectrum propagates to all wave-
lengths in a period of i to 2 weeks. This spreading
of energy in wave-number space prevents forecasts of
a specific _ariable at a specific space-, me point
after the predictability limit. The diagnostic value
of the details of this spread;-B are substantial.

Most general circulation models possess urrealis-
tically low eddy kinetzc energies, K=. While some in-
crease occurs as resolution increase_, the adhitional

energy seems to appear at the larger scales (Hanabe
al., 1970, Wellck et al., 1971). Manabe et al. expl=in
t-_e_r results as due to a shift cf the sca-[e--atwhich

absu_ptlon occurs. Wellck et al. explain thegr results
in terms of the improved £@_m-6ridional _omentum trans-
ports and show basic agree#,ent of the fin_ grid trans-
ports with observational da_a. Since K_ is _J!l low,

.ae additional _rocess may oe operatin_ in=_:rectly.

The integrated conversion, C(K_,K_), appears ba-
sically accurate lu the GISS model_ne_6etics. When
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presented on a pressure versus latitude display, we
find that large cancellation.q are occurring on either
_ide of the j2t stream in two .=ets of obser\,atiunal
data, Figs. !(b) and !(c). The model's failare to re-
produce this pattern is very strikingly shown in Fig.
l(a) using data from Japuary 1973. Bearing in mind
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Fig. i. Northern hemisphere conversion from _ to KM.
Units: W/(m 2 bar).

that positive values correspond to conversion from Kp
to K_, there is clearly a large deficit of energy going
from'_ to K_. New GISS results for January 1974 and
new NCKR results show similar patterns.

The deficit of conversions to K_ is also shown

strikingly in a KEversus time displa_ for three Jan-
uarles in Fig. 2. The model easily follows decreases

' in K= (1973, 1975) but is unable to fo_low an initial
increase in K= (1974). When the conversion term is
spectrally analyzed all observational wave numbers
show the positive and negative peaks of Fig. l(c).
All model wave numbers lack the negative peak except
for wave number 6, the wavelength of maximu_ baro-
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clinicity. Some error is occurring in the non-baro-

_ clinic conversions from KM to KE.

The formulas for such conversions contain factors

proportional to the latitudinal and vertical gradient
of the mean zonal wind, tu_. We conclude that the dom-

inant cause of low KE values is the lack of sufficient
[u] gradients near the jet stream resulting in erron-
eously low values of C(K=,KM). The agreement with
integrated hemispheric m_an'_ implies that the model
atmosphere will produce the conversion at some minimum

level of KK. as shown in Fig. 2. Such conversions will
not. however, necessarily occur at th_ right time or
place.

Spectral Predictability

: We have calculated the two-dimensional error spec-
trum of the 500 mb height fields for the 3 Januaries
giv=n above: and correlated them with the rms errors
as a function of tim=. The error spectra are calcu-
lated using the methods of Baer (1972), and represent
_s over longitudinal wave number where the distinct-

ion between _riangular and rhomboidal truncation does
not enter.

Two significant results emerge. First, the low
wave number error coefficients approach their asymp-
totic values more slowly than hlgh wave numbers. Ser-
ond, and perhaps most significant, the initial spec-
tral coefficients of the observed 500 mb field show

a suggestive correlation with the rate cf rise of the
rms errors. This relationship is shown in Table i.

Table I. Correlation of 500 mb rms error rise with
low wave number region of observed spectrum.

days to 50% of wave number coefficients of
asymptotic initial data

limit I 2 3 4 5

Jan 73 8 308 2534 93 394 177

74 5 235 2476 187 512 240

75 10 337 Z605 66 502 101

Underscored values deviate by more than 20% from mean.
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o, While additional cases must be studied, the possibility
of predicting the rate of rise of the rms error would
be quite significant. The correlation with the ti_e
behavior of K= is intriguing here. Clearly, only in
January 1974_id the energy initially rise and this is
just the case with the fastest rate of rise of rms er-
ror.

Each of these conclusions go to the heart of the
PISS satellite data impact studies. Our results sug-

gest that improved model resolution would improve the
eddy kinetic energy situation, and probably improve the
absolute predictability beyond 48 h. The spectral
results suggest a technique for identifying synoptic
situations where good predictability is likely.
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